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FOREWORD

This document was prepared for the United States Air Force by the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. (CAL) Buffalo, New York in partial
fulfillment of Contracts AF33(615)-3736 and F33615-70-C-1322, under Pro-
ject 698DC. Also prepared under this contract was a propo0 new specifica-
tion for V/STOL flying qualities: Military Specification - Flying Qualities of
Piloted V/STOL Aircraft, dated July 1970, which has been submitted for
adoption by the Air Force, Navy, and Army.

The contracted work was performed by CALts Flight Research Depart- -

ment under the sponsorship of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
Air Force Systems Command.

The work of developing the specification involved a series of reviews and

suggestions by representatives of the Air Force, Navy, and Army and by
other interested government agencies and aircraft companies. The principal
contributors front CAL and the Department of Defense were as follows:

CAL: Charles R. Chalk
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John Kroll, Jr.
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Robert C. Radford
George H. Saunders
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Air Force: 4

AFFDL: Charles B. Westbrook
Richard K. Wilson
Robert J. Woodcock
Wilfred J. Klotzback

ASD: ,John W. Carlson
John M. Griffin
Wayne A. Thor
James F. Schmiesing

AFFTC: Capt. Kenneth L. Johnson
Maj. J. #.. Tieber
Maj. R. E. Jones

NASC: Raymond F. Siewert
Ralph C. A'Harrah

NADC: Carman Mazza
NATC: Samuel L. Porter

Army :

USAAVSCOM: William Bousman
USAAVLABS: Richard L. Scharpf
USAASTA: Maj. I. W. Rundgren
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AESTRACT

This documnent ;s p-blxshed in s4ort of Military Sp'ecification MILL-F-3-"00. Flying Quatities of Piloted VISTOL Aircraft'.

The specificzLion was c--mpiled after an extensive literature r-evjewa,-d -any meetings and isCus sions with personnel from essentially all con--ci,:.'rned civilian and governmental organizajons. This report Attempts to-• expLai- the concep:t and ph~losophy tmu,-rirlying the V/STOL Specification andto present some o. the data and arguments upoz which the 2equirements w'ereba -qe d.-

The docurnea .•:-,ouad also serve as a suman.a-y of the sta:z ,:f theVISTOL flying quaalities ait as determined from flight test, -3t•,;I-alion,
analysis. and thteory-.
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LI-ST, OF SYMBOLS Af-4111V1T!

SYMBO-LS -

Meain chord of wing, feet,

F5 Pitch. control force applied by pilot. pounds

3 Acceleration of gra-'ity. fee-t/second2

Height above gro~und level IAC-L) or ibove mez-.n sea le-evl ~S)
i eet

M.s-rntim service altitiide (3efuied ;n 3-.1-.. 4)

Max-imuni o-perational altf':.de (3- 1-. T)

h. Minimum opei-ationa! eilitu-ie (3.I- 7L

' 1 .1 Moment~s of iner--i-a about 62e 7-, and q axes. respec13ViyV,
fi I slug-feZ

* -~ Product of inertia. sitig-leer

£ Lift

£ Rolling moment abozut the x-axis, irzzluding chrust effects.E
po~sitive for right 'wing dovwn-, font-ptounds

f. -I -'~_ _ raclians:
xx 9i second'- - "units of i

radians ___

second 2 
-(u~nits of i)

Mass of aic-crait, slugs

A4 Psic~nng n~etaboi't th~e y-a.xis, including thrust effects,
pos~ti-we nose-Lup, foot-vunmds

I -4 - -

r-- d ta ns

second -(urits of i)4

xI



.• .S Y MBGJ;..s

Normal l'ad factor

Symmetrical flight "mit load factor for a g.ven Aircraft
Normal Siate, based on structural considera.tions

Maximuia and minimum service load factors (defined in 3. 1. 8.5

Mazirnum and minirrum operation-al load -actors (3.- . 7)

:TN" 06- For a given altitt:de, the upper and lowe:- boundaries of 37

in tbe V-n diagrams depicting the Operaijonal Flight Envelope

Yaw ing nm.oment about the z-axis, including thrusz Lffect.,
positive nose right, foot-pounds

I J second2 - (units of '

radraadan

secondZ - (units of 1

The steady-state normal acceleration change per unit change
in angle of attack for an incremental pitch control deflection
at constant speed, g/radians

f Roll rate about the x-axis, radians/second

Phase margin for tho altitude loop, degrees

q Pitch rate about the y-axis, radians/second

q Dynamic pressure, pounds/feet2

r Yaw rate about the z-axis, radians/second

' Pilot rating; calculated "rom rating expression

s Laplace transform variable, 1 /fecond

S; Wing area, feetz

St Time, seconds

Control input ramnp time, seconds

xi



•Tntge foT the Du.:h roll oscillzht.on in the sideslip response
to reach the oth local n-Laxirrmm for a right pulse lollcn:x:.-rn.nd, or the ntl local minimum for a left comrmand{See Figures 8 a•zd 9 of paragraph 6 2.6)

rYhrtt. pounds

Z, dofbl lor an oscillation.C--. f,93 T for a first order divergence, seconds

Dan-ped period of the DuT-1ch roi*io seconds, T•-=

Aperiodic root of th.• ongitudinal hover;ng cubic characteristic
ecuation, seconds-

. Real roots of the long-Axidinaml hiovering cu~bic characteristic
2 eq..tion, seconds-

1 k ~ First order zero of the tiovering pitch attitude to pitch conirol
trarsfer function, seconds-

Pilot lead time constarl in pitch. seconds

7j Pilot lead time constant in longitudinal displacement, seconds

LT• Total velocity along the x reference axis

IL Incremental velocit.• along the x reference axis, feet, second

af 'Random gust velocity along the x body axis, feet second

-V" Incremental velocity along the y reference axis, feet/second

3r_ Random gust velocity along the y bod- axis, feetisecc-d

V Airspeed, along the'fliaht path

i
V" (x), Shorthand notation for the speeds V V - for a givenmax mInV'-,(x) configuration, aeight, center-of-gravity position, and

external store combination associated vith Flight Phase X

== •VC Speed for maximum endurance

V Speed for maximum range in zero %ind conditions

High speed, level flight, rrx-:mum augmented thrust

Maximum service speed (defined in 3. . 8. 1)

- Minimum service speed (3. -1 -82)
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* SYMBOLS

Maxi•.umn operational speed (defined in 3. I. 7)

V• Minimunm operational speed (3. 1.7)

The speed "-hich establishts the upper limit of applicability
of the requirements of this specification and the lower limit
of applicability of the requirements of IMIL-F-8785. No
more precise definition of Vcon will be antempted as it iS
assumed that V will be chosen by the contractor sub ect to
approval by t*. procuring activity. Factors to be considered

in the selection of Vcon are discussed in 6. 7 of Reference 1.

-V L•,(x) The maximum/minimum operational speed associated withFlight Phase X

"VS St-l Speed as defined in Reference 84

V5 (X) Stall speed associated with Flight Phase X

_, •Equivalent airspeed

"V, g1 rue airspeed

-V.W Unlock speed- That is the maximum speed at which the wings,
ducts, etc. can be unlocked and conversion commenced,
knots E-AS

&_= r Incremental velocity along the z reference axis, feet/second

-'- • Initial ;rim velocity along the z reference axis, feet/second

!i IRandom gust velocity along the z body axis, feet/second

Weight, pounds

Body-fixed axis of the aircraft, along the proiection of the
undisturbed (trim or operating-point) velocity onto the plane of
symmetry, %ith its origin at the c-g- Positive forward.

SForce along the x-axis, aerodynamic plus thrust, pounds

S.. .. zet

second- (units of

"Body-fixed axis of the aircraft perpendicular to the plane of
symrmetry, directed out the right wing, v.ith its origin at the
C. e.

xiii
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S~SYMBOLS.

Y Force along the y-axis, aerodynamic plus thrust, pounds

f d

second - (units

Body-fixed axis of the aircraft, directed downward perpendicular
to the x and y axes, % ith its origin at the c.g.

Z• Force along the z-axis, aerodynamic plus thrust, pounds

g .Z I=a, a S

feet

second2 - (units of i )

Angle of attack, the angle between the fuselage reference line
and the projection of the relative wind, measured in the pla; e
of symmetry. Positive angle of attack corresponds to flow
approaching from below the x-y plane.

Sideslip angle, the angle between the relative wind and the
projection of the relative wind on the x-z plane :f symmetry.
Positive sideslip corresponds to flow approaching from the
right side of the plane of symmetry-

48 The maximum change in sideslip following an abrupt roll
control pulse command v ithin time CAo ; %here tdd is
the lesser of 6 seconds or one-half the Dutch roll period,
and is measured from a point halfway through the duration
of the pulse command (Figures 8 and 9) - degrees

"" Climb angle, = sinl positive for climb
tru t airspeed p

6 Used in combination with other parameters to denote an
incremental change from the initial value

5 s Displacement oi the cockpit roll control along its path, positive
control produces right rolling moments, inches

Cockpit pitch control deflection, positive control produces
nose-up pitching moments, inches

Cockpit ya. control deflection, positive produces nose-right
ya%4ing moments, inches

•5 Flap deflection degrees

xi'
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SYMBOLS

Thrust magnitude control deflection

Thrust vector angle contro! position

Damping ratio

Damping ratio of the Dotch roll oscillation

Damping ratio of the phugoid oscillation

Damping rato of the longitudinal short-period oscillation

SgDamping ratio of the numerator quadratic of the
transfer function

e Pitch angle, angle between the fuselage reference line and the
horizontal, positive nose-up, radians

Thrust vector angle, wing tilt angle, etc.

Aperiodic root of the longitudinal hovering cubic characteristic
equation, seconds-

Standard deviation of longitudinai displacement, feet

Of Standard deviation of pitch rate, radians /second

- Root-mean-square intensities of At , respectively,
feet/second q "e

Cr Square root of the ratio of air density at a given altitude to

sea level density

T First-order time constant, seconds

First-oruer time constant in thrust control system

Te• Roll m-ide time constant, seconds

Spiral mode time conbtant, seconds

m0• Bank angle measured in the y-z plane, bet- een the y-axis
and the horizontal, positive right win_ dovn, radians

* 0. Bank angles at the first, second and third peaks, respectively2 3
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SYMBOLS

OS_ A measure of the ratio of the oscillatory component of baAk
0*1 angle to the average component of bank angle foelo-uing an I.rnpulse roll control commarnd with ya'-zcontrol free:

0,,,

0,..00 -- 0z

> 0-2: 4
d a., - , _

t 0 2 - oZ: ,

Maximumrr roll control pomer LF Sm radians /secondx

-Ai. any instant, the ratic of amplitudes of the bank-angle and

I d sLaesiip-angle en-elopes in the Dutch-roi mode

Yaa angle, positive nose right, radianns

]g• PhYase angle expressed as a lag tor a cosine representation

of the Dutch roll oscillation in sideslip, n- here 4
-_t - (n- 1) 360 (degtrees)

%Lith n as in t 1
"$#{t3 Yav. angle change %ithina one second follonving a one i•nch•step -av. control input, degrees

I.magmary part of a complex dynamic root, rad.ansssecond

Cross-over frequency, radians/second

Undamped natural frequency of second order system, radsanstsecond

Undamrped natural frequency of the Dutch roll oscillation, radians/second

d .> 0 is indicative of positive w.eathercock stability-)

SL'~ndarrzped nat~ural frequency of the phugoid oscillation. radians !second -

1_7ndarn>ed natural frequency of the short-period osciulation,
radcans, second

SFr-quency cf numerator quadratic of O/S transfer fun•tion

( ) dot denotes differentation uith respect to time

x~I
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ABBREVLATTIONS

c.g. Center of !ravi!y

EAS Equivalent airspeed

FOP Fixed operating point

IF'R !nstrument flight rules

kt Knots

nmph Miles per hour

MAT Maximrnm augiiienfed thrust: maximum thrust, augmented by
all means available for the Flight Phase

MRT Military rated thrust, vhich is the maximum thrust at -ahich
the engine car. be operated for a specified period

MSL Mean sea bz-ei

NRT Normal rated thrust, -i;h-ch is the maximum thrust at v'hich
the engine can be operated continuotsly

PIO Pilct-induced oscillation

SAS Stability augmentation system

TAS True airspeed

V/STOL Vertical/short takeoff and landing

VFR Visual flight rules

x v:ii
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Section IU INTRODUCTION

This docnment is published in support of Military Specification MIL-F-
83303 'Flying Qualities of Piloted V/STOL Aircraft" (Reference 1), as part
of a four year long program performed by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
(CAL) for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The intent of this
document is to explain the concept and philosophy underlying the V/STOL
Specification and to present some of the data and arguments upon which the
requirements were based.

The -,resented material was obtained or generated following an extern-
sive literature review and after many meetings and discussions witi person-
nel from essentially all concerned civilian and govern-mental organizations.
A number of subcontracts were performed to obtain supplemental, expcrimen-
tal and analytical data. The results of these efforts have been published
sepa rately.

Section 11 outlines the historical development of the project and ac-
knowledges the many organizations, both industrial and governmental, that
contributed comments, criticisms and suggestions in the form of review
comments.

The philosophy and structure of the specification is outlined L.- Section
I_. This attempts to give the user of the specification an appreciation fc: the

manner in which the requirements have been grouped; es-ecially in distin-
guishing between the fixed operating point requirements a..d the requirements
for the actual transition mnaneuver.

Section IV presents a review cf the entire A /SiTOL Specification, in
order, paragraph by paragraph. The format use' is to present the pertinei.t
paragraph. or group of paragraphs from the Specification, ant then to follow
this w'ith a discussion of the requirement. Attention is dircLted at explaining
the intent of the requirement, a discussion of the theoretical background and
experimental data on which the requirement is based, and a discussion of the
possible limitations or inadequacies of the requirement. Where a similar
requireme-nt or design criteria existed before, the earlier version is men-
tioned to provide a basis for con-parison.

II
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The development of a flying qualities specification or V/STOL air-
craft was one of the prime efforts of an Air Force advanced development pro-
gram called the V fOL Integrated Flight Control System (VI5CS) program.
As originally conceived, this program had four basic parts which can be
briefly described as:

1. Flight control system design, integration, and test including
definition of the total flight contred system criteria to meet
VTOL requirements, and integration and fabrication of a total
flight control system for control technology demonstration and
validation in a modified XV-4.

Z. Analysis, design, development, and flight investigation of
specific flight path display techniques suitable for all-weather
operation and their integration with the pilot-control systeni
com bination.

3. Development of VTOL handling qualities design criteria.

4. Modification of a jet VTOL airplane (:he XV-4) for use as a
variable stability test vehicle (the XV-4B).

The Cornell Aercna-utical Laboratory, Inc. (CAL) was awarded a
contract for part three above in April 1966. Under the contract, CAL's over-
all re-sponsibilities included:

1. experirnental simulator investigat:ons into the handlin~g qualities
of YTOL airplanes,

2. developing techniqutes tor analyzing and evaluating VTOL
handling qualities, and

3. utilizing experimental data and analysis to generate VTOL_
handling qualities requirements and design criteria.

The initial effort-during the first year of th.e pr-_ram i-volved a sur-

vey u-f the VTOL flying qualities literature. This involved reading many
reports and papers and attempting to digest the relevant inforrm ation, data,
opinions, ideas, and methods presented by var'.ous authors re-.resenting
different agencies and companies.

In order to supplement the literature surveys, a series of meetings
-,as held with representatives of airframe companies engaged in design,
devc!lrpnent, and manufacture of VTOL dircraft. At these meetings, hcid
during the wee' of 10 October 1966 and24 October -966, the atterdees
discussed:

2



j 1 (1) views, feelings and opinions on the applicability of existing
handling qualities documents to VTOL aircraft, and

(2) the format and content of a fixture VTOL handling qualities
specification.

The following manufacturers were represented:

Bell Aerosystems
Dzll Helicopter
Boeing
Canadair
General Dynamics - Ft. Worth
Grumman
Kaman
Ling -Temco-Vought
Lockheed -California-
Lockheed -Georgia
McDonnell
Norair
Nnr-h A:.Zrican Aviation - Columbus
Noriii American Aviation - Los Angeles
Republic
Ryan
Sikorsky

In addition, the following goverament agencies and contractors were
present:

Air Force Flight Dynamica Laboratory
Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division
Air Force Flight Test Center
Armny Aviation Materiel Laboratories
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.
Federal Aviation Agency
National -eronautics and Space _Adm-inistration
Systems Technology, Inc.

By providing a broad view of the overall V/STOL flying qualities
picture, the literature surveys and meetings established a basis for more
intelligent plannting and coordination of the subsequent program activitiez.
Reference - su.-r.marizcs s.,rr, eof the resultz of the first year efforts.

To promote the mctairnment of the flying program. objectives, CAL
was authorized to issue -ub-contracts. These subcontracts were planned and
coordinated so that the work devoted to preparing a V/STOL flying qualities
specification would benefit from the experimental and analytical capability
of other ;irgamzations known to have a direct interest in V/STOL. It shocculd
be mentioned that although the specification work originated as part o( a
broad Air Force pro-cam that included the development of the variable sta-
bility XV-4B, the unfnrtu,•!e loss of this aircraft elimii zed the possibility

3



of fulfilling all of the V•IFCS-program objectives within the original time-
tables. Thus the subcontract efforts took on additiOnal importance as a means
of acquiring relevant data and indormation to use in formulating a flying qual-
ities specification.

During týh' course of the program, four organizations participated as
subcontractors: United Aircraft Research Laboratories (UARL), Systems
Technology lzic. (STI), Northrop-No" air, and National Research Council of
Canada (NRC). Each subco.-t!ractor was selected so that, as shown in the
following listing, V/STOL flying qualities could be systematically investigated
by using different techniques and approaches tu acquire and analyze data.

UARL - fixed-base simulation
S-I - pilot model analyses
Norair - moving-basc sumulation
NR C - flight simulation with VSS helicopter

Both UARL and STI were awarded two subcontracts. The first sun"-
Dcontracts were initiated in late 1966 with work performed throughmit mosr
of 1967. The second subcontracts, basically extensions of the first, were
pursued throughout most of 1968. Both the Norair and NRC work was
started early in 1908 and continued for one year.

CAL efforts during 1967 and 1968 were, in addition to administering
the subc.-n-tra-:ts and participating in the simulations, concentrated on for-
mulating flying qualities requirements using the pertinent data in the liter-
ature and the data generated during the subcontracts as it became available.
This work culminated in the publication in October 1968 of the first version
of a proposd VISTOL flying qualities specification (Referene 3) along with
an acctonLpe nying report containing related backup information and data
(Reference 4). Both of these documents were submitted to industry for re-
vie'. Rev-ew comments were returned by the following industry organiza-
tions:

Bell Aerosystems Company
Boeing -Seattle
Boeing -Vertol
Grumman
Ling -Temco-Vought
Lockheed - California
Lockheed - Georgia
McDonnell
"North American Rockwell - Los Angeles
Ryan
"Sikorsky

The two documents wer:_ also reviewed by, and comments received from,
the following Goverm-nent agencies:
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Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division
Air Force Flight Test Center
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Naval Air Systems Comrnand

CAL then proceeded with a _-c,: caigh study of the review comments
along with continued data analysis during much of 1969. A revised specifica-
tion was prepared in September 1969 (Reference 5). In October 1969,
Reference 5 was jointly reviewed by representatives of the Air Force, Army,
Navy and CAL. This latter review took place in order to screen Reference 5
prior to submitting it to a second cycle of industry review. Some changes
were recommended and these changes were incorporated into the pertinent
requirement paragraphs and resulted in the publication of Reference 6.

A new document entitled Bacx~grotnd Information and User Guide
(BIUG) (Reference 7) was then prepared by CAL and in Jamary 1970 these
two documents (References 6 and 7) were distributed to industry and
Government agencies for a second review cycle.

Detailed review comments were received from the following organi-
zations:

Bell Aerospace
Boeing - Military Airplane Systems Division
Boeing - Vertol Division
Flight Systems
General Dynamics, Convair Division
General Electric. Aircraft Equipment Division
Grumman Aerospace
Lockheed - Georgia
LTV Aerospace -Vought Aeronautics Division
McDonnell Aircraft
North American Rockwell - Autonetics Division
North American Rockwell - Columbus Division
North American Rockwell - Los Angeles Division
Northrop - Aircraft Division
Princeton University
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical
United Aircraft Research Laboratories
Unite-I Aircraft - Sikorsky Aircraft Division

In addition, letters giving an overall appraisal were received from:

Bell Helicopter Co.
Douglas Aircraft Co.
Kaman Aerospace Co.

The documents were also reviewed by, and w2 itten comments re -
ceived from, the following U.S. Government and foreign agencies:
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Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Aerospace Research Pilots School
British Ministry of Technology (A ano Ak.EE Boscombe Down)
Dornier Company
Messerschmitt - Boelkow - Blohmn GM1BH

On the basis of these comments, CAL prepared some suggested
changes and in April 1970 distributed copies to potential attendees of an Air
Force - Navy - Army review meeting. This review took place at the end of
April 1970 and substantial agreement on a final version was obtained by the
Air Force, Navy and Army representatives.

Resolution of final details continued until about 4 July 1970 when GAL
published a new version (Reference 8 ). The Air Force made some minor
additional changes and printed a version which was distributed for the third
and final review coordination (Reference 9 ). Detailed review comments
were received from the following organizations:

Boeing Military Airplane Systems Division
Boeing Vertol
General Dynamics - Convair Division
Grumman Aerospace
Kaman
Lear Siegler, Astronics Division
Lockheed - California
Lockheed - Georgia
LTV Aerospace - Vought Aeronautics Division
McDonnell Douglas - Douglas Aircraft
McDonnell Douglas - McDonnell Aircraft
North American Rockwell - Autonetics Division
North American Rockwell - Columbus Division
North American Rockwell - Los Angeles Division
Northrop - Aircraft Division
Sperry - Flight Systems Division
Systems Technology Incorporated
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical
United Aircraft Research Laboratories
United -Aircraft - Sikorsky Aircraft Division

Thaese comments were reviewed and several changes made to the
specification requirements. The final version was agreed to by the Air
Force and Navy representatives on I I December 1970, and submitted for
adoption as MIL-F-83300. During development of the specification it was
intended to cover all V/STOL aircraft, including helicopters, for the Air
Force, Navy and Army. At the time of publication of this repor-t, the spec-
ification has been adopted by the Air Force for all V/STOL's, by the Navy
for all except helicopters, and the Army has not made any commitment.

Wl',e Reference 9 -as being reviewed, CAL prepared the draft of
a neu Background Information and User Guide (BIUG) for the specifica-
tion. The purpose of the BIUG is to document the substantiating data used
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_ . i in the specification and also provide notes and explanations which should help
== the user of the specification. The draft, which formed the basis of this

report, was submitted to the Air Force on 15 September 1970. The review
comments were given to CAL on II December 1970. These comments and
the most rece-t changes made to the specification were incorporated, and
the final version was submitted for publication 1 February 1971.
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Section III

SPECIFICATION STRUCTURE AND PHILOSOrHY

The V/STOL Specification contains ,.x rmain sections:

1. Scope and Classifications
2. Applicable Documents
3. Requirements
4. Quality Assurance Provisions
5. Preparation for Delivery
6. Notes.

As is usual with specifications, the Index is at the end.

The bulk of the material is contained in the Requirements. section
which is broken down inta eight subsections:

3.1 General requirements
3.2 Hove-r and low speed
3.3 Forward flight
3.4 Transition
3.5 Characteristics of the flight control system
3.6 Takeoff, landing and ground handling
3.7 Atmospheric disturbances
"3.8 Miscellaneous requirements.

As the title implies, Section 1 Scope and Classifications, defines the
scope and application of the specification. It also defines the framework for
classifying the aircraft, the mission Flight Phases and the Levels of flying
qualities.

The Requirements section commences with a general statement. This
provides a detailed explanation of the framework used to determine the con-
ditions at which the requirements of the specification should be applied. The
conditions of the aircraft which have to be considered are defined, and the
framework for determining the corresponding flight conditions, primarily in
terms of speed, altitude and load factor, is explained. In addition, a de-
tailed explanation is given for applying the concept of Levels of flying
qualitie.

The stability and response reauirements are written for two flight
regimes: 1

Fixed Operating Point Flight
Accelerated Flight.

8
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SFixed Operat Point (FOP) Flight

This is the name that has been used for flight consisting of maneuvering
about a constant trim condition. For this condition, the techniques of linearized
constant coefficient analysis, which have been used for years on conventional
aircraft, seem to apply. As a result, the conventional techniques of under-
standing and 3pecifying flying qualities have been extrapolated into the lower
speed range.

Quantitative requirements are place ' on famriliar concepts such as
static stability, d'namic stability, control power, response to consul inputs
(sensitivity), and control lags.

The requirements have to cover all speeds frcorn hover to Vconw where
Vcon is the speed at which the requirements of the conventional airplane
specification, MIL-F-8785B, Reference 10, begin to apply. Within this speed
range significant changes take place which make it necessary to change the
flying qualities requirements. Examples of this will be apparent in the detailed
discussion of requirements; the reasons can be smmarized as follows:

0 The characteristic modes of motion undergo substantial changes in
form, as forward speed increases.

0 The change from direct lift to aerodynamic lift, as forward speed
increases, results in changes in important stability der-ivatives, and
necessitates changes in pilot control technique.

0 The parameters, and the specific values of those parameters, which
adequately describe a level of handling qualities in hover, are
inadequate or inappropriate to assure a similar level at high forward
speeds.

It would be ideal if the requirements could be made a continuous
function of some parameter such as speed. Unfortunately the detail of existing
knowledge of V/STOL flying qualities has not allowed this, and so a two part
arrangement has been chosen with the division = :: : xots. There is nothing
profound about 35 knots - it is a comprcndse chosen on the basis of our
F-esent understanding and includes the following considerations:

- There is a substantial amount of published data resulting from
experiments done in and around the hover condition. These experi-
ments typically involved tasks in,%hich the vehicle achieved
translation velocities as high as 35 knots.

* Many aircraft begin to develop 'significant' amounts of aerodynamic
lift above 35 knots, at which time there often exists a basic change in

the dynamics. For example, one usually finds that hover approxima-
tions, such as an effectively decoupled height (ordr) mode, begin to
break down at about 35 knots.

9



ii, Allong wiith the changing nature of the dynamics there is usually a
change in the piloting technique.

& Hovering over a spot at any angle to a 35 knot wind is a require-
mernt of the proposed specification (and others). Consideration was
given, by the Air Force, to increasing the wind speed in which
hovering capability is required. However, it was found that the
probability of encountering winds greater -ban 30-40 knots did not
justify a change. Certainly winds higher than 35 knots can be
encountered, but it was assumed that the margin of the& Service
Flight Envelope over the Operatic-ai Flight Envelope will provide
Level 2 hovering caial-illity at speeds greate.r than 35 knots. Further
margins may have to be demanded in specia~l cases-

* Since 35 knots is a satisfactory dividing speed from the point of view
of both aircraft dynamics and operational considerations, it was
convenient to group the requirements by speeds. If it had been
decided that hovering capability was necessary up to some sig -
nificantly higher speed such as 60 knots, then a more complex
division of the dynamics and operational aspects would have been
necessary and thereby created the need for a much more com-
plicated specificatio~n structure.

IT

With the step change at 35 knots, considerable care has been
exercised to allow the requirements for speeds less than 35 knots to blend
with the requirements for speeds greater than 325 knots, and to blend with
the requirements of MIL-F-8785B at Vcon.

Sections 3. 2 and 3. 3 then, provide requirements for Fligh Phabez
which involve maneuvering about trim speeds in the rang? ± 35 knots and
35 knots to Vcon respectively. For example, an STOL aircraft required to
perform its Landing approach at 60 knots would have to satisfy the require -
ments of 3. 3 for that flight condition. A VISTOL which has to be able to
perform tasks involving flight at 25 knots has to satisfy the requirements of
3. 2 at that flight condition-. An aircraft with an Operational Flight Phase
which spans 35 knots 7has to satisfy 3. 2 and 3. 3 at the appropriate flight
conditions.

Accelerated Flight

When considering the Plying qualities of conventional aircraft it has
been possible to virtually igncre the effects of acceleration (acceleration
referring here to changing flight condition, particularly speed, rather than
accelerations due to maneuv6e~rin-g)v except for a few special conditions, such
as passing through the transonic speed range. This happy circumstance is
probably because the changes occur relatively slowly when compared to the
frequencies of the rigid body modes. The acceleration capabilities of a
V/STOL a-.A the significant changes in dynamics and response which occur
between zero speed and, say, 100 knots make it unlikely that we will be so
lucky with V/STOL aircraft. It is desirable that a good understanding of
the importance and extent of the transition problem be obtained as soon as



possible.

Unfortunately the dynamics involved in a rapid transition are not yet
well understood. For understanding, it is tempting to consider the dynamics
o' transition as though represented by a sequence of equilibrium or fixed
operating points. Figures I and 2 show how the longitudinal dynamics of the
X-ZZA change for such a sequence of points; Figure I sho~ing the basic air-
craft roots, and Figure Z showing the roots for SAS on, or augmented.

Clearly the changes in dynamics are considerable, so bearing in
mind that the changes can occur in as little as 18 seconds, the question is
how to interpret these changes. There is. as yet, no general answer to this
question; however, some comments can be made.

First, if one does wish to treat the accelerated flight condition as a
series of "frozen pointsm it is necessary to evaluate the aerodynamic charac-
teristics for the appropriate aircraft state. An aircraft such as the X-2ZA
can encounter a wide range c! speeds and power settings, at a given conver-
sion angle, depending on the rate of conversion and %hether accelerating or
decelerating (Reference 11). Such changes can have a very marked influ-
ence on the nature of the aerodynamic force and moment characteristics and
hence on the 'frozen dynamics'.

Second, i! is simple to show (Reference I I ) that representing a time-
varying system as a sequence of time-invariant systems can give misleading
information abcut the nature of the dynamics. However, it is not a simple
matter to put a quantitative measure on such effects or devise alternative
techniques which can be used to understand the dynamics of a rapid transi-
tion. A notable attempt has been made in Reference 12 to develop such a
technique, and some interesting trends are shown for simple variations of
the derivatives (e. g.. linearly proportional to speed). However the problem
is by no means solved.

Now consider how this complicated dynamic situatiun has been
accommodated in the specification.

Transition can be thought of as two basic parts:

1. Control of the speed and altitude as though the aircraft was
a point mass.

2. Control of perturbations in speed, altitude and attitude from
the desired values.

A knowledge of the first part can be obtained by controlling the air-
craft with a very tight feedback loop. From this can be obtained a pseudo-
trim for that particular transition. When flying, the pilot has to provide this
pseudo-trim and also controi the perturbations froan fhe desired transition.

The difficulty of this task will be strongly dependent on how quickly
* - the aircraft diverges from the desired nominal value. This will be a function
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of the raze at which the out-of-trim moments increase, and the basic dynamics
of the aircraft. The difficulty of the task will also be influenced by how
much effort the pilot has to exert to keep the aircraft within the transition
corridor, i.e., within the permissible space of speed, conversion angle,
power settings, and angle of attack. These are the factors to which atten-
tion has been 7irected in the requirements. Because of the current lack of
knowledge concerning the dynamics in transition, these have not been pre-
scribed. If an aircraft is designed to comply with the FOP requirements, it
seems reasonable to assume that the resulting transition dynamics will also
be acceptable or at least can be made to meet the qualitative requirements
'without excessive redesign. Some V/STOL aircraft (e.g., X-ZZA, XC-14Z)
have flight phases which require FOP operation at most speeds below Vcon
and as a result will have to comply with the FOP requirements. Other air-
craft, ý :h as the P. 1127, may have no flight phase which requires FOP

Sflight aL speeds between about 35 knots and Vcon. Applying the FOP require-
nments between 35 knots and Vcon might be unduly coaservative for these air-

craft and so the flight-phase flight-e-relope structure has been arranged so
that the FOP requirements are not imposed unless the mission requires such
operation. This statement has to be slightly qualified because any aborted
transition is in fact required to be safe. Of course, the manufacturer may
still use the FCP requirements as a design guide, but research needs to be
performed to determine whether or not the resulting transition character-
istics are adequate, ultraconservative or deficient. If they are deficient,
of course, even the vehicle which has to perform FOP flight will have
un satisfactory transition characteristics. This is a subject which needs
systematic research.

A final point in this general discussion of transition; what is meant
by *transition"hl

Reference 14 defines transition as "the act of going from the
powered lift regime to the aerodynamic flight regime and vice versa'.

For the purposes of applying section 3.4 of the V/STOL Specification,
the following definition is preferred: 'transition is the act of changing from
one fixed operating point to another"-

This latter definition reduces, in the limit, to the trivial case of
maneuvering about trim. However, since at the present time it is not
possible to specify what level of acceleration is significant, it is not possible
to be more definitive. Certainly consideration should not be restricted to
complete conversions/reconversions. as implied by the first definition. Also,
it is desired that aircraft whicn do not change configuration when they 4

accelerate (e. g., helicopters) should also be required to satisfy the transition
requirements. This intention is accommodated more clearly by the preferred
definition since it does not involve any extraneous concepts such as having to
define the limits of the powered lift regime.

The remaining requirements in the specification have been collected
into four groups:• J

i m4
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U!
Characteristics of the flight control BY-Stem. This sectinn places
requilements on mechanical characteristics such as •ontrol force

t•. breakout and gradients, and trim characteristics.

* Takeoff, landing and ground handling re-uirements. Apart fror.i
convenience, this subgrouping does emphasize the fact that landing

and takeoff are distinct flight phases, and that military aii craft can
have missions other than takeoff aAd/landing in the speed range
below Vcon-

"e Winds and turbulence. Some requirements are written in terms of
a steady wind speed, in which case compliance with the require.-ient
should be demonstrated in flight, in that wind condition. Other re-
quirem-ients are written with reference to operation in all potential
atmospheric environments. In the future it is hoped to include a
-- fitable turbulence model in the specification. For the presert
tim.• the turbulence model and intensity to be considered will be
chosen by the procuring activity, and compliance will be demon-
strated by suitable analysis.

I Miscellaneous requirements. Miscellaneous requirements that
are equally valid at all speeds are collected together in the miscel-
laneous sections. Topics covered include: Warning and Prevention
of Approach to Dangerous Flight Conditions, Pilot-Induced Oscil-
lations, Cross -Coupling Effects, Transients Following Failures,
and Control Following Thrust Loss.

[
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Sqpeticu, TV

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF REQUIREMENTS

1. SCOPE AND CLASSIFICATIONS

This section of the specification has been used to define a general
framework which permits taWioring each requirement according to:

I- The kind of airplane (Class)
2. The job to be done (Flight Phase)
3. How good the Lying qualities must be to do the required job (Level).

T following taibnle shows how these considerations are associated and illus-
trates that use of this framework would permit stating 36 different values for
a given flying qualities parameter, even after combining the Flight Phases
into three categoriett.

This detailed breakdown make.. the structure parallel the conventional
airplane specification. MIL.-F-8785B iReference 10), and helps the ph.-sing
into MIL-F-8785B at Y = V concon

It is unlikely that the full potential of such a fine breakdown of the re-
quirements will ever be required- At the present time only a few require-
merits make use of more than th'_ Levels breakdown. However, the concept
of Flight Phase Category .s -_seful and has been used in clarifying the intent
of a number of requirenents.

Fra-ewor for Stating Flying Qualities Requirements

Class Flight Phase Level 2

,•Cat egor 1 r 2 3

Ai-i ~Ci B___

C!

,i ~A

A -i _

1IV IA ___ _

_ _e o
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1. SCOPE

REQUIREM&ENT

1. 1 Scope. This specification contai~as the requirements for the flying
qu :A5i's of U. S. military piloted vertical and short takeoff and landing
(VI rOL) aircraft operating at speeds less than Vcon.

DISCUSSION

The statement 1. 1 above is much like that of MIL-F-8785B(FRefer-
ence 10). with two important exceptions. First, the word aircraft appears i
place of airplane; second. the application is limited to VISTOL aircraft
operating below the speed Vcon. The word airplane has had the connotation
of aerodynamic lift rather than di-rect powered lift. For example, the FAA

* ~defines the two. words as follows:

'Airplane" means an engine-driven fixed-wing aircraft
heavier than air. that is supported in flight by the dynamic
reaction of the air against its wings-

"3Aircraft' means a device that is used or intended to be
used for flight in the air.

It is clear that the definition of 'airplane" is too restriciive for
VISTOL vehicles since they may not have fixed wings (perhaps no wings at

aland may rely on direct lift from their power plants rather than from
wing lift. The word 'aircraft' is not restrictive in this sense, and so has
been used throughout the specification. It is also apparent that 1. 1 and 1. 2
do not specify the aircraft's means of support in the atmosphere, i. e.. no
distinction is made here between rotor lift, tilt-wring lift, direct thrust lift.
deflected slipstream lift, erc. Thus it is envisioned that any piloted vehicle,
flying at speeds lef s than Vcon,, will be required to meet the provisions of
this specification, while realizing that it is within the prerogative of the pro-
curing activity to impose additional requirem ents which it feels are neces -
sary to handle the peculiar characteristics of the particular vehicle in ques-
tion. The underlying philosophy inherent in this concept is that the paramn-
eters, and the values of those parameters, which adequately describe a
certain level of handlirmg qualities for a given task, are -not a function of the
means of aircraft support in the atmosphere. To use a simple example, it
is believed that the characteristics of [he longitudinal dynamic modes of
motion necessary to insa.:e a pilot rating of 3. 5 or better for the precision
hover task are not different for aircraft whose weight, for example, is being
supportcd by a rotating rotor than they are for a vehicle whose weight is
being supported by pure jet thrust.

This is not to say that the pa:-ameters are insensitive to the means of
control - There may very well be .4ifferenccs, in some respects, becween
an aircraft which tilts to translate and one which has a thrust rotation
capability independent of fuselage attitude. It does say, however, that the

means of support and :he means oi control arLF not necesf~arily dependent,
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and that the specification should not exclude vehicles which may look like
helicopters but have independent thrust vectoring, and neither should it ex-
clude vehicles which may look like airplanes but have to tilt to translate. It
is therefore further intended for this document to replace MIL-H-8501A
(Reference 15). (It had been hoped to include helicopters universally, thereby
completely superseding MIL-H-850IA. However, at this time, only the Air
Force has done so, as indicated in 6. 6 of Reference I)-

The second, and most important, exception to L1IL-F-8785B in the
wording of 1. 1 above, is the inclusion of operating at speeds less than the
conversion speed (Vcon). -

Conversion Speed, Vcon

In establishing a& definition of Vcon, it is tempting to base the defini-
tion on configuration-related factors such as ving, durt. or rotor tilt angle,
lift engines ON or OFF, thrust diverter valvL position, etc. Consideration
could also be given to what portion of the vertical force reunired to sustain
flight is derived from aerodynamic reactions on fixed surfaces and what
portion is derived from engine power through jet, fan, propeller or rotor
reaction forces.

For flytag qualities specification purposes. however, it is thought
that other considerations should fon-i the basis for selecting Vcon-

Surely it is immaterial that the aircraft has not yet turned off its lift
engines or that the wing is not 'down and locked', if at these conditions the
aircraft can be flown and controlled fundamentally the same way as a con-
ventional airplane. Conversely, if the aircraft can be flown at speeds nor-
mally associated with conventional airplanes and is required to perform
tasks for which conventional aircraft characteristics are desired, then these
speeds should be above Vcon even if the configuration is. not fully converted.

Definition of Vcon on the basis of configuration change would be a
moot point for V/STOL aircraft which do not change configuration. Heli-
copters are a perfect example of this. Presiunably since they never con-
vert. they never reach Vcon and would therefore never have to satisfy MILL-
F-8785B- This is spurious reasoning; it is contended that towards the upper
end of their speed range most helicopters are capable of being controlled in
a similar way to an airplane (i. e. use of collective control is de-emphasized
in flight path control to providing a function similar to a throttle in a conven-
tional airplane rather than being used more as a direct lift control). At such
flight conditions it is suggested that most helicopters would be improved in
their handling characteristics if they had to meet the requirements of XIIL-
F-8785B.

The question 'when is a short takeoff and landing aircraft a STOL?
has not been given a general unambiguous answer. For !he purpose of
applying this specification it can be given the answer 'when flying at speeds
below Vcon'. But for this to have any meaning. Vcon must be defined in

18



general unambiguous terms-. Certainly definitions based on configuration
4i related factors will not stutfice.

For a flying qualities specification, flying qualities considerations
should be the bases on which VcCM is defined. There are known to be basic
changes in control technique as an aircraft is flown at slower and slower
speedL•. Longitudinally, the pitch control becomes less and less effective at_ controlling the flight path, and eventually a speed is reached where it is
necessary to provide the pilot with some form of direct lift control.
Laterally, there is a speed at which the pilot no longer needs to turn in a
fully coordinated manner, but is quite happy to make lateral displacements in
flight path by slipping or skidding. There are probably other fundamental

, changes which are equally important, but !hey will all probably be at speeds
less than that zt which flight path can be controlled adequately by the pitch
control For this reason, the suggested definitions for Vcon are based on
the ability to control flight path with the pitch control- Thfs the philosophy
is that when the pilot can control flight path using only the elevator, he will
be flying the aircraft like a conventional airplane and should meet the con-
ventional airplane requirements (MfIL-F-8785B). When the flight path cannct
be controlled adequately using only the pitch control, some iorm of direct
lift control, or minimum vertical thrust control, or autostabilization of air-
-seed may be required. These alternative control techniques are called for
(in a qualitative statement, 3. 3.5. 2) in the V/STOL specification. Reference
1. Three measures of the ability to control flight path using the pitch rc'n-
trol could be related to Vcon as follows.

i. At Vcon, an incremental 0.20 g should be available th rough
pitch control. This, of course, can be related to the staUl
speed for the aircraft state and power setting under con-
sideration.

S= 1 -20, Mt lo _ 1 S

Z. The angle of attack and atti=ude change required to der elop the
lift increment of 0.2 0 should not exceed some reasonable
inmit such as 5 degrees. This would relate to a minimum W*

Ast .20w 5.37-
LAC 57

3. The steady-state relation between flight path angle and air-
speed, when the pitch control is used to constrain airspeed
at constant power, has been shown to be a criterion for
establishing the speed at which it is necessary to provide the
pilot with direct lift control or some minimum vertical thrust
response or perhaps aulostabilization of airspeed- For Level 1.
MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10) requires flight path stability to be
such that d7IdV is negative or less positive than 0. 06 deg/klt
Thus Vcon could be defined as the speed at -hich d?1/dtV
becomes less than 0. 06 deg/kt.

19
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To provide an indication of the sort of speeds which would be involved a
by choosing the definitions dT/dY = 0.06 or n/•. = 2. 3, these parameters

7have been plotted versus speed for four helicopters and four (other) VTOL
aircraft (Figures 1 (1.1) through 4 (1. 1))

The erratic variation of d3'ldV for the four VTOL aircraft puts the
accuracy of the data in a questionable light. However, the fact that the con-
figuration is different at each speed may be responsible for the scatter. For
the helicopters. d7/dV =0.06 would result in Vcon of approximately 80 knots
for the UH-ID and CH-46, and 60 knots for the H-19. There is insufficient
data for the H-34A./z

Using n7ir,= 2.3 gives a Vcon of 50-60 knots for the helicopters, -

about 100 knots-for the X-19 and XV-5A, 80 knots for the X-ZZA and 55 knots -

for the XC-142A.

In Figure 5 (1. 1). lines indicating 1.1 Vs and d7/dV = 0.06 deg/kt
have been drawn on a landing performance plot of the Breguet 941. fhiss
curve suggests that the 1. 1 V would be much too strongly dependent on
power setting to be a meanin ul definition. The d 7 /dV = 0.06 does,
however, define a reasonably constant speed of about 57 knots (for the par-
ticular configuration S=

The speeds defined by r7/7 = 2. 3 g/rad and d2'/dV = 0.06 do seem

reasonable speeds to expect these various V/STOL's to behave like air-
planes. It is perhaps worth pointing out that (if Vcon is defined as discussed I
above), though Vcon would undoubtedly be different at each thrust tilt angle
(duct angle in the X-ZZA) in aircraft such as the X-ZZA, there is no concep-
tual problem in applying the specification. One merely satisfies the require-
ments in MIL-F-8785B or the V/STOL specification, depending on whether the
flight condition of interest is above or below Vcon. Where there is a conflict,
the more demanding requirement should apply.

The choice of definition for Vcn has been the subject of a con-
siderable amount of discussion but is not yet resolved. The adopted version
of the specification (Reference 1) provides the following note in paragraph
6. .z2:

S1Vcon -the speed which establishes the upper limit of
applicability of the requirements of this specification f
and the lower limt of applicability of the require-
ments of MIL-F-8785. No more precise definition
of Von will be attempted as it is assumed that Vcon
will Ve chosen by the contractor subject to approval I
by the procuring activity. Factors to be considered
in the selection of Vcon are discussed in the Back-
ground information and User Gaide (BIEUG); see 6.7."

10
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Thus the rpecification references the above discussion and leaves
final choice to agreement between tie contractor and the procuring activity.

Z,

The impact of V... on the definition of flight envelopes is discussed
in this document under section 3.1,9.

i
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l.2 APPI..ICATION\

" J0 •REQUIREMENT

1.2 Application. The requirements of this specification shall be .pplied
to assure that no limitations on flight safety or on the capab.lity to perform
intended missions will result from deficiencies in flying qualities. The
flying qualities for all V/STOL aircraft proposed or contracted for sh.ll be
in accordance with the provisions of this specification unless specific devi-
ations are authorized by the procuring activity. Guidance on application of
these requirements can be found in the Backgro.,nd Inforrmatin and User

* Guide (BIUG) referenced in 6.7. Additioral or aiternate special require-
ments may be specified by- the procuring activity. For ey~arnplc: if the form
of a requirement ehould not fit a particular vehicle configurauon or control

* mechanization. the procuring activity may at its discretion agre tc. a
modified req.zirement that will maintain an eauivalent degree of acceptability.
The requirmments of MIL-F-8785D shall appiy for oper.t-or. at speeds in
excess of Vc.S~con

DISCUSSION

An important clause in this paragraph is: "Additional or special re-
quirements may be specified by the procuring activity. For example, if the
form of a requirement should not fit a particular vehicle configura!ion or
control mechanization, the procuring activity may at its discre:i-xo agree to
a modified requirement that will maintain an equivalent degree o' accept-
ability. "

The purpose of this staternent is to emphasize the fact that the write-s
of the specification do not want to inhibit innovation. It is imposs-blc to
cover all the possibilities for future V/STOL's; indeed there is i :s.-.fficient
data to cover all tbhe known possibilities. Some requirements, sch as the
control force gradien- limits and control sensitivity limits, are w-itten 'or
conventional stick (or wheel) and rudder pedal controls. They would clearly
be inappropriate for a side-arm controller.

In situations such as this the orus will be on the contractor to demon-
strate the superiority of his system to the contracting agency.

A general note of explanation of the intended use ior specification is
given in !he 'Notes":

6. 1 Intended use. This specification contains the flying qualities
requirements ofr military piloted V/STOL aircraft operating at
speeds up to Vcon and shali form one of the bases ior determination,
by the procuring activity, of aircraft acceptability. The speciiicati-n
shall serv-c as design requirements and as criteria for use in stability
and control calculations, analysis of wind-tunnel test results, flying
cualities simLdation tests, and flight testing ant6 evaluation. To the
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Sex-cni possibie. this specification should be met by providing an
inherently good basic airframe. Where that is not fez ,ible, or where
inordinate penalties would result, a mechanism is provided herein
to assure that the flight safety, flying qualities and reliability aspects
of stability auguentantion am•n ,her forms of system complication will
be considered fully-

Z8
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1.2.1 GROUND EFFECT

REQUIREMENT

1. 2. 1 Ground effect. Renuirements a.re not written specifically for oper-
ations in or out of ground effect. The height above ground where cc-•mpliance
must be demonstrated is dictatezI by the requirements for the particular
Flight Phase (1.4) of the operational mission -ander consideration.

DISCJSSION

It is recognized that when near the ground, V/STOL aircraft can
enco.mter a variety of effects such as an increase or decrr.,_se in lift, tur-
bulence, reingestion of exhaust gases, etc. These are generally grouped
under the term 'grouni effect'.

The philosophy take-. in this specification is that the operational re-
quirements dictat- the altitude at which the various Flight Phases have to be
performed. if the particular desigr encounters ground effect within the
Gperational Envelope, then thes', effects should not degrade the flying qual-
ities &e'ow the required Level. This of course implies that certain types of
corfigurations which may be farticularly prone to adverse ground effects
may not be rcceptable for loa level missions.
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1.2.Z OPERATION UNDER INSTRUMENT FLIGHT CONDITIONS

REQUIRIEMEN

1. 2. 2 Operation under instrument flight corditioas. It is aassmed that IVR
capab•ility is inherent in all mailihary aircraft oper•ational missions, and
therefore the detailed requirements are intended to reflect this assumption.

Exceptions to this general. assurmptiou are nted in specific requirements.

DISCUSSION

There is general agreement that IFR capability should be provided
for all paases of rilitary VISTOL aircraft operation. In developing re:4uire-
ments, the probiex is that there is a strong interaction between the level
of sophistication with which information is displayed and the correspondir-g
minimum acceptable flying qualities characteri-tics. it is impossible to
predict future display capabilities, but even if future capabilities could be
defined, it is currently considered outside the scope of a flying qualities
specification to specify display requirements.

There have been some experiments designed to investigate require-
ments in IFR as compared to VFR, bit most of the -vailahle data have been
generated for VFR tasks. In general, the requirements, especially those of -

Levels 2 and 3, have been determined with at least qualitative consideration
of the instrument flight environment with present types of IFR displays.
Hopefully as IFR displays improve, the aircraft will become as easy or
easier to fly IFR than V-R.

I

1
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1-3 CLASSIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT

REQUIREMENT

1. 3 Classification of aircraft. For the purvose of thiz specification, an
a-rc raft shall be placed in one of the iollowing Classes:

Class I Small. light aircraft such as

Light utility
Primary trainer
Light observation

* " Class I1 Medium weight, low-to-medium maneuverability aircraft
* such as

Utility
Search and rescue
Medium transport/cargo/tanker
Early warning/electronic countermeasures/airborne

command, control or communications relay
Antisubmarine
Assault tansport
Reconnaissance
Tactical bomber
Heavy attack
Trainer for Class H.

Class IMl Largi. heavy. low-to-mnedium maneuverability aircraft
such as

Heavy transport/cargo /tanker
Heavy bomber
Patrol/early warning/electronic countermeasures /

airborne command, control, or communications relay
Heavy search and rescue
Trainer for Class Mi

Class 'V High-maneuverability aircraft such as

Fighter/intercevtor
Attack
"Tactical reconnaissance
Observation
Combat search and rescue
Trainer for Class IV-

The p-rocuring activity will assign an aircraft to =ng- ri these CLbsses, and
the reqmrements for that Class shall apply. W'ner io C-ast; ,• sp-tcificd in
a requirement, the requirement shall apply to all Classek. When operational
missions so dictate, an aircraft of one Class may be rerguire'f by the pro-
curix activity to meet selected requirements ordinari~y sp-cified for a;-

! ,craft A another Class.

31
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DISCUSSION

One intuitively expecra sports cars, small sedans, large luxury
limousines, and bases to have different handling and riding qualities. But
are these differences there by design or by the limits of practical design
and economics ? It is unlikely that the driver of a small sedan would
comonain if his ca.- handled like a sports c;-r, neither would the bus driver
or passengers complain if the bus felr like a large luxury limousine. The
pein1t is Lhat it would be prohibitively expensiv- to make a bus handle like a
ltxu;-y hrimousine and people have grown to expect b'afees to be rougher,
noisier, and slower.

It is suggested that there is an analogy between motor vehicles and
aircraft. Pilots expect to see the characteriqtirs of the various types of
aircraft that they grew up with repeated in future versions; these charac-
teristics were probahl-y the best that could be achieved, NOT necessarily the
most desirable. The correlation of a characteristic such as control power
with weight is therefore a reflection of what is practical to obtain rather than the
most desirable. Off course, the limits of practicability are severe restraints-
It has to be recognized that as aircraft become larger, practical design
considerations may diztate compromises between the values of flyiEng qualities
parameters that are desirable and what can be accepted, through relaxation
of operational requirements or through modification of operational procedures
or te-hiques. Trends established from such data do indicate that satisfactory
aircraft can be built, even though they are a compromise. It also indicates
the extent of the compromise.

There are a number of factors which can influence the design
compromise, for example:

0 the intended operational use.
at the way in whicb the particular configuration responds Z-- outside

ddisturbances such as t,!rbulence.
*• the location of the pilot relative to the center of gravity.

Horw best to handle these factors is not completely clear at this time.
id.-ally tLe requirements should be expressed as mathematical functions of
the signifizant factors. The current state of knowledge and the experimental
data availauie do not ?errmit th.s, so it is necessary to make some relatively
arbitrary Class de-finitiont-

In the ca-e of VISTOL aircr-aft, an almost unbelievable number of
divisions have been suggestefd. Reference 18 suggests nineteen classes, while
Reference -3 wore conservatively proposes fifteen. Class systems have been
suggested on the basi." af:

_ Method of thrust vectoring (vehicle tilting, thrust deflection,
dual propulsion- etc )

i. - Type c-; thrust prcduc.er tretor, fan jet, etc.)
3- •" ehicle weigh-
4. Maximum lc-ad facetor.
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With this large number of possibilities and no data on which to base
a detailed breakdown, it was decided to adopt the structure of MIL-F-8785B
(Reference 10). This document has a double breakdown:

Aircraft Classes - primarily based on weight but modified by
maneuverability requirements.

Flight Phase Categories - primarily grouped by -asks which
are 'terminal or 'noaterminal" but again modified
by maneuverability requi.ements-

It is considered that since the breakdown is sufficiently versatile to
provide the desired discrimination bet.ween conv--niional aircraft, for which
there is a considerable body of data, it should be satisfactory for ViSTOL
aircraft too. This af course wili not be confirmed untl the body of back-
ground data is built up as exvp.e-rence is gained with -rarious types. For the
piesent time it szuffices that the Glass breakdown is part of the structure
of tht- specification and it is used in a few instances.

Adopting the same bzeakdown as is used in MLCL-F-S785B does of
course provide the adedtional advana-ge of keeping both specifications very
suniiar. Users famdb.•.r wihb one will be able to ezsily begin using the
other. Xt may be *oted, howev-er, that it is quite pczsible for an aircraft to
change Class as it goes from the V/STOL Specification to tie MLL-F-8785B.
The largest U. S. helicowter (Sikorsky S-64E) grosses about 3ý, 000 lb. The
Soviet MIL-MI- 10K has a gross weight of about 96, 000 lb. These would
surely have to be classified large. heavy (Class II) V/STOL's. How-aver.
they are diminulive when compared to the C- 141A (316. 000 lb) or the C- SA
(764, 000 Ib), so on a size bisiz wou-J be mediur, (Class 11 aircraft for IAUL-
F-8785B). From the point of view of applying the sptcificatin, .this change
poses no problem; one merely rcads requirements for Class M in the
V/STOL Specification and Class 11 from MIL-F-87T53. Whether or not one
woald actusUy want to make the change is a different matter; consider the
following examples.

for the helicopters citcd atom-e. the maximum speed is abou 110 to
120 mph and the bulk of their mission will be at speeds much le.s than this.
In this case it may not even 6e won.-t satisfying the MIL-F-8785B require-
ments at all (i. e., make Vcon > 1Z0 mph). If one decided to makc V con
120 mph it would certainly be xeasonab'e to expect these helicopter5 to be
relatively ponderous and to put them in Class ITI in MIL-F-8785B even
though they are only a tenth and twentieth resoectively, of the weight of a
C-5A.

If we were considering a 10, 000 lb (DC-9 size) jet lift -ransport
V/STOL instead of a helicopter, it would still bc in C-oass Mi in the VISTOL
Specification but v-ould almost certainy be reqzzired to me.et the -- ass H
requirements c.f MIL-F-8785B at speed- above Vcon wbcre it is doing the
same jobs as a DC-9.
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Perhaps a general way of indicating the intent is that the Class should '

correspond to the dominant role in the speed range of interest-

Users familiar with MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10) will notice that the

V/STOL Specification has not incorporated the distinction between Land- (L)
and Carrier- (C) based aircraft. It was decided that with the present lack

of ope-cational experience, few if any general distinctions could be made

between the flying qualities needed by land- or carrier-based V/STOL air-
c-_-aft. As specific aircraft are procured, the operational requirements
specified by the procuring activity will take care of differences that can be
defined.

344
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1.4 FIAGHT PHASE CATEGORIES

REQULJERENT

1.4 Flight Phase Categories. The Flight Phases have been combined into
*,• three Categories which are referred to in the requirement statements. These

Flight Phases shall be considered in the context of total missions so that
there will be no gap between successive Phases of any flight. In certain cases,
requirements are directed at specific Flight Phasea inentified in the requirement-
When no Flight Phase or C.tegory is stated in a requirement, that requirement
shall apply to all three Categories. Flight Phases descriptive of mast
military aircraft missions are:

Nonterminal Flight Phases:

Catpgory A - Those nonterminal Flight Phases tha: require rapid
manneuvering. prec ision tracking, or precise flight-
path control. Included in this Category are: I

a. Air-to-air combat (CO)
b. Ground attack (GA)
c. Weapon delivery/launch (WD)
d.- Aerial recovery (AR)
e. Reconnaissance (RC)
f. In-flight refueling (receiver) (RR)
g. Terrain following (TY)
-h. Antisulbnarime search (AS)
i. Close formation flying (FF1
j. Precision hover (PU)

Category B - Those nonte ninal Flight Phases that are normally
accomplished using gradual maneuvers and without
precision tracking, although accurate flight-path
control may be required. Included in this Category are:

a. Climb (CL)
b. Cruise (CR)
c. Loiter (LO)
d. In-flight refueling (tanker) (RT)
e. Descent (D)
f. Emergency descent (ED)
g. Emergency deceleration (DE)
h. Aerial delivery (AD)

Hover (H)
Nonterriinal transition (NT)

35o
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s.rnialFeiot C7 - Termina Flight Phases that are normally acccznp-lished

usig gadul mneuersandusullyrequire accur-ate
flight-oathx control. included in this Category are:

a. Vertical takeoff (VTJ)
b. Short takeoff (ST)
c_ Approach (PA)
dL Wave-off/go-around (WO)
C. Vertical landing (VL)j
f. Short landing (SL)
g. Terminal transiticea (TII)

When necessary, rec;.tegorization or addi-tion of Flight Phases or delineation
of requirements for special situatio-as will be accei plished by the procuaring
activity.-

DISCU!SSION

Much of the disc-ission on Classes of aircraft (1. 3) is pertinent to

understanding the context in which Flight Phase Categories have been intro-
duced into the V/SIOL Specification-

The introduction of Flight Phase Categories bri-ags the basic structure
into 1'ne with the conventional airplane specificatiou MIL-F-8785EB (Refer-
ence 10). The concept is useful in generaliz2D- thie staterr ent of certain re-
quirements ever. though.. with the presently available information. few require-
mnents make any distinction for Flight Phase.

The Flight Phase definitions and groupings into cdtegories re sim'i-
lar to those in MILL-F-S-185B (Reference 10) except that additionall Flight
Phases, special to V ISTOL airc-a-fit, have been added. These are, czf course,
the hover and transition Fiight Pha-ses.

Experience with conventional airplane operations indicates that cer-
tamn Flight Phase-s req~uire more stringent valuez of flying qualitics5 paramn-
eters than do others je. g-,* air-to--air cornbat requires more Dutch roll
damping than doDes cruising flight). In many instances, therefore, the flying
quali-iies specification should state requirement~s as a fu~nction of mission
Flight Phase.

A mission will generally =onsist of a series of Flight Phases. A
Flight Phase ma' b-: thought of as further sabdizrtded into a series or group
of iasks. For example. the Power Approach Flight Pharse (PA) may involve
tracking the glide slope, longitudinal trim changes and he-ading changes. L2
ground and flight simulator experiments, the pilot's overall rating of the
acceptability o± an aircraft's handling qualities for a pat-ticular Flight Phase
is assigned on the basis of his evaluation of the effort and ability required
to Der-form the related tasks. A discussion of the relationship of tasks to
Flight Phases i-% given in Reference 10. Yhe concept of a mission b~eing made
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up from a series of Flight Phases led naturally to a statement of MlL-F-
8785B flying qualities requirements ir- terms of the Flight Phases of 1.4. It
is expected that as the data base is expanded, a similar use will be made -1i1
the Flight Phase Category breakdowi in the V/STOL_ Specification.

Not all of the listed Flight Phases apply to a given aircraft. Those
that are appropriate to design operational missions and emergencies will
be chosen for each design. The list cannot be exhaustive becatse new w.:s-
sion requirements continue to be generated. Thus the procuring activity
may have to delete same Phases and add others. Responsibility for choosing
applicable Flight Phases should be defined contractually. The procuring
activity should prepare the initial listing of Flight Phases. The contractor
should be made contractually responsible for assuring that this listing is
inclusive and exhaustive (for each operational imission for which the aircraft
is designed), and for suggesting necessary additions so that the intent of the
Flight Phase concept (i.e., there will be no gap betwcen successive Phases of
every flight, and the act of changing from Phase to Phase during a flight will
be smooth) will be accomplished. It is the procuring activity's responsibility
either to agree with the contractor's suggestions, to recat-gorize the Flight
Phases, or to add Flight Phases to the listing supplied by the contractor.

3-
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L. 5 LEVELS OF FLYING QUALITIES

REQUIREMENT

1. 5 Levels of flyi.g qualities. Where possible, the requirements of
section 3 have been stated in terms of three values c.f the stability or control
parameter being specified. Each value is a .- nmimczxm condition tc meet one
of three Leveis of acceptability related to the ability to complete the oper-
ational missions for which the aircraft is designed. The Levels are:

Level 1: Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission
Flight Phase.

Le-zel 2: Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission
Flight Phase, but some increase in pilot workload or
degradation in mission effectiveness, or both, -exists.

Level 3: Flying qualities such that the aircraft can be controlled
safely, but pilot workload is excessive or mission
effectiveness is inadequate, or both. Category A Flight
Phases can be te-- ... t sit ad eg&ry B ard C
Flight P-hases can be completed.

DISCUSSION

The phrase *where possible was used in 1. 5 because, after consider-
able literature searching. the data available were inadequate to permit a
rational statement of three values for every requirement- As more data
become available, further separation of requirements into levels of accept-
abili~y should be achievable.

Amplification on Level usage is given in 6.5. 2: *Level definitions.
To determine the degrada.ion in flying qualities parameters for a given
Airplane Failure State the following definitions are provided

a. Level I is better than or equal to the Level I boundary, or number,
given in section 3.

b. Level 2 is worse than Level 1, but no worse than the Level 2 boundary.
or number.

c. Level 3 is worse than Level Z, but no worse than the Lev-el 3 ;.undarv,
or minuzner-

When a given boindary. or n.--nber, is identified as Level I and Level 2, this
means that lying qualities outside the boundary conditions shown, or worse
than the n,---nber given. are at best Level 3 flying qualities- ...

A..lication of Levels is discussed in Section 3. 1. 10.
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-. Qualitative Requiremnents

According to Section 4.2 the Level definitions of 1. 5 are to be used
directly in determining compliance with qualitative requirements.

There is a direct association between the three Levels of acceptability
and the pilot rating scale recently developed by Cooper and Harper. The
definitions of the three Levels in 1- 5 were originally developed froam an
interim version of this scale, published in September 1966 (Reference 20).
Since that time, the rating scale has been refined and republished after review
by interested individuals and organizations in the U.S.. Britain, and France
(Reference 21). The refinements in the latest version deal mainly w-ith detai!s
of language. howerer, and not the basic structure of the scale. i- e . the
basic decision process related to mission Flight Phase accomplishment re-
mains unchanged from that of Reference 20. The revised Cooper-Harper
rating scale from Reference Z2 is reproduced in Figure 1 (1.5 ). An alter-
native approach to rating scale development and rating correlations wi•th
pilot, vehicle, and system parameters is presented in Refere -re ZZ -

Although a direct association is intended between the Levels of
Reference I and the Cooper-Harper rating scale in Figure I (1. 5) the asso-
ciation with previous rating scales is not as direct. Since the majority of
the experimental flying qualities data available at this time was produced
using either the original Cooper scale or one of several scales employed by
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, it was necessary to examine the context
and the results of each experiment in detail before making associations
between Levels and a particular pilot rating scale.

In general, however, the following association has been used between
Levels and the nmajor rating scales:

lute rim Final
Original Cooper-Harper Coope r-Ha rrer

Cooper Scale Standard Scale (Ref. 20) Scale (Ref- 21)
Level Table 6(3_2. Z.-) CALScale Table 7(3. Z. 2.1) Table 1(1.5)

1 1-3.5 1-3.5 1-3.5 1-35.

2 3.5-5.5 3.5-6.5 3.5-6.5 3.5-6.5

3 5.5-7 6.5-9+ 6.5-9+ 6-5-9+

If a rating scale other than those shown above is used, the association
between Levels is explained, along with the particular set of data under
cons ide ration.

Because the base configurations for parametric st-dies were different
for different experime.-!s, it was sometimes helpful to give consideration to
the rate of change of pilot rating with a given parameter in est.blishing the
association between parameter values and Levels. In addition, the selection
of parameter values to use for Level 3 was sometimes tempered with
philosophy and not strictly based on experimentally defined co.-trollability
limits.
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The evaluations and analyses on which many of the requirements are
basedwereconducted with "goodw values of all parameters except the A~es

that were varied. But Cooper and Harper have noted that the combinedI
rating degradation caused by tw or more poor flyinig qualities parameters
can be significantly worse thant the degradation caused by~ any one of the
parameters. Such degradation is not always founid, but it is a worrisome
problem-. For examp~le. if Level 3 is ba rely me~ xn several respects. the
aircraft may be unflyable. Some Level 3 requiremnents have been stiffened
arbitrarily, partly to account for this possibility. There is usually too little
data to treat the problem more accu-ately. though some- trends have been
established in the development of the lateral-directional requirements
(paragraph 3. 3. 8).
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TABLE 1(1. 5)
COOPER-HARPER RATING SCALE (FROM REFEREN-CEE 21)
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2.. APPLICABLE DOCUMCENTS

2. 1 The following documents, of the issue in effect on the date of invitationfor bids or request for proposal, form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein:

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MAIL-F-9490 Flight Control Systems - Design, Installation and Test of,
Piloted Aircraft, General Specification for

MIR-C- 18244 Control and Stabilization Systems. Artnmatic. Piloted
Aircraft, General Specification for

MIL-F- 18372 Flight Control Systems, Design, Installation and Test of,
Aircraft (General Specification for)

MILL-W-25140 Weight and Balance Control Data (for Airplanes and
Rotorc raft)

MIL--F-8785 Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes

STAN-DARDS

MIL-STD-756 Reliability Prediction

(Copies of documents required by suppliers in connection with specific
procurement functions should be obtained from the procuring activity or asdirected by the contracting offier.)
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3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 GENERAL REQUIjREMENTS

REQU IRE EV N'T

3. 1 General rc~rret

DISCUSSION

The form of Section 3-. 1. closely parallels the conv-entionual airpniane
specificat-on MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10).

To avoid obfuscation in applying die concepts in this section, the user
-must keep in mind the fact that the definitions of Flight Envelopes apply to

fixed operating point flight conditions, not the'transition rnanetrver itself-.
For example, a tilt wing VjSTOL inay have the capability of flying partially
converted (e-. g- with wing tilt angle of 30') In this configuration the concepts
of flight envelopes are identical to those of a conmventional airplane, thoagh of
course. the flight speed may be lower.

In general. Section 3. 1 specifies the conditions Under -ahich the re-
quirem-ents of the specification apply- Trhe mnain factors are deter-mined by
the operational missions for which the aircraft is to be designed-. The air-
craft described by its Aircraft State (weight. c enter-of- gravity position.
exte rnal store complemnent. configuration and thrust setting together with the
operational status of the components and systems). m.-ust meet the specified
requirements a.nder various conditions of speed. altitide and load factor.
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3.. 1. 1 OPERATIONAL MISSIONS

REQUIR.EMENT

3. 1. 1 Operational missions.- The procuring activity '-ill specify the oper-
ational missions to be considered by the contractor in designing the aircraft
to meet the flying q=alities requirements of this specification. These mis-
sions will include the entire spectrum of intended operational usage.

DISCUSSION

The wore, cmission' unfortunately is used in several contexts not only
in this specification, but throughout the writings pertinent to acquiring a new
weapon system. In the broadest sense, 'operational missions' applies to
categorizing the aircraft as fighter, bomber. reconnaissance, etc., or as mn
iaccomplishing the mission' of bombing. strating, etc. In 3. 1. 1 the object
is to introduce to the designer in general terms the function of the aircraft
he is to design. It should be sufficient for the procuring activity to refer to
th-ose paragraphs of the Systems Specification and Air Vehicle Specification
which contain the overall performance requirements, the operational require-
ments, employment and deployment requirement (generally Sections 3. 1 and
3- Z of those documents). The operational missions shodlid be babed on the
above considerations as well as the mission profiJes to be used for perfor-
.mance gnarantees°

The operational missions considered should not be based on just the
design mission prffiles. But these profiles may be a starting point for
determining variations that might normally be expected in service use while
performing missions of the same character. Thus the procuring activity
should examine ranges of useful load, flight time. conrbat speed and altitude.
in-flight refueling, etc. to define the entire spectrum of intended operational
lse.. "Operational missions" are intended to include training missions-

The intended use of an aircraft must be know= befcre the required
Operational Flight Envelopes can be defined and the design of the aircraft to
meet the requirements of this specification undertaken. Should the using
comnemand decide to use an aircraft for an operational mission other than for
which it was designed, the responsibility must be ass med by the using com-
mand since the aircraft designer can only be held responsible for the require-
ments specified in the contract covering procurement of the aircraft. If
additional missions are foreseen at the time the detail specification is pre-
pared. it is the responsibility of the procuring activity to define the opera-
tioral recuirements to include these missions. Exa.mples of missions or
capabilities that have been ad*ed later are in-f-light refueling (tanker or
receiver), aerial pick= and delivery, low-.-.ltitrade penetration and weapon
delivery•, and ground attack for an air-superiority fighter or vice versa.

The foregoing- discu.ssion serves to emnphasize the -;inortan-e of the
intended uvse of the aircraft and the impact this has on- the Operational Flight
En-elooes for which the aircraft is to be designed. Once the inten.ded uses
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5 . or operational missions are defined, a Flight Phase analysis of each missiou
must be conducted and the Operational Flight Envelopes defined. Xhe config-
urations and "aading states required to perform the various Flight Phases
throughout the corresponding Operational Flight Envelopes can then be
defined and the Service and Permissible Flight Envelopes determined.
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3. 1. 2 LOADINGS

3.1.3 MOMENTS OF INERTIA

3.1.4 EXTERNAL STORES

REQUIREiENTS

3.1. Z L-2 dings. The contractor shall define the envelopes of center of
gravity and correpnding weights that will exist for each Flight Phase.
These envelopes shall include the most forward and aft center-of-gravity
positions as defined in MIL-W-25140. in addition. the contractor shall
determine the mnximum center-of-gravity excursions attainable throug
failures in syetems or conmpoents, such as fuel sequencing. hung stores.
etc.. for each Flight Phase to be considered in the Failure States of 3.1-6. 2.
WitLn these envelopes, plus a growth nargin to be specified by the procuring
activity. 2nd for the excursions cited above, this specification -shal apply.

3.1.3 Moments of inertia. The contractor shall define the moments of
inertia associated with aliloadings of 3. 1.2. The requirements a this
specification shall apply for all moments of inertia so defin-ed.

3.1 . 4 External stores. The requirements of this specification shall apply
for all c4bnao of external stores required by the operational missions.
The effects of external stores on the weight. moments of inertia, center-of-
gravity position. and aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft shall be
considered for each mission Flight Phase. When t stores contain expend-
able loads, the requirements of this s ification apply throughout the range
of store loadings. The external stores and store combinations to be con-
sidered for flying qualities design wil be specified by the procuring activity.
In establishing external store Cci -- to be investigated, consideration
shall be given to asymmetric as wen as to symmetric combinations, and to
various methods of attacbmer- to the air-rame (e. g.. single-point sling,
multi-point sling, rigid, etc.-.)

DISCUSSION

The loading of an aircraft is determined by what is in (internal
loading), and attached to (external leading) the aircraft. The parameters
that defi different characteristics of the lWading are weight, center-of-
gravity position, and moments and products of inertia. External stores
affect all these parameters and also affect aerodynamic coefficients.

The requirements apply u- " all loading conditions associated with
an aircraft's operational misswi . Since there is an infinite number of
possible internal and external loadings, each requirement generally is only
examined at the critical loading with respect to the requirement. Only
permissible center-of-gravity positions need be considered for Aircraft
Normal States. But fuel sequencing and transfer failures or malperformance
that get the center of gravity outside the established limits are expressly to
be considered as Aircraft Failure States. The worst possible cases that
are not approved Special Failure States (3. 1.6.2.1 ) must be exainined.
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effects of fuel slosh and shifting should be taken into account in design. "
Balance. controllabilitr. and airframe and structural dynamic character-
istics may be affected. For example, takeoff acceleration has been known
to shift :he c.g. emnbarrassingly'far aft. Aircraft attitude may also have an
effect. Other factors to consider are fuel sequencing, in-flight refueling if
applicable. and all arrangements of variable. disposable and removable
items requ red for each operational mission.

The procuring activity ns- r elect to specify a growth margin in c.g.
travel to allow for incerainties in weight distribution, stability level an"
other design factors, and for possible future variations in operational
loading and use-

In determining the range of store ;mdings to be specified in the c;-n-,-act, the procuring activity sl•ould consider such factors.? tore mxxe•
possihle points of attachment, and asy r_-trizs--initial, ai each pass,
and the rcsult of failure to releae. The contractor may finc; ýt necessary
to propose limitations on store lading to avoid excessive design peaaltie5.

The designer should attempwt to assure that tbere are no restrictions
on store loading, witLin :he range of design stores. However, it is recog-
nized tIýa- occasioraaiy this goia will be impracticable on some designs. It
may be im-ossible Za avoid exceeding aircraft limits, or excessive design
penalties may b*- incurred._ Then. insofta as considerations such as
s-an•ardized stores permit- it should be made physically impossible to
violate necessary store loading restrictions. If this too should not be pra:-
Tirable, the contractor shonld submiit both an analysis of the effects on
flying qualities of violating the resirictions and an estimate of the likeiihood
that the restrictions will be exceeded.
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3. 1.5 CONFIMRUXATO?"

REQUIEREUM"N

3. 1.5 !.• The requirements of this specification shall apply
for all i ruired or encountered in the applicable Flight Phases
of 1. 4. A (crew-) selected configuration is defined by the positions and
adjustments of the various selectors and controls available (except for the
p: icb. roll. yaw, dtrumt magnitude. and trim controls), for example. flap
setting, wing-aniUe seutzd duct-rotation setting nozzle setting. stability-
augmentation-syntem (SAS)-selector setting, etc. The selected configa-
tions to be ezamined Aust consist Gi those required for performance and
mission accompl sment. Additional conflguratims to be investigated may
"be defined by the procuring activity.

* DVXSCS~ION

The settings of such controls as thrust vector angle. (wing tilt, nozzle
angle. etc.). flap•, speed brakes, landin gear are related uniquely to each
aircraft design. The specification requires that the coafigurations to be
examined shall be those required for performance and mission accomplish-
ment.- The position of roll, -itch yaw controls, trim controls and the
thrust magnitude control are not included in the definition of configuration
since the positions of these controls are usually either specified in the
individual requirements or determimd by the specified flight conditions.

Where a distinction is required. the requirements are stated for Flight
Phases, rather than for aircraft configurations. since the flying qualities
should be a function of the job to be done rather than of the configuration of
the aircraft- However, the designer must define the configuration or con-
figurations which his aircraft will have during each Flight Phase.
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3-1-6 STATEOF THEAIRCRAFT
3.1-6-1 AIRCRAFT N':ORMAL STATES •j

3. 1.6.z AIRCRAFT FAILURE STAIES

3.1.6. Z. 1 AIRCRAFT SPECIAL FAILURE STATES f
REQUIREMENTS

3. 1.6 State of the aircraft- The State of the aircraft is defined by ýhe se-
lected configuration together with the functional status of each of the aircraft
components or systems. thrust magnitude, weight, moments of inertia.
center-of-gravity position. and external store complement. The trim setting
and the positions of the pitch, roll, and yaw controls are not included in the
definition of Aircraft State since they are often specified in the requirements.
The position of the thrust magnitude control shall not be considered an element
of the Aircraft State when the thrust magnitude is specified in a requirement.

3. 1.6. 1 Aircraft Normal States. The contractor shall define and tabulate
all pe-tinent items to describe the Aircraft Normal (no component or system
failure) State(s) associated with each of the applicable Flight Phases. This
tabulation shall be in the format and shall use the nomenclature shown in 6.2 .
Certain items, such as weight, moments of inertia, center-of-gravity position,
*thrust magnitude and thrust angle control settings. may vary continuously over
a ranre of values during a f light Phase. The contractor shall replace this

conti.uoas variation by a limited nt--nber of values of the parameter in ques-
tion which will be treated as specific States, and which include the most
critical values and the extremes encountered during the Flight Phase in ques-
tion.

3. 1.6.2 Aircraft Failure States. The contractor shall define and tabulate
all Aircraft Failure Stales, which consist of Aircraft Normal States modified
by one cr more rnalfmctions in aL,-craft components or systems; for example,
a discrepancy between a selected configuration and an actual configuration.
Those malfunctions that result in center-of-gravity positions outside the
center-of-gravity envelope defined in 3- 1.2 shall be included. Each mode of
failure shall be considered. Failures occurring in any Flight Phase shall be
considered in all subsequent Flight Phases. •

3. 1.6.2. 1 Aircraft Special Failure States. Certain components. systems.
or combinations thereof may have extremely remote probability of failure
during a given flight. These failure probabilities may, in turn, be very dif-
ficult to predict with any degree of accuracy. Special Failure States of this
type" need not be considered in complying with the requirements of section 3
if justificatiin for considering the Failure States as Special is submitted by
the contractor and approved by the procuring activity.

DISCUSSION

"These pcragraphs introduce the Aircraft State terminology for use in
the requirements. The contractor is required to define the Aircraft Normal
States for each applicable Flight Phase, in the format of Table XIV. A
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particular design may have other variable features such as air inlets; if the
position of any such feature can affect flying qualities independently of the
items in Table XIV. its position should be tabulated as well Initially.
variable parameters should be presented in discrete steps small enough to
allow accurate interpolation to find the most critical values or combinations
for each requirement. Then those critical cases should be added. As
discussed under 3- 1. 2 - 3. . 4. center-of-gravity positions that can be at-
tained only with prohibited, failed, or malfunctioning fuel sequencing need
not be considered for Aircraft Normal States.

There is moie to determining Failure States than just considering each
component failure in turn. Two other types of effects must be considered.
First, failure of one component in a certain mode may itself induce other
failures in the system, so failure propagation must be investigated. Second.
one event may cause loss of more than one part of the system. Events of
"unlikely' origin from recent flight experience are listed as illustrations:

0 Failure of one bracket that held lines from both hydratilic
systems led to loss of integrity of both systems.

0 An extinguishable fire that burned through lines from all
hydraulic systems, that were routed through the same
compartment.

0 Spilled coffee on the pilots' console that shorted out all
electrical systems; lightning strikes might do this, too.

* A loose nut (too thick a washer was used, so the self-!ocking
threads were not engaged) which shortLd all three stability
augmentation channels of a triply redundant system.

0 Undetected impurities in a batch of potting compound used in
packaging stability augantation system components; all affected
channels shorted out at the high temperatures of supersonic flight.
after passing ground checkout

0 Complicated ground checkout equipment and lengthy procedures
that were impractical to use very frequently on the flight line,
resulting in long flight times between flight control system
electronics checks.

The insidious nature of possible troubles emphasizes the need for caution in
design application. .

In discussing redundant systems, it is axiomatic that the whole system

must be redaudant. However, a recent design used multiple- redundant SAS,
but required environmental control for the electronic components; the
enviroranental control system was not redundant- Thus the complex multiple-
redundant SAS could have been put out of action by any failure of the air
conditioning equipxaent-
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When considering the necessity of redundancy. attention should not
be focused on the control system to the exclusion of all else. For example. it
may be necessary to duplicate certain essential instrumentation. The SV-5
had an extremety narrow angle-of-attack corridor during re-entry, but had
only one angle-of-attack sensing vane and display. In such a case, where the
information is so essential, redundancy may be warranted.

Regardless of the degree of redundancy, there remains a finite pro-
bability tha-b all reuindant paths will faiL A point of diminishing returns will
be reached, beyond which the gains of additional channels are not worth the
associated penalties.

Several categories of Special Failure States can be distinguished.
Certain items might be approved more or less categorically:

* Control-stick fracture

* Basic airframe or control-surface structural failure

0 Dual mechanical failures in general

In most cases, a considerable amount of engineering judgment will
influence the procuring activity's decision to allow or disallow a proposed
Aircraft Special Failure State. Probabilities that are extremely remote are
exceptionally difficult to predict accurately. Judgments will weigh con-
sequences against feasibility of improvement or alternatives, and against
projected ability to keep high standards throughout design, qualification.
production, use and maintenance. Meeting otL_ r pertinent requirements:
MIL-F-9490. MIL-A-8860. etc., should be considered, as should experience
with similar items. Generally. Special Failure Str.es should be brought to
the attention of those concerned with flight safety.

Note that the approval of Aircraft Special Failure States is at the
discretion cf the procuring activity. In conjunction with ceraiin requirements
that must be met regardless of cxnponent or equipment status, granting or
refusing approval can be used as desired to require a level of stability for
the basic airframe, to rule out fly-by-wire control systems, to demand con-
sideration of vulnerability, or even to rule out a type of configuration. For
example, a propeller pitch control failure on a V/STOL which uses differential
thrust from left and right hand side propellers to provide roll control in hover.
will result in loss of control; clearly no requirements can then be met, and
the configuration is excluded, unless the pitch control failure is allowed as a
special failure. The procuring activity should state the considerations to be
imposed, as c npletely as possible at the outset; but it is evident that many
decisions must be made subjectively and many will be influenced by the
specific design.
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3.1.7 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELOPES

3.1.8 SERVICE FLIGHT ENVELOPES

3.1. 9 PERMISSIBLE FLIGHT ENVELOPES

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The emphasis on Flight Envelopes is an attempt to restrict application
Of the requirements to regions in which compliance is essential. Thus, it is
hoped to avoid the performance, cost and complexity penalties that might be
associated with overdesign to provide excellent flying qualities at all flight
conditions. Just as important. the Flight Envelopes should ensure that flying
qualities will be acceptable whereve- 1he aircraft is operated. In general.
the boundaries of these envelopes should not be set by ability to meet the
flying qualities requirements. Other factors will normally determine the
boundaries unless specific deviations are granted. The rationale for each
type of Envelope is presented later in the discussion of each paragraph but
here it is in order to discuss procedures in constructing and using the
Envelopes, particularly as they should be interpreted for VISTOL aircraft as
against conventional aircraft.

To start with, the procuring activity must set down the capability it
wants for primary and alternate missions, including maneuverability over
the speed-altitude range. These are the minimum requirements on the
Operational Flight Envelopes. At this stage the Flight Phases will be known.
In response to these and other requirements, a contractor will design an air-
craft. For that design the contractor can relate the Flight Phases to Airplane
Normal States, then:

"" Construct the larger Service Flight Envelope for the Aircraft
Normal State associated with each Flight Phase, and

"" Similarly construct portions of the Permissible Flight Eavelope
boundaries, beyond which operation is not allowed.

Each Envelope must include the flight conditions related to any pertinent per-

formance guarantees.

What does all this mean for a V/STOL?

Consider a V/STOL which has the operation requirements indicated on
Figure 1 (3. 1)-

At a particular altitude, a typical V/STOL aircraft will be able to per-
form the maneuvering requirements corresponding to a given speed and
altitude at a range of configurations (wing tilt angle. duct angle, nozzle
setting. etc.). Thus an additional dimension which depends on the configura-
tion is introduced into the Flight Envelope. For an aircraft with a single
configuration variable 7 , the operational boundaries of Figure 1 (3. 1) would
become as shown on Figure Z (3. 1).
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Thus at each A. there would be a range of speeds over which the aircraft
j - can be safely flown at !he altitude being considered. The extremes of this

range define the maximum and minimum service speeds for that configura-
tion[V, ', (iA

Also at each 2 there is a range of speeds over which the operational
requirements cf a particular Flight Phase can be satisfied at this altitude.
The extremes of this range define the maximum and minimum operational
speeds for that particular configuration; they are NOT necessarily o and
V0 ,,,~for the particular Flight Phase.

Conversely, at a given speed there is a range of configurations at
which the operational requirements of the Flight Phase can be satisfied.

The requirements of the specification apply at all points within the three-
dimensional volume (speed. altitude and normal load factor, and pcssibly
additional parameters such as rate of descent, flight path angle or side ve-
locity) of the Flight Envelope, and also within the range of configurations.
Hence. in effect, the requirements apply to a four-dimensional volume (or
more if there is more than one independent configuration variable, e. g.,
wing tilt angle and flap angle vuould be tvo variables unless uniquely related)-
In picking the conditions within this four-dimensional space at ihich to de-
termine compliance, consideration should be given to the critical flight
conditions and how the aircraft will be flight tested.

Each Flight Phase will involve a range of loadings. Generally it will
be convenient to represent this variation by superimposing boundaries for
the discrete loadings of Table XIV, or possibly by bands denoting extremes.

If different external store complements affect the Envelope boundaries signif-
icantly, it may be necessary to construct several sets of Envelopes for each

Flight Phase, each set representing a family of stores. Hopefully a manage-

ably small to~al number of Envelopes should result- It is apparent that the

Flight Envelopes must and can be refined, as the design is further analyzed

and defined, by agreement between the contractor and the procuring activity.

Flight tests will be conducted to evaluate the aircraft against require-

ments in known Flight Envelopes. Generally, flight tests will cover the
Service Flight Envelope, with specific tests (stalls, dives, etc.) to the

Permissible limits. The same test procedures usually apply in both Service

and Operational envelopes; only the numerical requirements and qualitative

levels differ. If. for example, speed and altitude are within the Operational

Flight Envelope but normal load factor is between the Operational and ServiceI/- Flight Envelope boundaries, the requirements for the Service Flight Envelope
* - apply. Ideally, the flight test program should also lead to definition of Flight

Envelopes depicting Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries (paragraph 1.5). These

Level boundaries should a'- the using conumands in tactical employment, even

long after the procuremnen', contract has been closed out.
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Separate Flight Envelopes are not normally allowed for Aircraft Fail-
ure States. it is rational to consider most failures throughout the Flight
Envelopes associated with Aircraft Normal States. There may be exceptions
(such as a thrust tilt angle failure that necessitates a partially converted
landing) that are peculiar to a specific design. In such cases the procuring
activity may have to accept some smaller Flight Envelopes for specific Fail-
ure States, making sure that these Envelopes are large enough for safe
Level Z or Level 3 operation.
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3.1.7 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELOPES

REQUIREMENT

3-1.7 Operational Flight Enrvelopes. The Operaticn~al Flight Envelopes
define the boundaries in tems of speed, altitude, and load factor within which
the aircraft must be capable of operating in order to accomplish the missions
of 3. 1.1. Additional envelopes in terms of parameters such as rate of
descent, flight-path angle, and side velocity may also be specified. Envelopes
for each applicable Flight Phase shall be established with the guidance and
approval of the procuring activity. In the absence of specific guidance. the
contractor shall use the representative conditions of table I for the applicable
Flight Phases.

DISCUSSION

Operational Flight Envelopes are regions in speed-altit•de-load factor
space (additional parameters such as rate of descent, flight path angle and
side velocity may also be specified) where it is necessary for an aircraft, in
the configurations and loading associated with a given Flight Phase, to have
very good flying qualities, as opposed, for example, to regions where it is
only necessary to ensure that the aircraft can be controlled without undue
concentration. The Operational Flight Envelopes are intended to permit the
design task to be more closely defined. As a result. the cos! and complexity
of the aircraft and possibly the cost and time required for flight testing should
be appreciably, but logically. reduced. The required size of the Operatioaal
Flight Envelopes for a particular aircraft should, to the extent possible, be
given in the detail specification for the aircraft, but some boundaries wil
only be delineated during design of the weapon sysem-. In defining the speed-
altitude-load factor combinations to be encompassed, the following factors
should be considered:

(a) The Operational Flight Envelope for a given Flight Phase
should initially be considered to be as large a portion of
the associated Service Flight Envelope as possible, to
permit the greatest freedom of use of the aircraft by the using
command.

(b) If design trade-offs ;.icate that significant penalties (in te-ms
of performance, cost. sy-z:em complexity. or reliability) are
required to provide Level I flying qualities in the large
Envelope of (a) above, consideration should be given to
restricting !he Operational Flight Envelope toward the min-
imum consistent with the requirements of the Flight Phase
of the operational mission under consideration.

Guidance for establishing Operational Flight Envelopes for various
Flight Phases is contained in Table I of Reference 1. Almost all of the
Flight Phases listed might conceivably make good use of extremely low
speeds. Eecause experience is lacking. however, the parameter ranges
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shown are quite approximatei for e.ch application, careful attention should

be paid to refining these boundaries. Information on the intended use of the
aircraft (required operational capability) should facilitate significantly more
precise definitions of the various limits to be made for a specfic application.
rigure 6 of Reference I illustrates a possible Operational Flight Envelope
for non-terminal transition (NT) based on the limits in Table L Side vel-
ocities resulting from the capability of translating at 35 knots in any direction
are indicated on the V - n diagram.

For aircraft requiring a particular descent capability, additional
envelopes of V - r or V - 4 should be presented. Such envelopes may in
any event be requested by the procuring activity. The procuring activity
should also ensure that the Operational Flight Envelopes encompass the
flight conditions at which all appropriate performance guarantees will be
demonstrated.
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3.1.8 SERVICE FLIGHT ENVELOPES

REQUIREMENT

3.1.8 Service Flight Envelopes. For each Aircraft Normal State (but with
thrust varying as required), the contractor shall establish, subject to the

7approval of the procuring activity, Service Flight Envelopes showing comn-
binations of speed, altitude, and load factor derived from aircraft limits as
distinguished from mission requirements. Additional envelopes in terms of
parameters such as rate of descent, flight-path angle, and side velocity may
also be specified. A certain set or range of Aircraft Normal States generally
will be employed in the conduct of a Flight Phase. The Service Flight
Envelopes for these States, taken together, shall at least cover the Opera-
tional Flight Envelope for the pertinent Flight Phase. The speed, altitude.
and load factor boundaries of the Servi Flight Envelopes shall be based on
considerations discussed in 3. 1.8.1. 3.1.8.Z, 3.1.8.3, 3.1.8.4, and 3. 1.8. 5.

3. 1. 8. 1 Maximum service speed. The maximum service speed, Vrnax, for
each altitude below the service ceiling for the configuration under consideration
is the lowest of:

a. The maximum, permissible speed

b. The speed which is a safe margin below the value at which

intolerable buffet or structural vibration is encountered

c. Thc: speed limited by an extreme nose-down pitch attitude

d-. The maximum airspeed. in descents,, from which recovery can
be made without penetrating a safe m-rgin from loss of control.
intolerable buffet, or other danget-cus behavior, and without
exceeding structural limits.

3. 1. 8. Z Minimum service speed. The minimum service speed. Vrnn, for
each altitude below the service ceiling for the configuration under considera-
tion, in fore and aft flight, is the highest algebraically of:

a. 35 knots rearward (-35 knots)

b. The speed which is a safe margin above the speed at which
intolerable buffet or structural vibration is encountered

c. A speed limited by reduced forward field of view or extreme
nose-up pitch attitude

d. Other speed at MAT which is a safe margin above ,he value
where pitch, roll, or yaw control available is insufficient to
mainiain l-g level-flight.

3. 1.8.3 Service side velocity. The service side-velocity boundary for the
configuration under consideration is defined by the maximum side velocity
associated with-each speed between Vmax and Vmin (as defined by 3.- . 8- 1 and
3. 1.8. 2) from which recovery to straight and level flight can be made without
penetrating a safe margin from loss of control or other dangerous behavior.
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3. 1.8.4 Maximum service altitude. The maximum service altitude. hma -

for a given speed is the maximum altitude at which a rate of climb of 100 feet
per minute can be maintained in unaccelerated flight with MAT.

3.1. 8.5 Service load factors. Maximum [and minimuml service !.•ad
factors, n (4) In(-) ] shall be established as a function of speed fPr several
significant altitudes. The maximum (mininusm service load factor, when
trimmed for l-g flitht at a particular speed and altitude, is the lowest
(highest] algebraically of:

a. The positive [negative] structural limit load factor

b. The steady load factor at which the pitch control is in full
aircraft-nose-up [nose-down] position with the thrust magnitude
control in a position to maximize [minimize] the load factor

c. A safe margin belowfabovej the load factor at which intolerable

baffet or structural vibration is encountered.

DISCUSSION

For each Aircraft Normal State (with thrust varying) there is an associ-
ated Service Flight Envelope which defines the boundaries of speed, altitude.
load factor, and any additional limits as required, within which the aircraft
is capable of safely operating. The limits of safe operation are defined by
the maximum and minimum service speed, the maximum and minimum
service load factors, the maximum seivice altitude and the service side
velocity. Sections 3. 1.8. 1 through 3. 1. 8.5 of Reference I-

A range of Aircraft Normal States will usually be required to perform
a specific Flight Phase. The corresponding Service Flight Envelopes taken
"t6gether shall at least cover the volume of the Operational Flight Envelope
corresionding to the Flight Phase. Figure 7 of Reference j provi1des a
sketch to illustxate this concept for V- k and V-- " diagramis.

The volume formed by the-Service Flight Envelopes encompasses the
Operational Flight Envelope and denotes the extent of flight conditions that
can be encountered without fear of exceeding aircraft limitations (safe
margins should be determined analytically and experimentally). Require-
ments for the conditions outside the Operational Flight Envelope are less
severe, but still stringent enough that the pilot can accomplish the associ-
ated mission Flight Phase. Mission effectiveness or pilot workload, or
both. however, may suffer someiwhat even with no failures.

This Envelope is- intende3 to ensure that any deterioration of handling
qualities will be gradual as flight proceeds out from the limits of the
Operational Flight Envelope. This serves two purposes. It provides some
degree of mission effectiveness for possible unforeseen alternate uses of
the aircraft, and it also allows for possible inadvertent flight outside the
Operational Flight Envelope.
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3.1.9 PERMISSIBLE FLIGHT ENVELOPES

j-p

REQUIREMENT

3.1.9 Permissible Fligh Eve! S. The Permissible Flight Envelopes
enops l ein nwihoeau of toe aircraft is both allowable
and possible. These are tMe boundaries af flight conditions outside the
Service Flight Envelope which tMe aircraft is capable of safely encountering-
Transient load factors, power settings, and emmergency thrust settings m~ay be
representative of such conditions. The Permissible Flight Envelopes define
the boundaries of these areas in terms of velocity, altitude, and load factor.
Additional envelopes, in terms of parameters such as rate of descent, flight-
path angle. and side velocity may also be specifi-ed.

3.1-9-1 Maximum permissible speed._ The maximum permissible speed for
each permissible altitude for the configuration under consideration shall be
the lowest of:V

a. The limit speed based on structural considerations

b. The limit speed based on engine considerations

C. The speed at which intolerable buffet or structural vibration
is encountered

d- The maximum airspeed, in descents, from which recovery can
be made without encountering loss of control, intolerable
buffet or structural vibration, and without exceeding structural
limits.

3. 1.9-2 Minimum lernissible speedL The minimum permissible speed for
each permissible altitude for the configuration under consideration, in fore
and aft flight. shall be the highest algebraically oe

a. 35 knmts rearward (-35 knots)

b. The speed. at MAT, below which pitch, roll, or yaw control
available is insufficient to maintain 1-g level flight

c. The speed below which intolerable buffet or structural vibration
is encountered.

DISCUSSION

It would be unreasonable to demand Level 2 flying qualities right u
to stall, dive, and similar limits. Therefore the Service Flight Envelopes,
where Level Z is demanded for normal operation, may be cut short of these
limits.

At each Aircraft Normal State (but with allowable thrust range) the I
maximum and minimum permissible speed can and must be defined for the
pilot's information. Even in the case where a single variable (such as wingtilt angle, nozzle angle. duct angle. etc.) defines the transition configuration,
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the relation between Normal State and speed can be complex. It is therefore
desirable that some way of indicating approach to the permissible boundary
be provided.

It is im~portant to realize that the concept of F~light Envelopes as used

in the specification applies to fixed configutrations [ = 0, seeFigure 1(3. 1.9)] .
Unless this extra dimension is remembered, it apparently becomes possible
to have flight outside the Permissible Flight Envelope[Figure 1(3. 1.9)]
There is no basic reason why it should not be possible to encounter a com-
bination of X and V. while in rapid acceleration or deceleration, that is
outside the Permissible Flight Envelope for fixed configuration. Presumably,
if the Envelope was as indicated on Figure 1(3. 1. 9), stopping configuration
change at A [defined by Z(A), V(A}I would result in equilibrium being
achieved at B [defined by X (B), V(B), where %(A) = 2 (B)J. Point B
should be within the Permissible Flight Envelope. If B is not within the

which A lies is not permissible. The relation of Flight Envelopes to tran-

sition trajecto- ies is discussed in more detail in the dicussion of require-
ments in Section 3.4.

Conversion SpeedVcon

The possible choices for defining the conversion speed, Vcon, are
discussed at length earlier in this document (Section 1. 1. Scope). The cur-
rent version of the u mets (Reference 1) leaves the final choice to
agreement between the contractor and the procuring activity.

If a definition of Vcon is chosen that is related to flying qualities, such
as by the speed corresponding to a value of dW'/dV. then Vcon would in general
be different at each configuration. This has been indicated in the hypothetical
case sketched in Figure 13. 1.9)_ At first sight this may be a little startling.
especially if Vcon for the fully converted configuration ( A. = 0) is less than
the maximumn speed at which conversion can be commenced (VUN) (UN for
unlocked). There is, of course, no real conflict since the concept of Vcon,
and all the requirements except those related to the transition mzneuver
itself (3.4) when 2 0. only apply to fixed configuration conditions. The
transition requirements (i # 0) apply for any transition for all speeds up
toVUN.
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3. 1. 10 APPliCATION OF LAEVEL.S

3.1.10 . M-- Osof Levwels. Levels of flying qualities as indicated in
Ls__ ROMMYýM~maawj Mctionin meaiiatioui ft e possibility that the

ticsalF~gt:Ekieloe, hefailure * icatcmoeto oh r
permitted to conqfy with. a degraded Level of hying qualities as specified in

* 3. 1. 10. 1 ro g3.1.10.3.3.

3.1.10.1 - men" for Aircraft Normal States. The mninimum required
flying~~~~~~~~ w foAicatNraStes(. E.U. are as shown in table IIL

TAMLE 11. Levels for Aircraft Normil States

4pezatim"1 Flight Service Flight

Level I level 2

3. 1.10.2 Z for Aircraft Failure States- When Aircraft

only it the probabhility of enmeiga lower Level than specified in 3. 1.10. 1
is -dle11Y small. The comtacoor shalt determine. based on the most
accurate awai~bbe data. the prohability at occurrence of each Aircraft Failure

SS~ate per fligbe and fte effect of that Failure Sta--. an the flying qualities
ztmthe Oprbiand Service Flighit Em sesopes. These analyzes shall be

updaed, at iteavals specified by Teprocuw'zog activity-. These determinations
shall be based an I1L-STD-756 excep that (a) all aircraft consponents and
sysmean are assunwd to be operating fer a time period, per flight, equal to
Ith hluest operWIaticall missionbm to be considered by the contractor in
designing teaircrafti, and Mb each. specific failure is assiumed to be present
at whichever point in dwFlight Emveop being considered is most critical
(in the flying qualities sense)- From these, Failure State Probabilities and
effects, the coutactair shall determine the overall probability, per flight.
I hat oeor moire flying qualities are degraded to Level Z because of one or
MOrM failures. The cotaco shall also determine the probability that ore
or mere flying qualities are degraded to Level 3. These probabilities shall
be less tdam the values shown, in tabl BL

TABLE 111. levels for Aircraft Failure States
Ofwithin n eatioal Within Service

________________ Fiot Eivelope F]liSht Eawvelpe

12afker failure W per f]i~t

1 3 :after failure < W per night -C102 per flitht
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In no case shall a Failure State (except an approved Special Failure State)
degrade any flying quality outside the Level 3 limit.

3. 1. 10. 2. 1 Specific failures. The requirements on the effects of specific
types of failures. e. g. . propulsion (3. 8. 9) or flight control system (3. 5. 5).
shall be met on the basis that the specific type of failure has occurred.
regardless of its probability of occurrence.

3. 1. 10. 3 Exceptions

3. 1.10.3.1 Ground operation. Some requirements pertaining to takeoff.
landing, and taxiin involve opration outside the Operational, Service and
Permissible Flight Envelopes. When requirements are stated for these
conditions, the Levels shall be applied as if the conditions were in the
Operational Flight Envelope..

3.1.10.3. Z When Levels are not specified. Within the Operational and
Service Flight Envelopes, all. requirements that are not identified with specific
Levels shall be met under all conditions of component and system failure
except approved Aircraft Special Failure States (3. 1. 6. Z. 1).

3.1.10.3.3 Flight outside the Service Flight Envelope. Fro all points
in the Permissible Flight Enveloe it shall be possible readily and safely
to return to the Service Flight Envelope without exceptional pilot skill or
technique, regardless of colnpo.zz: system failures. The requirements
of 3. 8- 1 and 3.- 8. 2 shall also apply.

3. 1-10-.3.4 Operation in critical heigh--velocity conditions. Some propul-
sion system failures in the critical height-velocity regime may be cata-
strophic. Although the aircraft would not meet the requirements of 3.1. !0. 3.3
for flight within the Permissible Flight Envelope following such propulsion
system failures. there may be cases where the critical height-velocity con-
ditions; will fall within the Operational Flight Envelope for all other Aircraft
States because flight under these conditions is essential to accomplishment
of the operational missions of 3. 1. 1. Special requirements may be specified
by the procuring activity for conditions encountered during and after the pro-
pulsion system failure. The size of the critical height-velocity regime is
subject to the approval of the procuring activity.

DISCUSSION

The concept of Levels has been applied exactly as developed for A&IL-

F-8785B (Reference 10).

Higher performance of aircraft has led to ever-expanding Flight Enve-
lopes. increased control system complexity. and the necessity to face the
problem of equipment failures in a realistic manner. The Level concept is
directed at the achievement of adequate flying qualities without imposing
undue requirements that could lead to unwarranted system comp~lexity or i
decreased flight safety. Without actually requiring a good basic airframe,
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the general specification provides:

"* High probability of good flying qualities where the airplane
is expected to be used.

0 Acceptable flying qualities in reasonably likely, yet
infrequently expected, conditions.

0 A floor to assure, to the greatest extent possible. at least

a flyable airplane no matter what failures occur.

- A process to assure that all the ramifications of reliance on
powered control, stability augmentation, etc., receiveproper attention.

In short, a systems approach to the requircment specification is used. The
following paragraphs discuss this concept in some detail.

The Level zpproach is straightforward in concept. The requirements
specified for normal operation (no system failures) provide desirable flyingIqualities. Equipment failures, however, either in the flight control system
or other subsystems. can cause a degradation in flying qualities. The
emphasis in the specification is on the effects of failures, rather than the
failures themselves. Limited degradation of flying qualities (e.g.-, Level I

to Lel-Z) is acceptable if the combined probability of such degradation is
small. If the probability is high, then no degradation beyond the Level re-
quired for Normal States is acceptable after the failure occurs. Another
way of stating this is that in the Operational Envelope the probability of
encountering Level 2 any time at all on a given flight must not exceed ]0-.
and the probabilt of encountering Level 3 on any portion of the flight must
not exceed 10-t. Somewhat reduced requirements are iniposed for flight
within the Service Flight Envelope, for both Normal and Failure States.

Outside the Service Flight Envelope, most of the requirements of the VISTOL
Specification do not apply. There is a qualitative requirement in 3. 1.10. 3. 3
"which refers to the requirements that do still apply.

-uNme icat-Probabilities

"The numerical values can, of course, be changed by the procuring
agency to reflect specific requirements for a given weapon system. The

procuring activity engineer should, as a matter of course, confer with both/
i" the using command representative and the reliability engineers to assure

that the probabilities associated with the Levels are consistent with the
design goals. However, the values given are reasonable, based on experi-

-! ence with contemporary (non-V/STOL) 3ýircraft. To illustrate this, the
i foUnwing tabe presents actual control system failure information for

several pilated aircraft:

4,1. 6



Source System Mean Time Between Malfunctions

(MTBM)

Ref Z3 F-l10IB 86 hours

Ref 23 F- 104 300 hours

Ref 23 F-105D (Flight Control
plus Electronics) 14 hoiars

Ref 23 E- lB 185 hours

Ref 24 B-58 20 hours

Unfortunately the flying qualities effects of the reported failures are not
given along with the above data- Reference 25 indicates. however, that the
mean time between "criticalf failures is about five times the MTBM. If
Ocritical" failures are ones that degrade one or more flying qualities to

Level 2, then for a typical average flight time of four hours:

P (Level Z) =Probability of encountering Level 7- flying qualities
during a single flight

I'

This yields:

System IP (Level Z)

F--ORB -0093

F-104 .-0027

F-105B -057

E-lR .0043

B-58 -040

which indicates that all systems. with the exception of the F-a105D (where
electronic components represented in the data might not degrade flying qual-
ities upon failure) and the B-58, meet the requirement for P (Level 2)
<102c c (or one out of a hundred flights). Numbers of roughly the same mag-
nitude have been used for both American (Reference 26) and Anglo-French

(Reference 27) supersonic transport design.

A si. ;Ilar comparison can be made between accident loss rates and
the requirement for P (Level 3) < 10-4t It should be emphasized that Level 3
as defined in paragraph 1.5 and in the requirements represents a safe aircraft

to fly. However, due to a lack of knowledge in some instances, especijally
when many flying qualities are degraded at once, the Level 3 boundaries are
at least usafety related7. Reference 28 indicates the following aircraft
accident loss rates during 1967. Also shown is the probability of aircraft
loss, per 4-hour flight, for an assumed exponential loss distribution.
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Aircraft 1967 Loss Rate Probability of Loss
___ (losses/ 100, 000 hours) during 4-Hour Flight

F-101 15 6 x 10-4

F-104 23 9.2 x 10-4

F-105 17 6.8 x 10-4

" F-106 10 4x 10-4

SF-4 14. 1 5. 6 4 x 10-4

F-102 9 3.6 x 10

F-100 10 4 x 10-4

Avg 14 Avg 5.6 x 10-

If Level 3 represented a safety problem, which it conservatively eoes not.
then the allowable 10-4 probability of encounter per flight would account for
about 114 to 1/9 of the total probability of aircraft loss. That is. flying-
qualities-oriented losses would represent about 114 to 1/9 of all losses.
Other losses could be due to engine failures, etc. Based on experience.
therefore, the specified value is reasonable.

As a final note, Reference 29 indicates an Army aircraft accident
rate of 22. 2Z 100, 000 hours which is very close to the previously cited expe-
rience with a number of Air Force aircraft.

Implementation

Implemenut.ion of the Level concept involves both reliability
analyses (to predict failure probabilities? and failure effect Amalyses (to
insure compliance with requirements). Both types of analyses are in direct
accord with, and in the spirit of, SIL-STD-756A (reliabfity prediction) and
MIL-STD-88Z (safety engineering). These re-ated specifications are. in
turn. mandatory for use by all Departments and Agciwi"zs of the Department
of Defense. Implementation of the flying qualities specification is. for the
most part, a union of the work required by these related specifications with
normal stability and- control analysis.

Failure States influence the airplane configurations. and even the
mission Flight Phases, to be considered. All failures must be examined
which could have occurred previously, as well as all failures which might
occur during the Flight Phase being analyzed. For example. failure of the
wings to tilt up during descent wo-IdA require consideration of a wings-down
landing that otherwise would never be encountered. There are failures that
would always result in an aborted mission, even in a war emergency. The
pertinent Flight Phases after such failures would be those required to com-
plete the aborted (rather than the planned) mission. For example, failure
of the wing to tilt down after takeof might mean a Janding with :he wing at the
takeoff setting, with certain unexpended external stores; but cruise would
be impossible. If the mission might be either continued or aborted, both
contingencies need to be examined.
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A typical approach (but not the only one) for the system contractor C;
is out!ined below.-

Initial Design: The basic airframe is designed for a Level 1
-target- in respect to most flying qualities in the Operational Fiight
Envelope. It: may quickly become apparent that some design penalties
would bz inordinate (perhaps to provide sufficient aerodynamic
damping of the short-period and Dutch-roll modes at high altitude);
in those cases the basic-airframe "target would be shifted to Level
Z. In, other cases it may be relatively painless to extend some
Level I flying qualities over the wider range of the Service Flight
Envelope. Generally the design will result in Level 1 flying
qualities in some regions and, perhaps, Level 2 or Level 3 in
others. Augmentation of one form or another (aerodynamic con-
figuration changes. response feedback, control feedforward,
signal shaping. etc.)would be incorporated to bring flying qualities
up to Level I in the Operational Flight Envelope and to Level 2 in
the Service Flight Envelope.

initial E.-aluation: The reliability and failure mode analyses are
next performed to evaluate the nominal system design evolved
above. All aircraft subsystem failures that affect hying qualities
are considered. Failure rate data for these analyses may be those
specified in the related specifications, other data with supporting
substantiation and approval as necessary, or specific values pro-
vided by the procuring agency. Prediction methods used will be in
accordance with related specifications. The results of this eval-
uation will provide:

a) a detailed outline of design points that are critical
irom a flying qualities/flight safety standpoint,

b) quantitative predictions of the probability of
encountering Level 2 in a single flight within the
Operational Envelope, Level 3 in the Operational
Envelope, and Level 3 in the Service Envelope, and

c) rieommend airframe/equipment changes to improve
flying qualities or increase subsystem reliability to
meet the specification requirements-

It should be noted that the flying qualities/Iflight safety requirements
arre concerned with failure mode effects, while other specifications
provide reliability requirements per se (all failures regardless of
failure effects). In the event of a conflict, the most stringent
requirement should apply.

Re-Evaluation: As the system design progresses, the initial eval-
uation is revised at intervals. This process continues throughout
the design phase. The results of the analyses of vehicle flying
qualitiesIflight safety may be used directly to:.
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a) establish flight test points that are critical and should
. be emphasized in the flight test program.

b) establish pilot training requirements for the most
probable, and critical, flight conditions, and

c) provide guidance and requirements for other subsystem
designs.

Proof of compliance is, for the most part, analytical in nature as
far as probabilities of failure are concerned. However, some equip-
ment failure rate data may become available during final design
phases and during flight test, and any data from the-e or other
test programs should be used to further demonstrate compliance.
Stability and control data of the usuml type (e.g., predictions, wind
tunnel, flight test) will also be used to demonstrate complance.
Finally, the results of all analyses and tests will be subject to
normal procedures of procuring agency approvaL

Specific Failures: There are some specific requirenwents pertaining to
failure of the engines and the flight control system (e. g., 3- 8. 10). For
these requirements the specific failure is assumed to occur (with a proba-
bility of 1), with other failures considered at their own probabilities. For
all other requirements, the actual probabilities of engine and flight control
system failure are to be accounted for in the same manner as for other
failures.-

Special Failures: Note that certain Special Failure States (3.1-6.Z- 1) may
be approved; these Failure States need not be considered in determining the
probability of encountering degradation to Level 3. This allows each cata-
strophic failure possibility to be considered on its own. Requiring approval
for each Speci-l Failure State gives the procuring activity an opportunity to
examine all the pertinent survivability and vulnerability aspects of each de-
sign. Survivability and vulnerability are important considerations, but it has
not yet been possible to relate any specific flying qualities requirements to
them.

Operation in Critical Height-Velocity Conditions: It is realized that certain
types of V/STOL will occasionally be required to operate within their critical
height-velocity regions. The apparent conflict is recognized by Section
3. 1. 10.3. 4 (Reference 1) -which requires the procuring activity to give special
consideration to the critical height -velocity boundaries. The time to set the
allewable size of this , egion is early in the design stage, while configuratior.
changes are still feasible.

In summary. the Level concept was evolved in recognition of the
obvious fact that flying qualities, flight safety, and system reliability are
all very much related in the development of current pui zd aircraft. This
interrelationship is being exploited to improve aircraft in terms of overall
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effectiveness. The net result can be system improvement with a minmw
expenditure of effort. Examples, using a similar approach, are presented in
References 30. 31. 3Z. and 33.

Additional insight into the application of Levels is given in paragraph
6. 5 of Reference 1 as follows:

06. 5 Application of Levels. Part of the intent of 3. 1.10 is to ensure that
the probability of enco5mtering significantly degraded flying qualities be-
cause of component or stbsystera failures is szmall. For ezample, the pro-
bability of encountering very degraded flying q-alities (Level 3) must be less
than specified values per flight.

6.5.1 Theoretical compliance. To determine theoretical compliance wit
the requirements of 3- .- 10.-, th&e following steps must be performed:

a. Identify those Aircraft Failure Slates which have a significant effect
on flying qualities (3. 1.6.-2).

b. Define the longest flight duration to be encounter ýd during operational
missions (3. 1. 1).

c. Determine the probability of encountering various Aircraft Failure
States, per flight, based on the above flight duration (3. 1.10. 2).

d. Determine the degree of flying qualities degradation associated with
each Aircraft Failure State in terms of Levels as defined in the specific
requirements.

e. Determine the most critical Aircraft Failure States (assuming the
failures are present at whichever point in the Flight Envelope being con-
sidered is most critical in a flying qualities sense), and compute the total
probability of encountering Level 2 flying qualities in the Operational Flight
Envelope due to equipment failures. Likewise., compute the probability of
encountering Level 3 flying qualities in the Operational Flight Envelope. etc.

f. Compare the computed values above with the requirements in 3- 1. 10. 2
and 3. 1. 10.3.

If the requirements are -ot_ met, the designer must consider alternate courses
such as:

(a) Improvoe the aircraft flying qualities associated with the more

probable Failure States, or
(b) Reduce the probability of encountering the more probable
Failure States through equipment redesign, redundancy. etc.
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AP Regardless of the probability of encountering any given Aircraft Failure

4 Stafts (with the exception of Special Failure States) the flying qualities
shall not degrade below Level 3.

6. 5. 2 Level definitions. To determine the degradation in flying qualities
parameters for a given Aircraft Failure State the following definitions are

a. Level I is better than or equal to the Level I boundary, or number,
given in section 3.

b. Level Z is worse than Level 1. but no worse than the Level 2 boundary*

C. Level 3 is worse than Level 2. but no worse than the Level 3 boundary.
or number.

When a given boundary, or namber, is identified as Level I and Level 2,

this means that flying qualities outside the boundary conditions shown, or
worse than the number given, are at best Level 3 flying qualities- Also,
since Level I and Level Z requirements are the same, flying qualities must
be within ths common boundary, or number, in both the Operational and
Service Fligbt Envelopes for Aircraft No-mal States (1. 1.10. 1). Aircraft
Failure Slates that do not degrade flying qualities beyond this common boun-
dary are not considered in meeting the requirements of 3. 110. 2. Aircraft
Failure States that represent degradations to Level 3 must, however, be
included in the co of the probability of encountering Level 3 degra-
dations in both the Operational and Service Flight Envelopes. Again, degra-
dation beyond the Level 3 boundary is not permitted regardless of component
failures.

6. 5.3 Computational assumptions. Assumptions a and b of 3- 1. 10. 2 are
somewhat conservative, but they simplify the required computations in
3. 1. 10.2 and provide a set of workable ground rules for theoretical pre-
dictions. The reasons for these assumptions are:

i3

t a. a... components and systems are .... operating for a time period per flight
equal to the- longest operational mission time ....... Since most component
failure data are in terms of failures per flight hour, even though continuous
operation may not be typical (e.g., yaw damper on during supersonic flight
only), failure probabilities must be predicted on a per flight basis using a
'typicalW total flight time. The 'longest operational mission time" as
"typica•l is a natural result. If acceptance cycles-to-failure reliability data
are available (M1I-STD-756), these data may be used for prediction purposes
based on maximum cycles per operational mission, subject to procuring
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activity approval. Also, finite wearout life components. such as engines at
maximum takeoff thrust, may be considered as exceptioms and failure cal-
culations shall be based on maximum normal operating time per flight in
these cases, again subject to procuring activity approvaL In any event,
compliance with the requirements of 3.1.10.2, as determined in accordance
with section 4. is based on the probability of encounter per flight.

b. . -. failure is assumed to be present at whichever point. - - is most
criticaL... This assumption is in keeping with the requirements of 3. 1.6.2
regarding Flight Phases subsequent to the actual failure in question. In
cases that are unrealistic from the operational standpoint, the specific Air-
craft Failure States might fall in the Aircraft Special Failure State classi-
fication (3.1.6. 2. 1).
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3. 1.11 COCKPIT CONTROLS

REQUIREMENT
S.3.-1.11 S controls. Requirements are written on the basis of con-

ventional €ckCpt controls, e.g.. stick or wheel plus rudder pedals, with
either a conwavtional throttle or a helicopter-type collective controL The
Sform Of thrust angle control has not been assumed. Aircraft having cockpit
controls other than conventional (e.g.. side arm control) are excluded from
the requirements which reflect the type of control (e.g., response to aS1-inch stick deflection), but not others (e.g.. roll performance requirements).
The procuring activity will i:_Fe alternate requirements for nonconventionalI cockpit controls.

DISCUSSION

Some unusual controllers, and methods of control, for VTOls have
been suggested in the literature. For example, side-arm controllers, side-
force controllers, lift engine thrust control through the pitch control stick.
etc. All such inno-ations cannot possibly be foreseen and cowered in a
general fling qualities specification and therefore only 'conven•ional' con-
trols, as described in 3. 1. 11, are considered. The requirements concerned
with vehicle performance, for example, the roll requirements of 3. 3. 10. are
believed to be applicable regardless of cockpit control arrangements.

7
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3.2 HOVER AND LOW SPEED

REQUIREMENT

3. 2 Hover and low speed. The hover and low-speed requirements apply
to those Flight hases of the operational missions of the aircraft which
in-Lude hovering at zero ground speed in steady winds from any direction up
to the limits of the Service Flight Envelope, and maneuvering in any direc-
tion at speeds up to the limits of the Service Flight Envelope, except that the
requirements specified under 3. 3 apply for those conditions where the for-ward speed component is greater than 35 knots TAS. The requirements of
3. 5. 3.6. 3- 7. and 3. 8 are also applicable in this speed regime.

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is a general introduction which delineates the flight
conditions at which the subsequent requirements must be satisfied. The
reason for satisfying requirements within the Service Flight Envelope rather
than within the Operational Flight Envelope is to prevent the possibility of a
rapid deterioration in flying qualities for those situations where flight con-
ditions between the Operational and Service Flight Envelopes can be easily
encountered. Flight Envelopes are discussed in Sections 3. 1.7. 3. 1.8. and
3.1.9.

The rationale for dividing the specification into the various sections
is discussed at some length in Section m of this report. Specification
Structure_ and Philosophy.

It should .be n3ted that the requirements specified for the character-
istics of the flight control system (3- 5), takeoff and landing (3.61 atmospher-
ic disturbances (3- 7) and miscellaneous requirements are also applicable in
this speed range.
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3.2.1 ECoIIIRIUM CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIRFWENT

3. Z. 1 Equilibriun characteristics. Without attaining excessive attitudes,
it shall be possible to bover over a spot in steady winds of up to 35 knots
from any direction relative to the aircraft heading. except as limited by the
boundaries of the Service Flight Envelope.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is self-explanatory. It is an established fact from
both flight and simulator experiments that pilots do not like to hover with
excessive pitch and roll attitudes. Not only does their visibility in one or
more directions deteriorate, but the probability increases of having portions
of the vehicle strike the ground in gusty conditions-

The word 'excessive" is obviously not very precise. Even when
discussing this attitude problem with experienced test pilots, it is difficult
to determine with any precision what attitude limits should be. since opinions
differ samewhat- There are apparently several factors such as the task.
the experience with a particular airplane, visibility characteristics, etc,.
that combine to influence subjective opinion.

Although pilot opinion must be relied upon in demonstrating for com-
pliance with 3. Z_ 1. an attempt has been made to quantify attitude limits
under particular conditions in the following two requirement paragraphs
3. 2. 1.1 and 3.Z.-.2.

Consideration was given, by the Air Force, to increasing the 'nd
speed in which hovering capability is required. However, it was found that
the probability of encountering winds greater than 30-40 knots did not justify
a change. Certainly winds higher than 35 knots can be encountered, but it was
assumed that the margin of the Service Flight Envelope over the Operational

j Flight Envelope will provide Level Z hovering capability at speeds greater
than 35 knots. Further margins may have to be demanded in special cases.

7
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3.2.1.1 CHANGING TRIM]

REQUIREMENT

3.- 2- .1 Changing trim. The local slope of the equilibrium attitude-speed
relationship sha'l not exceed 0.6 degrees per knot for speed perturbations of ",
at least 10 knots in either direction about the trim speed. Thirty-five knots
or the limits of the Service Flight Envelpe. * 10 degrees roll attitude, or
an attitude change of * 10 degrees in pitch need not be exceeded. The con-
figuration and trim may be different at each trim condition but they must
remain fixed while determining the attitude-speed vs•iations about the trim
condition. The fuselage reference bank attitudes nuist not exceed:* 10 degrees
at any trim speed. These requirements shall be satisfied at all forward trim
speeds. backward trim speeds, and sideward trim'speeds both to the left and
to the right. up to the limits of the Service Flight Envelope or 35 knots.
whichevzr is less in magnitude.

DISCUSSION

The basic intent of this requirement is to put a limit on the deriv-
atives Xu and Y. for aircraft that change pitch angle to translate and steals
from a data base that reflectis this means of translational controL Whether J
or not the requirement can be extended in whole or in part to aircraft which
use indeoendent X-force and Y-force controls to develop translational
accelerations is a question that cannot be answered in detail at this time.

The requirement has been written in terms of steady-state variation
of attitude with speed because this variation is determined by X. and Yv and
is measurable. Experiments show that these force derivatives i.fluence
low-speed flying qualities in two distinct ways.

First, since these derivatives determinie attitude variations with
speed, relatively large attitude chankes can occur during translational maneu-
vering when they have high values. In the Reference 34 amwing-base sim-
ulation, pilots complained about these attitude changes. The maneuvers per-
formed in this simulation included

(a) Tracing out a square while holding heading constant.
This required forward, sideward and rearward flight.

(b) Performing a crosswind approach (10 knot wind)
followed by a 90 degree turn into the wind over proposed
touchdown spot and then hover.

For the vast majority of configurations having large magnitudes of Xu and
Yv (-0. 2). the pilot comments indicated as objectionable the fact that the
attitude required to compensate for the wind was too steep and that attitude
changes required to initiate motion or maneuver were too great. In the
Reference 34 experiment, there was no capability for rotating the thrust
vector relative to the aircraft. If this capability were present, the pilots
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could have used thrust rotation as an auxiliary means for controlling trim
attitudes. However, this wou-M require additional control coordination
efforts to perform. the maneuvers with any degree of precision.

A second way that X, and Y. af•ect hover and low-speed flyng qual-
ities is through their inflience on the aircraft's response to gusts. Since
these derivatives determine the magnitude of X- and Y-forces applied by
gusts to the airframe, precision hover becomes difficult when these deriv-

Satives take on high values because ground position perturbations become
S| large. In particular. for a vehicle that does not have a direct force trans-
S1 laficonal control systesn. a pilos attitude control task becomes complicated

because he has to control position ti rough attitude while stabilizing attitude
disturbances. In the Refer-ence 34 moving-base sixmulation the rms gust

S! .level was; 3.4 Atlsec: and there were not too nxýn com~plaints about gust effects.,
SJ On Fk~jdtioa controL However. in the fixed-base $i•m'-ltionz of References

35 and 36, the rms gust level was 5. 1 ftlsec, and values of X. and Yv of
-0. 2 and greater, Le-. , more negative, were accompanied by definite com-
plaints about the ability to maintain ground position.

"-- :Since the data discussed above indicated that Xuand Yv magnitudes
greater than -0.2 w•%'ld be troublesome, paragraph 3.Z. 1. 1 essentially
imposes a l on them in terms of an attitude-speed gradient. An attitude-

"speed gradient of 0. 6 degrees per knot is equivalent to Xu (Yv) of -0. 2 based
on calculations using the sim•ple equilibrium X-force equation

As a closing remark it is noted that the title C*ang*g trim" of
paragraph 3. 2. s. 1 ims chosen to emphasize that in demonstrating com-
pliance with this requirement, the aircraft configuration at each selected
trim *ked can be different. For example, the pilot could adjusi thrust
ector angie so that the trim attitude is zero at every trim speed about

which the local slope of the equilibrium attitude-speed relationship is to be
determined. This is in contradistinction with the following requirement
(3. Z. 1. 2) which applies to only one configuration.
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3.21.2 FEXED TRIM

REQUIREMENT

3.2. 1.2 Fie tg 1  For aircraft required to perform rapid hovering
turns in winds up to 35 knots or as otherwise specified by the procuring
activity, the local slope of the equilibrium attitude-speed relationship shall
not exceed 0. 6 degrees per knot. The total fuselage reference pitch attitude
change shall not exceed 20 degrees, and the bank attitude shall not exceed
* 10 degrees. These requirements apply at all steady forward speeds,
hackward speeds. sideward speeds both to the left and to the right, up to the
limits of the Service Flight Envelope or 35 knots, whichever is less in mag-
nitude, with configuration and trim fixed.

DISCUSSION

The basic intent of this requirement is similar to that of paragraph
3. Z. 1. 1, namely, to place limits on the values of Xu and Yv. However.
there are important differences between these two requirements.

Paragraph 3. 2. 1. 2 is intended to apply to those aircraft whose low
speed operational maneuvering tactics include turning rapidly while hovering
in winds. Since the performance of such tactics may be dictated to a large
extent by external factors which a pilot cannot foresee, his full time attention
will prohably be devoted to the changing conditinas around him. However, if
the flight task workload is too high. he may no' ae able to assess these
changing conditions to his advantage. It seemed desirable, therefore, to
include a requirempent aimed at Minimizing the need for complex cockpit
control trimming t-chniques that might otherwise interfere with mission
effectiveness- Thus parag-raph 3.Z. 1.-2 recognizes the advantages of reducing
workload for certain kinds of operational situations and contributes in this
direction by stating that the configuration and trim must remain fixed while
demonstrating compliance. Paragraph 3. Z. 1. 1, on the other hand. is
directed to those types of operational activities where rapid low speed maneu-
vering is not as vital In these latter cases, a pilot may have more ieeway
in heading as wel as more time to use available thrust vectoring capability
to compensate for the pitch and roll attitude changes that would be caused by
steady winds.

Note that for pitch, paragraph 3. 2. 1. 2 places limits on the change in
pitch attitute, i. e., the difference between the largest pitch attitude and the
smallest pitch attitude, which occurs within the speed range, stated in the
requirement paragraph, cannot exceed Z0O. For roll, however, this para-
graph places limits on the absolute bank angle.

These limits are based on discussions with Air Force and Armyn
pilots having experience in evaluating both helicopters and VTOL aircraft
such as the P. 1127 and X-22A. Sine documented information relevant to
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the problem of attitude excursions "appears in Reference 37 which reports
flight test results for the X-ZZA.

High pitch and roll attitudes encountered during constant duct angle
translations are cited as contributing to the difficulty of holding the required
trim attitudes. Specifically, bank angles of about 10 degrees are described
as "excessively large." In addition. # experience was gained in the air-
craft, the pilots came to prefer .using duct rotation for longitudinal transla-
tions, probably due to the more moderate pitch excursions required in this
mode of controL

"Rearward translations at constant duct angle were con-idered dif-
ficult because of the high nose-up fuselage attitudes required. Contributing
to this difficulty were the lack of a rearward field of view and the loss of
attitude cues looking forward.

With respect to diagonal translations at fixed duct angle, pilot com-
ment indicates that the large pitch and roll attitudes required for 10 to 15
knot speed perturbations made this a difficult task. - This difficulty may be
attributable to cockpit visibility, since the pilot's field of view was partially
obscured by the top of the cockpit and the instrumentation control Switch
paneL

I i
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3.2.1.3 COCKIMT CONTROL GRADIENTS

REQUIREMENT

3.2.1.3 ci control gradients. The following requirements shall be
satisfied at all forward trim speeds, backward trim speeds, and sideward
trim speeds both to the left and to the right, up to the limits of the Service
Flight Envelope or 35 knots, whichever is less in magnitude. This require-
ment shall apply for speed perturbations of at least 10 knots in both direc-

tions about the trim speed except that the aircrafCtneed not exceed 35 knots or
the limit of the Service Flight Envelope. The configuration and trim may be
different at each trim condition, but they must remain fixed while deter-
mining the control gradients.

Level 1: The variations of cockpit control force and control position
with airspeed shall be smooth and the local gradients stable
or zero for both the pitch and roll cockpit controls. The gra-
dients shall be essentially linear with no objectionable changes
in the slope of force or position with speed.

Level 2- For those Flight Phases of the operational missions of 3. 1.1
for which IFR operati'.n is required, the Level 2 requirement
is the same as for Level 1. In all other cases, the Le- r 1 2
requirement is the same as Level 3.

Level 3: The JLevel I requirements 3hall apply for the local control
force gradients. The local pitch and roll control position
gradients may be unstable, provided the change in cockpit
control position does not exceed one-half inch in the unstable
direction over the speed range specified.

Stable pitch control gradients mean that incremental pull forces and aft dis-
placement of the cockpit control are required to maintain slower or more
rearward airspeeds ard the opposite to nintain faster or more forward
airspeeds.

Stable roll control gradients mean that incremental right force and right dis-
placement of the cockpit control are required to maintain right translations
or right sideslijps and the opposite to maintain left translations or left
-sdeslips.

The term gradient does not include that portion of the control force or con-
trol position v-sus airspeed curve within the prelcaded breakout force or
friction band.
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'pC ~ DISCUSSION
In an informal sense, this requirement is intended to prevent

sunnatural= control feel characteristics when performing speed changing
maneuvers at low speed flight conditions. An acceptable definition of
natural' or "nnatural" control feel would probably be difficult to obtain.

However, the major problem is not definitions but a lack oi experimental
data based on experiments specifically designed to study how various ranges
of force and position gradients with airspeed influence pilot opinion. Such
experiments; would probably be quite complicated to carry out because of the
many factors involved. For one, if a ground simulator were used, it would
need a complex control system. A simple spring loaded stick would limit
an investigation because combinations of unstable force gradient and stable
position gradient (and vice versa) could not be evaluated. Also, even if
complex simulator control system hardware were available it would be very
important to consider the task assigned to the pilot along with other detailed

* instructions. For examplethe results could depend on whether Or not he was
allowed to use the trim system. Ali this is particularly important for

* requirements because it may turn out that a system has undesirable character-
istics if used in one way but be perfectly acceptable if used in another way.

There are various opinions regarding the relative importance, as

handling qualities parameters, of force gradients with speed and position
gradients with speed. In many instances such opinions seem, no doubt* to
be based on experiences with vehicles whose control systems and dynamics
are a bit more complex than the representations used in zrany flying qualities
simulation and analyses programs. Thus a knowledge of many details is
needed before the experience being voiced by these opinions can be molded
into a quantitative requirement that is a significant improvement over
paragraph 3-. 2.1.3. Unfortunately, the needed details are hard to obtain.

As an illustration of the need to consider the details when drawing
conclusions regarding the influence of control force and position gradients
with speed, we present the following relatively straightforward example.

Assume that tie vehicle is described by the following equations

Th "/IThe tansfer function is given by

where AW{) is the characteristic cubic. The form of A(d) depends on whether
-- ;the roots are real or complex. Since Afs) is a cubic there are two

possibilities:

-5A(S)
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Thus the steady-state values of the 4% transfer function are

or W-*

If the vehicle has one real root and if is positive, we see

that is an indicator of the sign of the real root- Thus the speed vs

position gradient is a measure of divergent tendencies. Requiring that this
gradient be positive (stable) guarantees the absence of a divergence in this
case.

Now suppose that the vehicle has three real roots, only two of which are

unstable (positive). The sign of A-1 in this case is the same as if all the

roots were stable. Mathematically it would follow that the speed-position
gradient is not necessarily a measure of divergent tendencies. However.
drawing such a conclusion with regard to the significance of the speed-
position gradient is based on a key assumption - namely that the vehicle has
three real roots. Now this assumption follows from the fundamental theorem
of algebra which states that a third degree polynomial has at most 3 roots
and that complex roots occur in pairs. But the fundamental theorem of
algebra is based on assumption also. The one we wish to point out is that
this theorem assumes that the coefficients of a polynomial can take on any
values independently of one another. A kook at the characteristic equation

-- (x 5 -.- 0

shows that the coefficients st and S are dependent on one another. This
dependency along with realistically possible values of the derivatives may. in
fact, make the existence of two real roots a highly unlikely situation. If this
is true, then it is misleading to state that the speed-control position gradient
is not necessarily a mneasure of divergent tendencies.

The point of the above discussion is that a simplified general analysis
can result in conclusions that are not very fruitful with regard to improving
our understanding of the nature of control force and position gradients with
speed as flying qualities parameters.

Since there are so very little data and analyses available in the
literature, the requirements of 3.2. 1. 3 have been based on review comments
"received on earlier versions of the proposed specification. The gist of
these review comments is that some instability should be ailowed since most
VTOL's will have unstable control gradients somewhere in the 15-70 knot
speed range (assuming simple control systems). There has been some expe-
rience gained with the use of series actzators (i.e.. actuators which move
the cockpit control one way while the actual control surface moves in the
opposite sense) to eliminate or minimize the control gradient instabilities,
but apparently such control systems also create some undesirable problems.
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Discussions with pilots indica-ted that for [FR flight, both force and
position gradients are preferred to be stable. For exanole, pilots mentioned
one helicopter in which they preferred not to fly at the speed for best rate
of climb so as to avoid a speed instability. Hence, for IFR flight. 3. Z. 1.3
imposes both stable stick force and position stability for Level I and Ievel 2.
The unstable control position gradient allowed for in the Level 3 requirement
,of 3.2.1 .3 is considered moderate and is based on the equivalent requirement

MIL-H-8501A (Reference 15). Since some aircraft may be used only for -

VFR, the Level 2 VFR requirement is relaxed to allow small unstable position
gradients similar to Level 3.

A similar problem exists in the forward flight regime and the equiv-

"alent requirement 3.3.1 has been written to be similar to 3.2.1-3. The
,, ,rationale is discussed further in that section.

4t
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3.2.2 DYNAMIC RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS

3. 2. 2. 1 PITCH [ROLL]

REQJIREMENT

3.2. 2. 1 Pitch [ roll]. The following requirements shall apply to the
dynamic responses of the aircraft with the cockpit controls free and with
them fixed following-an external disturbance or an abrupt pitch [roll] control
input in either direction. The requirements apply for responses of any mag-
nitude that might be experienced in operational use. If oscillations are non-
linear with amplitude. the oscillatory requirements shall apply to each cycle
of the osciuat4ou.
Level k All a periodic responses (real roots oi the longitudinal charac-

teriitic equation and the lateral-directional characteristic
equation) shall be stable. Os 'illatory modes of frequency
greater than 0.-5 radians per second shall be stable. Oscillatory
modes with frequency less than or equal to 0. 5 radians per
second may be unstable provided the damping ratio is less
unstable than -. 10. Oscillatory modes of frequency greater
than 1. 1 radians per second shall have a damping ratio of at
least 0. 3.

Level 2- For those Flight Phases of the operational missions of 3- 1. 1
for which IFR operation is required, the Level 2 requirenrent
is the same as for Level 1. In all other cases, for Level 2,
divergent modes of aperiodic response shall not double
amplitude in less than 12 seconds. Oscillatory modes may be

-- unstable provided their frequency is less than or equal to
0. 84 radian per second and their time to double amplitude
is greater than IZ seconds. Oscillatory modes of frequency
greater than 0. 84 radians per second shall be stable.

Level 3: Divergent modes of aperiodic responsc shall not double
amplitude in less than 5 seconds. Oscillatory modes may be
unstable provided their frequency is less than or equal to
1. Z5 radians per second and their time to double amplitude is
greater than 5 seconds. Oscillatory nodes of frequevxy
greater than 1. Z5 radian per second shall be stable.

DISCUSSION

A major problem faced during the course of developing this require-
ment has been that of achieving an acceptable comnromise. Much work and
effort have gone into acquiring and analyzing experimental data. Hence.
there is a reasonable amount of confidence in the conclusions that have been
drawn regarding what shoulZ be explicit in the requirement. At the same
time. however, there has been a great deal of exchange of ideas during
Government and industry review cycles regarding the practical or utilitarian
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aspects which should be taken into account-. Most of these aspects are qualita-
tive in nature and therefore present conflicts of various sorts with the philos-
ophy that flying qualities requirements should strive to be quantitative and
rest on an appropriate exp'rimental and analytical foundation. Nevertheless,
the motivation for concern for these aspects stems from solid past experi-
ence and cannot be ignored. Initial versions of a dynamic requirement
reflected the attempt to formulate a quantitative requirement that was a
distillation oi the m~aximal amount of information that could be extracted
from experimental and analytical findings. This final version of the require-
ment reflects a compromise with utilitarian considerations.

Data Base

The dynamic requirements are based to a large extent on datA that
were obtained from fixed-base and moving-base simulations (References 34.
35, and 36). The general objective of these experiments was to obtain the
additional data needed to extend our _knowledge of flying qualities for a broader
set of vehicle dynmics than had heretofore been reported in the literature.I More specifically, these experiments included the effects of X,, . j. Y.
and LgO # - Some early experiments did not treat these derivatives. Those
few that did study them indicated the need for broader investigations.

Among some of the early relevant data which can be cited are
References 38 and 39. The Reference 38 results showed that, with an opti-

tx mum control sensitivity, the pilot could give satisfactory Cooper ratings
even with zero damping in a single-degree-of-freedom situation. Howevei.
if the pilot were also given an additional degree of freedom, in this case yaw.
satisfactory ratings could not be obtained with pitch damping (-At ) greater
than about -0. 5. The X- 14 flight tests reported in Reference 39 give results

that agreed more closely with the Reference 38 single-degree-of-freedom
results than with the two-degree-of-freedom results. Figure 1(3. Z. Z. 1)
compares the significant longitudi=al results of these two references.

An important thing to mention here is that the representation of the
vehicle dynamics in Reference 38 was that of a simple first-order rate sys-tema de.fied completely by the value of a damping derivative, ilewise in

Reference 39, the dynamics of the actual vehicle were assumed to be ade-
quately described as being a first-order system.

SThe importance of the speed stability derivative, M, . on hovering
and low-speed flying qualities was best brought to attention by the Princeton
flight tests (Reference 40). Speed stability can create unstable oscillatory
modes and determines gust response characteristics. The Reference 40
study pointed out that, depending on the magnitude of and the level of
turbulence, the pitch damping requim ed for satisfactory flyinig qualities was
much higher than that indicated by previous experiments which did not
account for these factors.
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In Reference 41, Miller and Clark of the United Aircraft Research
Laboratories (UARL) presented results of further simulator studies on low- 'pspeed stability and control. Under the VIFCS program. CAL subcontracted
with UARL to extend this work. References 35 and 36 contain the results of
the UARL effort under the CAL subcontract.

The diversity of dynamic characteristics evaluated by UARL is
indicated by the following range of parameters which were varied.

Maq - 0 to Z.0

- 0 to -0.3

S--o.5 to -10

A- - 0 to -50

Lateral

-Lgr- 0 to -Z.0

Y - 0 to -0.3

L -- 0.5 to -10

LO - 0 to -30

Control sensitivities were selected by the pilot for each configuration. This -
tended to minimize the influence of sensitivity on the evaluation of the dy-
namic characteristics.

The experiments reported in References 35 and 36 were performed
on a fixed-base simulator. In order to obtain an expanded data base, CAL
subcontracted with Norair to perform moving-base simulations (Reference
34). This study also covered a wide range of dynamics and more pilots were
used. The pilots were allowed to select control sensitivities in this program
also. In summary, the experiments reported in References 34, 35, and 36
provided a large amount of the-data that were used to formulate the hover and
low-speed dynamic requirements.

Basic Equations

The details involved in analyzing experimental data depend to a
large extent on the mathematical model used to describe the vehicle. In
_ hat follows, a set of longitudinal equations for hovering is derived. These
equations are indicative of the mathematical model that is currently prevalent
in the VTOL flying qualities literature. The derivation is brief and intended
primarily to emphasize that the final set of equations involves assumptions of
sorts in their development and application. An in-depth review of these
assumptions is not undertaken.
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The form of the resulting longitudinal equations for hover has the

same form as the corresponding lateral-directional equations. Because of
this similarity, the following discussion is applicable to the lateral-
directional case, with the following changes in symbols:

a1rAr4J a-.$(
:& :x. •-y, .--..Yr14-z~ -L,--- •.

ZW,.--J,, z---,m. ,--.,I Af 5 m-LAf

A general set of equations of motion linearized about some fixed
operating point can be written in vector-matrix iorm as follows.

where

vector whose components are airframe motion variables

[A] = matrix whose elements are stability derivatives (and g)
= vector whose copn are forces and monwnt-n applied to

airframe by the control system

=~s matrix whose elemients; are control derivatives
= vector whose conhponents are cockpit control deflections

[c] = matrix whose elements are feedback gains (in the appropriate

units) of a stability augmentation system.

Substituting (2) into (1), we obtainSor .- -- [A*]i,.[1N t [A
tr ~ j? [A8JC i

Equation (3) shows that the elements of matrix [C] are incremental stability
derivatives created by the stability augmentation system. In the current
flying qualities literature the unaturaP and =artifcial3 derivatives are not

"t usually explicitly identified by using separte symbolism. That is, the
elements of matrix [A*C] are the effective stability derivatives for the
vehicle. The same procedure will be followed here and matrix [A-C] will be
replaced by matrix A*I so that Equation (3) becomes

V" - [•'l fr + [,j s9 (4)
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In an expanded form applicable to hover, Equation (4) becomes

The w equation is commonly used in single-degree-of-freedom height control
studies. To make the arequation independent of the others, it is necessary
to assume that the stability derivative matrix has Rs . Zf , and Z. equal to
zero. By assuming further that Z and ilw. equal zero in hover, the ar
equation becomes a simple uncoupled first-order equation with a single input,

i The above equations can now be written:

So 0 0 0 Air 0 Z, 1

--Lo , J4 oN 1  L (6)

The s and q equations are still aerodynamically coupled to the arequation
through the derivatives 4,. and AM,. These derivatives must be assumed
zero to remove this coupling. The & and I equations are also 'control-
coupled' to the ar equation through •,*• and MsfA . Thus, assuming Xf
and MS equal to zero removes this control coupling.

Equation (6) can now be written as two independent sets:

Eliminating the arequation from further consideration, assuming that X, = 0
and X* = -g. and also that the cockpit control for thrust vectoring ( S ) is
not used, we -are left with the following equations:

l x, 0

.I OJ" [ZJL (8)
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Equations (6) are considered to be the basic mathematical model of hovering
and low speed VTOL dynamics in the discussion which follows.

The characteristic equation of the above set of equations is:

S,- (-.m,,z-fX , )) 5# X.,, ,=0 (9)

In order to distinguish between some important stability features of vehicles

whose augmentation systems provide various combinations of rate and
attitude feedback, some root loci of the characteristic equation will be pre-
sented.

SRoot loci for rate systems (Mg = 0)

First consider that Af, equals zero. The characteristic equation be-
comes.,

To show the influence of Af on the root, the equation can be written:
t •

Figure Z(3.2.2.1) is a sketch of the root loci as f,9 varies. Figure
tZa(3. Z2 2. 1) shows that, as IA& becomes more positive, an unstable oscilla-
tory pair develops. Figure Zb3.2 . 2. 1) shows that, as M! becomes more
negative, an unstable aperiodic mode develops.

The last form of the characteristic equation (Equation 11) is also
useful in showing where, in the s-plane, oscillatory roots are likely to occur
for a range of derivatives representative of that appearing in the flying qual-
ities literature. Figure 3(3..-2.1) shows the Ma loci for two pairs of M.
and X and identifies such a region for the majority of rate damped config-
urations considered during the data analysis.

To obtain the effects of M on the roots, the characteristic equation
can be written

- = A (s-XC)

LIr At

Figuie 403. 2-.. 1) shows the two possible forms of the Af loci. In Figure
4(a)(3. 2. Z. 1), the cubic ss - s * M g has a pair of complex conjugate
roots, while in Figure 4(b)(3. Z. 2. 1) the roows are all real. As can be seen,
making M, more negative tends to stabilize both oscillatory and aperiodic
modes. Jince Afg and X., are symmetrical in the characteristic equation, an
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Table 1(3.2.2. 1) sumarizes the previous discussion on rate systems. I
3i

Root loci for combLned rate and attitude feedback

When A& is present, its influence on the roots can be studied by
using the following form of the characteristic equatiom:

Al (S-X..) ).

- -- (xM,)S u X. s . (13)

There are two forms of ;he A& locus as shown in Figure 5(3.. . 2. 1) -;-
The one that comes about in a particular numerical calculation depends on
the relative positions of the poles and zero. In both cases shown, the
dominant feature is the development of a high-frequency oscillatory mode
that is more stable than the original oscillatory mode with 4A = 0. The real
root moves towards the right on the real axis. The form o' the character-istic equation allows us to interpret the behavior of the At locus as being

such that the total system damnpng remains consat.. That is, 4f does novt
appear in the coefficient of sz and hence cannot influence the sum of the
real parts of the roots. Thus. when the damping factor, 3'Wa. of the
oscillatory mode increases, the damping factor of the aperiodic mode. 1/27,
must decrease. A similar interpretation holds if all the roots are real

The influence of Af when MV is present is similar to that when v .is f
absent. For examnple. Fi4ure 6(3. Z. 2. 1) is simnilar to Figure 4(a)3.- 2.. _ 1).
Although not shown, there is also an Al locus similar to Figure 4(b)( 3. Z. 2. 1).
but with Ato j0

The combined effects of 04, and A can be determined from the
following equation:

i (s-(14)

If the ratio of A•l to 14 remains constant as Y varies, there are
two possible loci as shown in Figure 7(3.2.2.1). The lower figure indicates
that the situation is very similar to that of the M locus for rate systems.
_The upper figure shows that the oscillatory mode becomes very stable while
the aperiodic mode moves toward the origin.

Table 2(3.2 . . 1) summarizes the above discussion..
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11 Requiremient Evlton

r

Root locus characteristics were guiding factors in analyzing data to
formulate dynamic requirements. A particularly important feature of the
loci is that which is seen by comparing the way the real root moves.

When A# augmentation produces a Kigh frequency oscillation, the
real root moves toward the zero near the origin and takes on relatively
small values. On the other hand, M. augmentation which tends to reduce
oscillatory mode frequencies and increase the damping ratio, drives the
real root away from the origin to relatively large values.

"If SAS systems could provide independent control over all the forces
and moments that can be applied to a vehicle, then a proper selection of
feedback control loops would allow for root locations of practically unlimited
geometric configurations. However, since present systems are basically
i moment augmentors, the relative locations of real and oscillatory roots are
not totally independent of each other. With such constraints it becomes
important to determine how' real and oscillatory roots influence the flying
qualities charac-teristics experienced by the pilots. In general. this is not
an easy question to answer espeikally within the context of writing specifica-
tions. -

Pilot rating correlations using the available data did not result in
precise partitioning of desired values of frequency damping ratio, and time
cnzstants. Hence in formulating the initial version of dynamic requirements.
consideration was given to both the pilot rating data and the results of closed-
loop pilot model analyses. The results of these pi!ot- -model analyses
(References 42 azid 43) indicated that configurations having satisfactory dy-
namics fell into the two general classifications that came to be called rate
systems and attitude systems.

The first version of the requirements is outlined in Table 3(3.2.2. 1).
Note that these requirements allowed a vehicle to meet one or the other of
two requirements depending on whether or not the vehicle had a stability

L •m.gmentation system that was classified as a rate system or an attitude
system. The use of this classification scheme seemed to provide a simple
way to make specific statements about desiired combinations af real and
oscillatory mode parameters while at the same tim remaining consistent
with stability features indicated by root locus studies-

Review commeats on the first version of dynamic requirements made

it clear that the 'rate system' and 'attitude system! classification bad some
practical deficiencies which basically were the result of relying on the
hovering cubic characteristic equation to be - reasonably faithful indicator
of the kind of stability characteristics that might be encountered on real air-
planes.
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As mentioned earlier, this cubic equadion is based on an assumed
mathematical model of low speed dynamics that consider the vertical mo- I
tions to be uncoupled from the pitching and horizontal translational moticns.
This model is certainly valuable in analyzing the results of simulator expe-
riments when the simulated configurations themselves are known to be
described by essentially identical equations.

However, a specification must contend with numerous realistic
possibilities that are not always adequately accounted for in Lasic mathe-
matical models.

For example, the hovering cubic does not account for the situation
where two pairs of oscillat)ry modes exist. Such an accounting can only
occur by re-exan' iing-the asst-mption of an uncoupled height control mode.
One of the industry review commients indicated that these assumptions were
not necessarily valid and that it was realistic to expect two pairs of oscil-
lat3ry roots.

The first version of dynamic requirements was not clear as to what
happens when one oscillatory pair satisfied tide attitude system boundary and
the other oscillatory pair did not.

Another practical problem resulti from the use of the rate system
and aaitnde system classification scheme in the specification stems from
the fact that actual stability augmentation schemes may introduce additional
dynamic modes so that the overall aircraft becomes a dynamic system with
perhaps five or six characteristic roots rather than three or four. In such
a case the classification scheme could easily lead to confusion in interpreting
haw the requirement should be applied.

The basic objective, then, in subsequent efforts aimed at revising
the first set of dynamic requirements was to write a requirement paragraph
that was less prone to ambiguities which co--ld arise in practice but at the
same time could still deal effec••vely with the combined influence of aperiodic
and oscillatory modes on flying qualities. The concept of response matchirg
was considered as a possible means of achieving the objecuve.

The idea of second-order response matching emergea from com-
paring the attitude time histories Zi configurations in both the rate- and
attitude-"system categories..

The attitude responses for these two classifications of 7ehicle dy-
namics are sketched in Figure 8(3.oZ. 2.1). Also given there is the general
form of the equation for 0(f) which results from obtaining the inverse trans-

"form of the following transfer function for a step elevator input.

-- __ . ' £5 15)
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In an iornlm nse* we can generally say that the short-term or transient
response of the rate system is a strong function of the real root value while•_.._,,that of the attitude system is a weak function of the real ruot value. To

expand on this comment we will briefly consider two limiting cases.

ncase of a rte system - Suppose Af and fi, are both zero in the
simplified equations of motion. Then the attitude transfer function win be
of the form

---- _ (_ 7 0 ( 1 6 )

IS
where //r The pole-zero pattern for this transfer function is
sketched below along with the corresponding time history, 0 (i) for a stepj input-

r

t STEPs

It is evident that the characte- of the response depends vwery xmuxh on the
rea!' root ( /175 ) whose location depends on the amount of damping.

Limiting case of an attitude system - Suppose the derivati-re M* is very
large. Then the attitude transfer function can be approxizrated quite
accurately by

* 0s) EI (17)Z)
The pole-zero pattern and time history for a step input are sketched below.

•_-- l• E (s)

Lt STEP R~E0OE
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In between these limiting cases are the intermediate situations where
a good approximate transfer function cannot always be obtained by asstming
pole-zero cancellatioa. That is, the actual transfer function must be used
to determine the 9 response accurately. However, depending on thz values
of the various coefficient!; (1/1jo, i/A-, Y, and 40P ), we can still have a
response whose basic characteristics, during an appropriately selected time
interval, are either of the rate-system type or of the attitude-system type.

The above considerations suggested the idea that the step input re-
sponses for both rate and attitude systems. are, 'for all practical purposeso.
cimilar to second-order systems over some initial time interval. This led
to attempts at matching attitude responses with an equivalent second-order
traasfer function of the general form

5 t18)

The values of the coefficients a, and b, needed to achieve accurate time

history matching are to be indicative of the amount of 'damping' and
ustiffness' possessed by the actual system.

Data correlations using the response matching techniqu- indicated
that the technique showed promise as an effective means for dealing with
both "attitude' and '--ate' type vehicle dynamics. (These data correlations
will be discussed at a later date ix. a final project report, Reference 4-L)

A set of dynamic requirements based on the response matching C;

was included in a revised specification document which was published and
sent through another review cycle. Table 4( 3_ Z. 2. 1) outlines these dy-
namic requirements.

These revised requirements seemed to be free of many of the char-
"acteristics for which the previous version was criticized. Di particular.
there was no longer any explicit mention of rate and attitude systems. This
was implicitly taken care of in the response-matching integral criterion. At
the same time, the response-matching integral criterion appeared to account
for the combined influence cf various relative locations of apei-.dic and
oscillatory roots on pilot ratings. .Also since this criterion uses time his-
tories and not estimated characteristics, it senemd well suited for comn-
pliance testing.

The review comments received on the revised dyrnamic requirements
gave the general impression that the use of response matching in a spe.cifica:-
tion was somewhat unexpected. Some comments were enthusiastic. One
contractor applied the response matching technique to his ow-n airc raft an•
sent graphs showing how the vehicle compared with the requirement. A Ifew
other comments mentioned that evaluating the integral criterion seez.ned to
require complex calculations. For the most part, the com.-.ents made it.
clear that more experience in applying the method would be needed before
detailed constructive comments could be made.
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There was, however, one thing that no doubt influenced the reaction

to response matching. hat was the presence of a unique alternate dynamic
This a~l•rnate requirerrent speciuied- the acceptability of an aircraft in terms

-of a calculated pilot rating. The schtme for calculating the rating utilizes
a mathematical technique that minimize- R (R for rating) in the equation

so L*or- a 2.6 T - (0 (19)

Calculations are performed on an analytical representation of the closed-
loop pilot/aircraft combination. Reference 45 describes the development of
this technique.

j i-The alternate dynamics requirement, being •- ery new, very inter-
esting and very different, probably had the effect of attracting much of the
attention that otherwise would have been directed solely to critiqueing
response matching, The gist of the review comments on the alternate dy-
narics requirement was that it had the potential to become a valuable tool
and further wfri W perfect the technique should be carried out but its use in
a sp _c Lation would be premature considering its relatively short and limited
develop mental history.

Ilming the final Government review cycle, i. e , the one leadirg to
the dynanmic require•ment 3. 2.Z. 1 of Reference 1. the decision was made to
omit altogether the alternate -ymamics requirement and to delete the response
matrhing part of the basic or main requirement. Several factors entered into
this decisior. Foremost among these was that the lack of practical experience

with the proposed rew ideas introduced into the requirement made it difficult
Wt, forese= the :atorc of the possible problems that wouldd inevitably arise"* during an akrcxiaft pri•'•c .r'ent. cycle. This factor was giver. heavy emlphasis.

il is be.ieved that th.e new requirements (3-Z. 2) are reasonably con-
sicte2; with the Jata base in that thx oscil•atory mxade boutdaries provide a
fairly good saparation of '.e pi!n ratings associated with the various levels
of handling qualities. Figures 9(3. 2.Z. 1), 10(3.- 2ZA". IZ Iand 11(3.. Z. ZY show
"ihe s -plane representations of oscillazz.ry mode boundaries for Levels 1.- Z.
and 3 rcspecyiveiy. Pilot razing data are shown on Figures L•3. 2. Z. 1)
through 48 (3.2.2. i) along with po-tions oaf one or more of the oscillatory

Smode boundaries depe;.ding -.-au t5e regiou in the s -plane cevered by the data.
(The ncet sect-ion providtes a guide to --t.e figures which shou.ld be helpful to
the reader.)

BFy selecting a fe-" grazhs at ran-domr. ne could find points labeled
with pilot ratings that te.d to be at odds wi!ýz a boundary and with each other.
Smust b-, remembAhered i.xt the cata reflect seve.-al iactors that infizence
pilot ratings-. T ieae actors include:

-÷
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- the differences between fixed-base and moving-base
simulation, P

- the differences in pilots,

* the differences in values of I1f . Nug . * . L f and.

S• the differences in wind and gust magntudes.

Thus an interpretation of the data on any one graph should be guided by the
character of the entire set of data. Particular care should be taken when
looking at the Referercc 34 results in which high values of XL (4.) were eval-
uated in steady winds. Although the rating data are shown on an s-plane format,
this does not mean that pilot opinion was i ced primarily by oscillatory
characteristics. Proper interpretation must rely on a very important part of
the data which is not contained here: the pilot comments. These comments
are contained in References34,- 35 , and 36. Reference 34 has an extensive
amount of comments for each configuration while References 35 and 36 contain
abbreviated comments. These comments were relied upon to interpret the
data as a whole.

Al-thoug as mentioned above., the new requirements are believed to
be generally consistent with much of the data. they are also believed to have
an inadequacy, namely, a vehicle that behaves like an acceleration system
could satisfy Level 1. It has been bhed that vehicles with such dy-
namics are consideird to have uutifory flying qualities. Evidence of
thIs fact can be seen on many of the control sensitivity•s. damping grapbs
presented in the section discussing the control sensitivity requirement
(paragraph 3.-.3.. 2). These graphs show that for vehicles having very low
(including zero) values of It [Y ) and 0. (Lg) . ratings of 32.5 or better
are not likely to occur at very Lo values of pitch (roll d•. As a
numerical example. consider a vehicle hawing natural deriives as follows:

tas
i¶o.0 = .0

Solution of the characteristic equation

s3 -(XAf )ie A

yields the follo--•g roots

S' = -- Z63
s s= .009 .1 2 - .2_

These roots satisfy the Level 1 require-ents. -However they are -.ose to the
origin of the s-plane indicating that the dynamic behavior o the vehicle is
approximatety that of a pure acceleration system. The values of the above
derivatives are not considered to be those ol a highly inprohable tjwcI
case. For comparison purposes. Table 5(3. 2.- 2- ). base- on U•e numbers
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in References 13 and 16,shows the values of X4 ,qg, and M• (unaugwrented)
S •for several VTOL's and helicopters. This range of values does include the

values chosen for the sanple calculation and it is therefore not unreasonable
to expect them to cccur.

Data presentation

The data for the various dynamic configurations are shown in the form
of pilot rating correlations with s-plane oscillatory root locations on Figures
12(3.2.2.21) through 48(3.2.2.1). The s-plane boundaries which are defined

by the new dynamic requirements are shown in Figures 9(3.2. 2. 1) toSe11I3..2. 2. 1). Portions of one or more of these boundaries appear on the pilot

rating correlation graphs depending on the region of the s-plane covered by
Sthe data points. It should be noted that different plot rating scales were
used in the different experiments. The Cooper scale Clable 6(3. 2. Z. I)]was

STuaed in ti(e expe nts of References 35 and 36. The rating scale ofSTable- 7(3. 2. 2. 1) was used in the experiment of Reference 34.

I The following is a guide to the figures.

Figure 12(3.2. 2. !1)

* Moving-base. Dynamics identical in both pitch and
• rollaxes. 4( = - .05, Mg = .330, wind= 10 knot.

= = 3.4 fps.

Figure 13(3.2.2. 1)

Moving-base. Dynamics identical in both pitch and roll
axes. X, = - -20, AgI = 330. Compares effects of winds.
turbulence, stick force gradient on ratings. Winds were
10 kaots or zero. Turbulence was d- = 3.4 fps or zero in
both axes.

Figures 14(3- Z. Z. 1) to 17(3.2. 2. 1)

Moving-base longitudinal study. Lateral dynamics held
constant. Y = -0. , g= " 164, L, =-5.0. Wind= 10 knots.

6= 0- = 3.4 fps. Figures show XA&,9 families as
indicated it the following table.

r

M• = .33 A = 1.0

X -. 05 Fig. 14 Fig. 15

S, -. ZO Fig. 16 Fig. 17
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igures 1803. Z.2.1) to 21(3.2. 2. 1)

Moving-base lateral study. Longitudinal dynamics held
constant. X. Mg= 1 = .32, 14# = -3.0. Wind = 10 knots.

Cr• = = 3.4 fps. Figures show Y.L-L'y families as
indcated ln the following table.

L,,q = -. 33 L = 1.0

Y -. 05 Fig. 18 Fig. 19

Y, =-.0 Fig. 20 Fig. Zl

Figures 22(3. 2. 2. 1) to 28(3. Z. Z. 1)

Fixed-base longitudinal study. Lateral dynamics held
constant. Y 0. 1, L.g = - 1., L =- 3.0. No
steady wind. Longitudinal turbulence, 5.1 fps.
Lateral turbulence, cr*, = 1.3 fps. Figures show
families as indicated inOthe following table.

X 0 J-05 -. 10 I.20 -. 5 -. 30
:_ s - I I - 4 • -___, -I -

0-33 Fig. 221 Fig. 23 Fig. 22 Fig. 24 Fig.-22 Fig- 27-

-- - - I - 1 Fig. Z5

I 1.00 - jFig. 261 - Fig. Z-7Fig.- 8 IFig. 28

- __ I_ __ _ l_ _ __- 1

Figures 29(3.,Z. 2. 1) and 30(3..2.. 1)

Fixed-base longitudinal study. Lateral dynamics held
constant- 4. = - 0. 1. L, =-0.1, Lp = - 3.0. No
steady wind. No turbulence- = Or= 0. Figures show
SX--iwg families as indicated in the fo'lowing table

m ' i .. 33 IML - 1.-0

0 F- 7-9 -Fig. 30

.25 Fig. 29 Fig. 30

Figures 31(3. 2. .1) an, 32(3.2 .. .1)

Fixed-base longitudinal study. Lateral dynamics held
constant. 0-. -O.1, L,..g=-0. 1•L -" 3.0- No
steady wind. Longitudinal turbulence, r = Z_ 6 fps.
Lateral turbulence. 0,. = 114 Ujy . Fifures show

;V,;, families as indicaLed in follo-iing table.
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.: 2.9 = .33 1- = .0

X, = -. 05 F Fig. 32
= -- 25 Fig. 32

Figures 33(3. 2 2- 1) and 34 (3. Z. 2. 1)

F-ixed-base longitudinal study. Lateral dynamics held
constant_ = - 0.1 L, 0 - .1. L, = -3.0. No
steady wind. Longitudinal turbulence, 0,c= 7.7 fps.
Lateral turbulence, = 114 o.. Figures show X-
i, families as indicated in foD g table.

= .33 Aq3 = 1.0

__E =-.05 Fig. 33 Fig. 34

X =25 Fig-. 33 Fig- 34

Figures 35(3.Z.Z. 1) to 41(3.2.2.1)

Fixed-base lateral study. Lxogitudinal dynamics held
constant- i - -. 1. lg = 0.67. M, =- 3.0. No
steady wind. Ocr = 5. 1 fps. o = 1.3 fps. Figures show

- •.- , S families as indicated iA following table.

Y 0 -. 05 -. 10 -.20 -.- Z5 -. 30

-. 33 Fig. 35 Fig. 36 Fig. 35 Fig. 37 Fig. 35 Fig. 35

-. 67 Fig. 38 - Fig. 38 Fig. 38 - 3 Fig. 38
-- 1.00 Figig. 40 Fig. 39 Fig. 41 Fig. 39 jFig. 39

Figures 42(3.2. . 1) to 45(3. 2. . 1)

Fixed-base longitudinal study. L = - . 05. M I values..
are 0. 10, 0.67, 1.0 -. 20. Lateral dynamics held constant.

0,. =-0.O1. L =-o.. 0 = - 3.0. No steady winds.
Cr 5- 1fps- 1- 3 S.3fs

15 5V
* Figures 46(3.2. 2. 1) to 48(3.22.1)

Fixed-base lateral study. Y = - - 05, Lq values are
-0. 10, -1.0. -Z. 0. Longitudi31l dynamics held constant.

!I =-.l0. Jq • 0-.67. *1 -3.0. Nosteadywinds.
cr, =5-lfps. q- =1-3fps.
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TABLE (3. Z. Z. l)

SOf4MAY OF RATE FEEWMK STABILITY FEATI.ES

Ch-aracteristic equation: S3 -( ' * Af= X t 0

Root Locus Features

ai Locus • Increasing M 2,y destabilizes oscillatory mode
and stabilizes aperiodic mode. If MA = 0,
pitch response is influenced only by AM since
equations of motion become tmcoupled. ;

x- I
A-- .= Locus 1 Negative A(& causes aperiodic divergence.

1= •" Af 40 " - o--Al,

At,. Locus j- Nore negative Af. has overall stabilizing
effect. More negative X' is similar because
of symtry in equations.
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TABLE 2(3. 7- 2. 1)

,MAY OF ATfrI' MEEDBK STABILI1Y FEAIMES

Maracteristic- eqAtia(

Root Locus Features

l locus Stabilitiag effect an oscill-ai-ry mode for 1mw

values of 'go. Dewlopemt ;ýý hisa-frequ"My
oscillatory mode at hilt Val=s of Arf .:: •; !Aperiodic mode becomes less stable.

,_ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A LLocus 5imilar to situatim &ten IVO= A , i.e., rate
feedback sytem_

HI:

cowbjnD' loci Particular locus depeds a r'tio of Af toA.f
gain Metwn ratio is 1Im so !hat pole 1.7es Cwt-- ie j

A(f "zeros, sitw-Ft-i is similar to Af* = 0 or rate

Kf& A1 ýEhe, ratio ofi. to is !iigji so t•at pole
i -"-k TueA" zeros, oscillatory node is -ighlyS• ' stabili-zed. "

A4meriodic made mes tward rigbt (less stuble)
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TABLE 5(3. 2. 2. 1),

HOVERING STABILITY DERIVATIVES FOR

SEVERAL VTOL's AND HELICOPTERS

(Data From References 13 and 16)

Ai rc raft )'aaq Hag____

X-Z2A -. 201 .869 -- IZ9

V Z-4DA -. 137 .409 -. 045

XC- 14ZA -. 153 .309 -.- 03

X- 19 .0345 .106 -. 248

XV-5A -. 110 .2.8A 0

SH-3A -. 016 .0967 -. 543

H- 34A 0 .103 -. 563

H-19 -. 07-8 .193 -. 610

UH- ID -.. 009 .003 -. 20z

CH-46 -. 0O2 -. 03 -. 98Z

iL'P- 1 -.- 019 ° .12 -1.980
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E3.2.2.2 DIRECTIONAL DAMPING

REQUIREMENT

3..2. .2 Directional daming. While hovering at zero airspeed. the yaw
mode shaU be stabe -and the time constant shall not exceed the foilowing:

Level 1: 1.0 second
Levei 2: Z. 0 seconds

Fe-" Level 3 operation there shall be no tendency toward aperiodic divergence
in yaw.

DISCUSSION

There- has been considerable disagreement in the lit.-rature with
respect to minimurm acceptable yaw damping levels in hover. Figure 1(3.2.2. 2)
indicates som'e of these requirements including the present values. MITL-H-
850 IA and AGARD 408 (References 15 and 46) specify minimum yaw damping
values as a function of 17 calling for angular velocity damping of ke(I, )07 7

ft-lb (rad/sec) where K ii Z. 0 in MIL-H-8501A (VER and EFR) and 14.0 in
AGARD 408 (single failure). If L, 0-7 is divided by X1 , the result
is

0 3F -1
k'(t )O.3 sec.

The dimension of the latter is that of the yaw damping derivative, A/(r The
time constant for the first-order yaw mode in hover can be approximated by

II!ii• I

RTM-37 (Reference 47) specifies a maxinmm value of 1.5 seconds
for this first-order time constant. This is equivalent to specifying valnes
of At. more negative than -0.67.

The choice of minimum acceptable yaw damping appears to be a
S• function of /•r as indicated in the experimnent of Reference 48 which was con-

duc ted in the presence of a simulated steady wind and simulated turbulence
[ see Figures 20(3.2 . 3.2 ) to 23(3.2. 3. 2)J. At rv = 0. 01, a 3. 5 -rating was
achieved 5ith Vr as low as -0- 5 for the VFR hover task (with optimum g1/.r
This minimum damping increased to -1.2 at r= 0. 02, to -3.-5 at N
0.035. to- 5 Oat Aý,. = 0.05.

The following list (from References 13 and 16) gives values of h,. at
hover for several VTOLs and helicopters-
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irk Aircraft NjVV

X-22A .005

VZ-4DA 0

XC- 142A -. 00037

X-19 .0005

XV-5A .002

SH-3A .009

H-34A .01

H- 19 .035

UH-1D -. 023

CH-46 0

Note that the VTOL's have generally lower values of Nr, than the helicopters.
Thus the dependency of yaw damping on A't is expected to be more pro-
nounced on helicopters. This problem is in need of further research be-
cause JY, along with Y-, Lug, Xg and N determine a vehicle's gust

[ response characteritcs. _At this time there is no satisfactory manner of

stating a requirement to ensure mutual compatibility of gust response and
control response characteristics.

Some additionai data for Nw = 0 cases are shown in Figures
4(3. 2. 3. Z) and 14(3- Z. 3. 2) from References 38 and 49 respectively. In
Figure 4(3. 2. 3.2) both the single- and two-axis results indicate a minimum

Mr. of -1.0 for a 3.5 rating and Level Z boundaries around IVr = 0. Figure
14(3-2_3.2) indicates an I.or -0.5 fora rating of 3.5.

Reference 50 sunmarizes the general state of the data base as follows:
*The basic rotary damping requirements do not appear to be significantly
size-, mission-, or weight-dependent. Basic requirements for minimum/L

and A4. appear to be about -1.0, but these may be low for high gust sensitivity
and correspondingly high control effectiveness. 3
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3-2.3 CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

3..-3.1 CONTROL POWER

REQUIREijTS

3- 2- 3 Control characteristics. To ensure adequate hover and low-speed ý

control characteristics, the following requirements shah be satisfied
starting from3 & at constant speed with zero angular rate-

3.2.3.-1 Controlpower. With the wind from the most critical directions
relative to the aircraft, control remaining shall be such that simultaneous
abrupt application of pitch, roll and yaw controls in the most critical
combination produces at least the attitude changes specified in table IV
within one second fron the initiation of control force application.

TABLE IV. Attitude Chane in One Secon or Less (Degrees)

Pitch Roll Yaw

Level 1 *3.0 ±4.0 ±6.0

-Level 2 ±2.0 ±2.5 *3.0

Level 3 ±2.0 2.0 -±2.0

DISCUSSION

The amount cf control power needed by an airplane can be generally
classified as that required for

I. Trimming
Z. Maneuvering
3. Stabilizing

Such a classification is very convenient for discussion purposes. Also it
suggests that total control power be defined as the sum of the individual con-
trol power needs in each category. However, it world probably be better
not to promote such a definition. Considering the current state of knowledge
about control power, it would seem better to say that total required control
power is a function of the individual control power needs in each category.
Whether or not the function is equivalent to simple addition of the =components=
remains to be established experimentally.

There is no particular problem in specifying the control power neededto trim. The easiest approach is to make use of the consequences of the laws

of mechanics. For example, paragraph 3. Z. 3 refers to flight at constant
speed and zero angular rate. This flight condition is one of trim and achieving
it requires that the control moments balance all other moments.
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The maneuvering and stabilizing categories are not so straight-
forward as trim. First consider the maneuvering category. The problem
of specifying control power requirements here can be best illustrated by
starting with the basic equations of motion in vector form

n and

The control moments are included in if- In order to specify what these
control mnoments should be it is necessary to know the angular momentum
vector, W . as a function of time. In particular it may be necessary to
consider several such functions, say ii, (t-.w - I (t) . and 91(t) , each over
some appropriate time interval, before the condition of maximum control
power application can be found. Each one of these functions is, of course, I
simply a different maneuver. The problem of writing requirements is that

these functions are not known. -

A survey of the literature will show that particular maneuvers are
verbally distinguished but that precise descriptions of the maneuver
kinematics are lacking. Before maneuver control requirements can be
properly formulated it will be necessary to acquire the kinematic or motion
data showing which maneuvers involve the largest accelerations, the fastest
rates, and the greatest displacements, or the combinations thereof. Such
kinematic data along with corresponding control usage data will go a long
way in identifying those maneuvers which are most critical.

In lieu of precise kinematic data, the requirement of 3. 2. 3. 1 used,
as a measure of minimum maneuvering control power needs, certain values
of attitude angles that should occur within 1.0 second after an abrupt control
input. These values are thought to be sufficient for moderate maneuvering.
Also, simultaneous application of controls is specified since certain types
of VTOL control systems use engine compressor bleed air. For these
types of systems, the moment available about one axis can depend on the mo-
ments being used about the other axes.

The control power used for stabilizing depends on three things:

I. turbulence spectrum,
2. vehicle dynamics, and
3. loop closures (i. e., the pilot-vehicle system).

Taking these three factors into account to specify control power usage is
still a fertile field for both analytical and experimental research. It is
felt that 3.- . 3.1 accounts somewhat for turbulence in that portions of the
data were acquired under conditions representing flight in gusty air.

In both MIL-H-8501A and AGARD 408 (References 15 and 46) the pitch
control requirements -ere formulated in terms of the pitch angle response
that can be developed in 1.0 second follovwing an abrupt 1. 0 inch control input
(and also full control input). For a simple single-degree-of-freedom repre-
sentation of pitch dynamics, the pitch angle response to a step input in is
giv'en by V sI 5Si
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._ "If we substitute t = 1 second we get

(e4f -M, (2)

F ~~Eliminating pitch damping. Ml fw seta6
S" Eliminating pitc dapn , from further consideration we see that ON1

St depends on both the sensitivity Afirs and the applied control deflection cFEs-
SThis factor compicates the analysis of experimental data when using G(O)

as a correlating parameter bezause there are several interpretations that
can be made using equation 2.

First, assume that SEs = 1.0 inch step. Then we get

E(') 0) (C- f M,-) (3)

From equation (3). it can be argued that for fixed damping. Oe() is a mea-
sure of the sensitivity for 1.0 inch step inputs. However, it can also be

i argued that 0(I) is a measure of the amount of control power applied by a
1.0 inch step input. i.e., the product Ms ES (L 0).

Next consider the follcwing form of equation ( Z ):

0(4)S-i A•• e •-- ) 4

This equation expresses the ratio of 6(1) to any SES and for fixed M, we
could use this ratio as a measure of .ensitivity- Note however that the9
numerical value of 0Of) [-5E5 computed from equation ( 4 ) is the same as
the numerical value of 0(1) computed from equation ( 3 ). This is not par-
ticularly profound mathematics. But there are different implications in the
case of writing sensitivity requirements depending on whetiher one's thoughts
are being guided by equation ( 3 ) or equation ( 4 ). It can be seen that
paragraph 3. 2. 3.- , which specifies the ratio of attitude change to control
input, is based on equation ( 4 ). If equation ( 3 ) had been used as a guide,
then the sensitivity requirements of paragraph -. 2. 3. 2 would have to specify
that a 1.0 inch control input be used in demonstrating compliance. For con-
fig ,_rations with high sensitivities, the use of a 1. 0 inch input would result
in some pretty large attitude excursions during demonstration flight testing.

As a third interpretation of the significance of 0(f) as a control re-
quirement, we write equation ( 4 } as

"where 1. = MsEs 8E5 is the applied control power for an abrupt step control
input of some unspecified size. From, this equation we see that, for fixed
pitch damping. ef() is a measure of control power applied to the vehicle. The
distinction between control power applied to the vehicle and control power
available to the pilot is an important one to make. There are cases in the
literature where experimental results are presented in terms of boundaries
on a graph cf damping vs control power available on the vehicle. Without
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knowledge of how much of this available control power was being used by the.
pilot, care must be taken in drawing conclusions from such data. Similarly%
one can find boundaries of damping vs sensitivity but without an indication Ott
the control deflection and control power being applied to the vehicle by the
pilot.

There is not a large amount of experimental data showing the actual ,
control power applied to the vehicle. This lack of data and some suggestion..
on how to measure and present and interpret control power usage data are I
discussed in Reference 51.

However, the data that are available lead to some interesting conclu-

sions. Figure 1 (3.2.3- 1) shows some actual usage results for several i
vehicles developed under the VJ-101 program (Reference 5Z). In Figure-I-I
(3.2. 3- 1), j4q is the control power which covers 99% of the total usage and
lies between 0.20 and 0. 30 radlsecZ for the several tasks performed with -the attitude SAS operating on the three different vehicles. There is little, if

any, variation of control power usage over the weight range of Z to 8 tons.

Reference 53 contains many control moment distribution curves fot
the Do-31 hovering rig. One of the curves compares the pitch angular
acceleration usage for a normal, smooth air flight with the usage when
artificial disturbances were introduced. In smooth air, the probability of
exceeding about * 0. 15 rad/sec1 was essentially zero'. With disturbances.
on the other hand, the control usage increased to about * 0. 375 rad/secZbefore probability of exceedance becane very low.

Figures 2 (3.2.3- 1) and 3 (3.2.3- 1) also contain some control power
data. Howeverthe values indicated are those available on the vehicle and
are not necessarily indicative of what the pilot used except perhaps at the
lower values.

Figure 2 (3. 2.3. 1) from Reference 54, shows a control power. of
about . 5 rad/sec? is neede-l to achieve a 3.5 rating and a rating of 6 is not I
encountered until the control power is reduced to about. 2 radlsecz. The
MIAD (Reference 55) limit tine on Figure 2 (3.2-.3.1) corresponds to a max-
imum cockpit deflection of * 7 inches.

Figure 3 (3. 2.3. 1) taken from Reference 56 shows that at a control
sensitivity of about 0. 1 rad/secz-in-, a control power of at least -.25 radlsecZ
is needed to achieve a 3.5 rating, and that ratings deteriorate rapidly if the
control power falls much below . 25 rad/secz.

Figures 4 (3.2.3. 1) through 7 (3.2.3. 1) contain some control pouer
usage data from Reference 57. These figures show the percentage of time
that a given value of control power is exceeded for several dynamic config-
urations under different wind, gust and task conditions. It is to be noted
that the control power in these figures is that being applied to the vehicle and
not just that being commanded by the pilot.
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Figure 4 (3.2. 3. 1) shows the effect on control power usage of SAS,
turbulence and task for a configuration whose longitudinal and lateral dy-
namics are identical. Note that on fis figure, control power (,CP) is
defined as the square root of the sum of the squares of pitch and roil control
powers. Except for the condition where gusts are twice the nominal value.
Figure 4 (3. 2.3. 1) shows that a &P. value of 0.5 rad/secZ is exceeded less
than 5% of the time for the hover task, the maneuver task, the nominal dy-
namics ( Pf = -3) and th.-. dynamics with lower damping (1- = _1.0).
Because of the way P,, is defined we cannot determine the values of pitch
and roll control power separately. However, we know that

Aff16CP^,%r dCteCP
and since 4F& = 5. 1 ft/sec while a = 1.3 ft/seca rough guess for theratio of M 9m to L.m would be about 4. The reference to maximum

raioofPlmax max
control powers in this last sentence is perhaps a bit casuaL It would be
more precise to use the value of pitch (roll) control power which is exceeded
for some given percentage of time.

Figure 5 (3.2. 3.1) shows the effect of task and wind direction on con-
trol power usage for a configuration whose dynamics are different from
those of Figure 4 (3.2.3.1). For the three curves on Figure 5 (3.2.3.1).
a control power value of 0. 3i rad/secZ is exceeded less than 5% of the time.

Figure 6 (3. 2.3. 1) shows the effect of SAS level and task on the pitch
control power usage. Except for Ihe value of Mp , the basic dynamics are
the same as Figure 5 (3. 2.3.1). The two arrows pointing down from the
caption in the center of Figure 6 (32. 3. 1) indicate the values of pitch con-
trol power needed to satisfy the Level 1 00) response requirement of
paragraph 3.'2.3.1 of Reference 1. For the case where A = -. 85. a pitch
control power of . 14 rad/secZ is required. This control power would be
exceeded about 4%of the time in the hGvering task and 7% of the time in the
maneuvering task. For the case where = -1. 2, a pitch control power of
about 0. 155 rad/seca is required. For the hover task this is exceeded
abouttl% of the time and for the maneuver tasý about 6% of the time.

Figure 7 (3. 2.3.1) shows how control power limitations affect pilot
rating. The upper part of this figure shows the measured control power
usage for a hovering and maneuvering task when there is no limitation on the
control power available to the pilot. The lower part of the figure shows
pilot ratings when the control power available to the pilot is limited to the
values shown. Note the rapid deterioration of rating at about 0. 08 rad/secZ
which, with more control, would be exceeded only 11% of the time. For p-tch
control power values of about 0. IS0 rad/secZ and more, control power deficien-
cies were noted only occasionally (probability of exceedance was about . 06).

* The data just presented provide reasonable evidence from which to
conclude that control power usage for maneuvering and stabilizing should
fall at least iin the 0.15 to 0.5 rad/secZ range depending on the type of
control system. the disturbances encountered, and of course the particular
maneuvers involved.
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The interesting thing about this range of control powers, i.e., about ,

0. 15 to 0.5 rad/secZ, is that it is numerically equal to the range of nu-
merical values of control sensitivities that is indicated by the experimental
data to vary from minimum acceptable all the way up to iraximum accetable
depending on the magnitude of pitch damping and speed stability.

Figurc 8 (3.2.3. 1). which compares the results of several exper-
iments in the form of 3.5 boundaries on a pitch damping vs sensitivity

graph, amply illustrates this. It is therefore not too unreasonable to re-
label the horizontal axis with a title like "maximum control power applied
-by the piloZ".

Going back to equation ( 5). suppose we substituted values of . 15 to
0.5 for Me , the applied control power, and then listed out the corresponding
range of 0(t) so computed. This range of 0(f) would be the same as if we
had used equation ( 3 ) and equation ( 4 ) aiong with a 0.15 to 0.5 range of
control sensitivity, M•5 s . Again this is not profound mathematics. But
equating applied control power with sensitivity thus seems warranted by the
experimental data, limited though it may be. Hence it appears that with
proper qualification, control sensitivity data can be useful in formtslating
control power requiremsnts.

The qualification deemed appropriate is that we can supplement actual
control power usage data by using the lower values of control sensitivity, as
indicated by pilot rating boundaries on control sensitivity vs damping graphs.

Sto establish minimum con~trol power reqmirements. However, it is necessary
to interpret such sensitivity data in terms of control power needs.

One such interpretation seems best explained in terms of the simple
X-force equation: M)-

During the initial stages of a rapid pitching motion, t, is small. Thus
during some short time interval following an abrupt control input, the
follow-ing equation is a satisfactory approximation.

With this equation we can interpret the need for certain values of control
power as follows: Control powers of a certain minimurn level, say 0. 15 to
0.5 rad/sec3 , are needed to command the rapid pitch angie changes so that
the component of thrust provides the horizontal accelerations deemed ade-
quate for useful horizontal translational maneuvers.

The particular horizontal accelerations needed would seexr to depend
not so much on the size of a vehicle as on the types of low-sp-ed translationa!
manetuvering the vehicle is called upon to perform. Size (fuselage, length,
wing span) could, however, impose a practical constraint on the allowable
ho-izonta! accelerations. The s:udies of pitch response requirements for
-rnuve-ring reported in the literature have not, it seems, given enoc-gh

attention to the lir.nar accelerations associated'with pitching m'.otions.
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• Asstming that ON is a measure of this ability to develop horizontal
accelerations, we can place minimum control power requirements in c-r-
respondence with minimum 0(t) requirements. Now constant 1(t) lines on
a damping vs sensitivity graph that contains pilot rating boundaries tend to
approximate the iso-opinion boundaries. Figure 8 (3.2.3. 1) is a global
picture showing the degree to which a constant 90 line of . 05 radians approx-
imates a part of the diverse pilot rating boundaries reported in several
studies. If, as appears to be true, we can numerically equate minimum con-
trol power needs with sensitivity ! ir these portions of the iso-opinion boun-
daries, then we can. in fact, use The sensitivity data as if it were control power
data. This idea is indicated in the following sketch.

numerical iso-opinion boundaries
identity

some control ON to develop translational

usage data accelerations and stabilize
gusts

The Level 1 requirements of paragraph 3. Z.3.1 were thus formulated
by selecting the 0(I) lines that seemed to best match the overall data, much
of which will appear in the next section. Although we have been using the
'symbolism and terminology for longitudinal control, essentially the same
procedure and ideas were used in formulating the control power require-
ments for the roll and yaw axes.

In response to comments received during the review period, the
Level 3 response requirements have been set at 2 degrees in one second or
less, for the pitch, roll and yaw axes. Inasmuch as these control power
levels are somewhat arbitrary and are in a region of high gradient of pilot
rating with control power. these changes are considered reasonable.

As a closing remark, we call attention to the conditions under which
demonstration of compliance is to be carried out. These conditions are:
constant speed. ard zero angular rate with the wind from the most critical
direction relative to the aircraft. In particular they include ascending and
descending flight. It is recommended that the reader temporarily turn to
requirement paragraphs 3.2 . 5 to 3. 2.5. 2 which state specific climb and
descent conditions under which control requirements must be satisfied.
Although it could be argued that these conditions should have also been stated
in 3.2. 3. 1, it is believed that the last sentence in 3. 2.5 provided for more
concise wording.
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In summary. the requirements of 3. Z. 3. 1 are believed to provide
realistic minimum control powers. There is still -: great need for more
research on this problem antn particular for daa in a format that reflects 1
how much control is being applied to the vehiclf, rather than just what isavailable.
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3- 2- 3. 2 RE-SPONSE TO CONTROL INPUT/

REQUIREMENT

3.2-.3-2 Response to control inputý. The ratio of the max.imum attitude
change, occurring within the Lirst second following an abrupt step displace-
mnent of the appropriate cockpit control, to the magnitude of the cockpit con-
trol coxmmand shall lie within the bounds of table V. There shall be no
objectionable nonlinearities in aircraft response to control deflections and
forces-.I"

TABLE V.- Response to Control Iqnpt
in One Second or Less (Degrees Per Inch)

• ii -

Level Pitch Roll Yaw

Mini Max Min Max Mini Max

iI

1 3-0 20-0 4-0 20.0 6-n 23-0

2 2-0 30-0 2.5 30.0 3-0 45-0

31.0 40.0 1.0 40.0 1.0 50.0

DISCUSSION

In addition to control sensitivity, that is, the acceleration per unit
control input, the pilot's opinion of a vehicle's flying qualities is influenced
by such factors as the vehicle's dynamics, control dower, task, atmospheric
disturbances, etc. However control sensitivity is an important parameter
in that improper selection of sensitivity can degrade the flying qualities of
an otherwise satisfactory vehicle to an unacceptable level. Conversely,
judicious selection of control sensitivities of a vehicle with marginal handling
qualities can result in a considerable improvement in pilot opinion.
Generally speaking. low sen~sitivities usually result in a vehicle with sluggish
response characteristics while excessively high sensitivities tend to lead to

overcontrolling iRa

Since control sensitivity is a difficult parameter to determine exper.-
ientally, the allowable range of sensitivities is specified ndirectly in terms I
of attitude resnonse within one second per un-it control input. In addition to
practical cons ide rations. this method is coasidered reasonable because of the
relationship between attitude response and maneuverability in translation
over the ground.

VTOL air-planes do not require large normal accelerations to
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accomplish useful 1Gw-speed missions and to perform necessary flight tasks
such as takeoff and landing. But the normal accelevations that are used must
be developed by thrust control because the mechanism for developing lifting
loads on conventional fixed wings is either absent or extremely weak- Thus,

* control of angle of attack, which is a fundamental variable in developing lift
on fixed wings, is not a primary low-speed flight control consideration.
Longitudinal and lateral moment control is still important, however, becauseI it is effective in developing horizontal accelerations by tilting thrust vectors.
Thrust vectors can also be tilted by configuration changes, but even in this
case, longitvdinal and lateral control will probably still be needed for gust
stabilization.

In stabilizing and maneuvering a V/STOL aircraft, pilots tend to use
rapid and frequent control inputs rather than long, steady control iputs.
Thus, the pilct's awareness of the controllability and maneuverability of the

vehicle is influenced primarily by its short term attitude response to control
Zinputs. In particular, for the pitch and roll axes, attitude response directly
influences the capability of the vehicle to rapidly develop translational
accelerations in the horizontal plane.

For a given dynamic configuration, the minimu satisfactory controi
sensitivities are probably related to the magnitude of the control deflections
required to perfornm the mission. Obviously pilot fatigue and discomfort
will be aggravated by very low sensitivities which require large and frequent

* control defections to, control and maneuver the aircraft. Low sensitivities
*: will be even more troublesome when high force gradients are present.

High control sensitivities tend to lead to problems oC overcontrolling
* and PlO becauise of the difficulty of making precise control inputs. This

situation is further aggravated when coupled with low force gradients.

In addition to the above considerations, the desirable level of cvntrol
sensitivity is also dependent on the vehicle dynamics and the task. The
majority of the data pertinent to the determination of allowable control
sensitivities has been generated for rate type control sys terns, that is.
vehicles which respond to steady control inputs with a constant rate of attitude
change. However, a few experiments have considered vehicles whose pitch
and roll response was predominantly that of an attitude system. Generally,.
the data indicates that higher control sensitivities are acceptable with attitude
systems than with rate systems. Since no other-requirements are directed
toward specific types of control response dynamics, the control sensitivity
requirements have been written to encornpass the range of dynamic config-
urations which have been investigated. The following paragraphs discuss
the data base for the specification.
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SSpeimc-tz iData Base

Rate Systems

An early in-flight experiment to investigate the relationship between
angular damping and control sensitivity is described in Reference 61. The
test vehicle was a small single rotor helicopter with a gross weight of S. 500
pounds modified to permit variations in pitch, roll, and yaw angular rate
damping and control sensitivity. The evaluatiovns included both VFR and IFR
tasks although primary emphasis was placed on ILS approaches under blind
flying conditions at 45 knots airspeed. 'dhile quantitative pilot ratings were
not used in this experiment. the damping-sensitivity combinations tested
were identified by adjectives ranging from desirable to unacceptable.

Assuming that a transfer function of the form

adequately descriizes the short term attitude response of this aircraft, the
spe,-ification requirements ca* be represented as line botmdaries in the
!?-046plane. These boundaries are compared to thse experimental results
in Figure 1 (3.2.- 3. 2) and 2 (3.. 3.2). For the pitch and roll axes. the
specification boundaries appear somewhat overly restrictive. In fact, the
Level 1 boundaries closely approximate an optimumt_ sensitivity line thrro.-gk
the data. The preference for low sensitivities in these axes may be
attributable to the tight trimming task of the experiment. In the yaw axis,
however. the specification boundaries bracket the acceptable region rea-
sonaably well.

Reference 38 describes a moving-base (pitch and roll) simulation
experiment to est2blish attitude control requirements for hovering flight.
Various comnbina:ions of control sensitivity and damping were investigated
for each of the ;hrec axes, one at a time. The tasks were rapid attitude
changes under VFR conditions. In addition, a limited investigation of the
effects of controlling two axes simultaneously (i. e., pitch-)aw and roll-yaw)
was conducted. The results of these experiments are presented in Figures
3 (3. Z.3. 2) and 4 (3. 2. 3.- Z. In pitch and roll, the Level 1 specificatiov
boundaries are in reasonable agreement with the experimental boundaries
for the more realistic two-axis control tasks. The yaw results of Figure
4 (3. Z. 3. 2) correlate very well with the specification botmdaries..

Figures 5(3. 2-3.2 ) and o(3. 2. 3-2). based on data of Reference 39.
present th.e results of a handling qualities investigation utilizing the X-14-,
a small deflected Jet V/STOL aircraft- The evaluation tasks consisted ofs
ho-erinz and r-raneuw'eringand of ground effect in VFR and under Ernerall-
-calm aind conditions. In addition, '.-erficai ta-keoffs and !andirgs were per-
ior•ned. The test aircraft mas described as exhibiting - a high cegree _f
hovering steadiness and an insensitivity to gust disturbances. - it is con-
cluded in Reference 39 that the la lexels of rate darn-ping and control
sensitivity found satisfactory aere attributable to the gpst insensitivity of
the %ehicle.
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A_ ý;ý :------- r, and yaw con-

trol requirements in hover is described in Reference 60. This experiment
utilized "precision maneuvering'" tasks as the basis for evaluation and was
intended to fill the information gap betueen the tight trim-ming tasks of Ref-
erence 61 and the gross maneuvering tasks -of Reference 38. The results
are compared to the specification boundaries in Figures 7(3. 2- 3.2) through
9(3.2.3. 2).

An investigation of the effects of variations in control power and
sensitivity at fixed damping levels is documented in Reference 54. The test
vehicle was a large tandem rotor helicopter with a model following variable
stability system. Separate sets of pilot ratings were obtained for both
"precision and maneuvering tasks. These results are presented in Figures
l0 (3.Z.3.Z2 and Il (3.2.3.2). t'-en adequate levels of control cower were
available, the pilots tended to prefer higher nzinimum sensitivities for the
maneuver tasks than for the precision tasks. The specification Level I
boundary correlates best with the maneuver -ask data.

A large single rotor helicopter was utilized in Reference 6Z to de-
termine control sensitivity and damping requirements in ho-;er. Both visual
and instrument tas•s iwere performed in the experimnent- The visual tasks
consisted of hovering, takeoffs and landings, turns, square patterns and

"point-to-point translations. The simulated instrument tasks were hooded
ILS a tproaches at airspeeds ai about 50 knots. Te results are compared
to the specification Level I boundaries in Figures IZ(3-2- 3.2) and 13(3.2- 3. Z)-
In both pitch and roll, the boundaries correlate be-t with the data for the ILS
tasks. For the roll axis at the intermediate damring levels tested, the speci-
fication is somewhat overly restrictive.-

Figure 14 (3.2.3.2) presents pilot opinion data for the yaw, axis
derived from a fixed-base simulation experiment, described in Reference
49. The data exhibits good correlation 'ith the specification boundaries.

Attitude Control Systems

Assuming an uncoupled plunge mode. a linearized small perturbation
representation of a VISTOL in hovering flight is given by

0

"If the derivative 0 is zero the equation simplifies to:.

21 W" S--4Q,, 2asI,, = - f
For this case the requirements of this specification may be interpreted as
indicated by the hatcLd lines in Figure 15 (3. 2. 3. 2). These hatched boun-
daries correspond to the minimum and niaximntn control sensi-svities re-
quired to achieve the Level I pitch attitude responses within one second as
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a -:.cti•o oaf natural frequency for a damping ratio of 0. 3. The eff6ct of

increasing cazr-:ng ratio. Y , is to increase the control sensitivity required
at a given freqt:ncy'. The magnitude of the shift for a damping ratio of 0. 7
is ilstrated for the upper -cvel 1 boundary iA Figure 15 (3.- . 3.,Z).

At freq,__ncies ltss than about 3 radian isecond, it can be seen that
t:_e boundaries approach Lines of -anstant control sensitivity. At frequencies
Sab~oe 3 radians i seco"-.:.., at., -tn pitch attitude response has been
reached in less rhan one second-. As frequency is increased, maintining
constant A.ts1&,; 2 keeps the peak atxitude constant_ The dashed curves
in.dic..te the co-_trol sensitivity which would be required to achieve the re-
q-u-red attitude changes at one second -rather than wit.n one second.

These characteristics are at least qualitatively correct as is evi-
denced b- the results of References c3 and o4 plotted in Figure 16(3. 2. 3. Z).
The beand taken f romr. Reference 64 indicates that at low frequencies the
pilots' preferred control sensitivities approach lines of constant control
sensitivity while at larger frequencies (greater tbhan about 3 radian /second)
there is a tendency to approach lines of constant attitude response per inch
o- control- This is substantiated by the iower 3.5 pilot rating boundary of
Reference 13. -H-owever, the upper 3.5 pilot rating curve of Reference c3
,-nliies that there is a maximrn-- satisfactory rontrol sensitiv-ity independent
0o _recue-..c-, prohably dte to overcontrolling. and a tendency Lo PIO.

General Case

Ln the general case the pitch or roll attitude response of a VTOL at
.-cr-er •nay be represented by an, e•uation of the form:

"The L-flueence of small values of X, on the attitude response within
one second is small and will be neglected in the subsequent analysis. Thus
&-e ass---ned transfer ftnction has the form

The ef-ec- o' the transfer functio-n ;.ole at s = - L on the soeecification boun-
caZ-:e- ,!-s to increase the re-_ired control sensitivity at all frequenc-es as
:L.usrated =- Fzr:gre 17(3.- 3. Z).

.e xperximernt to deter-nn--.e the inuence of pitch rate damping, M' ,
control senEs:t-nr', I1- 5  and speed stability. Md. g a on longitudinal
han.dlng q-alhties =t'Lizing a .- ndem rotor helicopter is described in
Re.'erence "Z - In addition. tubu le-ce of 6. 3 ft/second RMUS and a mean
wmn of abo 15 knots were artificially introduced to provide realistic dis-
•.roances to tue aircraft.t The evaluations consisted oF precision VFR

hoL-ering tasks. r :=--re 18 (3.-. 3 .2 ) .resents the pilot rating boundaries

IS0
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"obtained for speed stability. M, , e-1ua to 1 13. The significant differences
between these and previous investigations are a relatively high level of
minimntmn damping for satisfactory pilot razings and, for constant damping,
relative insensitivity of pilot rating to large increases in control sensitivity.
The attitude response per unit control inpLit is dominated by the parameters

All and Mo despite the high speed stability. The Level 1 response
I ~ESboundary is plotted on Figure 18 (3.2.3. 2) for comparison purposes. The

desire for higher damping at high levels of speed stability is attributable to
the increased gust sensitivity. Figure 19 (3. 2. 3. 2) indicates that at con-
stant control sensitivity, the minimumn satisfactory damping level reduces
markedly with decreased 1 -

The high control sensitivLties found satisfactory in this experiment
are probably attributable to a combination of minimizing the stick deflection
required for trimming in steady winds and maintaining reasonable control-
lability in the presence of high gust sensitivity due to Ma 9 .

The bulk of the data from which the present yaw response require-
ment was derived comes from Reference 48 in which hover experiments were
performed in a small variable stability helicopter using simulated turbutence
and steady winds-. For four values of My, the control sensitivity damping
plane was explored and pilot ratings obtained. Figures 20 (3. 2. 3. 2) to 23
(3. 2. 3.-2) present the results of these experiments. The primary effect of
weathercock stability, NA. , appears to be an increase in :he level of
minimum- damping required for satisfactory handling qualities. This is
probably due to the increased gust sensitivity at high levels of M/,- .

Reference 34 describes a mov-ing-base simulator experiment in which
VFR hovering and low speed tasks were performed. The evaluation flights
consisted of hovering in steady winds and turbulence, flying square patterns,
and hovering turns. For each dynamic configuration tested, the pilots
selected the control sensitivities which they felt were most compatible with
the mission requirements and vehicle dynamics. Figures 24 (3. 2.32- )
through 27 (3.2.3-2) illustrate the correlation of the pilot selected control
sensitivities i ith the specification Level 1 requirements for the pitch and
rol axes. The data points and their corresponding Level 1 boundaries have
been grouped according to the value of X - The boundaries are shoan as
double lines corresponding to the minimum .nd rr-amiti.m val-es of damping
ratio, ' , in each set of points. It is observed that the variation in selected
sensitivities betmeen pilots rry vary by 4 or 5 to 1, while a given pilot may-
vary his selection by as much as 2 to 1.

A fixed-base ground simulator was utilized in the experiments de-
scribed in Reference 35. Figure 28 (3. Z. 3. Z) compares the pilot-selected
c-ontrcl sensitivities from hi-s experiment with the specification minimurm
Level I Ditch axis boundaries. In relation to the previous data, the pilots
Of this simulation have tended to select sensitivities close to the mir.imum.
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U1:i. .;.- s,-n- rJ-atoions oF Reierence 34., a series of tests was conducted

co, con-.-arton-s having predomnxantly attitu"de type control systems w:th
0.7. I• these tests the Pilots were asked to rate given dynamic coniig-

_.rat.o.s iitn _sensi.vities ranging from 0. 3 to 6.075 raaiaas/sec3 -inch.
At thi•-eghest sensitr.-ities, control was extremely difficuilt and generally
achni-ved ratings on the Cooper-Harper scale of 3 or greater as shown in
r .:gurcs 2Q (3-. 2. 3. 2) and 30 (3. 2. 3.2 ). These configurat:ons are excluded
by "Tte Le•-l! 3 bo --•.aries-.

Little svster..atic data exist for configurations with natural frequen-
citr-s ab'wc 3 or 4 radia-s p!er second- However. cre recent source of such
data is contained in Referencc 3c- Contrary to the result• of References

"-and --. the pilot-selected control sensitivities at high frequencies (larger

than 3 radianslsecond) do not tend to produce con-stant atitude response per
i:-.c-. o.t succk but rather ternd to continue to follow lines of constant control
st-nsItxvi!V, as shown in Figure 31 (3. 2. 3.-2). However, pilot comments
• %dicate that at io"w freqencies, the pilots selected control sensitivity on

bnc basis o; maneuverability while at higher frequencies the trim character-
:stzcs determined their selection. There are no comments regarding the
loss in ma..neu-verability b,:t for the highest frequencies shown in Figure
31 ( 3. 2-. 3.2) the steady-state attitude response per irch of stick is of the
order of one or two degrees. Until further substantiating data is available.
-i is considered that no change in the specification is warranted to accom-
-,n-.cpatr the above res'Its.

" tI
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U 3.Z. 3.3 MANEUVERING CONTROL MARGINS

REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.3 Maneuvering control margins. When automatic stabilization andcon.rol equipment or devices are used to overcome axn aperiodic instability ofthe basic aircraft, both the magnitude of the instability and the installed con-trol power shall be such that at least 50 percent of the norinal control momentcan be commanded by the pilot in the critical direction through the use of the"cockpit controls. This requirement applies throughout the Service Flight
Envelope within * 15 knots TAS of the trim speed-

DISCUSSION

When an automatic device is utili-ed to overcome an aperiodic insta-bility of the basic aircraft, there exists a possibility of being unable to re-cover the aircraft during maneuvering. This occurs because the augmenta-tion device tends to use control power iu the recovery direction to stabilizethe unstable root. When such a situation exists, this requirement demandsthat throughout the Service Flight Envelope the authority of the device besuch that at least 50 percent of the nomirna control moment is available tothe pilot in the recovery direction. Fifteen knots is considered to be a rea-sonable speed range about the trim speed for maneuvering without imposing
unreasonable limits on augmentation system authority.

The requirement is intended to apply at all achievable combinations
of flight conditions -ithin the Service Flight Envelope, including climbing and
descending flight and maneuvering.
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3. Z.4 CONTROL LAGS

B REQUIREMENT

3.-Z. 4 Control lags. Starting from trimmed hovering or low-speed flight,

the angular acceleration response in the commanded direction shall be devel-

oped within 0.1 seconds after the initiation of step displacements of the pitch,

roll and yaw cockpit controls. In addition, the initial maximum angular ac-

celeration shall be achieved within 0.3 seconds after the initiation of the

cockpit control command. These requirements apply for input amplitudes of

* up to O. 5 inches.

DISCUSSION

Both the helicopter (MIL-H-8501A) and airplane (MIL-F-8785B)
flying qualities specifications, References 15 and 10, recognize that some
limitation of control lags is required to prevent serious degradation of

£ handling qualities. The helicopter specification (paragraph 3. Z. 9) requires,

* a that, following control inputs in pitch, roll or yaw. an angular acceleration
response in the proper direction shall be developed within 0. 2 seconds

following the control input. -this is essentially a restriction of pure trans
port time delays but places no limit on first or higher order lags in the con-
trol system.

The airplane specification approaches the problem of control system
lags by limiting the phase lag between the cockpit control force and the
deflection of the appropriate aerodynamic surface at frequencies up to the
aircraft short period for pitch and the greater of the Dutch roll or the in-
verse of the roll mode time constant for roll and yaw.

The specification of control lags in terms of control surface response
may not be satisfactory for V/STOL aircraft in the hovering and low speed
flight regime since some of these aircraft will derive moment control
through jet reaction devices. Thus, the appropriate control surface may be
a valve or a divider in a duct or pipe. Limiting lags between the cockpit
control and the control surface may not ensure good vehicle response char-
acteristics in these cases because of inherent aerodynamic lags downstream
of the control surface.

Since pilots cannot readily separate the effects of control system
dynamics from the inherent or augmented vehicle dynamics, it would be most
desirable to include the specification of control system lags in an overall
requirement or criterion for the characteristics of vehicle response to con-
trol inputs. This specification should also include the effect of force feel
system dynamics.

2
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A recent flight test program, described in Reference 65. was directed
to gathering and analyzing data to develop such a criterion-. In this exper-
imnent, a series of aircraft short period and control system dynamics was
evaluated in a variable stability aircraft while performing tasks simulating
the C bat phase of a fighter's mission. A closed-loop analysis was used to
determine the comnpensation required in a pilot model to meet certain perfor-
mance criteria and this compensation was correlated with pilot ratings.

It is not intended to imply that closed-loop methods are the only tech-
niques to be considered in developing control response criteria, but rather
that additional effort should be directed to developing criteria which con-
sider all the pertinent factors in a cohesive and unified manner-

The data presently available pertinent to the low speed and hovering
flight regime generally consider relatively simple aircraft and control
system dynamics. No information is presented regarding force feel system
dynamics~thus precluding analyses of the type described above-

Both simulator and flight test data indicate that aircraft with better
inherent dynamics can tolerate larger control system lags than vehicles with
poorer dynamics- Consider, for exaple, the data of Figure 1 (3- 2- 4) ob-
tained with a smnall variable -stability single rotor helicopter-.

Configuration I has pitch diampn of -2. 5 sec-1I and the basic air-
craft is given a pilot rating of Z_ 5- Increasing the control system lag by
0. 4 seconds results in a slight pilot rating degradation to 3-.5. Configurra-
tion Z has zero angular rate damping and the basic configuration is rated
4.0- A similar increase in control lag for this vehicle results in a pilot
rating of 7.5. Clearly the degradation of pilot rating with lag is highly depen-
dent on the inherent vehicle dyramaics, in this case characterized by the
damping of the basic configuration. Because pilot rating degradation with
lag is greatest for vehicles with poor dynamic characteristics, a single lag
criterion has been specified, regardless of the level of flying qualities ex-
hibited by other vehicle characteristics. The lag specification was derived
to minimize the degradation of flying qualities of vehicles which, without
lags. would exhibit Le-vel 1 dynamic characteristics-. It is recognized.
however, that the degradation of flying qualities may be more severe when
the allowed lags are applied to vehicles with .Level 2 and 3 characteristics.

An additional __.astraint is the limitation of transport ty-pe lags to
0. 1 second following initiation of the control input-. Lttle data exist for
systems with combinations of transport and first-order lags. Howeve.-,
Figure Z (3. Z. 4) indicates that even for a well damped system, the deteri-
oration in pilot rating with increase-i transport lag is immediate and rapid,
while for a first-order lag the gradient is nearly zero.

Specifying the lag in terms of the time to reach a peak acceleration
response provides a performance index which is readily obtainable fromn
flight test data and, in addition, permits larger lags with increased angular
rate damping. Figure 3 (3. 2. 4) illustrates the variation in time to peak
acceleration as a function of first-order control system lag and rate damping.
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A recent fixed-base simulation program (Reference 36) investigated
the effects of lags in the control system with varying levels of pitch damping.
A block diagram of the simulated aircraft is shown in Figure 4 (3.2.4). At
each level of pitch damping ( Mf = - 1, -3. -6). as the lag was increased,
the pilot rating degraded. Lines of constant pilot rating were derived as
functions of time to peak acceleration response following step control in-
puts and pitch damping [Figure 5 (3.2.4)) . A time to peak acceleration
response of 0O 3 seconds correlates reasonably well with the 3.5 pilot
rating boundary except at the lowest levels of damping tested.

Although test data from earlier operational or research VTOL air-
craft are extremely scarce, Reference 66 documents a flight test program in
which the required parameter was measured- Figure 6 (3.2.4) shows plots
of the time to maximum acceleration response from tests on the XV-5A air-
craft in various hovering flight configurations. The quality of the step con-
trol input is not documented but the text of the report states that the control
inputs were made manually without a jig. The scatter observed in the data
probably reflects the manner in which the manual control input was made.
However, the average time to peak acceleration is of the order of 0. 3 to
0.4 seconds while the minimum time is about 0. Z seconds. No direct cor-
relation of the control system lag characteristics with pilot rating is
possible but it is stated that the overall handling qualities in hover received
a pilot rating of 3. This pilot rating indicates that the level of lags present
were at least satisfactory. Further, the data indicate that these rates of
response to control inputs are not unrealistic design objectives-

There is a lack of systernatic data concerning the effects of lags on
-YTOL aif-eYrft 'with attitiiFi stabilized-or higher order dynamic systems.
A flight test program (Reference 67), in which a variable stability aircraft
-as utilized to investigate the effects of control system dynamics in fighter

* aircraft in up-and-away flight and in the landing approach, lends sup.port to
the chosen lag criterion. Figures 7(3. .4) and 8(3. 2.4) illustrate the
degradation in pilot rating as the time to achieve &l~e peak acceleration re-
sponse increases. Generally the data suggest that increasing system
natu-al fiequency n reducing the damping ratio makes the vehicle more
sensitive to control system lags. Using 0. 3 seconds as the maximum
allowable time eliminates -most of the configurations which received unsat-

ft isfactory ratings while accepting the satisfactory configurations. Only in
the case of the landing approach configuration (LA), Figure 8(3. Z. 4), does! the criterion appear overly restrictive.
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3.2.5 VERTICAL FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

3.2.5.1 HEIGHT CONTROL POWER

REQUIREMENT

3.2.5 Vertical flight characteristics. The requirements of 3. 2. 5. 1
through 3.2..5.3 are applicable to ascending or descending flight with air-
speeds up to 35 knots TAS. They shall b: met while maintaining in reserve
the attitude control power called for in 3.2.3. 1.

3.2.5. 1 lleight control power. Starting from a steady descent rate of not
greater than 4 feet per second, sufficient height control power shall be avail-
able to produ, oward vertical accelerations of not less than those specified
in table VI folio- ing an abrupt step input of the thrust magnitude controL
In any case, the steady state thrust-to-weight ratio available, T/W, shall not
be less than that spec~fied in table VL

TABLE VL Height Control Power Requirements

Level Incremental T/W
Vertical Acceleration

1 0.10 1.05

2 0.05 1.02

31 1.01

DISCUSSION

The requirements for height control power are based on the exper-
imental data shown in Figure 1 (3. Z. 5). These data, which come frc-n
References 69 to 7Z, indicate that at high damping levels, the pilot rating
boundaries are reasonably matched by a constant T/W ratio. However, at
low vertical damping levels (-Z.. <. 4), th4 pilot rating data show that reduced
damping reqdiires increased T/W ratios for acceptable handling qualities.
From a handling qualities standpoint, it is important that this corner in the

"vs-. T/W ratio *lane be defined, since many existing VTOL aircraft lie
in this region of low vertical damping.

On Fijure 1 (3.2.5), the general disposition of ratings and the char-
acter of the iso-opinion curves r u -gest that requirement boundaries should
be draw.-n like those indicated in toe following sketch.
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The vertical portions of the boundaries so sketched offer no problem in
stating requirements since they represent constant values oi T/W. For a
given Level, the values of T/W on the vertical portions of the boundaries in
the above sketch are less than the value of T/W in the sloping portion. Hence
the vertical portions represent absolute minimumns of T/W. For Levels 1
and 2, the values selected for the requirement were based on Figure 1(3.2. 5).
For Level 3, thf- value selected was arbitrary.

The method by which 3. 2.5. 1 accounts for the sloping portions of the
boundaries is explained in terms of the following trim equation:

This equation gives the balance of forces in steady vertical motion with ve-
locity a, . It is important to mention that the term mZa'g represents
the aerodynamic damping forces and not any damping that might c e f'rcn a
thrust SAS loop. (Vertical damping forces due to thrust SAS are already
included in the T-term.)

It we write the above equation in the form

then we have the equation for straight lines in the Z, vs T/W plane passing

through the poii-- ( Z.,. T/W) = 0, 1) and having a slope g[I . For positive
-s, which represent descents, a typical graph appears as in the following

Ssk etch .

It was considered that the line representing *• = 4 ft/ sec was an
adequate choice in terms of being parallel to the sloping straight line
boundaries shown in the fu st sketch. Figure 2 (3. 2.5), which is identical
in part with Figure 1 (3.2.5), shows this. Lines Z-, and £2 are parallel to
the line labeled A = 4 ft/ sec.

The horizontal distance between the Lfo = 4 ftlsec line and the
line L, represents a constant increment in T1W independc--tly of OrV ;
similarly for Lz . This feature is the basis for the wording of 3. 2. 5.
except that 3. 2.5. 1 refers to incremental vertical acceleration in g's rather
"than incremental T/W.
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Although the use of a 4 ft/sec descent rate is somewhat of an expe-
dient, it facilitated the writing of the requirement in what are considered
to be simple yet meaningful terms.

Now it could be argued that although the requirements appear to be
consistent with the data base, they really may not be be-cause other details
which may be important are not specified in the data base. To expand on
this, consider the following situation.

We are given two airplanes, say airplane A and airplane B. Suppose
A has zero aerodynamic damping !4ar a Zw =-I created by SAS. Suppose
airplane B has zero SAS damping but an aerodynamic Z. = - I. Thus both
A and B have the same total damping. In a 4 ft/sec descent, aiL-plane A
would be trimmed at point A and airplane B at point B in the following sketch.

, 4 \
3 -,

To meet Level 1, airplane A needs T/W l -. 10 while B needs 1. 05. Thus
it appea'-s that airplane A is being penalized si.xiply fer having no natural or
aerodynamic damping. It could be argued that since the tctal damping is the
same for both airplanes, they should both meet the same T/W requirements.
Note that airplane A will have an incremental T/W capability of 0.10 at any
steady descent or climb rate. Airplane B will have an incremental T/W
capability of 0. 05 at zero descent rate and 0.. 175 at 4 ft/sec descent rate;
it will have zero incremental T/W capbility at a steady climb rate of 1.6
ft/sec.

A particularly important thing to consider is that the pilot of airplane
A may be wmaware that his height control power is limited to this constant
value because his cockpit control position is not necessarily an indicator of
the available control. For example, suppose airplane A is hovering ain- the I
pilot decides to establish a descent rate, say cd, , by applying a step throttle
co•.rmand. The sketch below shows the cockpit input and the transient in
the thrust.. -

~l
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After the transient has decayed, the thrust is still equal to the weight.
However the control position is lower than it was at hover. Now suppose* the process is - -peated only that a higher descent rate, say *'z . isS~established. T. s is indicated by the dashed lints•. Again. after the tran-sient has decayed, the thrust is equal to the weight. But the control position
et is now even lower shis it by the descent rate dn . In both instancesS-• the amount of thrust that can be developed to arrest the descents is the same
er-en though the cockpit co.trol positions are different. Basically, this
phenomienon is caused by the fact that the thrust is being controlled by two~ •sources - the pilot and the SAS.

On the other hand, airplane B's incremental T/W capability varies- with descent rate. at zero descent rate, this airplane would develop an incre-
mental T/W of . 05; at a 4 ft/sec descent rate the T/W incremental capability
would be 0. 175. Not only does this capability increase with higher descent
rates, but the cockpit control position now does provide the pilot with a true
measure of the vertical control power that he can apply to arrest a descentS~rate-

' • If both airplane A and airplane B just satisfy L-evel I requirements.

Sthen A would have a !arger descent arresting capability but only for descentrates up to about L 6 ft/sec, but aircraft B could arrest greater rates ofdescent more qjicklyr

__ [ it is appa.rent that fur-ther research on height control is needed par-

--cularly with regard to the following items.

L. The amount of th-ust a pilot actually uses during stabilizing
and vertical maneuvering. There is a direct analogy here
with the status of the available data base for pitch, roll and
yaw control power usage.

2-. The kind of mathematical model and validity of assumptions
to use in analyzing experimental data. For example, the
discussion above indicates that even with a simple single-
degree-of-freedom model, it is possible to follow different
lines of reasoning depending on the mechanism by which
height damping is developed.
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3.2.5. 2 THRUST MAGNITUDE CONTROL LAGS

REQUIREMENT

3.2. 5.2 Thrust magnitude control lags. The following requirements shall
be satisfied fOllowing an abrupt step input of the thrust magnitude control
from the nominal setting corresponding to a steady descent rate of between
5 and 10 feet per second.

Level 1: It shall be possible to achieve 63 percent of a commanded incre-
mental thrust of at least 0.05W in not more than 0.3 seconds.

Level 24 It shall be possible to achieve 63 percent of a commanded incre-
mental thrust of at least 0.0ZW in not more than 0.6 seconds.

Level 3: It shall be possible to achieve 63 percent of a commanded incre-
mental thrust of at least 0.01W in not more than 0.6 seconds.

DISCUSSION

Experimental evidence shows that the effect of increasing time lags
between pilot inputs and commanded thrust levels is to cause a deterioration
of pilot ratings. For the range of time lags investigated (0 to about 2. 5
seconds), the variation of rating with lags as well as the absolute ratings
depend on other characteristics of the height control system such as T/W
and 4.r . It has been shown that the rate of deterioration is greater for
the high T/W cases than the low T/W ones. This phenomenon stems largely t
from the fact that there is little control margin to permit much over-
controlling in the low T/W casez., regardless of the magnitude of delay.
Also, at low T/W. the pilot is limited to much slower maneuvering, which
minimizes the tendency to overshoot and the subsequent tendency toward
PIO's. This result should not be construed as advocating a reduction in
maximum T/W to cure control problems resulting from a control system
delay. Rather, the pilot is limited to the use of smaller and more deliberate
control motions when a great deal of precision is required. Results also
indicate that increased damping is highly beneficial in enabling the pilot to
cope with the delay.

A particularly pertinent experiment is described in Reference 71,
wherein the pilots of the simulator were asked to maintain a constant altitude
with control power of 1. 15 gv, Z = 0, 16= 0. 1 g/inch. The time lag
was then increased from 0.07 to Z. 4 seconds while the pilots commented on
their ability and difficulty in achieving the aims of MIL-H-8501A, i-e., hold
height * I ft with 1/2 inch or less of control motion. A noticeable decrease
in hovering steadiness was observed as the time constant was increased to
0.3 seconds; the pilot rating deteriorated from 2.5 to 3.5. Overcontrolling
was evident at 0.6 seconds, where the pilot rating had decreased to 4.5 .
At 1 second, the pilot rating was 6.5 and at 2.4 seconds, 9-5 and was con-
sidered too dangerous for actual flight because of large excursions in
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S altitude. The referenced helicopter b-pecifications were not met above 0. b
seconds. Figure 1 (3.2. 5. 2) from Reference 71 depicts this degradation.

In Reference 7Z (in-flight), similar results were obtained. The pre-
sence of a time delay was considered to be most objectionable during the
landing attempts, which, being a precision task, normally requires the pilot
to increase his control activity as wheel height is reduced. For first-order
lags greater than 0. 5 seconds, the pilot found it necessary to alter his nor-
mal control technique for landing in order to reduce overcontrolling to a
point where a reasonably safe touchdown could be made. Two of these tech-
niques are described in Reference 7Z. However, it was considered unlikely
that such techniques would be as beneficial when coupled with the kind of
ground effect disturbances experienced by many VTOL's.

The separate effects of a first-order time lag between the pilot's input
and the commanded thrust increment, and the first-order response in vertical
velocity of the vehicle, are not always discernible to the pilot, nor are they
easily separated in flight testing. The reason for this is apparent if we
assume that the following transfer function is a satisfactory model of the
combined airframe-control system dynamics.

In Reference 36, the closed-loop height control task was investigated both
analytically and experimentally on a fixed-base simulator. Various combina-
tions of height damping and thrust control lag were studied under the con-
dition•s where the sensitivity was selected by the pilot. In the analysis, a
simple pilot model and loop closure were used as follows.

PEOT MDEL AWRtOAFT MODEL

There are a number of pairs ( -r ,, ) that will result in a given

loop closure as defined by values of crossover frequency, aW, , and phase
margin. PAfb . Reference 36 showed that these same pairs will result in a
constant phase lag when excited at the crossover frequency, i. e., the phase
angle 0; of the h /A,* transfer function evaluated at ar-. is a constant for
all these pairs. Figure Z (3. . S. Z) shows three loci of these pairs. Each
locus is for a different loop closure criterion as indicated on the figure. The
interesting thing is that all three loci lie quite close to one another. They
essentially divide the coutrol lag-damping plane into two regions which
separate satisfactory and unsatisfactory configurations. This result indicates
the possibility of establishing flying qualities requirements in terms of phase
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lag as a function of frequency. With such an approach it would be possible to
account for both lag and damping effects on pilot opinion, and provide for a
reasonable means for demonstrating fight compliance. Such a criterion was

suggested in Reference 36 and is shown in Figure 3(3.2. 5.Z).

Since it was felt that the phase lag approach needs further experimen-
tal substantiation it was not used in formulating 3.2.5.2. For example. all
the satisfactory data points on Figure 3(3. 2. 5.2) have zero lag. The time
constants selected for the requirement are based on the data of References
71 and 7Z.

Comments received during review cycles of early versions of the pro-
posed specification (which specified only the time constants) indicated that
the importance of nonlinear thrust characteristics of engines should be recog-
nized in formulating height control response criteria. It is not realistic to
expect fast response times for the complete usable range of engine operating
conditions. However, it is apparently possible to equip power plants so that
relatively small thrust changes can be made in a short time. In other words
at some given operating point or for a restricted range about this operating
point, it would be possible to have the kind of response times, say . 3 to
-.6 seconds, as indicated to be desirable by some of the experimental handling
qualities data. In paragraph 3. 2. 5. Z the range of initial descent rates and
the values of commanded incremental thrust are considered to define
operationally realistic *local* conditions under which thrust control response
times have important effects on mission or task accomplishment.
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3.2.5.3 RESPONSE i0 THRUST MAGN1ITUDE CONTROL INPUT

REQUIREMENT

3. 2. 5. 3 Response to thrust magnitude control input. Following an abrupt
step displacement of the thrust magnitude control, the ratio of the maximum
rat-= of climb occurring within the first second to the magnitude of the cockpit
control input shall lie vithin the bounds of table VII. This requirement is
for hovering in still air and fozr inputs up to the maximum permissible.

TABLE VII. Response to Tnrrst Magnitude Contro! Input in One Second
or Less (Climb : ite in Feet per Minute per Inch of
Control Deflection)

Level

1 G J 750

2 5o 1200

_3 20W0

DIECUSSiON-7

The eff-cts of control sensitivity ( _) and damping ( 4 ) have
been treated in References 49, 69. and 70, and briefly in Reference 7z.
Reference 49 showed that the pilot rating boundaries were not significantly
different for collective-type controllers as compared to throttle-type con-
trollers, and hence most investigations thereafter dealt exclusively with
collective-q-pe controllers.

Most of the results in thi'. area are shown in Figure 1 (3.2.5.3).
Based on this data, the reQuirements of paragraph 3.2.5.3 were formulated
in terms of the ratio

Maximxunm rate of climb occuz ring within first second ft/rnin
magnitude of abrupt step displacement of cockpit control in.

The values selected ior this ratio are shown on Figure 1 (3.2. 5.3) -,zinr a
simple single-degree-of-freedom approximation to height dyna-nics. The
lines on Figure 1 (3. Z. 5 3) representing the Level 1 and Level 2 values are
ctrns~demed to be reasonable equi%-alents to the pilot rating boruxdaries. For
Lev-el 3 no requirement is placed on a minimu-n while the maximuxn value is
a rbiz•_a r.v.

Note that !he recuirement applies for inputs up to the n.axinnuin per-
rný-;sible -.--ich n-_ty be determined by the maximum comdrol available. thede--elonrnent of excessive climb rates, zztru ctural limits, etc.
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3.2.5.4 VERTICAL DAMPING

REQUIREMENT

3.2.5.4 Vertical damping. The translational height damping in verticalflight (i. e., the vertical force proportional to vertical velocity) shall not be
in the unstable sense.

DISCUSSION

Th:s requirement is hased on the data in Figure 1 (3.2. 5.3), whichindicates that some nonzero value of damping would be desirable especiallyfor Level I- However, this value is quite small. Because of the complexnature of vertical force characteristics at low speeds, it was considered thatplacing precise numerical requirements on height damping for different levels
of flying qualities is not warranted-

2
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S3.3 FORWARD FLIGHT

REQUIREMENT

3.3 Forward flightL The forward flight requirements apply :o those Flight
Phases of the operational missions of the aircraft which include equilibriurn
flight or maneuvering in the speed range of 35 knots TAS to Vcon. The re-
quirements of 3.5., 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 are also applicable in this speed regime.

IDISCUSSION
This requirement establishes the speed range wherein the following

Irequirements apply. It should be noted that these requirements are related

to equilibrium flight and maneuvering about a fixed operatizg point condition,
and are not intended to apply during rapid acceleration or decel .ration tran-
sition manei-vers (this aspect is discussed at some length in Section 11.
Specification Structure and Philosophy). iL addition, the other sections of
the VISTOL Specification relating to requirements on the characteristics of
the flight control system (3.5). takeoff and landing (3.6), atmospheric distur-
bances (3.7), and miscellaneous requirements (3.-8), must be applied in this
speed range,. The rationale for separation of the V/STOL Specification into
"the Hover and Low Speed Section and a Forward Flight Section is discussed
in Section III Specification Structure and Philosophy.

The essential philosophy behind the requirements of the Forward
Flight Section of the V/STOL Specification is au attempt to enable an aircraft
to be flown with satisfactory had.lig qualities at any speed between 35 knots
and Vcon' In the vicinity of Ir con' it is desirable that the requirements of
the Forward Flight Section of the V/STOL Specification blend with those of
MML-F-8785B (Reference 10). At the other end of the speed region it is
desirable that the requirements of the Forward Flight Section blknd with
those of the Hover and Low Speed Section of the V/STOL Specification. 'While
a reasonable amount of data are available aroumd hover, and M.L.-F-8785B
requirements together with background data are available for V>Vcon. there I
does exist a shortage of data when attention is directed at speeds between
35 knots forward and conventional landing approach speeds. In the original
proposed VISTOL Specification (Refererce 3) this data shortage coupled with
the diverse requirements of such documents as AGARD 408A, RTM-37, and
MIL-H-8501 (References 46, 47, and 15 respectively), and the desire to
blend requirements established the basic philasophy that unless more specific
daza were available, VISTOL aircraft would be considered to be the equiva-
lent of a landing approach configuration (Flight Phase Category C) of MiL-F-
8785B..

Though this philosophy of blending requirements still manifests itself
"in the present VISTOL Specification (Reference i), VIPSTOL aircraft are now
considered on their own capabilities and are no longer directly tied to Flight
Phase Category C requirements of MI.-F-8785B. The requirements of
Reference I for the Forward Flight Section (3.3) reflect continued thought,
re-evaluation of existing data, and anzlysis of ne' t.*!a= and new reports (e.g.

* Reference 73), concerning V/STOL aircraft hand-, ar i•-ci-.es.
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3.3.1 LONGITUDINAL EQUIIJBRIUM •.

REQUIREMENT

S 3.3. 1 Longitudinal equilibrium- With the aircraft trimmed at speeds from
35 knots forward to Vcon, the following requirements shall be satisfied for
perturbations of * 10 knots from the trim speed except where limited by the
boundaries of the Service Fligbt Envelope. The configuration and trim may
be different at each trim condition. but =hall rernin flixed- while deternining
the control gradients.

Level l The variations of pitch control force and control position
with pitch attitude and airspeed shall be smooth and the
local gradients stable or zero.

Level 2- For those Flight Phases of the operational n:iss;ons of
3. 1. 1 for which IFR operation is required, the Level Z
requirement is the same as for Level 1. In all other cases.
the Level 2 requirement is the same as for Le-'.el 3.

Leve! 3: The Level I requirements shall apply except that the local
pitch control position gradients nway be unstable. However,
the change in the pitch control position shall not exceed one-
half inch in the unstable direction over the speed range or
pitch attitude range associated with the unstable gradient-

Stabde pitch control gradients mean that incremental pull force and aft dis-
placement of the cockpit control are required to mainta!= nose-up attitndes
or slower airspeed-- and the opposite to maintain nose-down attitudes or
higher airspeeds. The term gradient does not include that portion of thc con-
trol force or control position versus pitch attitude or airspeed c-ure within
the preioaded breakout force or friction band.

DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of this requirement is to limit divergences in
aii-speed and aircraft attitude which might remain undetected by a busy pi!.t
and could result in the aircraft -.:ering an unsafe flight condition with in-
sufficient control available for =cov-ry-. The Level I and 2 requiremenlts
are intended to prevent these divergences for IFR flight. The Level 3 re-
quirements (and Level 2 VFR only) linmits permissible static instability as
determined from control position gradients .. ith speed and attitrde.

The requii-ements are directed at both force and position, althGugh
the aircraft industry maintains that force stability is su-fficient- Discussioas
with pilots concerning IFR tasks and articles by pilots such as Refe-.ere 74
indicate the need for control position stability as well as control force sta-
bility.
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Other specifications have also recognized the desirability of providing
both control force and control position stability (References 10, 15, 46, 47).
This requirement-provides a reasonable interface between the requirements
of Section 3. 2. 1. 3 of Reference I and those of Section 3. Z. 2. 1 of Referencc 10.

The general criterion for static stability (Reference 75) is that the

constant term of a conventional aircraft characteristic equation be greater
than zero. When this term is less than zero, aperiodic divergence results.
The stability derivatives that result in aperiodic divergences also manifest
themselves in the gradients of stick force and stick position with velocity or
attitude. As discussed in Reference 76, the gradients are proportional to
static stability and pilots are used to the relationships existing between con-
trol position, force and speed. For the V/STOL Specification, it was decided
to address aperiodic divergences explicitly in the section on dynamic response
requirements (3. 3.2), and to address longitudinal equilibrium only through

the device of stick gradients. This was felt necessary due to the various
additional modes which might be introduced by complicated stability and con-
trol systems.

The two most common causes off static instability are the center of
-gravity being too far aft (M., becoming positive), and Mg being negative. In

both of these cases, a single real root will generally become unstable as the
critical loading or flight condition is approached, as shown on Figure 1(3.3.1).

The following equations are representative of straight-and-level-flight
about a faxed operating point written with respect to stabili'y axes of the air-
craft:

-, J .o =

,-u (5-~w a - a.9 -Z0

-(' ,5 -5.MM (1-M,) = 7 ff.

Thus the constant term of the characteristic equation may be expressed as:
-(Z, lr - Zw M,), As previously mentioned, the presence of an unstable

aperiodic root can be determined analytically by the sign of the constant
1--- term of the characteristic equation. With the elevator fixed, for instance,

the airspeed will diverge from trim when - FMA- -C0. With two unstable
real roots (or any even number of such roots), the constant term of the char-
acteristic equation can still be pcsitive. In this case, the presence of
divergent modes will be indicated by other coefficients, or Routh's dis-
criritinant, of the characteristic equation being negative and, of course, by
facwring the characteristic equation. This is not a common occurrence,
and therefore the criterion cA&, f*> 2, is usually sufficient to ensure that
there are no first-order divergent modes present-

Z4I
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When determining whether or not there is a divergent mode, stick free,
the above relationship must be modified to account for pitch control surface
movements caused by hinge moments, bobweights, downsprings, SAS. etc.

The foregoing discussion is concerned with the primary static sta-
bility requirement of 3. 3. 1 and is useful for design purposes. It is, however.
extremely difficult to test for a divergent mode by disturbing the airplane from
trim and then observing the ai.-speed response, the airplane m.4j diverge for
a while until it reaches a flighi condition where the airplane is stable, and
then hold some new speed. In such cases, the pilot would not know whether
the airplane was unstable around the original trim speed or whether he was
initially out of trim.

A straightforward way to detect slightly divergent modes in flight test
is to measure control force and position variations with speed at constant
throttle. A stable variation of control force with speed indicates the presence
of a phugoid mode (stick-free). For example, if a steady push force is re-
quired to hold a speed above trim speed, release of the stick will cause the
airplane to nose up and slow down, undershoot the trim speed, speed up
again. etc. If zero push force is required to hold an off-trim speed, release
of the stick will cause the airplane to maintain attitude and speed, i.e., there
is no longer any phugoid oscillation (stick-free). When a pull force is re-
quired to maintain a speed above the trim speed, release of the stick will
cause the airplane to pitch down, and the airspeed will diverge. The same
kind of explanation relates the stick position required to hold off-trim air-
speeds to the airplane's behavior when the stick is returned to its trim
position and held fixed. The reqiiren-ents on control gradients essentially
ban divergences, but are stated in a form more directly useful for flight test
purposes. Zero gradients have been permitted so that response-corranand
systems are not disallowed.

The expression for the control position gradient with speed, for
example, is: 2E Z4!0_ ;Z, •4f -MAý Z-

A neg tire al~d• ot, ,,;-• . would result in a negative value of(dS, ld 7)ta.

That is, aft control motion would increase angle of attack in the no:r-nal man-
ner, but the normal acceleration re:5ponse would be downward, even .in the
short-term steady state- For all practical cases, therefore, Z'r/Vf:-- -4f-Z,•a.5

will always be positive; and stable control gradie .ks will ensure that no
divergent aneriodic modes are present.

The explanation just presented is based on the assumn-tion that the
stability derivatives rem-nain essentially constant and may become less sound
at trim speeds much below Vcon. At these lower spee_,as. V/STOL corfigurm-
tions can exhibit wide variations in stabilit- derivatives o-aer relatively s-.alt
speed ranges. Ln addition, any tendency toward nonline-a aerodynar.n-ics would
limit the generality of conclusions based on linear equations. This 1-V ro
means 4etracts from. the -.-alidiv o0 the reouirement of ti-e need fol '5satic'
longitudinal sraoilit;-.

Z42
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It may be noticed that the specification requires both attitude and
speed to have stable gradients with pitch control. Usually, if the attitude
gradient with stick position is stable, then the speed gradient with stick
position will be also, and vice versa. If this was always the case it would be
logical to specify that either can be demonstrated and leave it to the con-
tractor to choose the rmost convenient. Unfortunately this is not so; an
unusual combination of derivatives could result in stable speed-stick position
stability but unstable attitude-stick position stability or vice versa. The pitch
control force derivatives (e.g., X-,, ) are most likely to cause such a
phenomenon.

An example of such a configuration is quoted in Reference 4Z (Table BI).
"This configuration had the following derivatives

15, 'M, 10:5, = -_2 =-_9 6 f-188

Then the following approximations to the LtIA and e/a responses
give

g i v eM g * A g SA,.t X C ( s - -0 4 7 )

where =(S L9)[52÷ 2.30)fS29): t-Z8

I For this case, the attitude -stick position gradient will be tunstable and the

Sspeed-stick position gradient wil be stable-

! For Level I and Level 2 1-R, the requirements in 3-.3. 1 of Refer-
ence I are essentially the same as 3. 2- 1. 1 of Reference 10. The Level 3

,•. requzireme~nt of Reference I is similar to the VFR requirement af Reference
15 lor control position instability- The speed range required for demon-

,•,• stration is limited to * 10 knots about the trim speed. since it is assumed
,• that beyond this speed range the vehicle would probably be retrimmed.Although theee is a significant shortage of data for the speed range from

35' knots to Vcon, examination of comments in References 37 and 77 indi-
cates that pilot rating can rapidly deteriorate dith changes from stable to

puntable stick position and force gradients with either speed or attitude.

it should be noted tLhat the intent of this remerement is not to discoRr-
cage various types of ViSTOL aircrafts. any vehicle concepts (e.g., tilt-

1wing) do not inherently possess the stability characteristics necessary to meet
sthe requirements until well above 35 knots foriward airspeedi as indicated in
3Reference 78 Thus, for these tympe of aircraft augmentation systems would

tsodbe required to meet the requirements for Level 1 and Level 2 doR.
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3.3. Z LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC RESPONSE
ley

REQUIREMENT

I
3 3. 2 Longitudinal dynamic response. The following requirements shall
apply to the dynamic response of the aircraft with the pitch control free and
with it fixed. These requirements apply following a disturbance in smooth
air, and following abrupt pitch control inputs in each direction, for responses
of any magnitude that might be experienced in operational use. If the oscil-
lations are nonlinear with amplitude, the requirements shall apply to each
cycle of the oscillation.

Level I: The response of the aircraft shall not be divergent (i. e.,
all roots of the longitudinal characteristic equation of the
"aircraft shall be stable). In addition, the undamped natural
frequency, 'd , and damping ratio, T , of the second-order
pair of roots (real or complex) that prinarily determine the
short-term response of angle of attack following an abrupt
pitch control input shall meet the Level 1 requirements of

figure ?.

Level 2= For those Flighit Phases of the operational missions of 3. 1. 1
for which IFR operation is required, the Level Z requirement
is the same as for Level 1. In all other cases, for Level 2,
divergent modes of aperiodic response shall not double aUpli-
tunde in less than 1Z seconds. Oscillatory modes may be
unstable provided their frequency is less than or equal to
0. 84 radians per second and their time to double amplitude is
greater than 1Z seconds. In addition, the undamped natural
frequency and da ping ratio of the second-order pair of
roots (real or complex) that primarily determine the short-
term response of angle of attack following an abrupt pitch
control input shall meet the Level 2 requirements of

Level 3: Diverge- t modes of aperiodic response shall not double
amplitude in less than 5 seconds. Oscillatory responses
shall be stable;, however, an instability will be permitted
provided its frequency is less than l. Z5-radians per second
and its time to double amplitude is greater than 5 seconds.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is directed at all possible response modes of the
aircraft. It is perzaps of some value to discuss briefly why the terms phu-
goid and short period dynamic characteristics do not explicitly appear in this
requirement. For several V/STOL aircraft, the basic aerodynamics of the
aircraft complicate the approximations that normally give use to the
.conventional' phugoid and short period modes of response. The separation
of these nzodes may in certain cases become none3istent without augmentation.
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and both modes may have a significant influence on the response of the air-
craft either for a disturbance in smooth air or to an abrupt input. For those
vehicles which do not have modal separation, the short term requirement can
be directly interpreted as a short period requirenm-a, wvhile the remainder of I
the requirement is directed at the longer period z esponie (phugoid mode).

For these aircraft where the modes are not sufficiently separated to distin-
guish 'short ptriod3 from "phugoid' the phrasing of the requirement directs*1 attention at the short term resvonse (high frequency) of angle of attack which
under conventional circumstances would be associated with the short period
mode of the aircraft. There are unfortunately no simple hard and fast rules
to determine when the standard 2short period' and 'phugoidm approxinations
apply to a particular V/STOL aircraft. Information concerning the effects of
changes in stability derivatives for VISTOL aircraft and considerations neces-
sary to develop approximate transfer functions for various V/STOL configura-
tions are discussed in Reference 79. Many current V/STOL aircraft rely on
augmentation systems in order to provide modal separation and to achieve
dynamic characteristics for satisfactory handling qualities. It is recognized

that augmentation systems can. and very often do, introduce additional responre
modes; thus the requirement is written to also account for additional
aperiodic or oscillatory modes created throt.-,h the use of stability.augmen-

i tation and control systems.

The basic philosophy of this requirement is to create a reasonable
change in the longitudinal response parameters from the hover and low speed
requirements (3. 2. 2) of Reference 1 to the requirements 3. 2. 1. Z (Phugoid
Stability) and 3. 2. 1 (Short Period Response) of MUO-F-8785B, Re-er-
ence 10.

It is now valuable to compare the requirements for hover and low speed I
flight as well as the requirements for V > Vco, -with the V/STOL forward

Sflight requirements for the longitudinal dynamxics. The following table illus-
* trates the various requirements on aperiodic stability.

|T

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Hover & Low-Speed (3. 2. 2) Stable Stable(IFR) T >5sec

SiT -> 12 sec(VFR)

Forward Flight (3.3. 2) Stable Stable(IFR) T > 5 sec

_ ___T 2 > 1Z sec(VFiR

* L-F-8785B (Reference 10) Stable Stable Stable

i



I)
Aperioic response is related to longitudinal equilibrium and the pre- jj

vxo- .s disc.;sssoon oi recuirenent 3.3. 1 of the V/STOL Specification describes
the effects of positive A4,rand negative Mo on the roots of the characteristic
euatuon. The .r•st significant changes in the rec- irements on aperiodic re-

soonse b;etween the V/STOL Sp~ecification for forward flight and MIL-F-
-87853 are in Level 3. The Level 3 requirements of the V/STOL Specifica-

Sriorm recognize that the basic airframe, fcr ma•ny V/STOL aircra-ft ma•y be

ape riodically unstable aad that some instability is acceptable for Level 3

flying qualities. Data in Reference 80 indicate t•-at timre to double amp-itudes

S(T2 on The order of one second a--- acceptable for Level 3 flying qualities.

Certain data supplied by industry on a simulation of a STOL aircraft
indicate that an aperiodic instability in the pitch node with TZ< 5 seconds I
was essentially rated Level 2. however, the exact details of the piloting task
were not described.

Data :tron Referer.ce 81 are plotted on Figure 1(3.3. 2) using the

-roxxnationsw, q ., a n d adZfd Af4- - 7,., )... The ta sk in
th e exoerirrnent involved IFR (hooded) flight cc.Lsisting of clinbs. descents
anc tt:rns at 40 krnots and 70 knots. For this task, it can be seen in Figure
1(3. 3.2) that val.es of T, between one and two seconds would satisfy Le-vel 3
ilying q-,_alities reqL:irem ents.

Data obtamned during the X-22-A MPE (Reference 37) showed pure
m-;>eriodic divergences with values of T? between 3 and 5 seconds. This
degree ot in1,stability w-as considered unsatisfactory by• the pilots. Hands-off
±z,•n for nore than a few seconds was not possible, and instr-_unent flight
"was considered .not feasible due to excessive pilot workload-.

Thus, although there exists a body of data which indicates that T 2 <
5 seconds could be acceptable for Level 3 flying qualities, the result of
actual flight test evaluation of the X-LZ2A indicates that T 2 : 5 seconds is an

appropriate ievel for aperiodic divergences. Discussions with military

pIot_ at ViSTOL Specification review meetings further reflected the desir-
abilitv to lir-it the time to double am-olitude of ateriodic aircraft responses
to 5 seconds for Level 3. especially for LER tasks.

The frequency and darmping ratio require•nents of Section 3.3.2 of

the V.'STOL So-ecification are not written in terms of 'phugoid" and "short
period' rmj>des of res:pnse as in MIL-F-8785B; however, in order to corn-
oare &.e rec-uirernents. it is helpfl to interpret the short term requiremnents
ot &-e ViSTOL Specification as a short period mode. Other V/STOL specifi-
cations (e.g., AGARD 408A) write requirerments in terms of frequency and
dar-jing ratio and •se concave downward requirerments to direct attention at
m-_-.e-er --nrgin. or as shoown in Reference 76, short period dynarnics.



I I
The short term reauirenents of the VISTOL SPecificat.>.. -. E ssc:.-

tially a blend of the Flight Phase B (e.g.., cruise) and Flight Phase C (e.g.,
landing approach) reqirements of NMLL-F-8785B (Reference !0). The lorwer
limit irnxosed on natural frequency c-f the short term response is a tf:--_nctn
of n/ct and, as shown on Figure 1(3. 3- Z). senarates n--,dal Da- rarneters i= a
similar nature to the concave downward recuirements •n ,or--. acceleration
ot 1IL-H-8501A (Reference 15). The lower lim.it established fcr Levels I
and ?_ for 2 ?spW is based upon data presented in Reference 81 and ills-
trated on F!gare 1(3. 3. 2). As mntioned previo.•slv, the data i-lustrated
were plotted based on the assumptions that A,• = _ A + A41 Z, and
2•,c•, = - (H 4 + ?,.) + ar- the experim-ent involved a task wherein speedc
was varied between 40 and 70 ý.nots.

Figure Z(3. 3.2) compares sonme res'Jts from Reference 82 with the
short term VISTOL recuiremnents. The Level 1 bonndar- for approach-path
stability and contrcl (Flight Phase Category: C) appearrs to be bo•nded better
bry the minimnum darmping requirement of _--iight Ph.a-ses A and C of NETL-F-
8785B ( K, = 0. 35) than by the nmre lenient recuire-cnt of the ViSTOL
Specification ( 4.5 = 0. 30).. In addition, the Level 3 boundary for the daa
in Reference 82 is =,ore restrictive than the V/STOL Specification. T--ese
data illustrate that the V/STOL recuirem-ent on short term dynamzic rec•ire-
rments is perhaps the mnost lenient reizirement that can be specified b-sed
upon the existing data and suggest the need for further imvestigation of the
short period d•y-armics of V/STOL aircraft by Flight Phase Category..

Figures 3(3.3. 2) through 5(3-3. ) indicate a coo--zarison of the VISTOL
Specification short term dynamic rectare--,en•= for forward flight with those
of References 46, 47. and 15, and also serve to indicate the diferences in
the dynamic requirements of other V/STOL Specifications.

The short term response requiremnents of the V/STOL Specification
are reasonablv substantiated by the little available data and are written to
blend reasonably with1, the low speed requirements (3- Z. 2) of the VISTOL
Specification at 35 knots and with the short period requiremnents of MIT--
8785B at Vcon. It should be noted that one significant difference between the
V/STOL Specification and -I-L-F-8785B is that the V/STOL recuirem-ents for
short term dynamic response parameters are open-ended. That is. they
state only the n-inimurn while both the maxim-umn and the mini-mn_ are
specified in MILL-F-8785B for conventional aircraft. This is a result of the
shortage of experimental data to ju.stify such additional requirements. In
addition it should be remembered that for many V/STOL aircraft the short
term dy-Ln-ics are in reality the combination of aperiodic roots, and in the
speed range from 35 knots to Vcon, it is very probable that the aircraft will
possess a short period dar-ping ratio in excess of values considered desirable
for conventional flight.- Thus to iT--os e a maxim•m damp-ing ratio reca.iire-

n- ment might be physically =nrealisuc. The r,-imui,, frecuency requirement
sho•Jd help to prevent co-figurationS th-at zoild be too sluggish in response
to control inpzuts.
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nte previous discussions were related to aperiodic nodes and short-
.errrx (e. g.. short period, high frequency) m odes of aircraft response. The
i.Ullow-ng is directed at the low frequency. phugoid-type mzx•des.

Again the ftindamental philosophy is to establish requirements that
Will •lr:-d bq•tween the low speed requirements (3.2.2) of the VISTOL Specifi-
,catin- and the phugoid requirements (3.2. 12) of MA1L-F-8785B. The following
table illst rates the. variou.s requirenr.ents for low frequency oscillatory modes.

Level I Level 2 Level 3

:'-'r e Low Spec I FR
( 3.2.), same as Level I l >

VFR:

SwC .f , T2 > /Z

rrod" F;ig-t FR I
( •. . 2) Stable same as Level I same as

VFR 3.2.2

0- 4L-F -780• -.

Tý.ý_s ,6.e low frecýency forward flight longitudinal oscillatory require-
=.c.. represents a reasonable interface between the hover and low speed re-
c:-•.'.-. of Reference I and the requirements on phugoid stability of
R-.-trv.-.cv 10. Commients in Reference 73 indicate that nany of the STOL air-
c ra:t ,-.-L..ated by NASA had low frequency modes with near neutral damping
A,.d nu- rod _reater than 20 seconds and caused no problems to the pilot in

•- •-,-ltion. prograrns. For Levels Z and 3. specifying for forward flight
"-. :. .. rcc.:ze*s on the low frequency oscillatory mode as for hover

. -d vstablisi•_z a lower bound on phugoid stability.
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3. 3. 3 RESIDUAL OSCILLATIONS I
F .YQUIREMEN T

3. 3. 3 Residual oscillations. Any sustained residual oscillations shall not '
interfere with the pilot's ability to perform the tasks required in operational
use of the aircraft. For Levels I and 2. oscillations in normal acceleration
at the pilot's station greater than * 0.05g will be considered excessive for
any Flight Phase. These reouirements shall apply with the pitch control fixed
-ztd with it f ree.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is essentially the same as 3.2-2. 1. 3 of MAL-F
8785B (Reference 10). The primary purpose of the requirement is to direct
attention at limit cycles in the control system and structural oscillations
which might affect pilot performance in the tactical mission, cause pilot

disc -n fort, etc.



3.3.4 PITCH CONTROL FEEL AND STAMLITY LN MANEUVERLNG

FIJGHT

R EQUIREM ENT

3.3.4 Pitch control feel and stability in rnaneuvering flight. In steady
turning flight, and in pullups at constant speed, increased pull forces and aft
displacement of the cockpit pitch control shall be required to maintain
in:reases in angle of attack, normal acceleration and nose-up pitch rate
throughout the range of an of attack and load factor in the Service Flight
Envelope. Increases in push forces and forward displacement of the cockpit
pitch control shall be required to maintain reductions of angle of attack and
normal acceleration in pushover: at constant speed.

3. 3.4. 1 Pitch control forces in maneuvering flight- In steady turning
flight, in pullups, and in pushovers, at constant speed, the variation in pitch
control force with steady-state normal acceleration or angle of attack shall
be approximately linear. In general, a departure from linearity resulting in
a local gradient which differs from the average gradient for the maneuver by
more than 50 percent is considered excessive- For Levels I and 2 the local
value of the pitch control force gradient with ncrmal acceleration shall never
be less than 3 pounds per g. There shall be no undesirable inputs to the Ditch
control system due to changes in linear or angtU!ar accelerations produced by
gusts or thrust magnitude control inputs. The term gradient does not include
that portion of the force versus normal-acceleration or angle-of-attack curve
within the preloaded breakout force or friction band.

DISCUSSION

The intent of these requirements is to provide the pilot with proper
cues while he maneuvers the aircraft about a fixed operating point. Although
at low speeds, normal acceleration might not be as important to the pilot as
pitch rate, stable control force and position variations with normal accelera-
tion at constai2t speed ensure that the aircraft has a short-term mode that
,will exhibit a restoring tendency vhich %ill return the aircraft to l-g flight
following a disturbance. This relationship is analogous to that between control
force and position variation with speed and the low-frequency (phugoid) mode
of aircraft response. These requirements are similar to those appearing in
MIL-F-8785B I.Referenca 10) and AGARD 408A (Reference 46). In addition,
the concave do--nward requirement on normal acceleration of MIL-H-850 A is
equivalent to maneuver stability for conventional aircraft (Reference 83).
Although it :s stated in Reference 83 that the 'divergence' criterion should
not be considered as an alternate criterion for oscillatory stability, the
analysis in Reference 76 illustrates that there are root locations in the
s-olane which would be prohibited by the concave downward requirement on
normal acceleration as stated in MIL-H-8501A. *rhere acpears to be a dif-
ference of opinion as to the ease of measuring acceleration trimn gradients
between References 76 and 83, althouEr. "he intent of the MIL-H-8501A re-
quirement is an attempt to write a requirement directed at acceleration trim
gradients (i. r., maneuver margin). Reference 50 st.-nmarizes several of
the existing reoorts relating to maneuvering stability and recommends that

2: a7j i-



the concav-. downrward requirement (3.2. 11. 1) of MIL-H-8501A (Reference 15)
be nmodified, since the intent of this requirement is to ensure coristant-speed
maneuvering stability. Based on this background, it was decidei to formulate
the ViSTOL Specification requirement in terms of constant speed maneuvering
stability. essentially based on the related requirements of MIL-F-8785B.
Thus requiremert 3.3.4 of the V/STOL Specification requires positive stick-
iixed and stick-free maneuver margin.

The mini-,mtn value of pitch control force gradient with normal ac-
celeration of 3 pounds per g for Level I and 2 further defines the desired
m...rni,-n Level of positive stick-free maneuver margin. This value is the
nrninirnn value acceptable to satisfy the MIL-F-8785B requirements on
maneuvering flight and is necessary to ensure that if the aircraft can develop
load factor by application of the pitch control, the response of the vehicle can
be adequately controlled. It shoald be noted that the VjSTOL requirement makes
no distinction between stick controllers and wheel controllers, since it !ias
been ass---ed that due to the general complexity of the piloting task for
V/STOL aircraft, only one hand would be available to make pitch control
i.nputs for maneuvering.

SFor many V/STOL aircraft between 35 knots and Vcon, it is quite
Sprobable that load factor changes will be primarily dependent Ltpon applica-

tion of the thr-ist magnitude and thrust angle controls. Thus, for these air-
craft 'ii for a pitch control input can approach zero (i.e., Jls/nJ-c•). For
this reason no upper limit has been established on the acceleration trim
aradient at constant speed.

Reference 37 indicates that as speed is reduced, normal acceleration

cues to the pilot become less perceptible and pitch rate becomes a more
obvious cue to the pilot. Thus at low speeds it may be more desirable to
?lace requirements on F. I G in order to establish limits on force gradient in
constant speed maneuvers. An upper limit would be useful, since too large a
force gradient would increase pilot workload and could result in a sluggishly
responding aircraft. AGARD 408A (Reference 46) requires an upper limit
of 20 lb/g, while Reference 47 expresses requirements in terms of control
force per g as a function of design positive limit load factor @ also in terms
of 9 per pound of control force. Unfortunatelythexe a-re insufficient czata
on V/STOL aircraft to olace a recuirement on cither a maximumn value of -s/77
or - at soeeds between 35 knots and Vcon-

It should be remembered that the requirement places a limit on the
mxnix.-m val-e of Fs /2n , to aid in maneuvering control of the aircraft and to
hooefully avoid pilot-xnduced oscillations in longitudinal maneuvers. This
should not be interpreted as a desired level of the stick force acceleration
Fgradient. There are several considerations relating to a d, 5ired le-vel of
stick -orce/g. For exarnple, if an aircraft had a lightly damnped,high frequency,
short oeriod mode it might be necessar- to provide a stick force acceleration
gradiert in excess rof 3 lbip for Levels 1 and 2 in an attempt to avoid abrupt
response. excessive sensitivity, and tendencies toward pilot-induced oscil-
lations. F* urtnher the Flight Phase Category and Aircraft Class coald influence



tr desired !evel of stick force, g. Based on the data presented in Reference
84 as backgruand to the MIL-F-8785B requirements on r-aneLx er ranrgin, the
selection oi 3 lb/g appears to be a reasonable lo-er limit for Lexels I and 2
for V/STOL aircraft.

/V
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3 3-.5 PITC-H CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS LINNMAINEUVERING FLIGHT

REQUIREMENT

3- 3-5 Pitch c ont rol effec tivenes sin maneuve ring f light. When the aircraft
is tri-mmed in =--raccelerated flight at any speed and altitude in the Operational
Flight Es-veloae. it shall be :possible to develop at the trim speed the limiting
attit.ý.e or angle of attack of the Operational Flight Envelope.

3.-3-5. 1 Maneuvering control magn.When automatic stabilization and
control eouipment or devices are used to overccome an aaer~odic instability of

-ne ascaircraft, both the magnitude of the instability and the installed con-
trol p:ower shall be such that at least 50 percent of the nominal control mo-
Mlent is available to the Dilot in the critical direction through the use of the
pitch;- control- This requirement applies throughout the Service Flight
Envelozpe within -i 15 knots TAS or 15 percent of the trim speed. whichever is
greater-

3. 3-.5-2 Sp)eed anc flIg,@ht-oa-th control. The aircraft cynamic characteris-
tics, together with :he effectiveness and response times of the pitch. thrust
xmagni:tuce. and thrust a-isle controls, shall kbe such that adeqiuate control olf
the f"igh;t oýath and airsoeed car, be maintained at all permissible angles of
amack and load Lactors.

DISCUSSION

Recuiirernent 3. 3- 5 of Ref erence I is essentially the same as 2. 13
of A-GARD 408A (Reference 4-o), except that the o~itch control effectiveness re-
cuire-ment is now on-lv imoosed within the Operational Flight Envelope rather
;than at all permnissible spe-eds. Thus, outside the Operational Flight Envelope,
wihat fSalls out of the design is flow considered acceptable for pitch control
effectivt-ness- The recuirement of 3. 3-.5 is related to the requirements of
3.2. 3. 2 of MIL-F-87 85B (Reference 10) except that at the speeds consistent
with application of the V/STOL Specification, pitch control effectiveness is
directed at attitude and angle of attack rather than load factor.

Rec-_uirem- ent 3- 3.5. -1 is ectuivalent. to some of the content in both 2.2Z
and 2-.4 of AGARD 408A (Reference 4-6)- Ap>eriodic instabilities in particular
have b~een singled out occa use of their ins-,dious nuature. If an aircraft with
aperiodic instab:lity is flow&n away framm trimn, the control surface deflection
needed to ret-urn: to trimn is in the same direction as that used to maintain the
p~ert_:rbatio=_ Thu;s in this situation an aitom-atic stabilizing dkvice could use
a-sl the control power available and thut;s leave the pilot with no means to re-
cover. S:.rce tne au_:_mentation device is providing stick position stability,
the stick coulId move forward, for ex~ample, while the control surface moves
in the opp:osite -sense and the oilot would not be aware of the reduction in con-
trol p~ower 4: the recovery- direction. It should be noted that this requirement
is inten-ded- to apply onIV W-hen- an aperiodic instability exists and it -is neces-
Sary to a::znent th~e aircraft in order to achieve a desired Level of flying
cz~a~lties. n speed region ab:out trim whereir. this reauirement applies has
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been restricted based on practical considerations of the regions of aperiodic
instability associated with V/STOL aircraft, augmentation system design,

and anticipated maneuvering requirements about a fixed operating pcint in the
speed range from 35 knots forward to Vcon-

The intent of 3.3.5.- 2 is obvious, and has been expressed as a very
general, qualitative requirement. The requirement as stated exemplifies the
need for additional research on the multi-input, multi-output control situations
associated with V/STOL aircraft and the possible changing nature in the modes
of aircraft response to control inputs as the aircraft is flown between 35 knots
for-ward and Vcon-

•I
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3.3.6 PITCH CONTROL IN SIDESLIPS

REQUIRDEEMENT

3. 3. 6 Pitch control in sideslips. With the aircraft trimmed for straight
flight with zero sideslip, the pitch control force required to maintain con-
stant speed in steady, constant-heading sideslips. shall not exceed one-third
of the limits of 3. 5. 3 in the pull direction or one-sixth of the limits of 3.5. 3
in the push direction. This requirement shall be met for sideslips up to the
mnagnitude specified in 3.3.11 or the magnitude which can be generated by
50 pounds of yaw control force, whichever is less. If a variation of pitch
control force with sideslip does exist, it is preferred that increasing pull
force accomnpanv increasing sideslip, and that the magnitude and direction of
the force change be similar for right and left sideslips. In addition, in the
steady sideslip conditions specified above, a margin of at least 20 percent of
the nomLral control moment in pitch shall be available as an allowance for
the control of gust disturbances-. This requirement applies in level flight and
in climbs and descents to the limits of the appropriate Flight Envelopes.

DISCUSSION

This require..ent is essentially a combination of the ideas in 2. 18 of
AGARD 408A (Reference -o) and 3. 2. 3-.7 of MIL-F-8785B_

There are two prL'..ary reasons for writing requirements on the
.-. axir•n.-n pi.t.ch control force in sideslips.- The first is to ensure that small
amounts of sideslip inadvertently developed during normal operations do not
result in excessive or possibly dangerous angle-of-attack or pitch attitude
changes. The second reason is simply to limit longitudinal corrections re-
quired when the pilot intentionally changes the sideslip angle. as in cross-
wind operation. The intent of the control margin portion of the requirement
is to enable the pilot to correct attitude changes resulting from atmospheric
dist.:rbances which coL-d compromise the precision of flight path control,
and it is based on the AGARD 408A (Reference 46) recuirement.

2 cZ



"3.3.7 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

GENERAL

Before discussing the lateral-directional requirements of the V/STOL
Specification (Reference 1). it is perhaps useful to examine the philosophy
adopted in treating the whole problem of lateral-directional control at speeds
between 35 knots and Vcon. It has been assumned that the *conventional' modes
of motion have emerged from the hovering cubic situation, and that wairplane-
like' responses and hence "airplane-like' handling qualities parameters are
appropriate, modified as necessary by low-speed considerations. This
allows requirements to be placed on the modal parameters, i. e., the roots
of the characteristic equation. However, because of coupling between lateral
and directional motions, each lateral-directional requirement can have im-
plications in many areas of flying qualities. Conversely, each flying qualities
area is generally a function of many different parameters. For example, the
rolling moment acting on an aircraft following a roll control command input
is a function of:

._ directional stability

* yaw due to aileron

* dihedral characteristics

* roll effectiveness characteristics, etc.

Another example is that the desired directional stability characteris-
tics of an aircraft can be dependent upon the dynamic effects of coupling
between roll and sideslip following a roll control command input.

The way such interactions are studied is by changing one parameter
at a time while keeping all the other parameters at values known to be good
or near optimum. Thus the Dutch roll mode characteristics specified in
3.3.7.1 of the VISTOL Specification are 'basic' requirements, that is, they
have been developed from data that were not significantly degraded by either
coupling or turbulence effects. Other documents describe additional require-
ments, for example on the total damping of the Dutch roll mode, based on
considerations of turbulence (e.g.. References 10 and 84) or on the additional
damping that is a function of lateral-directional coupling (e.g., Reference 85)..
For the VISTOL Specification, as in MIL---8785B (Reference 10). the re-

quirements associated with roll-sideslip c. t-Ling in response to roll control
commands are written in terms of the desired aircraft responses rather than
in terms of additional requirements on modal parameters (3. 3. 8 of V/STOL
"Specificatir a, Reference I)- Another example of this approach is that the
spiral. stability requirements are uritten in terms of the time it takes for
the bank angle to double rather than in terms of a first-order time constant-.
Thus the requirement includes control system and trim effects "ahich are
considered to be more representative of the spiral behavior, as noted by the
pilot, than ti-.e first-order spiral mode time constant. This approach % i-ids
considerable insight into the effects of the coupling parameters, and is
useful to the aircraft designer uhen developing design trade-offs and to the

VFr
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activity responsible to check compliance since the measures used are easily

obtainable from flight test records and are directed at vihat the pilot
experiences in flight-

The philosophy of developing requirem --s on a particular paramete:"
when the effects of other parameters have be - inimized then leads to an

interesting question. While this approach may be valid if the vehicle meets
all Level I requirements, what is the Level of flying qualities for example
for the roll-sideslip requirements if the Dutch roll mode is Level Z? In
other words, if the vehicle meets the Level I g•/0ar requirement but has
Level 2 Dutch roll mode characteristics, what w-ould be the resulting Level
of flying qualities for the aircraft? This quest.1-on in reality is related to the
more general question, when two or more parameters are degraded together
(e.g., to Level 2) what is the resultant ov-ialal ,_c~zel of flying qualities,
(Level 2 or Level 3)? In general, this question cannot be answered based on
the presently available data. Some indication of the resulting pilot rating
from combining requirements for configurations examined in Reference 86 is
presented in the discussion of requirement 3.3.8. 1 of the VISTOL Specifica-
tion, and illustrated on Figure 11(3. 3.8. 1). These data show that two LAvel
2 's can indeed give a pilot rating equivalent to Level 3. though this is not.
always the re Ault. This example serves to show that a configuration having
a series of Level 2 characteristics should be investigated very carefully and
that it is certainly possible that an aircraft designed to satisfy most of the
Level Z requirements could actually be a Level 3 aircraft.

264
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3.3.7.-1 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL OSCILLATIONS (DUTCH ROLL)

REQU:REMENT

3. 3. 7. 1 Lateral-directional oscillations (Dutch roll). The frequency, td ,
and damping ratio, 'd * of the lateral-directional oscillations following a

disturbance input, for example a yaw control doubl ., shaU exceed the min-
im=m•s srtcified on figure 2. The requiremrents s'-all be met with controls
fixed and with them free for oscillations of any magnitude that might be
experienced in cperational use. if the oscillation is nonlinear with amplitude.
the recuirements shall apply to each cycle of the oscillation. Residual oscil-
lations may be_ tolerated only if the amplitude is sufficiently small that the
motions are not objectionable and do not impair mission performance. With
control surfaces fixed, w 2 shall always be greater than zero.

DISCUSSION-

The intent of this reouirement is to establish Dutch roll modal param-
eters for the :orward flight speed regime, that are not only compatible with
the hro-er and lor- sneed requirements (3.22- 2) of the V /STOL Specification
and the rz-cuirem=ents of 3. 3-. 1 of MIL-F-8785B at Vcon' but in addition,
reflect the limited data available for V/STOL aircraft in this speed region.

The requirement is primarily based on the results of a recent
in-flight ia-estigatio., of lateraI-directional handling qualities in low speed
-- an-euvering flight (Reference 86). Figure 1(3. 3-.7. I) presents the pilot
ratings for several of the configurations investigated in Reference 86-
Those data points presented are for configurations where pilot comments
indicated that the rating was not downgraded by requirements appearing in
other sections of t-e V/STOL Specification (e. g., the roil-sideslip coupling
requirements of Section 3. 3. 8) and primarily reflect the influence of the
Dutch roll modal parameters. It should be noted that the roll mode and spiral
mode time constants were held fixed during the in-flight investigation at
values compatible with t:,e Level I requirements of 3. 3- 7. 2 and 3. 3.7.. 3
resp~ectivelv of the ViSTOL Specification. The low frequency ( &7d = - 25
radian/second) data obtaired during the in-ilight experiment indicates that
for Level I flying qualities in tasks that require precise flight-path control
(Flight ha-se C.tegories A and C). a mininarm level of cd should be
specified. For the VISTOL Specification this minimum cd was selected at
- 25 radlsec. T-he value selected is based on the data presented in Reference
86, that in general, for maneuvering flight, a value of rdwd = . 25 radfsec was
not rated Lev-el I regardless of damping ratio(iFigure 1(3.3.7- 1)].- MIL-F-
8785B (Reference 10) establishes minimtzn values of Zs of either 0.4 or
1.0 rad/sec based on C-ass and Flight Phase Category. The limited data
available for V/STOL aircraft do not permit establishment of minimumn values
of WI_ based on Class.

The purpose of requiring that w), > 0 with control surfaces fixed is
to prescribe a short-ternm restoring tendency in yaw for the basic, unauarnen-
ted aircraft, i. e._ 'weathercock' stability (I/,e > 0 ) for the bare airframe.
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14> Although using the device of 4-.2,f to presc ribe A 1ern..gh. appear at iirst gLar-ce
to be an unfortunate choice of notation, it sho'Jd be renein.bered that for a
first approximation to the Dutch roll mode obtained bry setur.g € 0 and the
assumnption of straight line motion, c-z Ap (Reference 76). Flight tests

conducted b" NASA (Reference 87) indicated that the -ninim---n vat.e of
"static' directional stability is a function of dihedral effect, however, tr.e
report concluded that a minimt-un value of '-static directional stability (i. e.
.weathercock stability) for the tests conducted, w-as to = .3 rcd/se.I_3

Since the data availabl are limited, the VSTOL Sptcciicatt..n U--ly zc-q-ires
positive stability without specifying a desired -al-e for 'weathercock- sta-
bility.

Reference 73 contains a conpiation of va-r-.o.-s N.A-SA L-vestigatio.ns
into the airworthiness of STOL aircraft. This rep-ort reco.meineds !!Lat. for
5atisiactory operation, the Dutch roll period- should be iess than 12 seconds,
and the time to half amplitude for the Dutch roll mode shoald be iess than
8 seconds; for safe op>eration, the Dutch roll rnode should be stable.

The data contained in Reference 73 for D..tch roll modal paramneters
are illustrated on Figure (3- 3.7. 1), togeti'er with the Level I boundary of
the V/STOL Specification. It should be noted that, as explained in Reference
73. many of the poorer ratings are associated with zoll-sidesiip co:.pL-ng or
unsatisfactory spiral mode characteristics and do not entirely reflect prob-
lems associated with *-.,e Dutch roll mode. In addition, the data indicate the
results of utilizing improper augmenl-ation (e.g., for the NC-130B using
augmentation, the Dutch roll mode damping ratio Was iimproved b=t res-lted
in large sideslip angles in steady turns). In general, the NASA criteria are
o-erlv restricti~e for Lon= .period Dutch roll _._%odes -nen_ co.-pared A ant. the
results of Reference 86 sho-vn on F:gure 1 (3. 3. 7. I). In addition, the
criteria of Reference 73 re ect the augmented 367-80 and t'he szdesi:p rate
:--!: l! "NC- 130B. both of -Ahich had oilot ratings of i. :. -Te d-ta
lre-sented by NASA in Reference 73 are in -eneral agreement -a th ine
V/STOL Szpecification at rnoderate Dutch roll frecuencies.

Dutch roll oscillation data for several in-'estigatiorns have been col-
lected and analyzed in Reference 65. The author separates DtEtLh roll modal
re•suirements into 'basic and -additionai. The additional requarements
are generally directed at desired aircraft response, while the 'basic- re-
quiremenws are essentially directed at open-loop modal behavior. Reference
15 concludes that * basic" damping requirements ap-ear to be sp-ecified better
in terms of total damping then damping ratio, i.e., - rather tzz
In addition, for satisfactory handling qualities (Level 1) thne value of W
should be gpieater than 0.-2 to 0.3 for all freqz2encies between 0.8 and 6 radians/
second, and unsatisfactory pilot ratings will ctc.r for tze saz..e ireq-uencies
w.nen the aircraft is n-eutrally darnped.

An exarnmi-.a Ltion of the data in Refe rence •. ro znm.e :>o=.t of view of
t. rather than g-,• shows th-at the correlation of satisfactory- pilot rat=ng

with - 0.08 is at least as good as > C. 2-. • n fact as frec'.ency

7. '
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increases the data indicates a trend requiring increased damping ratio rather
than ket-pL'ng yt'1,, constant.

The possible need for increasing _Td as 40y increases above about
2. 5 radians/second is also indicated by data in Reference 88. This study
examined several configurations with Dutch roll frequency of 3 radians/
second and pilot ratings were 3.9 to 4.3 on the Cooper scale, when _=
0. i; however, when r'd was increased to 0.4, pilot rating varied between
3. 1 and 3.4. It should be noted that these ratings were relatively insensitive
'0

The specified value of r,, .08 for cdP-JZ,' > . 5 (Level 1) is
generally consistent with existing data as previously indicated and is com-
patible with -VIL-F-8785B requirements. It appears that the required level
of Dutch roll damping might be insufficient at D:•/ch roll frequencies above
approximately 2. 5 rad/sec due to turbulence response, however, insufficient
data are available for V/STOL aircraft to impose any additional requirement
at this time and further research is required.

Figure 3(3. 3.7.- 1) illustrates data obtained from both simulation
studies and in-flight research, conducted by NASA (Reference 89), on the
lateral-directional characteristics of transport aircraft operating at STOL
airspeeds. This illustrates that, although pilot rating can degrade signi-f-
icantly as the Dutch roll mode becomes unstable, mild instability is accep-
table for Levels 2 and 3 flying qualities in the landing approach at speeds
between 80 and 90 knots. This information tends to support the data ob-
tained from the in-flight experiment (Reference 86) -.%hich .as conducted at
approxima.tely -50 ;nots.

Figure 4(3. 3.7. ) is a comparison of the Dutch roll modal character-
istics of the X-Z2-A with the requirements of the V/STOL Specification, based
on taiung a mean line through the data presented on Figure 16 of Reference
37. Although pilot rating data were not presented in Reference 37 for the
Dutch roll characteristics, it is noted that increasing or decreasing air-peed
from. 80 knots (the 30 degree duct angle condition) improved Dutch roll
da-pivng characteristics, and Reference 90 reports that the stability charac-
teristics of the Dutch roll oscillatory mode were acceptable for the flight
research role.

Dutch roll oscillatory characteristics of the AH-IG (Huey Cobra) are
presented on Figure 5(3.3.7.1 ) based on the data obtained in a Phase B test
reported in Refe.-ence 91. The reference describes the Dutch roll mode as
excellvnt with SC.AS-ON. With SCAS-OFF, the low lateral-directional
daz--.ing -as not considered sufficiently severe to limit the safi flight envelope
of the helicopter, however, it is noted that mission effectiveness "ith SCAS-OFF
can be degraded. These cornments are quite consistent with the Level 2
de:inition. and t.e data presented agree c.aite well with the V/STOL require-
ni ent .
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P, Fiitures 6(3.3.7. 1) through 12(3.3.7. 1) indicate how several existing
V/STOL aircraft and helicopters compare to the Dutch roll requirement oi
the V/STOL Specification. These data are based upon the modal parameters
tabulated in References 13 and 16. This information is presented to indicate
general trends of existing V/STOL aircraft and cannot be evaluated because
of the lack of pilot ratings and pilot comments.
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3.3.7.2 ROLL MODE TIME CONSTANT

REQUIREMENT

3.3.7.2 Roll mode time constant. The roll mode shall be stable and the
time constant, 'r,, . shall be less than the following:

Level 1: 1.4 seconds
Level Z: 3. 0 seconds
Level 3: 10.0 seconds

DISCUSSION

This requirement, which is directed at precision of control, is essen-
tially similar to 3.3. 1. 2 of MIL-F-8785B(ASG) (Refei ence 10). The amount
oi roll damping has considerable effect on the roll response of an aircraft
both for pilot inputs and in the presence of gusts. A considerable number of
experiments have been conducted to illustrate that pilot rating is a function
of roll damping. Roll damping is generally expressed in terms of the first-
order roll mode time constant, Ze , of the roll rate response following a
lateral command step input. Thus, the requirement has been specified on
roll mode time constant.

Reference 92 presents the results of several experiments to evaluate
the effect of roll mode time constant on pilot rating. These data are pre-
sented on Figure 1(3. 3.7.21. This reference concludes that no improvement
in pilot rating results for roll made time constant variations between 0.5 to
1.0 seconds, and that the maximum value of roll mode time constant con-
sidered necessary for a pilot rating of 3.5 in about 1. 3 seconds. Reference
76 indicates that a 'critical' value of roll mode time constant is approxi-
mately one second, and that as ZZ increases above this value, rapid roll
response cannot be achieved by the pilot in a simple closed-loop task without
overshooting, and undesirable oscillations.

Reference 73 describing airworthiness considerations for STOL air-
craft presents roll mode data obtained by NASA on various experiments.
This is illustrated on Figure 2(3.3.7. 2). Based on this information, NASA
suggests as a criteria in Reference 73 that for 'satisfactory operation* the
roll nmode time constant should be less than 2 seconds, while for 'safe
operation' the roll mode time constant should be less than 4 seconds.

Examination of the data presented on Figure 1(3.3.7.2) and Figure
2-(3. 3.7. 2) indicates that values of W"e equal to approximately 1.4 seconds
and 3 seconds are consistent with the relationship between pilot rating and
boundaries for Level 1 ann Level 2 flying qualities respectively.

The Level 3 value of Ze = 10 seconds is based on the requirements of
.6LIL-F-8785B(ASG) (Reference 10). While this value is arbitrary, it does
legislate against unstable roll modes while not eliminating acceleration-like
responses to control inputs.
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3. 3.7.3 SPIRAL STABILITY

REQUIREMENT

3.3.7. 3 Spiral stability. The combined effect of spiral stability, flight-
"control system characteristics, and trim change with speed shall be such
that following a disturbance in bank of up to 10 degrees, the time for the
bank angle to double shall be greater than the following:

Level 1: 20.0 seconds
Level 2: 12.0 seconds
Level 3: 4.0 seconds

These requirements shall be met with the cockpit controls free and the air-
craft trimmed for zero-bank-angle. zero-yaw-rate flight.

"DISCUSSION

The requirements on spiral stability are aimed primarily at ensuring
lc,w divergence rates from a zero-bank-angle flight path during periods of
pilot inattention or when task requirements might momentarily divert pilot
attertion from flight path control. The requirement is essenitially similar to
S3.3. 1. 3 of MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10) in that the requirement includes the
combined effects of the flight control system, lateral trim change with speed
as well as the constant- speed spiral stability characteristics. This is more
representat!ve of the "apparent* spiral behavior noted by the pilot than the
constant-spced spiral stability effects alone, and the requirement is written
to include these effects rather than place limits on -* , the first-order
spiral mr-de time constant.

The present requirement is applied to bank angle disturbances 'up to
10 degrees" rather than the 20 degrees of MIL-F-8785B(ASG) in order to be
more com.patiile with the lower flight speeds under consideration in the
V/STOL SpecifiCation and is based on comments in Reference 73 and require-
"ment 3.7. 4._ 5 of Reference 47.

Reference 73 recommends that the spiral stability, as measured by
tue to do4b!e ab-it-oe - nank angle, should not be less than 20 seconds
.or sa:is•icto-y coperation, nor less t.an 5 seconds for safe operaticn. The
data ust-d ;n Reference 73 are oresented oa Figure 1(3. 3.17. 3), and cotnpared
wV.i:h the requirements of the V/STOL Specification.

Reference 'I7 presents the results of a recent in-flight investigation
DrL..arily directed at determining the effect o. the spiral mode on the re-
spons. o an aircraft in. cruising flight. It also investigated the relation-
ships bet~v--n accep-able spiral stability limits and lateral-directional
dV-am.c. _- d cantrol characteristics. Although the configurations evaluated
Co not n- Levei I Dutch roll freq.-ency - damping requirements,

3- 3-.7 1) o: V,STOL Specification, the results do indicate that pilot
rating can be acceptable for - > 20 seconds and degrades significantly as
- decreases. The results of this experiment are in general agreement

_z 2



I , with the spiral stability requirements of the VISTOL Specification.

It should be noted that the V/STOL requirements on ,piral stability
are equal to the most lenient of the spiral stability requirements (3. 3. 1. 3)
of MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10). That is, the V/STOL Specification require-
ment on spiral stability is the same as the Class 11 and Class III require-

Si ment for all Flight Phases and Class I and Class IV requ.irement for Flight
f tPhase Categories B and C.
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3.3.8 ROLL-SIDESLIP COUPLING

REQUIREMENT

3.3.8 Roll-sideslip coupling. The requirements on roll-sideslip coupling
are stated in terms of allowable bank angle oscillations, sideslip excursions,
roll control forces and yaw control forces that occur during specified rolling
and turning maneuvers. The requirements of 3.3. 8. 1 and 3.3.8. Z apply for
both right and left roll control commands for all magnitudes up to the mag-
nitude required to meet the roll performance requirements of 3.3.9, unless
otherwise stated.

DISCUSSION

This section of the V/STOL Specification places both quantitative and
qualitative requir--ments on the coupling that can exist between roll and side-

slip for turns ani moderate bank angle change maneuvers such as turn entry.
In contrast to most other requirements which specify desired response to
control inputs, the requirements of this section are directed at restricting
undesired responses resulting fron initiation of the previousiy mentioned
maneuvers. These unwanted couplings between the roll and sideslip re-
sponses can detract from precise flight path control, increase pilot workload
by placing additional demands on control coordination, and can contribute to
PIO tendencies. From a flying qualities viewpoint. roll-sideslip coupling
manifests itself in various ways dependent upon the ratio of amplitudes of
the hank-angle and sideslip-angle envelope in the Dutch roll mode (lvlL)-

For reiatively low values of l10,1,8d, sideslip per se is perhaps the
most important cue to the-pilot. For these cases, if roll rate or roll control
commands excite excessive sideslip, the flying qualities can be degraded by
such motions as an oscillation of the nose on the horizon during a turn, a lag
or initial reversal in yaw during a turn entry, or by pilot difficulty in quickly
and precisely acquiring a desired heading. In addition, the pilot cannot
successfully damp out Dutch roll oscillations excited by application of the
roll control by use of the roll control alone.

As the value of I1016)d increases, the pilot generally complains less
about sideslip and essentially directs his comments at any difficulty in pre-
cisely controlling roll rate or in acquiring a desired bank angle. The coupling
of 5 withp and 0 for these values of ]0/ý6 I results primarily in large oscil-
lations in the -p or 0 response. For extremely large values of l010Id the
sensitivity of the aircraft to turbulence may be so great that the aircraft may
never be consider-d to be very good.

Another factor that has been considered in addressing the problems
associated with roll-sideslip coupling is the ability of the pilot to control or
prevent urnesired motions by coordination of yaw control commands. If
the aircraft is relatively easy to coordinate using normal piloting techniques,
then the pilot may be more tolerant of large undesired responses since he
can effectivei- control these responses. On the other hand, if coordination
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is difficult, the pilot may only tolerate small unwanted motions since he
thmust accept these motions and attempts to coordinate might only aggravate
the undesired response. The parameter #.a is introduced as a factor to
indicate the difficulty of coordination, where *,o is a measamre of the Dutch
roll mode phasing in the response of sideslip to an aileron command.

The bank angle oscillation and sideslip requirements were derived
empirically from experimental in-flight and flight test data generated from
aircraft with conventional modal characteristics. The theoretical discussion

* contained in the following few sections of this report, which is based on
linear conventional responses, is included to give some insight on why it is
possible to correlate the empirical data with the selected parameters.

It is necessary to tie these requirements to a specific input and
specific measures of the responses in order to specify them precisely and
unambiguously. However, it is recognized that other techniques might be
available rhereby the required data can be obtained. If the phase angle, 4# pl/ ,
cannot be measured, the requirements can still be applied as long as the sign
of the dihedral effect is known-. This is illustrated in Refercnce 84; Ahen
dihedral effect is positive, -p will lead O by 45' to 225° in a free Dutch roll
excitation, and -f %ill lead p by Z25' through 3600 to 45' for negative
effective dihedral.

During the development of the roll-sideslip coupling requirements
(3.3.8. 3.3.8. 1. 3.3.8. Z) questions were raised as to whether or not placing
requirements on ¢O•I•Av, iA l/0,! and f46/0r /0,l'O/d would result

in overspecification. This is questionable especially since the requirements are
essentially directed at the same coupling derivatives, and the demarcation
between sideslip problems and bank angle problems for VISTOL aircraft
operating between 35 knots forward airspeed and Vcon may not be as marked
for aircraft operating above Vcon. Figure 1(3.3.8) presents a plot of

A- I -V 10/A1d versus 0I AV for typical configurations examined in
Reference 86. As can be noted from the figure, the sideslip criteria appear
to be a more sensitive measure as the response changes from slightly
adverse to proverse, while the 0~:I1 metric appears to be most sensi-

tive as the response becomes increasingly adverse, that is, A (14010.1' I0I•i)
> A $.f zwhen NSrOS increases in a positive (proverse) sense anM vice

versa when Nj., increases in a negative (adverse) sense. It is then rea-
sonable to assume that the measure which experiences the greatest change
would tend to serve as a better parameter to correlate with pilot rating, in

* order to determine the dependency of the pilot rating with yaw due to
aileron. Thus all measures are considered necessary to fully understand

"" the responses of a particular aircraftL
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3.3.8. 1 BANK ANGLE OSCILLATIONS

REQUIREMENT

3. 3. 8.1 Bank angle oscillations. The value of the parameter 0os./OAV
following a yaw- control -free impulse roll control command shall be within
the limits specified in figure 3 for Levels 1 and 2. The impulse shall be as
abrupt as practical within the strength limits of the pilot ar-' the rate limits
of the roll control system- For Levels I and 2. 0,,r shall tys be in the
direction of the roll control command.

1-

L 2r

.5

0 1 -040 2 -1 0 -2W -240 -20 -32 -360
~.WEG)m~n WM ED 9B eTO 225

-- isW -7M -- 2 -a -3W -34 20 -so -l00 -IV -8

*,WEG) ~4EN 9 LEADso By22!s noucmi ro .us'0

3m8 3 BAN K AN GLE OSC ILLATION LIMITATIONS

DISCUSSION

This requirement is directed at precision of control of bank angle,
and is related to requirements 3. 3. Z- 2. 1 and 3- 3- Z..3 of MI1L-F--8785B(A.SG)
(Reference 10).

In applying requirement 3.3.2-2. 1 of MIL-F-8785B(ASG) to V/STOL
configurations with long Dutch roll period ( To > 6 sec) and ligsht damping
ratio. it %as found that in order to determine p.. Tea for these config-
urations, excessive bank angle changes could result during step responses.
For a linear representation, an equivalent requirement that would not result
in excessive bank angle changes is to specify requirements on 0p,eI 0 Av'
following a roll command pulse input rather than -pe IPA, for a roll

rcommand step input. This was also recognized in MIL-F-8785B(ASG) and
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* gave rise to requirement 3. 3- 2-3 in that specification. The advantages of
using a pulse. rather than a step, are-,

0 much larger inputs may be used since large bank angles do
not result, and,

0 ge may be easier to measure since the i6 trace will not o
tend to ramp.

From an examination of linear transfer functions it can be determined
that the magnitude of 0 ~ 1/66v for a pulse is identical to the magnitude of
-Fsr / fp for a step command. Also, the phase. *a , for a pulse is

(90 + sin- 4.' ) degrees more positive than for a siep.

Thus, the bank angle oscillation requirements of the V/STOL Specifi-
cation are based on 3.3.2.3 of the MILT-F-8785B. A detailed theoretical
discussion of 3. 3. 2. 2. 1 and 3. 3. 2. 3 (Reference 10) is presented in Reference
84, and will not be repeated in this document.

The parameters 00: 10, and will not give a measure of the
relative location of the numerator of the 0 /5 transfer function with respet
to the Dutch roll mode, but are relatively easy to obtain from flight test
records. From a root locus analysis of a ciosed-loop compensatory tracking
task it can be shown that the locations of the zeroes of the numerator of the

c6//&, transfer functioa with respect to the Dutch roll mode are -%easures of
closed-loop stability and difficulties of rudder coordination in coordinated turn
entries or exits (e. g., References 76 and 84).

The following discussion will yield some additional insight into the
requirements and the effects of the stability derivatives on the
requirement

A commonly used form of the 6/1S transfer function is as iollows:

Additional insight can be obtained if the following relatior-ships are introduced:

and for the sake of simplicity assume that the spiral mode is at the origin
/ = ( 0), thus 1-5 becomes

- r S_ (5 Z . -

Z88S sr
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or

0 4I

Thus the response of bank angle can be thought of as the classical first-order
approximation and an additional response. It is this additional response that
introduces oscillatory behavior intr the bank angle response, and this behavior
is related to the offset terms( Al, Az ) previously defined, see sketch.

jt

AlZ
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T The following approximations (Reference 98) may be used to examine 8, and

-7 5 W, 0 . .4S L
I' I" L,+l•JAS L ; 11

Z L 
Y' ZI - 'us,__

With the assumption of the spiral mode at the origin, 1s" ____--_____O

thus L, = and the expressions for A, and A, become:
S.... ._ ) /

IV;( r

Thus from. the simDlified expressions for A, and AZ it bw-cames
obvious that for a given set of modal parameters the position of the OAT-,,
numerator zero with respect to the Dutch roll pole is strongly dependent
upon a relationship between yaw due to aileron ( A',-rs ) and yaw due to roll
ratc ( At) This relationship is examined in the following discussion.

Figures 1(3. 3.8. 1) through 4(3. 3.8. 1) examine the effects of yaw due
to aileron for several configurations evaluated in Reference 86.
(Configurations LH+ 100 ÷ + 20 -.with > 0).

Figure 1(3. 3.8. 1) illustrates the effect of yaw due to aileron (WOL#.)
on the magnitude of the first peak of the bank angle response to a roll control
pulse ( •, )- This figure illustratv-s that adverse yaw due to aileron N(•0As O)
tends to decreabe , . nojmever, the effect is nmore dependent on the sigzn of

-I-- 1-(51 ) than on the sign of IV' . Also, when N NP- (

is approximately the value that would be obtained from a first-order approx-
imation of bank angle response.

Figure 2(3. 3.8. 1) illustrates the effect of yaw due to aileron on
It should be noted that 0 tends to a minimum value when

From Fieures 1 (3. 3. 8. 1) and 2 (3. 3. 8. 1), it can be concluded that

inc-easing proverse va".- due to aileron, with respect to the value required

zqo
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to satisfy the relationship h'-*- for a given configuration will

increase 0, significantly anjhas retively minor effects on
On the other nand, making the value of yaw due to aileron adverse with
respect to the value required to satisfy the relationship iV 5  - &ZIPe)I ~~~tends to minimize 0, and strongly increases 0, . z• .

The preceding discussion has examined the effects of yaw due to
aileron on 0, and 0, / OA, . This is only a p irt of the story since changing

*Ns will also change the phasing of the Dutch roll excited in the response of
sideslip to aileron (roll control) commands. and thereby change the com-
plexity of pilot required rudd-r coordination in turn entries and exits. The
question remaining then is: what Is the effect of yaw due to aileron on
(the measure of coordination difficulties)? Reference 99 illustrates that the
irms of yaw control required in a turn entry maneuver is minimized when

V- /L'a- - Thý- effects of yaw due to aileron on A are illus-

trated on Figure 3(3.3.8- 1), with respect to the 0/ 0,, boundaries of

the V /STOL Specification. As expected, minimization of 0 -se /10r for a
given configuration results in f of approximately -180' or -360' depending

on the sign of the yaw due to aileron needed to set M- I , . Figure

4(3. 3.8. 1) transforms the previously presented data into the s-plane, and
illustrates the mapping of the Level 1 0,,.- 0, criteria into the s-plane for
the configurations examined.

Figure 5(3.3.8. 1) from Reference 86 is presented for comparison
with Figure 4(3.3.8.1). It should be noted from Figure 5(3. 3.8. 1) that pilot
comments regarding adverse or proverse yaw due to aileron application do
not adhere to either a line of cdo/wd = 1 or NSA.5 = 0 as would be expected
from the simple approximation to cW0/rd , but rather conform to the re-

lationship " -=€-'# -- . It should also be noted that the 3.5 pilot

rating iso-opinion line of Figure 5(3.3.8. 1) is more restrictive than the
boundary shown on Figure 4(3.3.8. 1) for Level 1 $ose/Oav - This indi-
cates that the prima ry factor in pilot rating for the configurations evaluated
%-as not necessarily precise control of bank angle. This point will be picked
up during the discussion of the sideslip excursion requirement of the V/STOL
Specification (Paragraph 3.3.8.) Z.

i The previous discussion is supplemental to that appearing in
Reference 84 and it is suggested that a review of that discussion will be most

useful to the complete understanding of the requirement.

The most significant difference between the V/STOL Specification
requirernent on . and that of MIL-F-8785B(ASG) (Reference 10) is
that the regions of acceptable flying qualities are not separated by Flight

; Phase Category. Thus the Level I # /•,, requirement of the V/STOL
Specification is equivalent to the Level I requirement for Flight Phase
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Categories A and C of Reference 10. while the Level 2 V/STOL requirement
is equivalent to the Flight Phase B Level 2 requirement of MIL-F-8785B(ASG)
[see Figure 6(3.3.8. 1). Pilot rating data obtained from Reference. 86, 88,

100, and 101 are presented in Figures 6(3.3.8. 1) through 8(3.3.8. 1) plotted
on a grid of 0r /0r, and * computed for a pulse roll control command.
These figures provide a comparison between the VISTOL requirement and
available experimental data.

Recently, attention has been directed to the changes in V' when
nonideal command inputs are used (Reference 102). The perfect impu~lse
command is replaced by a sequence of ramp inputs, such that the result is
a triangular comm d input. The results of the analysis are illustrated on
Figure 9(3- 3. 8. 1). The time, T, is one-half of the duration of the triangu-
lar command input. The figure illustrates that differences in 4 are a
fumction of the pulse duration and the Dutch roll period and damping ratio.
Examination of Dutch roll mode characteristics for typical V/STOL air-
craft (References 13 and 16) indicate that the minimum Dutch roll period in
the speed region of interest is of the order of 3.5 seconds. Examination of
various flight test programs conducted by CAL and discussions with pilots
indicate that a pilot is capable of applying a manual pulse in less than 0.6
seconds, thus for VISTOL aircraft flying between 35 knotts forward and
120 knots a critical value of T/Tr is approximately 0.086. Examination of
Figure 9(3.3.8. 1) indicates that A would be less than 2 degrees. In
addztion, Reference 107- examined the effects of a ramp and ho"' input in com -
parison to a perfect step for psc f,, . These results are bnowu on
Figure 10(3. 3.8. 1), and for the critical value of TITd previously determined,
the effect of an imperfect step input on p, /10, is negligible.

For the imperfect inputs selected, the triangular pulse is not the
derivative of the ramp and hold input, however, the integral of the triangu-
lar input is approximately a ramp and hold with an additional time delay.
Thus the magnitude of A ({ OF/,, # for the triangular input is of the same

order of magnitude as A (p /o, ) for the ramp and hold. Since Ak,,/FA)
is negligible for the values of TNTj normally associated with V/STOL air-
craft below Vcon. then A (•00s, 19f.) should also be negligible.

Figure 11(3. 3.8.1) is presented to illu-strate the pilot rating for
configurations evaluated in Reference 86 when Level 2 Dutch roll mode
characteristics (3. 3.7. 1 of VISTOL Specification. Reference 1) are ccxn-
bined with various Levels of Oef,. / Ov - In general the pilot rating

* associated with these configurations is still at least Level 3. but no simple
rules of thumb can be developed to predict the Level of flying qualities
associated with such configurations.
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3-3.8.2 SIDESLIP EXCURSIONS If
REQUIREMENT

3.3.-8.2 Sideslip excursions. The amount of sideslip resulting from abrupt
roll control commands shall not be excessive or require complicated or
objectionable rudder coordination. For Flight Phase Categories A and C.
the ratio of the maximum change in sideslip angle to the initial peak mag-
nitude in roll response. 4d/0/ I . for an abrupt roll control pulse command
shall not exceed the limit specified on figure 4. In addition, I•ff 1 0•! P.
shall not exceed the limit specified on figure 5.

FLIGHT FKASECATEGOWES

-Wa ins M2 20 - -240 -2W3 320 361
)r 3EG) VwI% p LEADS fl BY 4e io25

Fiile 4 "DE" 0=*tSN3X LIITAT"O

BONUNWARY FOR j
as0

FLIGHT PHASE CATEGORIES
A& C, LEVEL 1

A4 1 0

,0 :d 0.2

L0 -40 -W -124 -1M0 -240 -240 -2W0 -3M4 -310

f/,~ (DEG) WHM~ LEA[SJq BY 45ý*TO 2250
-M - -20 -31 -30 -20 -a -I1 -11 -140

IfE_) WHM 7 LEAo• o , BY 29 THROUGH 3U• TO 49D

F-pm4 5 SIDESUIP CURSION LMITATHINS

(BOWMDARY FOR IA&i Of
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DISCUSSION

This requirement is directed at precision of control, and in par-
ticular at limiting the large sideslip angles normally generated in the speed
regime between 35 knots and Vcon when commanding 0 - These large
sideslip angles are a result of yaw due to roll control application ( J 5 S
and yaw due to roll rate ( AM1 . The previous discussion for requirement
3.3. 8.1 indicated how these stability derivatives affect bank angle control
The discussion of this requirement (3.3.8. 2) will reflect on the influence of
these same derivatives on the sideslip angle response to roll control com-
mands. The necessity to limit sideslip response is long standing and various
requirements have been directed at suggesting reasonable limits. For
example, AGARD 408A (Reference 46) and RTM 37 (Reference 47) have an

f identical requirement under the heading "Adverse Yaw" which essentially
limits sideslip angle during an abrupt rolling maneuver to 15 degrees SAS
on, and 20 degrees SAS off. MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10) has requirements
?.o limit sideslip excursion, however, it is necessary to use a scaling param-

eter that is dependent upon the roll control effectiveness requirements to
demonstrate compliance. While scaling of the undesired response (sideslip
excursion) with some measure of the desired response (bank angle change)

S~for a roll control command is considered necessary to the development of a
pertinent requirement, the dependence on roll performance requirements

may introduce unnecessary and unwarranted complications in a requirement
i ,designed to limit sideslip excursion.

NASA investigations into the lateral-directional requirements for
aircraft operating at STOL airspeeds. Reference 89, utilize the ratio of

peak sideslip angle to peak bank angle in 'rapid turn entries, ' as the cross-
coupling parameter. The results of this investigation are illustrated in
Figure 1(3.3.8. Z). -This data, and additional data discussed in Reference 73
illustrated on Figure Z(3. 3.8. Z), had led NASA to prescribe recommenda-
tions that 40/A1A be not greatev than 0. 3 for satisfactory operation (Pilot
Rating 3.5) and 06.6 for safe operation (Pilot Rating 6.5). As defined, this
allows any amount: of proverse yaw since Af 1A0 will then be negative.

Figure 1(3.3.8. Z) suggests that only small amounts of proverse yaw are
acceptable for safe operation so presumably the intention of Reference 73
is to exclude proverse yaw entirely and restrict adverse yaw to 0< 4gIAi < 0.3
for satisfactory operation and 0 < 4651A<0.6 for safe operation. Whie the
ratio AI/AO appears to be a pertinent parameter, certain problems exist
because of the possibly vague definitions given for 4,8 and for a 'rapid turn
entry maneuver with yaw control fixed." One problem is that the definition
of A/, i.e., peak sideslip excursion, needs clarification for configura-
tions where the sideslip response to roll control commands does not e-x-hbit
the clearly adverse yaw condition illustrated on Figure 3(3.3.8. Z). from

I. Reference 103.
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Another problem is the definition of the rapid turn entry" maneuver
used to determine roll-sideslip coupling. The abruptness and daration of
the step-in step-out roli control.command, which has generally -ot been
precisely defined in the NASA investigations, can significantly influence the
ratio//d/d #. The effect of the input on becomes important as the

"duration of the input approaches the period of the Dutch roll mode. This
effect is illustrated by values of A4/A0 calculated for the following con-
figuration selected from the in-flight experiment (Reference 86),
configuration LH 124 + 20 + 24, f:r wiich 101/61d = .2, W)WI = 1.0 rad/sec,

1- = .?-4 radlsec, Kj = .2 gD = .24 and Pilot Rating = 6, 7. Thus for
geom etricaIly similar inpu.ts:

Input ,81/A0 (as described in Reference 73)

Pure Impulse 1.021

0. 998

0.924

- I
0-670

Frora the above, it becomes obvious that the change in the parameter A61AO
associated with input duration can exceed that nornaily anticipated from
experim ental errors, ?nd th- NASA claim that the parameter 6t,6/16 is
pgenerallv not dependent on control input rapidity is highly questionable.
As illustrated, a configuration which would not satisfy the Reference 73

criteria for a- very abrupt turn entry, could be made to satisfy the criteria

b% nothine more than a modification of pilot control technique. It may be
noticed that the time history reproduced on Figure 3(3. 3. 8. 2 shows an
aileron input daration of almost 3.0 seconds, which could give about 20%
error in 8,8/ 10-

The preceding discussion illustrates the importance of requiring a
specific input in order to deTermine sideslip excursions. Figure 4(3.3.8._2)
compares pilot rating data obtained in Reference 86 with the criteria of
Referernce 73. The .a!-je of 2A-/,1 computed for the configurations examined
..s based on the Reference 73 definitions. The input command used is a
perfect impulse of :he roll control with yaw control fixed. Examination of
Fig!re 4(3.3.8. 2) indicates that the values of A,614 / i-ecommended by
Reference 73 would oe overly restrictive for many of the configurations tested,
and 1-5 A•./A0 increases (for adverse yaw) it is apparent thl.t the serrsit;vitv
of pilot ratir.g to t.,61/6 diminishes. This is related to the senslt.i:-ity
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discussion presented previously on the discussion of 3. 3.8.

- t Figures 5(3.3.8. 2) and 6(3.3.8.2) present a summary of data on the
relationship between NOr,_ /4, , and&';_ ... )/A.', andpilot rating. As pre-

viously discussed in 3.3.8-. 1 setting L;i

As shown on Figures 5(3 3.8.2) and 6(3. 3.8. 2). this does not necessarily
result in Level 1 pilot ra:ings. However, in general, approaching this re-
lationship does tend to improve pilot rating. Examination of the numerator
0o, a conventional /I /S transfer junction indicates that ,; and&-

are important parameters in the higher order terms of the 1/SAs transfer
function numnerator, thus the initial response of sidesUp to a roll control
impulse should serve as an important measure of roll sideslip coupling. This
measure of initial 6 response, defined in the VISTOL Specification as Af& ,
was examined for the same configurations previously described in section
3. 3.8. l[Figures 1(3. 3.8. 1) through 4-3- 3..8. 1)] and the variation in AA as a
function of N7s"iXj'.. and(S- 9Y/)I is illustrated on Figure 7(3. 3.8. 2).

As mentioned previously, it is probably desirable to relate the
undesired response (sideslip) to the desired response (bank angle) for the roll
control command in order to examine pilot opinion as a function of the
undesired resoonse. Thus it is necessary to scale the 4t8 response by a
pertinent measure of tne bank angle response, and 46, was selected. Thus
the metric for sideslip excursion is related to )A6/ý,I . and it should be
noted that this measure is similar to the NASA metric 4A/z6A ; however, ýs
defined in the V/STOL Specification 848 is applicable to adverse yaw, I roverse
yaw and combinations thereof.

m Figure 8(3. 3.8. 2) illustrates -he effect of yaw due to ailero- on
Figure 9(3. 3.8. 2) indicates the effects of yaw due to aileron on

both I•4/0, I and , Also presented on Figure 9(3- 3.8. 2) are hatched
lines representing pilot ratings of 3.5 based on the Cooper-Harper rating
scale used by NRC. These ratings were obtained by plotting pilot rating for
each set of configurations presented on Figre 9(3. 3.8- 2) against A', 4 5 /LAs
and using nonlinear regression analysis to fit the pilot rating data. Figure
10(3- 3.8. 2) compares the res -ats of this analysis wit, the jAlr/4O J require-
ment of the V/STOL Specification.

The preceding analysis illustrated the development of ]A8/A0,1
however it used data for a 101,6f-d = 0.2 which is quite low fsee Figure
I 1(3. 3.8.2)] . Examination of the simp•iied expressions for 4d, and Az pre-
viously described in the discussion on Os- /00, (paragraph 3. 3.8. 1) izA-
dicates that a more pe -tinent parameter should also include the effect of
L' JV/ (e. g. iW/.ld ). it -Was decided to investigate the product 1.10/0 x
10/4161d as a parameter to correlate pilot rating with sideslip excursion.
However, as I 0/41dd -0, 0 this new metric approaches zero and a require-
ment on the product r-ould become mean•-gless. Thus it is necessary To place
requirements not only on IA.6-A i x 101/.491.d but also J1-1/4 I in particular
for small v-alues of 0•0/,9d . Figures 12(3. 3. 8- 2) througi lo(3. 3. 8- 21 present
a correlation oi the sideslip excursion parameter %%ith pilot rating. Since
the oata base used to de- elop this reou,.iremten! did not include FhgPhT P.rase
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Category B. and, in addition, since the sensitivity of IA1/0f! decreases
with large amounts of adverse yaw du. to aileron, no quantitative sideslip
requirement has been established for either Flight Phase Category B or
Level Z flying qualities. For the present time it is anticipated that the qual-
itative statement in the sideslip excursion requirement and the 0,o,/MAe
requirement will adequately cover these areas. However, additional data are
required to flly describe and restrict roll-sideslip coupling and to establish
if the Class of the aircraft has a significant effect on the selected measures
of roll-sideslip coupling in the speed range from 35 knots forward to Vcon-
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3-3-8.3 CONTROL OF SIDESLIP Di ROTl I~

REQUIREMEN'T

3. 3.8. 3 Control of sideslip in rolls. In the rolling maneuvers described
in 3. 3. 9. yaw-control effectiveness shall bee adequate to maintain zero side-
slip with yaw control forces not exceeding those of 3.5-3- This require-
mient applies to rolling maneuvers cf magnitude up to the required roll per-
zormance of 3.3.9. For inputs smaller than those required to meet the roll
performance requirements of 3. 3.9, the resultant forces shaJll be divided by
the ratio of the bank angle obtainied at the time specified in 3-.3. 9 to the bank
angle required, and the results com-pa red v. ith the Limits of 3-.5.-3 for
comnplianc e-

DISCUSSION

This requirement simply places reasonable limits on yaw-control
forces required to maintain zero sideslip when performing prescribed rolling
maneuvers. The scaling statement is included to facilitate demonstration of
compliance with this rea : irement . Thus it is required to demonstrate that
the yaw control is sufficiently effective to maintain zero sideslip for the Class
of aircraft and Level of flying qualities necessary for compliance with roll
effectiveness requirements, without excessive y-aw-controi forces. For
smaller roll-control inputs, the yaw-control force for zero sideslip should be
at leastL proportionately less, although linearity is not required.

This requirement is similar to 3. 3. 2- 5 of MIL.:F-8785B(ASG)
(Reference 10); no similar requirement is noted in AGARD 408A (Reference
46), MIL-H-8501A (Reference 15) or RTM 37 (Reference 47).
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4L 3.3.8.4 TURN COORDI-NATION

REiIREMENT

3.3.8.4 Tarn coordination- It shall be possible to maintain steady constant-
altitude coordinated turns in either direction- using hank angles up to either
that required to produce a turn rate of 10 degrees per second or a bank angle
of 60 degrees for Class IV aircraft, 45 degrees for Class I and H aircraft, or
30 degrees for Class ITI aircraft. Yaw control forces shall not exceed 40
pe'unds and roll control forces sal.U not exceed 5 pounds. This requirement
ap•ies to Level 1, with the aircraft trimmed for zero-bank-angle _straight
flight-

DISCUSSION

The objective of this requirement is to ensure that only modest yaw
control and roll control forces are required for Level 1 operation when per-
forming coordinated turning maneuvers.

The steepsess of the turn is a fanction ci aircraft Class to correspond
with normal anticipated operational usage. The imniting turn rate specified
is based on considerations of normal operation around 35 knots, and is not
intended to reflect 'ability' maneruvers or nap-of-the-earth maneuver require-
ments- The relationship between turn radius, turn rate, velocity and bank
angle is illustrated on Figure 1(3.3.8.4).

This requirement is essentially the samne, a! velocity increases, as
3.3. Z. 6 of MIL-F-878513ASG), Reference 10.

It should be noted that both spiral stability and control gradients will
have a significant effect on forces required to hold an aircraft in a turn
(Reference 97). In addit•on this requirement can have implications on atg-
mentation system design-
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3.3.9 ROLL CONTROL EF-FECTIVEN•E-SS

R EQMUIR E-MEN T

3.3.9 Roll control effectiveness. The time to change bank anzile b•- 30
degrees (t31) to the right or left from a trimmed zero-ro1 1 -rate coditio.
Sshall not exceed the value specified in table VTJIL The time shall be rnea-
suard from the initiation of roll control force appLication. Yaw coftrol =_ay
be use%.' to r •duce sideslip that retards roll rate (not to przoduce sidesU4p3 th.at
augments -oll rate), provided thaL yaw control inputs are simple, easily
coordinated .- 'th roll control invmts. and are consistent with piloting tecnic-re
for the aircraft h- its mission. Roll control shall be sufficiently effectivte: m-
coxnbination with ohz.- n irn.) teans cf control, to balance the airc-rat
laterally tL.roughout the S'orvice Flight Envelope_ in the atmosphcrtc tzvi. r.n-
ments of 3.7.

TABLE VII._ Ro 1- Contr-ol Effectiret-ss

Class tw0- seco.-'s

1 1
Level I Level 2 3Le-e.

i 1_3 1.8 2.6

II 1.8 2. 3.6

ill 2.5 3.2 I0

IV 1.0 1.3 2.0

DISCUSSION

RoUl control effectiveness is a -arameter of funda-mental L- =or,•ance
since it determines the maneuverability of an aircraft in roLL The a-t_:i
of roll control power desired by a pilot is dependent on several factors.
Among these are control power necessary to trim the aircraft laterally.

* desired maneuverirg characteristics and correcting for disturbances re-
sulting fr-rn atmospheric environment (i. e., gusts, cross-wa_•-ds) _-c" Goe ra -
tional ev.riro -nent (e.g., operation -ithin ground effect).

The portion of control .po°wer recuired to control E--st ef-Fects an-d :o
trimr, the aircraft laterally (e. g., trim in presence o. crossw=ncis) is depen-dent
on the turbulence environment, the aircraft dynamics, the act-r.-,entation -_s-
tein used, and the sensitivity of the e-ugmentation system to tne am•.ospceric
environment. Control power reqmirements are so dependent on these factors-
that it has beer. necessary to wri'e -hem in a qualitative rrmae-r -iect to
the atmosL-heric e.-,viro=nents of Section 3.7. Re-ference '13c ..-. ;- -.-e-
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indicate some design guidance on the relationships between atmospheric tur- J
bulence, required control power, and the augmentation system.

Other inmportant factors which influence control power requirementsc
are the aircraft operational mission (e.g., Flight Phase) and the Aircraft
Class. In general, for mission effects, it is reasonable to asswne that con-
trol power requirements for attack missions, rescue ;nissions, etc. which
require rapid changes in flight path would be larger than those required for
more routine tasks when either smaller or slower changes would be accep-
table. Unfortunately there are little data available to establish requirements
by Flight Phase Category. Those data which are available for STOL aircraft
(e. g., Reference 73) are prinarily concerned with landing approach, i.e.,
Flight Phase Category C.

The quantitative requirements on roll control effectiveness are
expressed in terms of the maximuma time to change bank angle 1-y 30 degrees
(tjo) from a trimmed zero-roll-rate condition. Thus they reflect the lateral
control power nzcessary to maneuver the aircraft about trim. The require-
ments on t30 are identical to those appearing in MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10)
for Flight Phase Category C. except that for Class 11 aircraft no distinction
is made between land- or carried-based aircraft. As previously mentioned,
these requirements may be lenient for Flight Phase Category A; additional
guidance on the effects of mission can be found in Reference 84. Section 3. 3.4,

*which supplies the background data for the roll control effectiveness require-
iments of MIL-F-8785B. Reference 10.

The lateral control power requirements of both MJ-L-H-8501A
11%rcrence 15) and AGARD 408A (Reference 46) distinguish requirements by
aircraft size. This is achieved by using a general relationship between the
cube root of aircraft weight and aircraft size, and then placing requirements
on lateral control power as a function of the cube root of weight. The lateral
control power requirements of RTM-37 (Reference 47) are not specified in
terms of aircraft size or the weight law. The authors of Reference 47 express
their basic philosophy on size vs. mission in Reference 107, and suggest that
mission and not size is a primary parameter.

It should be noted that the cube root of weight attemptr to explain the
same concept as Class structure. This concept is that-&e weight, size,
inertia, etc. effects should be used to estaBlish requi-rements when applicable.
The shortcoming of jus? relating control effectiveness to size is that the mis-
sion of an aircraft is an important variable and must be considered. The re-
ouirements of MIL-H-8501A (Reference 15) and AGARD 408A (Ref2rence 46)
allow decreasing bank angle changes with increasing weight, size, etc.,
which is equivalent to allowing decreasing bank angle changes with Class for
a given Level of flying qualities. Since bank angle . hanges are essentially
proportional to time for a step command, the requirements of the V/STOL
Specification have seiect.!d a specific bank angle change and allow the time
to reach this desired bank angle to change with Class of the aircraft, in a
nzanner eauiv-lent to the concepts used to formulate the 'weight law'.
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Although the recent NRC experiment, Reference 86, was not directed
"P at this requirement, data obtained in this experiment indicates that pilot

rating improved with an increase in roll control effectiveness. In particular.
for NRC configuration MHlO+30+30 (Q 6/0Ld = .75, 'id = Wo =

1 rad/sec, 9, = g = . 3), as the roll control sensitivity increased frorn
.4 rad/sec2 - inch to -6 rad/secZ- inch, pi-ot rating improved from 5-5 to
a pilot rating of 3, and t30 decreased from 2 seconds to 1. 35 seconds. These
results are reasonably consistent with the values in Table VTII of the V/STOL
Specification for Class I and Class H1 aircraft.

Reference 73 also uses t 3 (, as a requirement on roll control effective-
L--2SS. This reference points out that t 3 0 criteria can normally be easily
measu-ed and evaluated, and that the effects of damping and control system
lag and dynamics while being included, are not so importa.t as they are in
a 0, (hank angle in one second) criteria which may be strongly affected by
control system lags and the shape of the controi input. This is illustrated
in Figure 1(3.3.9). Although both 0, and t3 0 are affected by the shape of
the control input, the control power required to meet a q, requirement is
certainly more dependent on the input shape than is t 3 0 . Consider the
following example: s upose the 0, requirement was 10" of bank angle change.
then if Ze = I sec, 4, would be approximately .47 rad/secZ for a step. but
.8 rad/secZ for the indicated ramp input. This example ilustrates that, for
demonstration of compliance for a lateral control power requirement, it is
extremely important to use the correct input, and that the effect on a 0, re-
quirement is stronger than the effect on a t 3 0 requirement.. The relationships
used to develop these curves are based on a single-degree-of-freedom rep-
resentation of the rolling equation such that for a step input

[Z3 i•÷ ze -IZd ) deg:{rac/seci)
S -i

while for a ramp input

0 (73 f-z ra za, 71~j el (A- e_ W;~

Ll degl(radlsecz)

"Of course, transport lag is included after the response is calculated by
these equations.

Tests conducted on various STOL aircraft by NASA indicate that a
zapid roll control command was reasonably approximated by a 0. 1 second
transport lag and a ramp time of 0. 3 seconds. These calculations and data
obtained are listed in Reference 73 and resulted in recommendations Ont3
which are illustrated on Figure 2(3.3.9). The NASA data agree reasonably
well with the V/STOL requirements on t 3 0 for Class 11 and Class IM aircraft.
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Reference 100 examined control power requirements based on a sim-

ulation of a carrier landing approach. The characteristics simulated would

be related to Class I and Class IV aircraft as defined in the V/STOL Specifi-

cation. Figure 303.3.9) presents data obtained in Reference 100. Super-

imposed on this plot are the Level I and Level 2 roll control effectiveness

requirements for Class I and Class IV aircraft and the Level 1 and Level 2

roll mode time constant requirements (3.3.7.2) of the V/STOL Specification.

The calculations for t 30 are based on a single-degree-of-freedom approx-

imation with the 0. 2 second ramp input utilized in Reference 100. As can be

seen on Figure 3(3. 3.9), reasonable agreement exists between the Class I

and Class IV roll effectiveness requirements. the roll mode time constant

requirements, afie the pilot ratings obtained by Princeton, especially for

Level 1.
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Figure 1 (3.19) BANK ANGLE AND TIME TO BANK (FROM REFERENCE 69)
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3.3.9.1 ROLL CONTROL FORCES

REQUIREMENT

3. 3. 9. 1 Roll control forces. The roll control forces required to obtain
the rolling performance specified in 3. 3.9 shall lie between the miaximums

and minimums of table IX.

TABLE IX. Roll Control Forces (Pounds)

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

.aXimr2 15.0 20.0 25.0

Mingaim 3.0 0.5

DISCUSSION

The three levels of maximum roll control forces specified here are
the same as the limit forces of Table XIMI, Section 3.5. 3 of the V/STOL
Specification for V > 35 kt and are thought to be compatible with one-handed
operation of the :oll control to perform the required bank angle maneuvers
of 3.3.9- AGARD 408A (Reference 46) specifies a maximum lateral control
force of ZO pounds for both normal operation and after a failure in a power
control system for their rolling performance maneuvers. RTM-37 (Refer-
ence 47) has similar force requirements to AGARD 408A for the failure con-
dition. NASA in Reference 73 recommends a maximum control force of
20 pound-- for satisfactory operation, while allowing 40 pounds of control
force for safe operation. Reference 108 recommends either 20 or 25 pounds
for peak lateral control force essentially as a function of Flight Phase for a
stick controller. MIL-F-8785B(ASG), Reference 10, has a matrix of require-
ments on aileron control force as a function of Class, Flight Phase Category
and type of controller ranging from 20 throug 35pounds for a stick controller
and from 20 to 70 pounds for a wheel controller. Since the philosophy of the
VISTOL Specification has assumed one-hande0 operation, both stick and
wheel forces would be the same.

The minimum forces specified are intended to guard against over-
sensitive roll control. In place of specifying sensitivity requirements, the
decision was made to specify minimum control fcrce based on the results
indicated in Reference 105. It -?ears that as long as stick displacements are
not uncomfortably Jarge, the pilot is more aware of control forces than con-
trol displacements. The values specified essentially follow the minimum
control force relationship specified in Section 3. 3.4. 2 of MI--- FVR8785ASG)
(Reference 10). The value specified for Level 1 minimum control force was
also based on scaling the maximum force by the ratio of the allowable contro!
force gradiens of Table XII, Section 3.5. 1.2 of zhe V/STOI. Specification.
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3.3.9-2 L-INEARITY OF ROLL RESPONSE

REQUIREY1 ENT

3- 3- 9. 2 Linearity off roll response- There shall bee no objectionable non-
linea rities in the variation of roll res'- z, with roll control deflection or
force.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is directed at -control precision and is essentially
the same as 3- 3. 4. 3 of ML-L-F-8785B(ASG), Reference 10. T1he require-
mnent is cualitative since it has not beee: possible to specify values on ob-
jectionable nonlinearities-

Reference 73 requires that for satisfactor-y o,,eration, roll accelera-
:-on :per -.nit stick deflection should not increase- As noted in Reference 73,
whne Uthere is an abrup-.t increase in roll acceleration per unit stick deflection
as the control deflection is increased, there exists a tendency for the pilot
:j cvercontrol the aircraft in roll; this tendency was not -noted for non-
linearities that reduced the roll acceleration per unit stick deflection. Thus
th-z pilot's objection to certain nonlinearities arppears to be related to his
abilityr to make precise roll control inputs to control the flight path. An
abrupt increase in roll response per unit control deflection could tend to re-
s ..it in a situation 'where the pilot would have to continually correct his
xn;)i-t to achie-ve the desired response- For exam-ple. if the pilot desired to
inc rease his bank anglc, the input. if it went into the nonlinear portion of the
relationship between control power and control displacement1 , -would tend to
give the pilot more response than desired. To correct for this increase in
the response. he 'would have to correct his input. The degree of nonlineari-ty
,.otild resutlt in a situation whereby the pilot would have to repeat this process
several tim~es to achierve the desired level of response. This would, of
course, increase pilot workload and possibly detract fron mission effective-
ness. On the other h-and. if the sensitivity decreases as the control displace-
ment inc reases, only relatively minor corrections in control displacement
would be recuired to achieve the desired change in bank angle for either
..maneavers or when compensating for gust disturbances.

The extent of nonlinear-itr 'which can usefully be allorwed 'will r-o doub-
depend on the aircraft lateral dynamics, the aircraft Class, and Flight Phase
Category ;e- g.. mission). At this time, insufficient data are available to
place u3iantitative requirements on nontinearities of aircraft response-.
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3.3.9.3 WHEEL CONTROL THROW

REQUIREMENT

3.3.9.3 Wheel control throw. For all aircraft with wheel controllers,
the wheel throw necessary to meet the roll performance requirements spec-
ified in 3. 3. 9 shall not exceed 60 degrees in either direction. For completely
mechanical systems, the requirements may be relaxed to 80 degrees.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is the same as 3.3.4.4 of MIL-F-8785B(ASG)
(Reference 10). AGARD 408A (Reference 46) requires that wheel throw
should not exceed 60 degrees for normal operation and, in addition, for a
failure in a power control system. Reference 7 1 recommends no more than
60' wheel throw for satisfactory operation, and no more than Q0* wheel
throw for safe operation. The value of 6G' fur wheel throw is consistent
with one-handed operation.

A wheel throw of 80 degrees for completely mechanical systems has
been specified in deference to the aircraft designer.
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3.3.9.4 YAW CONTROL INDUCED ROLLS

REQUIREMENT

3. 3. 9.4 Yaw-control-induced rolls. For Levels I and 2 the application of
right yaw control force shall not result in left rolls and the application of
left yaw control force shall not result in right rolls.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is a restatement of 3. 3.4.5 of MIL-F-8785B(ASG)
which requires the ability to 'raise the wing with the rudder. ' The desir-
ability cz necessity to have this capability at low speeds is not clear cut.
Princeton University data (References 88. 100, and 101) indicate that with
satisfactory lateral-directional modal characteristics. LA can vary signifi-
cantly without any advecse effect on pilot rating in the landing approach task
[Figure 1(3.3. 9.4]. In general, it appears that if the aircraft can roll
through application of the yaw ccntrol. the sense should be in the proper
direction (i. e., the aircraft can have zero effective dihedral. but should not
have negative effective dihedral). 7This requirement does direct attention
to this capability, although it does not ensure stable dihedral since it would
be possible to use a rudder/aileron interconnect ( Lj• ) to accomplish the
intent of the requirement.
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3- 3. 10 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

REQUIREMENT

3. 3. 10 Directioral control effectiveness. Yaw control shall be sufficiently
effective, in combination with other noz-rnai means of control, to balance the
aircraft directionally throughout the Service Flight Envelope in the atmos-
pheric environments of 3.7.

DISCUSSION

This is a general catch-all requirement on balancing yaw-ng moments,
and is similar to requirement 3. 3.5 of MIL-F-8785B(ASG), Reference 10;
3.- 15 and 3. 16 of AGARD 408A, Reference 4b; and similar requirements of
RTM-37, Reference 4 7 . The requirements of AGARD 408 and RTM-37 impose
margins on aircraft. Perhaps the most critical combination of conditions
for V/STOL aircraft to establish directional control effectiveness require-
ments is the abihty to maintain a desired heading in the presence of a cross-
wind w-ith an asymmetric thrust condition in a landing approach task. The
general phrasing ,11 the requirement to balance the aircraft in the Ser-. ice
Flight E..n-elope in tne various atmospheric environ-ents to be specified will
determine critical conditions and the directional control effectiveness required.
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3.3.10.1 DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE TO YAW CONTROL D;PUT

REQUTREMENT

3-3.310.1 Directional response to yaw control input. The yaw attitude
change within the first second following an abrupt step displacemrent of the
yaw control shall not be less than:

Level 1: 6. 0 degrees
Level 2: 3.0 degrees
Level 3: 1. 0 degree

This requirement applies with all other cockpit controls fixed.

DISCUSSION

Yaw control power is required to develop steady state sideslips
during maneuvers such as crosswind landing approaches, for changing heading
during maneuvers such as decrabbinrg prior to landing, and for reducing
unwanted sideslip angies in maneuvering flight. Sufficent yaw control power
to develop steady sideslips is demanded by the requirements of paragraph
3.3. 11 of Reference 1. At low speeds, the aircraft is required to develop at
least 15 degrees of steady state sideslip. Since directional stiffness, hwe
generally varies linearly with dynamic pressure, the yaw control power re-
quired for compliance with 3. 3. 11 varies directly as speed squared. If
3.3. 11 were the only yaw control power r-equirement, the ability to change
heading during low speed flight might be severely linmited. Thus, the inten.t of
this requirement (3.3. 10. 1) is to assure that yaw control power exists in low
speed flight where sideslip requirements may not assure adequate i-aneu-
verability.

The stateme-t of this requirement parallels that of the corresponding
hover and low speed requirement (paragraph 3. Z. 3. 1). However, unlike
hover and low speed, the initial trim conditions for denoum-tration of corn-
pliance are not specified.

Based on flight test experiments with a group of STOL aircraft,
NASA has proposed a somewha! similar requirement for maneuvering control
power (Reference 73). Their requirement demands sufficient control prwer
to charge heading by 15 degrees withi. Z. 2 seconds for satisfactory operation
and within 3. 1 seconds for safe operation. The NASA requirement was
derived based or. a control input having the form of a 0. 1 second transport
time lag followed by a 0.3 second ramp. Assumi a confiuration whose
short term yaw attitude response is d-:scribed by .S-(s-V-)the

NASA requirement is compared to the V!STOL Specification requirements in
Figure 1 (3. 3. 10. 1).
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At low damping levels (AI,.- 0) the V/STOL Specification, Level 1,
is seen to be more demanding than the NASA satisfactory criterion. Atda Inping levels of about Z. 3 sec- 1 and greater, howe% er. the NASA criterion

•"•is more demanding. The relationship of the NASA safe boundary to the spec:--
fication Level 2 or 3 boundaries is more difficult to assess. Figure 1(3.3.10. 1)indicates that at low damping the safe boundary lies between Levels 2 and 3while at higher damping it lies between Levels I and Z.
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Fi~zre 1 (3.3&10_1) COWARISON OF VISTOM SPECIFCATION CONTROL
POWrjER REQUJIREMENTS WITH NASA RECOMM!DATIONS
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3.3.10. Z LINEARITY OF DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE

'-' iREQUIREMENT

3. 3. 10. 2 Linearity of directional response. There shall be no objection-
able nonlinearities in the variation of directional response with yaw control
deflection or forces. Excessive sensitivity or sluggishness in response to
small yaw control deflections or forces shall be avoided.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is essentially the counterpart of the linearity re-
quirement on roll response in the V/STOL Specification. Again, the re-
quirement is qualitative since sufficien. " ,ta are not available to set limits
on nonlinearities. Avoiding excessive sensitivity or sluggishness for small
control inputs will tend to minimize either pilot workload or tendency to
overcontrol when the pilot is required to make small heading corrections.
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3. 3. 10. 3 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL WITH SPEED CHANGE

3.3. 10. 3. 1 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL WITH ASYMMETRIC LOADING A-

R EQUIREMEN T

3. 3. 10. 3 Directional control with speed change. With the aircraft initially
trimmed directionally with symmetric eower, it shall be possible to maintain
zero-bank-angle straight flight over a speed range of * 30 percent of the trim
speed or ± 20 knots whichever is less (except where limited by the boundaries
of the Service Flight Envelope). The yaw contral forces shll no=t be greater
than those of table XmII for propeller-driven aircraft and not greater than one-
half those of table XIII for other aircraft. These requirements must be
satisfied without retrimxning.

3. 3. 10. 3. 1 Directional control with asymmetxic loading. With the aircraft
initially trimmed directionally with any asymmetric loading specified in the
contract at any speed in the Operational Flight Envelope, it shall be possible
to maintain a straight flight path throughout the Operational Flight Envelope
with yaw control forces not exceeding those of table XMI, without retrimming.

DISCUSSION

These requirements are based on requirements 3.3.5.1 and 3.3.5.1 . 1
of MIL-F-8785B(ASG), Reference 10. They place quantitative limits on yaw
control forces for the specific cases of speed changes and maintaining
straight flight in the Operational Flight Envelope with an asymmetric loading.
The speed change requirements have been made in response to comments
from industry and governmental agencies to reflect the type of propulsion
system, to reflect the effects of either the presence or lack of propeller

- - - slipstream effects on yaw control forces.

The purpose of the asymmetric loading requirement is an attempt to
keep control trim forces within limits during the Flight Phases associated
with the Operational.F-light Envelope.

Both 3. 3. 10. 3 and 3.3. 10. 3. 1 could be discussed in a fair amount of
detail using some basic equations. However, in order to do so it would be
necessary to first formulate the proper mathemratical model. In particular,
some of the basic assumpticns usually made in the process of deriving the
usual linearized equations of mrotion would have to be re-examined. For

example, if an aircraft had an aerodynamic asymmetry caused by propeller
slipstream effects, it w-ould no longer be valid to assume that derivatives
such as. say. M& are equal to zero ( AN• is yawing moment due to forward
speed change). The presence of this derivative couples the longitudinal and
lateral-directional equations of motion. Also, if there is inertial asymmetry
(as distir.ct from aerodynamic asyrnnmtry), c.g. locations will not be in the
plane of geometric symmetry as is usually assumed. Thus, additional
inertial terms will appear in the equations.

The above comments have been made to point out that a reasonably
adeqtate analytical treatment of the flying qualities aspects 'oward which
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_ 3. 3.. 0.3 and 3.3. 10.3. 1 are directed would probably require some tine-S, •) consuming preparatory nmathen~atical model development. The fact that full
analytical treatments have not appeared in the general literature indicates
that the associated flying qualities aspects have not been extremely acute.
The requirements, however, -ecognize the importance of these flying qualities
aspects and should help to prevent acute problems from developing.
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3.3- 11 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS IN STEADY
SIDES LIPS

REQUIREMENT

3.3. 11 Lateral-directionai characteristics in steady sideslips. The re-
quiremnents of 3- 3. 11. 1 through 3. 3- 11. 3.1 are expressed in termas of char-
acteristics in yaw- control- induced steady zero-yaw-rate sidef lips with the
aircraft trimmed for zero-bank-angle straight flight. Sideslip angles to be
demonstrated shall be the lesser of Z5 degrees or sin-' (30/airspeed in

f knots), or those limited by structural limitations. or the yaw control and roll
control force limits of table XIII. In any even~t. the minimum sideslip to be
demonstrated shall be the lesser of 15 degrees or sin- 1 (30/airspeed in knots).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this requirement is to establish the limiting sideslip
angic to be considered in determining the compliance of an aircraft to the
requirements of 3. 3. 11. 1 through 3. 3. 11. 3. 1. It must be possible to reach
one of these limits to meet the requirernerts.

This recuirement is related to 3. 3.6 of MALL-F-8785B. Reference 10;
3-.1 of AGARD 408A. Reference 46; and 3.7.4- Z of RTM-37, Reference 4 7 .
However, the qualitative requirements of AGARD 408A on sideslip angles
required in normral tactical employment are now quantitatively specified in
the V/STOL Specification.

The sideslip angle related to a 30 knot, 90 degree crosswind con-
dition is based on considerations of the operational enrvironmoent and is
related to the requiremuent of 3.3.7 of 1111-F-8785B(ASG). although Refer-
ence 73 indicates that existing STOL aircraft wrould be limited by a 25 knot
crosswind condition. The value of Eideslip equa.l to Z5 degrees is intended
to relax the 350 knot crosswind requirement for STOL aircraft at speeds
below approximately 70 knots and is based on the capability of the BR-941 in
a wing-down approach as indicated in Reference 73. The additional con-
ditions that determine what sideslip angles are to be considered reflect
practical design and operational considerations for limiting sideslip capability.
Sideslip angles corresponding to control force limits are considered opera-
tionally possible to achieve. However, these angles must not be so low as to
detract from the capability to generate reasonable sideslip angles.
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1" 3.3.11.1 YAWING MOMENTS IN STEADY SIDESLIPS

REQUIREMENT

3.3. 11. 1 Yawing moments in steady sideslips. For the sideslips specified

in 3.3. 11, right yaw control deflection and force shall be required in left
sideslips and left yaw control torce and deflection shall be required in right
"sideslips.

For Levels I and 2, the following requirements apply. The variation of side-
* slip angle with yaw control deflection and force shall be essentially linear for

sideslip angles between + 15 degrees and - 15 degrees. For larger sideslip
angles, an increas" in yaw control deflection shall always be required for an

i increase in sideslip and, although a reduction of yaw control force gradient is
acceptable outside -his range, the following requirements shall apply:

Level 1: The gradient of sideslip angle with yaw control
force shall not reverse slope

Level 4- The gradient of-sideslip angle with yaw control
force is permitted tt reverse slope provided the
sign of the yaw control force does not reverse.

The term gradient does not include that portion of the yaw control force versus
sideslip-angle curve within the preloaded breakout force or friction band.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is related to 3. 3.6. 1 of MIL-F-8785B(ASG), Refer-
ence 10; 3.3 and 3.4 of AGARD 408A, Reference 46; 3.7.4.3 of RTM-37,
Reference 47; and 3.3. 9 of MIL-H-850 !A, Reference 15. The intent of the
requirement is to describe the static directional characteristics of the air-
craft in terms normally considered by the pilot (i. e., the variation of cockpit
control deflec'aon and force with sideslip angle). Linearity of control deflec-
tion and force is desirable as a pilot cue in controlling sideslip within the
range of sideslip angles specified. Relaxation on gradient requirements
beyond * 15 degrees of sideslip angle is permitted based on practical con-
siderations of V/STOL aircraft design. Reference 73 places similar require-
ments on the linearity of sideslip angle with control deflection. Because of
possible control cross-coupling, meeting this requirement alone will not
necessarily assure static directional stability; however, the requiremrients
of 3.3.8. 1 of the V/STOL Specification are also directed at static directional
stability.
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3.3.- 1. L BANK ANGLE LN STEADY SIDESLIPS

REQUIRE]MENT

3.3. 11. Z Bank angle in steady sideslips. For the sideslips specified in
3. 3. 11. an increase in right bank angle sha11 accon pany an increase in
right sideslip, and an increase in left bank angle shall accompany an in-
crease in left sideslip.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is directed at the desirability of providing a pro-
per sense of bank angle variation with sideslip angle as a possible cue ta the
pilot to indicate the sense and magnitude of the sideslip angle. The require-
ment is related to 3. 3.6. Z of IAL-F-8785B(ASG), Reference 10. and 3.7 of
AGARD 408A, Reference 4o. It should be noted that satisfying the require-
ment has implication on Y# , however, as shown in Reference 76 the re-
lationship between 0 and j in a steady sideslip is also dependent uoonL,'
and control derivatives. It is possible, though relatively anlikely, to design
an aircraft that will not meet this requirement.

There is some evidence to indicate that zero bank in straight side-
slips is not objectionable. However, in general, opposite bank seems to be
undesirable. It should be noted that for many V/STOL configurations at low
speed, the gradient of 0 to,6 is normally quite small, although in the proper
sense, and it would be difficult for the pilot to sense sideslip due to the lack
of side forces related to 0. Reference 73 examined the gradient of 0 tofl
in steady sideslips for several STOL aircraft. In general, for these aircraf,
although the gradient was in the proper sense, little side force due to bank
angle was noted. This was not considered to be a problem by the pilots.
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3.3.11.3 ROLLING MOMENTS LN STEADY SIDESLIPS

REQUIREMENTS

3 3.11.3 Rolling moments in steady sideslips. For the sideslips specified
in 3. 3. 11, left roll control deflection and force shall be required in left side-
slips, arnd right roll control deflection and force shall be required in right
sideslips. For Levels 1 and 2., the variation of roll control deflection and
force with sideslip angle shall be essentially jinear.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is directed at effective positive dihedral, although
it woul.J be possible to meet such a requirement by use of control cross-
coupling. The requirement is similar to 3. 3.6. 3 of MLL-F-8785B(ASSG),
Reference 10; 3.3.9 of MIL-H-850IA, Reference 15; 3.5 and 3.6 of AGARD
408A, Reference 46; and 3.7.4.3 =Af RDITM-37, Reference 47. While these
documents generait- agree that positive dihcdral effect is desirable, Princeton
University data (References 88. '00 and 101) indicate that with proper vehicle
modal parameters the effect of positive dihedral on pilot rating is insignifi-
cant [see Figure 1(3.3.9.4)7. Data in References 73 and 89 indicate that the
pilot's desired level of effective dihedral is related to such problems as low
directional damping, turn coordination, turbulence response, and spiral
instability. In general, the designer must select L. based on a trade-off of
spiral stability and DIatch roll mode stability. Increasing positive effective
dihedral increases Dutch roll mode frequency and reduces Dutch roll mode
damping but tends to stabilize the spiral mode, while :he opposite occurs for
negative effective dihedral (Lq> 0). The effect this can have on pilot xating
is illustrated on Figure 1(3. 3. 11.3) for a simulator study discussed in
Reference 110.

Reference 111 examined the effect of dihedral on V /STOL directional
handling qualities. The results are described in terms of directional rate
damping ( A.r j, and directional control sensitivity (dIi ), see Figure
2(3.3.11.3). The results of this investigation indicate that dihedral had no
significant influence on pilot rating when the combinations of N• and M91,
would result in an aircraft that is acceptable only for emergency operation.
For combinations of M4r and Ns- that resulted in a pilot rating o1 3.5,
increased amounts of both damping and control sensitivity were required for
slight increases in positive effective dihedral. Fo. relatively large values
of pzsitive dihedral, an additional increase in the dihedral effect had a
relatively insignificant effect on damping, control sensitivity, and pilot rating.
Similar results on the effect of positive dihedral are discussed in Refer-
ence 87. Figure 3(3.3. 11.3) illustrates the data presented in Reference
73 or. the irnfluence of dihedral on pilot rating.

The requirement on linearity of roll control deflection and force with
sideslip angle r- irrnosed to providt a consistent cue to the pFlot of the rrag-
nitade of sideslip as an aid to precision control ,i the flight path.

1 ,or
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3.3.11.3.1 POSITIVE EFFECTIVE DIHEDRAL j.IMIT

REQUIREMENT

3-3. 11.3. 1 Positive effective dihedral limit. For Level 1, positive effec-
tive dihedral (right roll control for right sideslip and left roll control for
left sideslip) shall never be so great that more than 50 percent of the roll
control power available to the pilot and no more than 7. 5 pounds of roll con-
trol force are required for sideslip angles which might be experienced in
service employment. The corresponding limits for Level Z shall be 75 per-
cent and 10 pounds.

DISCUSSION

The intent of this requirement" is to limit the positive effective
dihedral in terms of roll control power 3rnd roll control forces required in
steady sideslips. This requirement is similar to 3.3.6.3. 2 of MIL-F-
8785B(ASG), Reference 10; 3.5 and 3.6 of AGARD 408A, Reference 4b,
and 3.7.4.3 of RTM-37, Reference 47.

It is necessary to restrict (the amount of effective positive dihedral
based on considerations of turbulence response and cross-wind flight where
large effective dihedral will te-n4 to use up the available lateral control
power. Figure 3(3. 3. 11.3) indicates that the pilot's acceptance of large
positive dihedral effect is also dependent up-an the vehicle dynamics, and
turn coordination characterist-cs, however, in general, pilot rating worsens
with increased effective -lihedral.
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3.4 TRANSITION

REQUIREMENT

3.4 Transiton. The transition requirements are applicable to the ac-
celerating or decelerating transition maneuver itself, and not to the maneu-
vering capability when operating about a fixed operating point defined by
some trin speed lying in the range between hover and Vcon. For operation
around such fixed operating points, the requirements of 3. 2 and 3.3 shall
apply. Compliance shall be demonstrated when performing transition pro-
files as defined by the mission requirements. The transition maneuver re-
quirements shall be met for all applicable Aircraft States except Aircraft
Special Failure States.

DISCUSSION

This general statement defines the conditions for which the require-
m-ents of 3.4 apply. A discussion of how the tr-ansition requirements (3.4)
fit into :hr specification structure as a whole, is given in Section MI. Also
given in Section III is an explanation of what is meant by the term transition,
and son- background philosophy on the transition requirements.

it has been pointed out in the discussion of paragraph 3. 1 that the
definit ons of Flight Envelopes are concepts which do not apply during tran-
sition. The question. then, is how to treat transition. An attempt -will be
matie to clarify the desired intent as the specific requirements are dis-
cussed. Overall it should be remembered that the concept of Levels does
applv. There are transition Flight Phases; during such transitions, Level I
flying qualities are required. There are no quantitative requirements in
3.4 with a breakdown for Levels, hence thz Level concept will be applied in
its qualitative sense defined in paragraph 1.5, e.g., Level 1: flying qualities
are clearly adequate ior the mission Flight Phase. This is required even
though for a particular aircraft the transition may pass 'hrough a region of
the speed, altitude and load factor space in a configuration which would.
for fixed operating point operation. be considered outside the Operational
Flight Envelope o zr even outside the Permissible Flight Envelope).
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3.4.1 ACCELERATION-DECELERATION CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIREMENT

3.4. 1 Acceleration-deceleration characteristics. From every possible
fixed operating point at speeds below Vcon, with the aircraft trimmed at the
operating point, it shall be possible to accelerate rapidly and safely to Vcon
at approximately constant altitude and also on any other flight path as re-
quired by the operational missions of 3.1.1. From trimmed steady, level,
unaccelerated flight at Vc 1 1 , it shall be possible to decelerate rapidly and
safely, at approximately constant altitude and also on any other flight path
as required by the mission, to aii fixed operating points at speeds below
Vcon. The time taken for these maneuvers and the altitudes flown shall be
those designated by the mission requirements. It shall be possible to
execute these maneuvers without restriction due to factors such as pitch,
roll, or yaw control power. pitch trim, stalling or buffeting, or thrust
response characteristics. All controls required to effect a transition shall
be easily operated by one pilot.

DISCUSSION

"An aircraft which has an Operational Flight Phase in the speed range
V to Vcon should be able to accelerate to Vcon (and above) as required by
the opermtional missions. Also, it should be able to decelerate from any
appropriate fixed operating point (FOP) ir% the Service Flight Envelope in
the speed range below Vcon. ThiM concept is illustrated in Figure 1(3.4. 1).
The phrase 'every possible fixe'i operating point* in paragraph 3.4. 1 has
been restricteo to points in the Service Flight Envelope since it is considered
that the following requirement (3.4. 2) adequately covers points in the
Permissible F1i4-2t E=--elope.

Transitions between points in the Operational Envelope correspond-
ing to Flight Phase A and points in the Operational Flight Envelope corre-
sponding to Flight Phase B, if designated as a required Flight Phase (e. g..
TT or NT), should be flyable with Level 1 flying qualities in the sense defined
in paragraph 1.5.

The intent of thi-. requirement is to ensure that the transition maneu-
vers dictated by operational requirements can be performed safely and
quickly without excessive pilot attention to aircraft attitude, airspeed, trim
or other factors which would reduce the ability to control the aircraft about
a chosen flight path. No requirements have been imposed on the time re-
quired to perform the selected transition maneuver since this parameter is
dependent upon the mi_.sion of the aircraft. However, the rapidity of the
transition should not be limited by aircraft controllabilit- about any axis.

It is desirable that the pilot need only operate primary flight controls,
power setting and/or thrust angle controls throughout the transition. Inad-

* •aivertent operation of automatic devices operated during transition should be
avoided and the performance of such devices should be easily monitored by
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K Ii
the pilot. To minimize the pilot workload it will be necessary to ensure . -
that the phasing of controls necessary to perform the transition is simple ,
and that a large number of separate tasks are av,-ided so that the pilot is not
oversaturated by the information necessary to accomplish the transition
maneuver and control the flight path of the aircraft.
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I 3.4. Z FLEXIBIJITY OF OPERATION

REQUIREMENT

3.4.2 Flexibility of operation. At any time during a transition it shall be
possible for the pilot to quickly and safely stop the transition maneuver and
reverse its direction.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this requirement is to provide the pilot with the option

of changing his mind; it should not be mandatory fo-. a transition to be com-
pleted once it has been initiated. Tha concept required is illustrated by
Figure i(3.4. 2). An accelerating transition A to E should be capable of
being aborted at any point. For example, if it is aborted at B, the accelera-
tions should diminish to zero when the fixed operating point C is reached.
Point C should be within the Permissible Flight Envelope. From C it should
be possible to return back into the Operational Flight Enrelope corresponding
to Flight Phase A (point D). It should also be possible to reverse the sense
of the transition at point B (rather than stopping the transition), and return
directly to D. A similar argument holds for decelerating transitions which
should be capable of being aborted at F with the option of returning directly
to H or holding at G and then returning to H.

SThe need for this requirement is based both on possible operational
usage and for flight safety. From operational or tactical considerations it
may be desirable to stop the transition or reverse the transition. From
safety considerations, the transition could involve automatic devices which
in the event of a malfunction could result in dangerous and unrecoverable
aircraft attitudes unless the pilot can stop the transition and either operate
about a fixed operating point or reverse the transition. The requirement
that any stopped transition results in fixed operating point flight within the
Permissible Flight Envelope m,'ans that Level 3 flying qualities will be
a-zailable and that the aircraft can be landed safely.

Reference 112 indicates that in the P. l1Z7 V/STOL, the pilot's
ability to Etop and/or reverse the transition maneuver at any point is a
feature which significantly contributed to the pilot's comfort and confidence
during the performance of the transition maneuver.
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3.4.3 TOLERANCE IN TRANSITION PROGRAM

REQUIREMENT

3.4.3 Toleranze in transition program. It shall be possible to change
from hover or minimum speed to conventional flight, and vice versa, safely

* and easily. There shall be no need for precise programming by the pilot of
engine power, fuselage attitudes, wing or lift engine tilt, etc., in terms of
speed or time, such as to demand excessive pilot skill and attention.

DISCUSSION

The basic intent of this requirement is to ensure that excessive pilot
* skill and attention, and precise pilot programming of engine power, etc.,

are not required when the pilot is performing transition. Although precise
!: programming may be required of the devices used to transition, manual
*I control of transition shall not be complex and result in significant increases

in pilot workload.

The need for precise programming would arise if the allowable
transition corridor was too narrow. This is illustrated on Figure 1(3.4.3).
At just over 35 knots there is a very restricted range of speeds allowed as
the configuration changes. To pass through such a narrow corridor would
require the pilot to exercise very careful control over the transition, making
the aircraft difficult to fly and diverting the pilot's attention from other tasks.
Ideally the corridor will be very wide and natural phenomena such as unusual
attitudes (not dangerous attitudes) will alert the pilot that he is too-irst-
too slow, or needs more or less powers etc. Pilot control of transition
should not divetiia pilot's attezaion from any operational task required to
be performed during the transition in such a manner as to comprcmise the
operational effectiveness of .he aircraft.
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'P3.4-4 CONTROL MARGIN

REQUIREMENT

3.4.4 Control marj-Lu To allow for disturbances and for maneuvering, the
margin of control power remaining at any stage in the transition shall not be
less than 50 percent of the nominal pitch, roll and yaw control moments
available.

DISCUSSION

The intent of this requirement is to provide sufficient control power
margin to allow the pilot to contrGl gurt distrrbances and to maneuver the
aircraft as required during the transition. This requirement is similar to
5. S of AGARD 408A (Reference 46) except that the value of control margin
has been changed to 50% and extended to the roll and yaw axes.

Reference 112 indicates that, although the P. 1127 suffers from a lack
of stability about the pitch axs in transition, the abundance of control power
and the precise response of the control system helped compensate for the
lack of stability at low speeds.

Reference 77 on the CL-84 ai=craft reports that the aircraft has an
undesirable tendency to settle (50 foot loss in height) during the terminal
phase of constant altitude coij-uersions, however the ability to rctate the nose
up could minimize this condition.
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3.4.5 TRIM CHANGES

REQUIREMENT

3.4.5 Trim changes. All trim changes throughout the transition shall besmall. Without retruiming, the pitch control forces shall not exceed 15
pounds pull or 7 pounds push.

DISCUSSION•I II
The purpose of this requirement is to limit the forces which have to beapplied by the pilot to maintain the aircraft on the nominal transition. It is

very likely that automatic phasing of controls (e. g., gearing of elevator angle)will be necessary to counteract the moment changes received by configuration
changes such as tilting the wing. The designer can do this relatively easilyfor a certain transition. However, perturbations froma this transition could
result in errors; these the pilot will have to control. The forces that the
pilot should be expected to encounter while performing any transition are
limited by this requirement.

I his requirement is similar to 5.6 of AGARD 408A, Reference 46.However, the trim change requirement is now extended to all axes, and thepitch control forces have been modified. Flight test reports that have docu-mented forces during transition show that they are generally moderate. Forexample, Reference 116 shows nmxinumm forces of approximately 6 pounds
pull and push during XC- 142 transitions. Light control forces of les- than6 pounds at full displacement in transition are reported for the XV-6A(P. 1127) in Reference 112. Howevet, Reference 66 indicates that for con-
version from conventional to fan powered filight during transition, the XV-5Arequired forces of approximately 15 pounds pull to prevent altitude loss and
these maneuvers were assigned a pilot rating of Z. 5. The force limits of this
requirement reflect the above data.
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3.4.6 RATE OF PITCH CONTROL MOVEMENT

' REQUIREMENT

3.4.6 Rate of pitch control movement. During transition, with the max-
imum available ra:e of change of forward speed, the rate of pitch control
movement to maintain trim shall not exceed 1 inch per second.

DISCUSSION

The pilot has a two m rt task during transition:

a. to maintain the aircraft on the nominal transition
trajectory ot speed and flight path, and

b. to control perturbations about this nominal.

The control position required to perform (a) may be thought of as
the trim variation (though of course the aircraft is never trimmed in the
sense of being in equilibrium). The significance of this trim variation will be
from three aspects:

a. how rapidly the zvircraft diverges due to errors in trim.

b. the magnitude of the trim forces required, and

c. the size of the trim control displacements.

The rapidity of divergence is probably the most important of these
three effects. However, it is dependent not only on the out-of-trim moment,
but also on the dynamics of the aircraft. As discussed in Section III, there
are presently no quantitative data on which to base requirements for the
dynamics desired during transition- Nor are there any quantitative data on
out-of-trim moments. As a result, limits have been placed on the magnitude
of the trim forces and the rate c.. control displacements since these are
closely tied to the rate of divergence that is being cont-olled. It appears
reasonable ta limit divergences to such levels as can be controlled by stick
deflections of I inch/second.
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3.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

REQUIREMENT

3.5 Characteristics of the flight control system. These requirements are
concerned with those aspects of the flight control system which are directly
related to flying qualities, and are imposed in addition to the requirements
of the applicable control =ýystem design specifications. e.g., MIL-F-9490 for
Air Force procurements or MIL-C-18244 for Navy procurements. Meeting
the following requirements separately will not necessarily ensure that the
overall system will be satisfactory-, the mechanical characteristics must be
compatible with the nonmechanical portions of the control system and with the
aircraft d ._mic characteristics. The requirements apply at all speeds up

---- to V-. on.

DISCUSSION

Because V/STOL aircraft generally exhibit reduced stability and
damping characteristics in hovering and low speed flight, it is extremely
important that the characteristics of the flight control system do net further
degrade the vehicle's flying and handling qualities. Although the require-
ments, for the most part, are specified separately, consideration should be
given to the overall system compatibility to asstre satisfactory accomplish-
ment of the aircraft mission.

Section 3.5 deals with the whole flight control system including, as
defined in MIL-F-9490, the primary, secondary, and automatic flight control
systems. No separation of the requirements along these lines is made since
there might be unnecessary controversy in classifying some of the unique
control systems characteristic of V/STOL aircraft. These requirements arc,
of necessity, largely qualitative since either a scarcity of data exists or the
complex interplay of the various control system characteristics makes
selection of specific values for a given parameter difficult or unrealistic. As
a result the requirements rely heavily on the use of the Level structure as
outlined in . 5.
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3.5. 1 MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIREMENT

3.5. 1 Mechanical characteristics. Some of the important mechanical
characteristics of control systems (including servo valves and actuators) are:
friction and preload, lost motion, flexibility, mass imbalance and inertia,
nonlinear gearing, and rate limiting. Requirements for these characteristics
are contained in 3.5.1.1 through 3.5. 1.7.

DISCUSSION

This paragraph outlines some of the important mechanical charac-
teristics which must be considered collectively in comnmenting on the accept-
ability of a flight control system and forms an introduction to the following

-- seven paragraphs.

- Ia -
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3.5.1.1 CONTROl. CENTERING AND BREAKOUT FORCES

REQUIREMIENT

3.5. 1. 1 Control centering and breakout forces. Pitch, roll, and yaw con-
trols shall exhibit positive centering in flight at any normal trim setting.
Absolute centering is not required. The combined effects of centering,
breakoit force, stability, and force gradient shall not produce objectionable
flight characteristics, such as poor precision-tracking ability, or permit
large departures from trim conditions with controls free. Breakout forces,
including friction, preload, etc., refer to the cockpit control force required

start movement of the control surface in flight. The requirements for
-eakout force are given in tables X and XL. Table X applies for all speeds

less than 35 knots. At Vcons the values shown in table XI apply for Levels
I and 2; for Level 3 the maximum values may be doubled. Between 35 knots
and Vcon, the breakout force may increase to but not exceed the Vcon value
provided the change in breakout force with speed is not objectionable.

TABLE X. Allowable Breakout Forces, Pounds, V< 35 knots |

Cocpi CoLevel I Level 2 LevelCockpit Control win/max jax
Pitch t.t/1.5 0.5/3.0 6.0 -

Roll 0.5/1.5 0.5/2.0 4.0

Yaw 2.0/7.0 2.0/7.0 14.0

Thrust throttle type 1.0/3.0 1.0/3-0 3.0

Magnitude collective type 1.0/3.0 1.0/3.0 6.0

TABLE XI. Alio'able Ereakout Forces at V c071 Pounds

Control Classes I, II, IV Class IlI7an aa ir Imax-
Pitch 0.5 3.0 O.S 5.0

Roll 0.5 2.0 O.s 4.0

Yaw 2.0 7.0 2.0 14.0

The minimum thrust-magnitude- control breakout force may be measured
with adjustable friction set. Measurement of breakout forces on the gzound
will ordinarily suffice in lieu of actual flight measurement, provided quali-
tative agreement between ground measurement and flight observation can be I
established.
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d %• DISCUSSION

Positive centering is defined as the tendency for a cockpit control to
return to its initial position following release from a deflected position. With
absolute centering, a cockpit control will always return, unassisted, exactly
to its trim position when released.

Positive centering aids the pilot in gauging the magnitude of control
displacements from trim and in returning to trim following maneuvering.
This characteristic is extremely desirable in V/STOL aircraft in hovering
and low speed flight where their inherent aerodynamic stability is iowest.
References 114 and 115 note that positive centering is also a desirable char-
acteristic during instrument flight conditions.

The following discussion is presented to illustrate the intent of this
requirement. It is not intended to be a comprehensive analysis of the myriad
of possible force feel system configurations.

-Figure la(3. S. 511) illustrates the cockpit control static force-deflection
characteristic obtained with a simple linear spring force-feel system. It is
assumed there is no force feedback from the control surfaces. This system
has absolute centering since, upon removal of the applied force, the control

Sceturns to its initial position.

The more usual situation in an aircraft control system is to have some
residual friction which results in a force-feel characteristic as illustrated in
Figure lb(3.5. 1. 1). This control system possesses positive but not absolute
centering. If the control is displaced by a force from the initial position to
point A and released, the control tends to return, but due to friction stops
at B, short of the trim position. If displaced to position C and released. the
control will not return but remain deflected at D with zero forcc. In fact.
the control may occupy deflected positions from E to B with zero force. The
greater the magnitude of this zero force displacement band relative to the
total control deflection, the leas positive the centering characteristic. Over
this band, the lack of control force provides no cue to the pilot as to the
magnitude of the control deflection. For this example, the centering char-
acteristic can be made more positive by increasing the force gradient or
decreasing the friction. However, control gradients can only be increased
subject to the limitations of paragraph 3.5.1. 2 a-d small anmounts of residual
friction may be difficult to eliminate.

It is possible, however, to further reduce the trim control displace-
* ment band through the introduction of preloaded springs to the force-feel

system. The improvement of the centering cha racteristic with preload is
indicated in Figure lc(3. 5. 1. 1). However, preload cannot be used indis-

* criminantly to achieve good control centering because of the possibility of
excessive breakout forces. Excessive breakout forces tend to make precise
maneuvering difficult and can lead to overcontrolling especially when com-

-L k bined with relatively low force gradients. The cockpit control breakout
fcrce is taken to be the force which must be overcome to start movement of
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the cockpit control, starting from a control position midway through the trim
displacement band. In the example of Figure lc(3.5. 1. 1), the breakout force A

is, therefore, equal to one-half the friction force, plus the preload.

No quantitative limits are specified for control centering character-
istics because of the lack of a suitable data ha=z. However, the specifica-
tion does require that the effects of centering, together with other control
system characteristics, sh?_'l not produce objectionable flying qualities.

I

This requirement places quantitative limits on breakout forces in
terms of the forces required to start movement of the appropriate control
surface(s). This breakout force will be equal to the cockpit control break-
out force only if there is a unique control surface position corresponding to
each cockpit control position. This uriqqaz relationship will not exist, for
example, if there is free play (as defined in Paragraph 3.5.1.3) in the control
system between the cockpit control and the appropriate control surface.
Since the vehicle cannot respond to cont-ol inputs until the control surface
moves, it is considered that this definition of breakout force yields a more
meaningful force-feel system parameter.

The specification allows the use of ground measured breakout forces
when qualitative agreement between ground and in-flight measured char-
acteristics can be established. Ground measurements will generally not be
adequate when there is significant controI surface aerodynamic force feed-
back to the cockpit controls or when !he characteristics of control surface
actuators are altered by aerodynamic force feedback.

There is general agreement among andling qualities investigators
that a minimum value of breakout force is desirable to reduce the probability
of inadvertent control inputs, while an upper limit is necessary to facilitate
precise maneuvering and reduce the tendency to overcontrol. The specifica-
tion takes cognizance of the fact that lighter breakout forces are desirable in
hover and low speed flight, as opposed to conventional cruise c_nditions, to
minimize pilot fatigue.

Table 1(3. 5. 1. 1) lists the breakout force characteristics specified
in AGARD 408A (Reference 46), MILL-H-8501A (Reference 15) and RTM-37
(Reference 47).for comparison with the hover and low speed requirements
of the present V/STOL specification (Reference 1). The Level I values are
identical to those of MIL-H-8501A with the exception of the minimum yaw
control breakout force.

The requirements of RTM-37 are seen to be in reasonable agreement
with the V/STOL specification if Normal Operation is taken to correspond
to Level 2 handling qu=:ities and After Failure of Power Control to correspond
to Level 3.
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Table 2(3.5. 1. 1 summnarizes breakout force data for existing V/STOL
airc.-aft. Aircraft with satisfactory characteristics are generally within the
Level I requirements of Table X and where objectionable characteristics
are cited. the breakout forces correspond to Level 2 or 3 values.

Table 1(3. 5. 1. 1)
F UWARISON OF BREAK fORCES

Min/Max Breakout Ferce, Pounds
Ri-37 (Ref. 47)

cockpit Control AGARD 408A MIL-H-8503A Normal After Failure of
(Ref. 46) (Ref. 15) Operation Power Control

Elevator 0.5/2.5 0.5/1.5 0.512.5 5.0!
Aileron 0.5/2.0 0.5/1.5 0.5/2.0 4.0

Rudder 1.0/10.0 3.0/7.0 1.0/10.0 15.0

Thrust - throttle 1.0/3.0 - 1.0/3.0 3.0

- collective 1.0/3.0 1.0/3.0 1.0/3-0 5.0

Table 2(3.5. 1. 1)

SURED BREAMU FORCES

_________ Breakout Force, Pounids

Aircraft Refermce Elevator Aileron Rudder Remarks

P- 1127(XV-6A) 112 0.5-1.0 0.5-1.0 5.5 Desirable
T I--SA 66 4.0 3.0 5-0 Lober in Flight Pilors

XV-SA 113 1.0 1.0 2.0

XC-142A 116, 117 1.0-2.0 1.0-2.0 10.0-14.0 Direct. too high

X-22A 117 0.7 0.6 8.0 Long. and Iat. too lom

Dir, acceptable for
research role

X-22 Six. 117 0.5 0.5 3.0 Optimum from Six.

CL-84 77 0.9 0.9 .5.0 Boost on

-. CL-94 77 3.0 3.0 5.0 Boost off

SC-1 118 1.0 1.0 5.0

CH 46, 47 117 1.0-1.5 1.0 9.0-13.0 Long. - Dir. too high

for hover
fKau Co. 1"7 0.5 0.5 - Considered optimna

jAH- 1G 91 3 2 - Breakout high
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The specification recognizes that above Vcon, the requirements of a pMIL-IF-8785B(Reference 10) wil be imposed. Therefore at Vcon, tbh: mostlenient values demanded by Ag[L-F-8785B have been imposed. Between 35knots and Vcons an unobies-tionable phasing is required. The Lcvel bound-
aries are indicated in Figure 2(3.5. 1. 1).
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3.5.1.2 COCKPIT CONTROL FORCE GRADIENTS

REQUIREMENT

3.5. 1. Cockpit control force gradients. At speeds up to 35 knots, the
"pitch, roll and yaw control force gradients shall be within the range specified
in table X[I throughout the range of control deflections. From 35 knots to
Vcon. transition of the gradients to the values required to comply with MIL-
F-8785 at Vcon is allowed in any manner which is not objectionable to the
pilot. In addition, the force produced by a 1-inch travel from trim by the
gradient chosen shall not bee less than the breakout force. For the remaining
control travel, the local gradients shall not change by more than 50 percent
in one inch of travel The thrust magnitude control should preferably have
zero force gradient.

TABLE XII. Allowable C-ntrol Force Gradients, Pounds/Inch

Control Level 1 Level 2

main x min ax

Pitch 0.5 3.0 0.5 5.0

Roll 0.5 2.5 0.5 5.0

Yav 5.0 10.0 5.-0 20.0

DI.SCUSSION

The control force gradient characteristics specified in Table XII for
hover and low speed flight (V < 35 knorts) are based on the results of simulator
studies and on the gradients selected for existing V/STOL aircraft.
Table 1(3° . 1. Z) summarizes these data. The control gradient values are
somewhat lower than those usually associated with conventional aircraft.

This preference for lower gradients is probably attributable to the higher con-
trol activity associated with the stability characteristics of V/STOL aircraft

in hovering and low speed flight.

Table 2(3.5.1.Z) summa rizes the control gradients specified by

AGARD 408A (Reference 46) and MIL-H-8501A (Reference 15) for comparison.
The Level 1 requirements oi the present specification are seen to lie between
the minima of MIL-H-850LA and the maxima of AGARD 408A.
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Table 1(3.5. 1.2)
MEASURED FORCE GRADIENTS

Force Gradient, Potmds/Inch

Aircraft Reference Elevator Aileron Rudder Remarks

P. 1l27(XV-6A) 112 2.5 1.7 8.0 Hover Values - Desirable

XV-SA 66 1.5 1.3 8.0 Fan Power Node

XV-SA 113 1.0 1.0 1.7

XC-142A 116 - - 60.0 Too High

X X-22A 117 1.2 1.2 5.0 For SO knots and below

X-22 Six. 117 0.9 1.0 S.0 Optim-

CL-84 77 1.3 1.7 8.0 Boost on

. CL-84 77 2.8 3.0 8.0 Boost off

SC-1 118 2.0 1.1 5.0 Hover Values

CH-46 117 0.56 0.75 3.3

CH-47 117 0.75 0.70 3.9

Lockheed 4.0-5.0 2.0 - Long:Lat should be 2:1
Rigid Rotor 117

Table 2(3.5.1.4•

CEDEARISON OF FORCE GRADI&Nr REQUIRBEPTS

Min/Max Force Gradients, Pounds/Inch
Cockpit Control AT.RD 408A(Ref. 46) 1 NIL-H-8501A (Ref. 15)

Elevator 1.0/2.5 1 0.5/2.0

Aileron 1.0/2.5 0.5/2.0

Rudder 5.0/15.0 1-
The requirement that the force produced by a one-inch travel from

trim should be greater than the breakout force is imposed to help prevent
overcontrolling and PIO which tends to arise when low gradients are used in
combination with relatively high breakout forces. In these cases, having
applied a force sufficient to overcome the breakout, only a small increase in
force results in relatively large control inputs.

In addition, control gradient changes are restrict-d to less than
- 50 e-ercent per inch of stick travel. Little quantitative .ata regarding the
effects of nonlinear force-deflection characteristics exists. However, it is
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known that when large nonlinearities are present they are noticeable to pilots
and the control system is downrated for this reason. Examples of this are
the roll control force-deflection characteristics of the STOL NC- 130B and

t the YC-134A described in Reference 73 and reproduced here as
"Figure 1(3. 5. 1. 2).
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3.5.1.3 COCKPIT CONTROL FREE PLAY (

REQUIREMENT

3-.5.1. 3 Cockpit control free play. The free play in each control, that is,
any motion of the cockpit control which does not move the appropriate moment-
or force-producing device in flight. shall be compatible with the required
Level of flying qualities.

DISCUSSION -

The amount of tolerable free play in a given configuration is a complex
function of the vehicle and control system dynamics, the force-feel system I
characteristics. etc. It is recognized that at the present time, absolute
limits cannot realistically be placed on the magnitude of the free play allowed.
Therefore, the problem of determining compliance is referred to tl-e definedI
Level structure.ates
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3.5. 1.4 RATE OF CONTROL DISPLACEMENT

REQUIREMENT

3.5. 1. 4 Rate of control displacement. The ability of the aircraft to per-
form the operational maneuvers required of it, or to operate in an atmos-
pheric disturbance environment consistent with the operational missions of
3. 1. 13 shall not be limited by the rate of movement of the moment- or force-
producing devices. For powered or boosted controls, the effect of engine
speed and duty cycle of any part of the flight control system, together with
pilot control techniques, shall be included when establishing compliance with
this requirement.

DISCUSSION

The intent of thiz paragraph is straightforward. The sezond sentence
points out that powered or boosted devices may use up significant portions of
the available power during critical pkses of the mission. For example,
actuation of landing gear, flaps, slats, etc., during the landing approach or
takeoff cculd drain enough hydraulic power to make it difficult for the pilot to
make a safe approach, especially in turbulence. In other flight conditions
with iess a-u ary demand, that same hydraulic system might be more than
adequate. For example, flight testing described in Reference 77 revealed
that the CL-84 does not have sufficient hydraulic power to actuate the wing
tilt mechanism while the landing gear is being retracted.

In precision control tasks such as the landing approach and formation
flying it has been observed that the pilot sometimes resorts to elevator stick
pumping to achieve better precision (see References 119, 120, and 121). This
technique is likely to be used when the short-term longitudinal response is
too slow, or ifthe phugoid is unstable. With critical flight characteristics
such as these, it is especially important that rate limiting of the control sys-
tem does not restrict the pilot's control technique.

The *required operational maneuvers= are commensurate with the
particular Level of flying qualities under consideration. The maneuvers re-
quired in Level 3 operation, for example, will normally be less precise and
more gradual than for Level 1 and 2 operation. In some cases this may result
in lower demands on control authority and rates for Level 3 operation. Note,
however, that when the handling characteristics of the airplane are near the
Level 3 limits, increased control activity may occur, even though the n-aneu-
vers are more gradual
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3.5.1.5 ADJUSTABLE CONTROLS

REQUIRFMENT

3.5. . 5 Ad]ustable controls. When a cockpit control is adjustable for
pilot physical dimensions or comnfort, the control forces defined in 6. 2. 4
shall refer to the mean adjustment. A force referred to any other adjustnment
shall not differ by more than 10 percent frcm the force referred to the mean
adjustment.

DISCUSSION

When adjustable controls are utilized, somne variation in control force
characteristics m st be tolerated due to different moment arms to cointrol
pivots, etc. Ten percent (plus or minus) appears to be a reasonable limit
to the allowed variation in control forces defined in 6.2.4.
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3.5.1.6 CONTROL HARMONY

A REQUIREMENT

3.5. 1. 6 Control harmony. The control forces, displacements. and sensi-
tivities of the pitch, roll and yaw controls shall be compatible, and their
responses shall h- harmonious.

DISCUSSION

This paragraph, together with paragraph 3.5.1.7, is intended to
assure ease of control in maneuvering the aircraft- Lack of an adequate data
base precludes a quantitative requiremnenit 'Control harmony' implie:D a
satisfactory relationship between the pitch, roll and yaw controls in terms of
angu!ar response of the vehicle per unit control force, deflection, etc.
Several aspects of this relationship are described below.

A desired characteristic is that the pitch and roll control forces must
be in the proper ratio for gross unsymmetrical maneuvers, to enhance pro-
per coordination of the maneuver. Further, unless the pitch and roll control
sensitivities and breakout forces are properly matched, intentional inputs
to one control can result in inadvertent inputs to the other. For example, an
aircraft with roll control forces which are much too high with respect to
pitch cootrol forces may be difficult to control in pitch when rolling rapidly
into a turn. The intent of 3.5.1.6 is to prevent situations such its tises- .

i
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3.5.1.7 MECHANICAL C'(OSS-COUPLING

REQUIREMENT

3.5. 1.7 Mechanical cross-coupling. Displacement of one cockpit control
shall not produce objectionable forces or displacements at any of the other
cockpit controls.

DISCUSSION

The requirement to limit mechanical cross-coupling arises from the
need for easy one-handed control of thf- aircraft, particularly in hovering and
low speed flight. The presence of high levels of force or displacement cross-
coupling tends to produce unwanted aircraft motions, making coordinated
flight difficult. Paragraphs 3.5. 1.6 and 3.5. 1. 7 are intended to prevent these
difficulties.
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3.5.2 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIREMENT

3.5.2 pnamic characteristics. The control deflection shall not lead the
"control force for any frequency or force amplitude. This requirement applies
to the pitch, roll, yaw and thrust magnitude controls.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is similar in intent to 3.5. 3. 1 of ML-F-8785B
(Reference 10) and is directed to bobweights and other devices which feed
hack the aircraft's response into the feel system. Specific mention of
allowable Lags in the feel system is not made since no supporting data exist.
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3.5.Z.1 DAMPING .

REQUIREMENT

3.5. Z. I Da1 p.n All control system oscillations shall be well damp*d,

unless they are ah uch an amplitude. frequency, or phasing that the cockpit-
coutroi or airframe oscillations resulting from abrupt maineeters or flight inf
atmospheric disturbances are compatible with the required Level of flying
qualities as determined from 3.1.10..

DISCUSSION

The paragraph is based on requirement 3.5.3.7- of MB--Y-8785B
(Reference 10).

VISTOL aircraft, including those utilizing boosted control systems
and stability and control augmentation devices may be prone to objectionable
control system oscillations. This difficulty often arises when inadequate
eeparation is provided between the airframe natural frequencies and the
frequencies of the control system modes. It is aggravated by any slop or
deadhands in the system. In addition, the designer is reminded that feed-
back into the augmeatation system from vibratory and aeroelastic modes

. should not be overlooked as a source of objectionable control system and air
frame oscillations. In Reference 84, it is pointed out that certain types of
adaptive control systems employing modes with low damping and natural
"frequency may also give rise to objectionable control-system oscillations.
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'j, 3.5.3 LIMUT COCKPIT CONTROL FO-RCES

REQUIREMENT

* 3.5.3 Limit cockpit control forces. Unless otherrvse spccified in particular
* requirements, the maximum control forces required, without retriniming,

for any maneuver consistent with service use, zhall not exceed the values
stated in table XIII.

TABLE XIII. Limit Cockpit Control Force Valx.es, Pounds

V< 35 K~nots 35 Knots < V -C••f

Cockpit Control [ V7e c 0 Lel 2 Level 3 Levelj I Level 2 L*e-vel

Pitch 10.0 20.0 40.0 30.0 35.0 40.0

S•oll 7.0 G is. 20 . 15.9 20.0 25.0

ya3 30.0 40.0 80,0 75.0 100.& 125.0

Thrust gagnitude
Throttle type 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Collective type 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
______l___eL type.7.

DISCUSSION

The limit cockpit control forces (pitch, ro11 and yaw) for Level 1
(V < 35 knots and 35 knots < V < Vco) are the values recQm-ernde . in
RTM-37 (Reference 47).

The Level 3 values for V < 35 knots correspond Zo those ol AGA)XJ)
"408A (Reference 46) with a failed power control system. The Level 3 values
for 35 knots < V < V~on are taken from RTM-37 excpt that the mnaaxm."n
longittulinal control force has been reduced from 50 to 40 pounds. It is tx
experiezc¢ of test pilots from the ARPS at Fdwardýs AFB that these Lev.el 3
values are crnsistent with :he physical capabilities of most pilots under
energency conditions such as failures of powered corcrl systemr.s. It was
found that experienced pilots asked to land with one engine ouw (in - B-1 7)
freouently lust control. The Limit forces encountered were 50, 30, ant
160 lb for the pitch, roil, and yaw respectively.

The Level 2 force L-mits are interpclation• be:-,-ee., tUe ••-vel I and
Level 3 values.

The lim.t forces for collective p thrust magnit.xde controls a- L
those of M[L-H-8501A, Reference 15. For throttle type controls, t&h forcte
limits are identical to the zmnaximum breakout forces recommended by AGARD
40FA (Reference46) after failure of the powez control zys.em.
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3.5.4 AUGlvZNTATION SYSTEMS

SREQUIPENMENT

-. 5.4 Augmentation systems. Normal operation of stability augmentation
anc -.3!trol augmentation systems and devices shall not introduce any ob-
jecti.nabl hlight or ground handling characteristics.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is identical to paragraph 3.5.4 of MIL-F-8785B
(Reference 10). The intent is to assure that the introduction of stability and
control augmentation devices to improve the dynamic characteristics of an
aircraft does not produce undesirable side effects. Several examples are
cited below to illustrate the problems which may arise with these devices.

Depending on authority, pitch rate dampers may tend to saturate in
steady banked t'rns resulting in a loss of longitudinal stability. The use of
a high pass filter to wash c€At such steady-state signals may, in turn, reduce
tb-- longitudinal stzab-2it~r.

The control response -characteristics of an aircraft may be heavily
influenced ley "_he force-ieel and control system dynamics-. Shaping' of the
control cormrnand5 by the force-feel and control system may completely
mask the inherent response characteristics cf the basic aircraft.

Improperly located agmeniation system response sensors may re-

sult in undesirable vehicle dynamic characteristics. Placing an acceleration
sensor at a structural anti-uode may gteerzte augmentation system insta-
bilities partic-clarl7 with wide bandwith aagmentation systems.

Additional examples may be f-3and in AFFDL-TR-69-7Z (Reference 84)-

18.
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3.5.4.1 PERFORMANCE OF AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

REQUIREMENT

3.5.4. 1 Performance of augmentation systems. Any degradation of the
performance of augmentation systems during flight in a severe atmospheric
disturbance environment consistent with the operational missions of 3. 1. 1,
or because of structural vibrations, shall be taken into account in demon-
strating comipliance with the required Level of flying qualities. In addition,
any limits on the authority of augmentation systems or saturation of equip-
ment shall not produce flying characteristics inconsistent with the required
Level of flying qualities.

DISCUSSION

This requirement combines 3.5.4. 1 and 3.5.4. 2 from MIL-F -8785B
(Reference 10) and incorporates these requirements into the qualitative Level
structure philosophy. The first part of the requirement is aimed at recent
self-adaptive control systems which depend upon automatic gain changes to
keep the loop gains as high as possible without driving the system unstable.
Some of these systems have a tendency to drive the loop gains down when the
airplane flies in turbulence or when a structural mode is excited, resulting
in poor system performance.

The second part serves as a reminder to the designer that limiting
the authority of augmentation devices for safety purposes also may limit the
effectiveness for improving flying qualities. For instance, a limited-
authority pitch-rate damper may improve pitch response in light turbulence
and for precision tracking tasks, but the nonlinearity of the airplane's re-
sponse in mn uvering tasks due to saturation of the rate damper might be
extremely objectionable.

E"-
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3.5.5 FAILURES

REQUIREMENT

3.5.5 Failures. Special provisions shall be incorporated to preclude any
critical single failure of the flight control system including trim devices or
stability augmentation system which may result in flying qualities which are
dangerous or intolerable. Failure- induced transient motions and trim
changes resulting either immediateIy after failure or upon subsequent trans-
fer to alternate control modes shall be small and gradual enough that danger-
ous flying qualities never result. In addition, the crew member concerned
shall be provided with immediate and easily interpreted indications whenever
failures occur in the flight control system.

DISCUSSION

Experience with the present generation of V/STOL aircraft indicates
that most of these vehicles require some form of stability andlor control
system augmentation and partially or fx2-ly boosted control systems for
satisfactory flying qualities. This requirement directs the designer to assure
that a single failure of any component within these augmentation devices
cannot result in unacceptable flying qualities. Further, it is not sufficient
to assure that acceptable flying qualities exist in the failed state; the tran-
sients following failure shall also be sufficiently small that dangerous con-
ditions do not result during the failure recovery.

The final sentence requires that any failure of these devices shall
be indicated to the appropriate crew member, even if no transient motions
of the aircraft accompany the failure. For example, a failure of a single
channel of a dual stability and control augmentation system may produce no
warning transients but rest-It only in reduced authority. Continued straight
and lev-_l flight is possible but turbulence encounters or gross maneuvering
will saturate the augmentation system. In this situation, the crew should be
warned of the failure so that appropriate action may be taken. Paragraph
3.5.5 is also intended to apply to automatic devices which function only in
the event of a failure. For example, paragraph 3. 8. 10. 1 permits the use
of such a device to maintain control of the aircraft following a thrust or
powered lift loss on the ground. Any failure of this device must be indicated
to the appropriate crew memb'-r.

In general, hidden failures of any automatic flight control system or
stability and control augmentation or trim devices are not permissible.

I3
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3.5.5.1 CONTROL FORCE TO SUPPRESS TRANSIENTS

! REQUIREMENT

: 3. 5-.5. 1 Control force to supess transients. Without retrirnmiing, the
cockpit control forces required to suppress transients following a failure in

Sany part of the flight control system shall not exceed one-half the Levl I
; ~limit control force values in table XHI.

MDSCUSSION

This requirement specifies the allowable cockpit control forces re-t quired to comply with 3.8.9. 1, that is, to avoid dangerous conditions by pilot
corrective. action following a failure. Table 1(3. 5. 5. 1) compares the force
limits of MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10) with the V/STOL specification limits
(Reference I).

r

TABLE 1(3.5. 5. 1) Transient Force Linits, . lb

V/STOL Specification (Ref. 1) MIL-F-8785B (Ref. 10)

VC35 knots 35<V.Vo knots Paragraph 3. 5.5. Z

Pitch S 1s 20

Roll 3.5 7.5 10

Y1. 37.5 50

Tbrust Magnituie

Throttle type 1.5 1.5

I Collective type 3.5 3.5

The limit control forces increase in magnitude as the appropriate
speed regime increases. This characteristic is considered reasonable since
pilots tend to prefer the lightest control forces in hover and low speed flight.
The values specified apply for all Levels since no data are available to sup-
port separate values. These values are speed dependent since Level I
limit control forces are specified for both speed regimes in table XTI of
Reference 1.
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3.5.6 TRANSIENTS AND TRIM CHANGES

REQUIRE MENT

3.5.6 Transients and trim changes. This requirement applies to all Air-
craft Statechainges made under conditions representative of operational pro-
cedure by activation of the Aircraft State selectors and controls available to
the pilot. With the aircraft initially trimmed at a fixed operating poiri, the
peak pitch, roll, and yaw control forces required to suppress the transient
aircraft motions resulting from the change and maintain the desired heading,
attitude, altitude, rate of climb or descent, or speed without use of the
trimmer control, shall not exceed one-third of the appropriate limit control
force in table XMI. This applies for a time interval of at least 5 seconds
following completion of the pilot action initiating the change. The magnitude
and rate of trim change after this period shall be such that the forces can be
trimmed as required in 3.5.7. There shall be no objectionable buffeting oroscillations of the control device during the change.

DISCUSSION

This section is intended to cover the same area as 3.6. 3 and 3. 6. 3. 1
of MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10), with the exception that the configurations to I
be tested are not specified since this cannot be done in general terms for the
variety of control systems used in VTOL aircraft. The trim force require-
rments are again somewhat arbitrary but are felt to be compatible with the
MIL-F-8785B values and are Level dependent. For example, MIL-F-8785B
allows peak elevator cockpit control forces of 10 pounds for Level 1, and -
15 pounds for Levels Z and 3.
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3.5.6.-1 TRANSFER TO ALTE-NATE CONTROL MOMS

j REQUIREMENT

3.5.6. 1 Transfer to alternat'- control modes. The transients and trim
changes caused by the intentiow-l engagement or disengagement of any por-

Stion of the flight control system consistent with normal service use, such as
selection of a particular augment2tion mode, shall not be objectionable.
Additional requirements are contained in'MIL-F-9490 for Air Force pro-

DISCULSSION

The intent of this paragraph is straightforward. No quantitative re-

quirement is possible because of the great variety of flight control system

configurations which are possible with V/STOL aircraft.
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3.5.7 TRIM SYSTEM

REQUIREMENT

3.5.7 Trim system. At all steady flight conditions within the Operational
Flight Envelope, the trimming device3 shall bee capable of reducing the pitch,
roll, and yaw control forces to zera for Levels I and 2. A: all steady flight
condit-ons within the Service Flight Envelope, the untrimmable cockpit con-
trol forces shall not exceed 10 pounds pitch, 5 pounds roll, and 20 pounds
yaw. For Leve! 3, the untrimmed cockpit control forces shall not exceed
10 pounds pitch, 5 pounds roll, and 20 pounds yaw. The failures to be con-
sidered in applying the Level 2 and 3 requirements shall include trim
sticking and runaway in either direction. It is permissible to meet the
Level 2 arxd 3 requirements by providing the pilot with alternate trim mech-
anisms or override capability. Additional requirements on trrn rate and
authority are rar~zained n MIL-F-9490 for A;r Force prrocurements and
MIL-F-1837Z for Navy procurements.

"DIS'USSION

This requirement is similar to paragraph 3.6. 1 of MIL-F-8785B
(Reference 10). The untrimmable cockpit control forces allowed for flight
outside the Operational Flight Envelope but within the Service Flight Envelope,
and for Level 3 are somewhat arbitrary, but should be small enough to be
held for some length of time on rare occasions.
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3.5.7.1 RATE OF TRIM OPERATION

REQUIREMENT

3.5-7. 1 Rate of trim operation. Trim devices shall operate rapi-dly enough
to enable the pilot to mainzaln th pitch and roll control forces less than one-
third of the appropriate limit forces in table XIII during any maneuver con1-
sistent with service u-.. but not ever to operate so rapidly as to cause over-
sensitivity or trim precision difficualties.

DISCUSSION

This rcquirement is similar to 3- 6, 1. 2 in MIL-F -8785B (eeez
10) except that the specific force values were stated in terms of the limit
forces of 3. 5. 3. These values seem reasonable relative to the MIL-F-
8785B values which allow t 10 pounds elevator cockpit cor-trol force, but no
real substantiatiorn exists.
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. •._ TRIM SYSTEM IRREVERSIBILITY

RE-QgU:-- EMENT

3. :- 7 , Tr, system irreversibility. AU trimming dervices shall main-
"-:_ =a g:-.-e-en setting indeffinitely unless changed by T-z pilot, by a special auto-

.a:.-c :--cterco=_ect such as to the flaps, or by the operation of an augmenta-
-:-"on de-vice. If an atovnmatic interconnect or auzmentat-ico device is used in

c:,=- -2it a trim. device. provision shattibe made to ensure the
acc-ra-e return a. the device to its initial trirm position on completion of ea.ch
:-e-erco-.e ct or augm.entation overation.

D:.SCUISSiOI:.

This recuzrem•nenz is the saxmne as m-ragrara 3. 6. 1.4 of MIL-F-8785B
i-lefere=-e ! T2).. The recirern-et -s considered logical amd necessary.



U3.6 TAKEOFF, LA-NDP-7X AND 'r2OUND iNLG

REUREE'

3.6 Takeoff, landin- and ground hadlin Thee requirements shall be
satisfied within Operatinal Flight Envelope for all applicable Category C
Flight Phases.

DISCUSSION

This is an introductory paragraph which sets forth the conditions
under which subsequent requirements are to be satisfied. Mention of the
Operational Flight Envelope and the Category C Flight Phases makes it
unnecessary to specifically define particular types a landings and takeoffs
such as vertical, rolling, shor-:, long, etc. Sack; definitions properly belong
under the more general category of mission definition. The assumption is
that the requirements apply to all types of takeoffz and landings that an air -
craft is expected to performa. Special cases may arise where detailed
definitions are necessary. For these cases, the procuring activity will
supply or approve detailed Flight Phase definions (see ast sentence of
paragraph 1.4).
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3.6.1 PITCH CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS IN TAKEOFF

REQULRzM.E-NT

3.6.1 Pitch control effectiveness in ta oeff. The effectiveness of thepitch control shall not restrict the takeoff performance of the aircraft and
shall be sufficient to prevent over-rotatioa to undesirable attitudes. Satis-factory takeoffs shall not be dependent on the use of the trimmer control or
on complicated control manipul~ai. by the pilot.

D'SCUSSTION

The intent of this requirerment should be self-evident.
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3-6.2. PITCH CONTROL FORCES IIN TAKEOFF

REQUIR-EMENT

3.6.2. Pitch control forces in takeoff. With the trim setting cption~al br,-t
fixed, the cockpit pitch control forces shall not exceed one-half of the limits

oftable XII in the pull1 direction or one-fourth of the limits of table XII in
the push direction at any timne during the takeoff Flight Phases.

TA ~CU'jSSION

This requirement is based an requirement Z. 15 of _AGARD 408A
(Refer-ence 46), except that the force limits are somewhat different. If we
equate JAGARJYs 408i normal operation with Level 1, then the differences
are indicated in the following table.

m-"ax Dull force ax push force

<11 35

Piaragraph 3-6-2, Level I

AGARD 408A normal operationi -- 5 10 .5I

It: we ecuate cor4ol A, failure case, with Level 3, then there are no
differences.
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3. r. 3 PITCH CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS IN LANDING

REQU IRE.M3ENT

3.6.3 Pitch control effectiveness in landing. For Levels 1 aad 2 the pitch
control shall be sufficiently effective that the geometry-limited attitude or
the guaranteed laniding speed can be obtained at touchdown in the landing
Flight Phase. For rolling landings this requirement must be met with the
aircraft trimmed at the recommended approach speed for the approach
Flight Phase. For Level 3 the pitch control shall be sufficiently effective
to permnt a safe landing.

DISCUSSION

Paragraph 3.2 . 3.4 of NIL-F-8785B (PReference iM -has been reworded
slightly. The basic change is to trim at the recommended approach _eed
rather than a specific speed such as V< (L) . The change was obv-iously
necessarv because Vs (L) becames unrealistic as an approach speed for
V/STOL's. It could be mentioned that some manufacturrers consider the re-
quiremeat to fly conventional airplanes near the ground at Vs (I-) unneces-
sarily strict. Because of the imprecise nature of the landing flare maneu-
ver, however, it is quite probable for a pilot to intentionally or unintennall_
hold the airplane off the ground during the landing flare until the speed is
well below the normal landing speed. 'rn this event, it is essential that the
pilot have enough pitch control to prev-ent the nose wheel from hitting the
runway before the main gear.
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"3.6.4 PITCH CONTROL FORCES IN LANDING

R-EXU LTtEM- E-N-T

"3.6.4 Pitch contro! forces in laxndirg. The cockpit pitch control forces

requxired to meet the landing reau-i-ements of 3. 6. 3 shall not exceed one-
half of the limits of table XIII in the vHll direction or one-fourth of the limits
of table XIII in the .ush direction at 'any time during the landing Flight Phase.

YDSCUSSION

The coa.ments made in the discus-sicn of paragraph 3.6. Z are also
a.•p.liable here.

/I
/I
/I
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3.6.5 CROSSWLND OPERATION

3.6.S. 1 LANDING AND TAKEOFF

REQUIREMENT

3.6.5 Crosswind operation

3.6.5. 1 Landing and takeoff. It shall be possible to execute a.l -1 the

takeoff and landing Flight Phases in crosswinds by using normal pil... will
and technique. The pitch, roll and yaw controls in conjunction with cater

means of control shall be adequate to maintain a straight path on the la•ding
surface during ta-keoff runs and landing rollouts with cockpit control fzerces

not exceeding the values specified -n table XIII These requirements apl-y
in 90-degree crosswinds, right and left, of 30 knots.

DISCUSSION

An initial version of this requirement called out a 35-knot crosswind-

T-he change to 30 knots was prompted by a number of review co-mnents
received from industry pointing oist that a 35-knot crosswind requirement for

V/STOL aircraft would be more severe than the comparable requirement for

conventional airplanes in MIL-F-8785B. Also, it was pointed out rhat with

low takeoft and landing speeds, these aircraft could be pointed out more into

the wind than could a conw-entional aircraft.

However, there is a counter argument to this la.t point. The pri-
mary purpose of a V/STOL aircraft is to be able to use small landing areas.

in forward battle areas it may be extremely inconvenient to clear other than

a single, minimum width runway. It may also be necessary to limit directicn
to avoid over-flying an area occupied by hostile troops. Similarly in more

developed areas, STOL aircraft will be required to operate from sites which

are inside popuilated areas or at least closely bordering such areas.
Buildings, bridges, high tension lines, other airways, etc. may in fact
impose quite strict limitations on choice of takeoff and landing headings.

S. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ..



3.6.5.2 F~l]iAL APPROACH

REQUIREMENT

3.6.5.2 Finalapproach. Ya'w and roll control shall be -adequ.ate to permit
development o atleat 5 degrees of st eady. ze!. o-yaw-rate sides~ip in the
power approach with yaw control forces not exceeding the values specified in
table XIII. R-oll control shall not exceed either 7. 5 pounds of force or 50
percent of available conxtrol po-wer (for the same configuration and flight
condition), as applied manually or automatically or both, for Le-vel. 1. The
limits are 10 pounds or 75 percent for Level 21. For Level 3, the roPl con-
trol force shall not exceed 2-0 pounds.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is similar to requirement 3. 3. 7. 1 of MIL-F-8785B
(Reference 10). However it is a bit more strict because at the low speed-s-
associated with STOL operation. moderate crosswinds can- require fairly
large ci-ab and sideslip angles. Directional control in particular can become
critical when trimming to compensate for a crosswind component in the
approach. Because accurate estimates of cr~osswinds that might be encoun-
tered is unknown, it is felt that a requirement more severe than that imposed
by WIL-F-8718513 is warranted. The table below outlines the differences-

__________________fParagraph 3-6.5.2- MIL- F-8785B3
,Sideslip requirement 15 deg j 10 deg

!Mxyaw control force, lb 10

Level 1

1i-evel Z 100 IS18

Level 3 125 j 18

W~ax roll contr-ol force. lb

Level 1 7.5 I 10

LevelZ 10 I CZO

oll control remaining.o s ner%, fo2
of available roll control 50 25
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3.6.5.3 COLD- AND WET-WEATHER OPERATION

REQU IREMENT

3. 6. 5. 3 Cold- and wet-weather operation. The requirements of 3.6. 5. 1
shall be applicable on wet runways for all aircraft, and on snow-packed and
icy runways for aircraft intended to operate under such conditions. If the
demonstration for specification compliance is not accomplished under these
adverse runway conditions, dir-ectional control shall be maintained by use of
pitch, roll and yaw controls alone for all airspeeds above 30 knots. For very
slippery runways, the requirement need only apply for crosswind components
up to that at which the force tending to blow the aircraft off the runway is
equal to the opposing tire-runway frictional force with the tires supporting
all the aircraft's weight.

DISCUSSION

Some aircraft having large side area would tend to be blown sideways
on very slippery runways if they operated in high crosswinds. Therefore it
would be un- ev.sonable to expect the aircraft to take off. When crosswinds
are reduceo to a value such that frictional forces can effectively contribute
to the balance of aerodynamic forces, the task of maintaining a straight path
on the ground is eased considerably. An analysis of an aircraft design for
compliance with this requirement should consider the expected variations in
lift, side force, and cornering force (tire-runway side force).
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3.6-.6 POWER RUN-UP

REQU IRE MENT

3.6-.6 Power run-up.. In alls vertical takeoff coafigurations it shall be
possible, without theuse of wheel chock.s- or other restraints, to maintain a
fixed position on a level surface during power run-up using only cockpit con-
trols, in wind conditions to be specified by the procuring activity-

DISCUSSION

This requirement is based on an equivalent requirement in MIL-H- -
8501A (Reference 15).. A fundamental difference is the necessity- to refer -,o
the vertical takeoff configuration-. Phy-sically, a helico>pter is al-ways in a
vertical takeoff and landing configuration-. VTOL airplanes, however, can
rotate their thrust vectors, With thrust vector in a h~orizontal position, a
full power run-up could result in the aircraft skidding over the ground be-
cause of the large thrust that is developed- The phrase "pocwer run-.up-
deserves some clarification since it was of concern to some who reviewed
earlier versions of the proposed specification.. As used in the rtouirement,
it refers to whatever procedures must be followed by the pillot to satisfactorily
check the engines, transmission, etc-.. prior to takeoff..

As a ground handling requirement, this paragraph does not apPly to
thrust settings equal to, or greater than, the aircraft -gross weight. It is
not intended to require an anchor to hold the aircraft dow-n during run-up.

3 OG
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3.6.7 GROUND F-ANDLLG." j
"R RECQUIREMENT

3.6.7 Ground bandling. It shall be possible to perform all required
ground handling maneuvers. including taxiing, without damage to rotating
components or any part of the structure. In addition, in winds up to 35 knots
it shall be possible to taxi in a straight line at any angle to the wind and to
make 360-degree taxiing turns in either direction within a circle who-.e radius
equals the major dimension of the aircraft.

DISCUSSION

Con5;idering that aircraft must transport themselves to various lca-
tions while on the ground, this requirement seems self-explanatory. It is a
compilation of similar requirements in MIL-F-8785B, MIL-H-8501A.
AGARD 408A and RTM-37, References 10. 15, 46- and 47 respectively.
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3.7 ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

REQUIREMENT

3.7 Atmospheric disturbances. Some requirements are written in terms
of a steady wind speed, in which case, compliance with the requirement
should be demonstrated in flight, in that wind condition. Other requirements
are written with reference to operation in all potential atmospheric environ-
ments. For such cases the atmospheric disturbances such as discrete gusts.
wind shear and turbulence to be used shall be chosen by the contractor sub-
ject to the approval of the procuring activity. Compliance shall be demon-
strated by suitable analysis, test, or both, as determined by the procuring
activity.

DISCUSSION

This section is almost self-explanatory, however, some words are
in order as to how the specification has incorporated the effects of turbulence
on V/STOL flying qualities. Unlike MIL-F-8785B, no mathematical model
for turbulence has been offered. Experience in a number of ground and flight
experim-.nts, as well as experience with helicopters and experimental VTOL
vehicles, indicates that aircraft response-to-turbulence characteristics are
very important to the vehicle's flying qualities, and in some cases, are the
most dominant effect. As much as possible, the detailed requirements have I
been selected by emphasizing the results of experiments which have been
conducted in representative atmospheric environments. It should, however.
be an aim of further research to identify mathematical m&dels of turbulence I
to be encountered in V/STOL missionS, and to jevelop criteria for adequatevehicle response in that turbulence. It is anticipated tha- work currently
being conducted in this area by the Air Force will contribute to this purpose.
It remains for future effort to incornorate sach results in flying qualities re-
quirements.
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S.. • '..2SCELL NE-OUS REQUIREM£_NTS

5..1 ---PPRO-ACH TO DANGEROUS FLIGHT CONDITIONS

REQUIREMENT

-. 8 -- scella-eo:s requirements.

3. Ei. I Approach to dangerous flight conditions. Dangerous conditions may
exist where the aircraft should not be flown-. When approaching these flight
c ;.di-.ons, it shall be possible by clearly discernible means for the pilot to
r: c..nize the iz.•-r>nding dangers and take preventive action. Final deter-
r.-a6ticon of the adecuacy of all warning of impending dangerous flight con-
citions will be ,n-ade by the procuring activity, considering ,utnctior.nal effec-
t~veness and reliability. Devices may be used to prevent entry to dangeroas
conditions only if the criteria for their design, and the specific devices, are
approved by the procuring activity.

3. .. 1. 1 Warning =nd indication. Warninng or indication of approach to a
da'ngeroa's condition shall be clear and -nambiguous. For example, a pilot
rn-St be able to distineuish readily among: warning of loss of aerodynarmic
I-ft (whichn- may reqa-ire increased thrust), engine acceleration buffet (which
m:ay rec-.ire decreased thrust) and nornmal aircraft vibration ( which may not
rec-..re e- nrust change). If a warning or indication device is required,
-... ctional fa-l,-re of the device shal be indicated to the pilot.

3.. 8. 1- 2 Prevention. As a rninimun,. dangerous-condition-prevention
devices shall .er°or•-,, tn•.r iu.nction whenever needed but shall not lin-it
flight within the Oberatioral Flight Envelope. Hazardous operation of these
devicts. norma-l or zn.a.-¢ertent, shall never be :>ossible- For Levels I and 2.
neither hazardoz_. nor nuisance o:>eration shall be ?ossible. For Level 3,
hazardous inadvertent orL-ratio, shall not be possible.

DISCUSSION

These rec,.arer-ent= are essentially the sarre as .aragraohs 3.4. I,
3- 4. L. L and 3-.4_ 1-12 ol MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10)_ Similar reauirements
for V!STOL aircraft are clearly recuired.

Of necessity, :--e rec.;_rermýe.-ts for warnL-g of approach to dang2erous
-izint conditions are c-ua-lxtat.ve and wide latitude "has been given to the pro-
c-...r:-._ activi-t for apro-val or disa.proval. The suitability of natural warning
an.dcIr t•e n-•ed io- ar-tficial warning is ci.:-ic-_l to oredict in the design
n:a•-e an. da.- not !ecorne a:parent -ntil late in the develcor-.ent prograrr..
Closc coordina:.on is, therefore, recdired between the contractor and the pro-
c_r.:ng actr.-,z-y to define these reqcirern.ents at the earliest practical tir-e.
Pa-3ragra 3. .. L. I fr.-rt.er recaires t-at no hidden failures of tnese artificial
wa.-nt..g d -._ce_ be~ nos_4ble.

-.02
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y Pa ragraph 3- 8. 1. 2 recognizes t-at automatic devices may be used to
prevent entry into dangerous conditions. The Level I and 2 reouiren.ent

J ~that neither hazardous nor nuisance operation be possible is nten-ded to
assure tat these devices do not create additional problems th-rough their
XTnalfunction..

4:03
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3.8.2 LOSS OF AERODYNAiC LIFT

REQUIRE-ENT

3.8.2 Loss of aerodynamic lift. These re' lairements are related to those
conditions where a loss o lift xwould result ir- a loss of altitude or partial
loss of control.

3.8.2. 1 Warning- The approach to a loss of aerodynamic lift shall be
accompanied b- an easily perceptible warning. Such a warning shall be pro-
vided artificially, subject to approval by the procuring activity, when natural
wArning is not feasible. The increase in warning intensity with further loss
of lift shall be sufficiently marked to be noted by the pilot.

3.8.2. 2 Prevention of loss of aerodynamic lift. It shall be possible to pre-
vent loss of-aerodynamic lift by normal use of the controls at the onset of the
warning indication.

3.8.2. 3 Control and recovery following loss of aerdlynamric lift. In the
event of loss of aerodynamic lift, it shall be possible to maintain control and
recover by normal use of the controls, with control forces not exceeding the
Level 3 requirements of table XIIL Recovery shall be acconmlished without
experiencing pitch, roll, or yaw attitude changes in excess of Z0 degrees or
excessive loss of altitude or buildup of speed. It is desired that no pitch-up
tender.cies occur; however, a mild nose-up pitch may be acceptable if no
pitch control force reversal occurs and i_* no dangerous, unrecoverable, or
objectionable flight conditions result.

DISCUSSION

"These requirements are essentially similar to the requirements of
3.4.3 through 3.4.3-4.1 of -%UL-F-8785B (Reference 10).

The requirements are intended to apply to those conditions where loss
of lift requires corrective action by the pilot. Some pertinent examples of
the intended application of this requ.drernent are as follows:

(.1) co-,-eiticnal 'stall" where increases in an.gle of attack result
in loss oi aerodynarmic lift,

(2)} conditions where strong coupling exists between the lateral-
directional res:ponse and the longitudinal response where, for
exarm-.3le, sudden changes in sideslip result in a significant
loss of aerodvrnamic lift, and
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313 ý-or,•ýi6otz '-t..re sir.-all perturbations (._- th_-ntt magnituce or

"thrust angle controla 1,y i2he pi;ot may result ik a !cignificanz
o: urJ.Ecired changei in the a-Cr.-.afit acxsdynarnit. 1iL

These requirements are not ixe-.ded !-,. apply to C•..i-ios where
loss of lift ic, ,tentign-l or rorn--al (i.e.. durng tia,%sfer from aerodynr.amic
lift from a wng to direct xZ" ,ctn liftýng engines), prov-d,-•, no undesirable
concitioxs rest;lt as a -_onsequence of lift transfe-.

Paragraph 3. S.Z. 2 is Dased on Section 3.4. 7Z. _ mIL-F-8785B
(Reference 10)but modified to ref. c_. the mcre general ter:.-nnology appro-
rz-ate ýo VISTOL aircraft. It is intended to ern-ý--'e that the pilc-t is given
clear and adequate warning of the approach of a ic-s of r.erodyna..ic lift con-.
dition Sc that he mnty take appropriate cer ective actien in time to avcti, a
da•igerous -Uight cczditioan .f it should exist. The requirement is only intended
to apply for those conditions where the loss of such Lft requires piiot 2¢tion,
an-d is not interded to be required in conctions where the loss of lift is
in-teztiozal. or normzl. and does not call for special pilot consideration.
(For instance, loss of ae-odvmnanic lift from tit; dt:,-:s may 1-e compcnsated
for by increased direct lift as ducts aze rotated up. Provided no bu-Iet or

or-oter undesirabe ccnditiorýs result as a cCrtsequence oi thir, losg of aero-
dynamic lift, no warning" nced be given the ui'c-tL

The in-ent of Section 3.8. 2-. 2 is ?-elf-ex'planatory and is meant to
ensure that the condition -if lost a.rodynamic lift is not catastrophic and
recovery can be 2x-,cuted without exceptional pilot skill or strength, before
the aircraft loses excessive altitude or builds up excessive speeds.

Section 3.8- Z. 3 is intended to assure that upon entry into a loss of I
aerodynamic lift condition, the subsequent recovery of the aircraft is not
limited by stalling of aerodynamic surfaces or 'masking" of propulsion sys-
tems, etc. The control force limitations are reasonable and compatible -'

with the capabilities of a pilot under emergency conditions.

Requirements similar to 3.8- 2.2 and 3.8.2. 3 are found in AGARD
"_08A (Reference 46) and RT-M-37 (Reference 47) as follows:

AGARD 408A-Section 6.4.7 - 'It should be possible to avoid the
attainment of the minimum flight speed by normal use of the
controls at the onset of the warning. In the event of attaining
V. it should be possible to recover by normal use of themin

controls, with engine power used as necessary, and without
excessive loss of altitude or increase in speed. Control forces
should not exceed 20 pounds for lateral control, 40 pounds for
longitudinal control or 80 pounds for directional control.

RTM 37 - Part of Section 3.7.6.7 - OIt shall be possible to prevent
stall by normal use of the controls at the onset of stall warning. In
the event of a complete stall, it shall be possible to recover (by
normal use of the controls with reasonable control forces) without
excessive loss of altitude or -uildup of speed.-
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3.8.3 PILOT-INDUC'.D OSCILLATIONS ,.

R EQUIR EEM EN T

3.8. 3 P:lot-induced oscillations. There shall be no tendency for pilot-
induccd oscillations, that is. sustained or uncontrollable oscillations re-
s-lting from the efforts of the pilot to control the aircraft about any control
axis tjr combn-i-ation of control axes.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is similar to paragraphs 3. 2. 2.3 and 3. 3.3 of
MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10). However, the requirement now applies to
pilot-induced oscillations (PIO) tendencies about or along any axis, such as
vertical PIO.

The requirement is, of necessity. qualitative because of the multitude
of factors contributing to PlO susceptibility. Such factors as short-period
dvrv-rraics, control and force-feel system dynamics, pilot body and body sup-
Dort dynamics. control system friction and free play and structural and aero-
cLastic modes, etc, have all been identified as sources of P1O problems.
Reft-rence 84, for exarmple, presents a description of P1O difficulties related
•o t. ,-se of bobweights in control systems.
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3.8.4 BUFFET

REQUIREMENT

3.8-4 Buffet. Within the boundaries of the Operational Flight Envelope,
there shlah beno objectionw le buffet which might detract from the effec-
tiveness of the aircraft in executing its intended missions.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is identical to Section 3.4.6 of MIL-F-8785B
(Reference 10). Obviously, objectionable buffet can seriously detract from
mission effectiveness both directly by interfering with precision tasks and
indirectly through fatigue which reduces crew proficiency. The lack of
suitable data precludes a quantitative requirement at this time.

I.
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3.8.5 RELEASE OF STORES "

3.8.6 EFFECTS OF ARMAMiENT DELIVERY AND
SPECIAL EQUIPMAENT

REQUIREMENT

3. 8- 5 Release of stores. The intentional release of any stores shall not
result in objectionable flight characteristics for Levels I and Z. However.
the intentional release of stores shall never result in dangerous or intoler-
able flight characteristics. This requireme.a• applies for.aU flight conditions
and store loadings at which normal or emergency store release- is structurally
permissible.

3.8- 6 Effects of armament delivery and special ea-iipment. Operation of
movable parts such as bomb bay doors, cargo doors, armament pods,
refueling devices, rescue equipment, or firing of weapons, release of bombs,
extension of lift engines, or delivery or pickup of cargo shall not cause buffet,
trim changes, or other characteristics which impair the tactical effectiveness
of the aircraft under any pertinent flight condition. These requirements shall
be met for Levels I and 2.

DISCUSSION

These two requirements are identical to paragraphs 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 8
of _%,IL-F-8785B (Reference 10). These requirements are necessary although
the variety of possibilities makes it necessary to phrase the requirement
qualitatively.

408
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3.8.7 CROSS-COUPLED EFFECTS
,p

REQUIREMENT

3.8.7 Cross-coupled effects. Control inputs or aircraft molior.s about a
given aircraft axis shahl not induce objectionable control forces or aircraft
m-otions about any other axis. Specifically, the requirements of 3.8. 7. 1 a -d
3. 8.7. Z shall apply.

3.8.7. 1 Gyroscopic effects. Gyroscopic moments caised by rotating com-
ponents shall not result in objectionable flight or ground handling character-
istics. In flight, the elin-ination of the cross-coupled response during the
maneuvers required to demonstrate compliance with this specification shall
require less than 10 percent of the maximum control momnent available about
the cross-coupling axis for Level 1, and less than 20 percent for Level 2.

3.8.7.2 Inertial and aerodynamic cross-coupling. The application of any
cockpit control input neces5dry to meet any pitch, roll or yaw perfor-ance
rezquirement of this specification shall not result in any objectiorable air-
craft at•ittrues o: angulavL rates about the axes not under consideraticn. In
addition, undesired altltudi changes shall be n'iniT-l.

DISCUSSION

Excessive cross-couphng can produce serious degradation of flying
qualities both in hovering and in forward flight. It was, therefore, con-
sidered appropriate to place the requirements of 3. 8. 7 in the miscellaneots
section to avoid repetition in Sections 3. 2 and 3. 3.

These recuirements are essentially those of Sections 6. 2. 1 and 6. Z. 3
of AGARD 408A (Reference 46). Section 3.8.7.2 above has been generalized
to restrict objectionable coupling about any of the control axes. The maneu-
vers necessary to demonstrate compliance with the pitch, roll and yaw
naneuver performnance requirements of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are considered
realistic for demr.onstration cf compliance with 3.8.7.2.

Variouas cross-coupling requirements can be found in other documents.
Fo: example, LffL-F-8785B (Reference 10) Section 3.4.4, RTM-37 (Refer-
ence 47) Sections 3,. 6.4 and 3.7.4. 13, and !IML-H-850IA (Reference 15)
Sections 3. 3. 14, 3. 5. I1, and 3.5. 11. 1. All the concepts of these require-
r-ents are adequately covered by the present requirements, and there are
no apparent conflicts.



3.8.8 FAILURES

REQUIREMENT

3.8.8 Failures. No single failure of any component or system shall result
in dangerous or intolerable flying qualities; Special Failure States (3. 1.6. 2. 1),
including certain propulsion failures (3. 1. 10. 3.4 and 3.8. 9) are excepted.
The crew members concerned shall be provided with immediate and easily
interpreted indications whenever failures occur that require or limit any
flight-crew action or decision.

3.8.8. 1 Transients follo.ring failures. The aircraft motions following
sudden aircraft systemor component failures which might occur during maneu-
vering flight or unattetided trimnyied flight shall be such that dangerous con-
ditions can:be avoided by pilot corrective actions A realistic time delay
between the failure and initiation of pilot corrective action shall be incorpora-
ted when determining compliance. This time delay should include an interval
between the occurrence of the failure and the occurrence of a cue such as
acceleration, rate, displacement, or sound that will definitely indicate to the
pilot that a failure has occurred, plus an additional interval which represents
the time required for the pilot to diagnose the situation ind initiate corrective
action.

DISCUSSION
The need for these two requirements, taken from MIL-F-8785B

(Reference 10), is self-evident.

Certain failures inherently provide warning of their occurrence
through aircraft transient motions, characteristic noises, etc. Other fail-
ures may be more subtle. For example, a stability augmentation system
failure may result only in a loss of authority with no accompanying transient
motions. Although the aircraft remains stable fo'r small perturbation mo-
tions, subsequent gross maneuvering or encounters with turbulence may
result in SAS saturation and severe degradation in flying qualities. Thus,
3.8.8 requires that adequate and timely warning be provided to the crew
whenever crew action or decision is required in the event of a !ailure.

Paragraph 3.8.8. 1 is intended to remind the designer that in deter-
mining the allowable time delays to corrective action following failures,
consideration must be given to the adequacy of-the natural or artificial warning
and the magnitude of the _transient motions.

In addition, co-sideraition should be given to the nature of the control
correc:a:.- :.--'ired tz effect recovery. That is to"say, failures which re-
quir- -. at'_ra. ,r unusual control correctiohs will probably require greater
time delays since the pilot will not be able to react "instinctively" in these
cases.
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"3.8.9 CONTROL FOLLO's, LNG I-OSS OF THRUST/POWERED LIFT

REQUIREMENT

3.8.9 Control following loss of thrust/powered hit. Thrust, powered lift,
or both may be lost from many factors including engine f.ailure, inlet unstart,
propeller failure, propeller-drive failure and boundary-layer control system
failure. The requirements of 3.8-9- 1 through 3.8-9.2.3 appiy to ±U5: 01

thrust or lift on one or ma.,ore engines, propellers and segments of a powered
lift system, caused by all single factors except structural failure of pro-
pellers or rotors. The effect of the failure or ... Ilperformance of all
powered or driven subsystems shall also be included. in derm-onstrating com-
pliance with 3-8.91- through 3.8.9.2.3. a realistic time delay (3.8. & I)
shall be incorporated between the thrust loss and pilot action.

3.8.9. 1 Thrust/powered lift loss on the ground. During all takeoffs and
landings of the aircraft, it shall be possible without exceptional pilot skill
to maintain control following a sudden loss of thrust, powered lift, or both.
No failures, beyond those required by 3.8.9, need be considered. For
running takeoffs and landings it shall further be possible, after loss, to
achieve and maintain a straight path while on the ground without a deviation
of more than 30 feet from the path origina-lly intended. Control ,orces shall

not exceed the values for Level 3 in table X•iii

Additional controls such as nosewheel steering if operatr-d by the yaw con-
trol, differential braking, and automatic devices which normally o•rerate in
the event of a thrust loss may be used. For aborted takeoffs, the require-
ments apply up to the r-aximum, takeoff speed for the configuration. For
continued takeoffs these requirem.ents apply to thrust/powered lift loss at
speeds from the lowest refusal speed for the cofigzuration to t.e nMaxi.uM-
takeoff speed, and the requirements of 3.8. 9.2 applv onc,2! the aircraft is
airborne.

3.8-9-2 Thrust /powered lift loss in flight. The aircraft motions foliowing
a sadden loss of thrust, powered lift, or both shall be such that danaerou-z
conditions ,a-.n Ue avoided by corrective action without undue oilct skill-
From considerations of operational require.nents, the procuring activity will
designate which of the following reouir..-r.ents aoply after the loss.

3.8. 9. 2. I Continued mission. Aircraft recquired to Droceed from Category

C Flight Phabses to Category A or B Flight Phases shall rneet at least Level 2

flying qualities requirements following the thrust or powered lift loss. Air-

craft required to complete Category A Flight Ph.ases shall meet at least

Level 2 flying qualities reonirements following the th,:.ust or powered ,z-t loss."

Aircraft required to terminate Category A Flilht Pi-hases and to corr,!erete

Category B Frliht Phases shall meet at least Level 3 f!,i-ng cualities recqire-

n.ents following the thrust loss.



3. 8. 9.2. 2 Safe la nding Aircraft required to perform a safe landing shall
meet at least Level 3 flying qualities requirements following the thrust loss.
If the landing is completed using autorotation, the autorotation requirements
of 3.8. 10 through 3. 8. 10. 3 must also be satisfied-

3. 8. 9.2.3 Crew escape. When there are no operational .requir-ements after
a loss of thrust/powered lift, the aircraft shall not diverge so rapidly that
the ability of the crew to escape is impaired.

DISCUSSION

These paragraphs state the requirements for the specific failure
state of loss of thrust or powered lift. Paragraph 3.8.9 is intended to point
out that many types of failures can give rise to thrust/powered lift losses.
In addition, all side e.Tfects of the -failure must be considered. For example,
a turbine failure may result in complete or partial loss of bleed air for a
reaction control system. hydraulic pressure for a boosted control system,
and electrical power. Any analysis of the cc~nsequences of this turbine failu- e
which did not consider all the related side effects could result in extremely
optimistic conclusions.

The intent of paragraph 3. 8. 9. 1 is to assure that deviations of the
aircraft's ground track following the failure shall be controllable so tlza: th?-
pilot can either abort or continue the takeoff without leaving the side asf &-e
runway. The r-se of additional controls is permitted provided the pilot is
not required to remove his hands or feet from the pitch. roll ant? v-.iw cockpit
controls to operate them. For example, requiring the pilot to operate a
separate tiller bar for nosewheel steering would require his relleasing either
the throttle or the stick. If the normal crew complement includes a copilot,
he may assume the control which the pilot had released. However, this
situation is awkw.ard and Potentially dangerous. With only a single crew-man,

the operation of separate controls may be catastrophic.

Upon becoming airborne following a thrust loss on the ground, or if
th~e failure occurs in flight. the requirements of 3. 8. 9.2 Itc 3- .89. 2. 3 apply.

The rationale for these requirements parallels the reasoning of
Schairer (Reference 122). He argues that there are basically t~hree possiblie
failure situations:

~Firstly, there are one and twL- engine combat aircraft which
ordinarily fly with only one or two people aboard. It appears

acceptable Practice to make no provision in the powerplant
number or size to provide for engine failure during takeoff
or landing. The crew is protected by ejection seats which
can operate down to zero speed.



ot condly, there are aircraft without stored energy and with

too i'-any passengers aboard to consider ejection seats. These

aircraRt must be designed to survive a failure of any engine

at any time during takeoff, landing or enroute. Usually they

will be designed to be able to continue to intended destination-

The power of the remaining active engines must keep the aircraft

in flight and under control and usually without drawing from

any of the remaining engines sufficient power to require their

removal or replacement.

"rThirdly, there are those helicopters, tilt rotors and tilt wings,
which have been designed to hold enough stored energy in their
propulsion systems to permit an emergency landing following a
powerplant failure. Sometimes the aircraft will be damaged in

the emergency landing but ordinarily there will be no personnel
injuries. For long range operation there is an unanswered
question about the requirement for continued flight to the
destination such as might be required over water.-

s: nse possibilities, in their most general form. may be summarized

I. Crew escape I
2. Continue mission

3. Land

I; is not the purpose of a flying qualities specification to decide which
of these possibilities should be applied, rather it is the job of the specifica-
tion to decide what fiying qualities should be available to the chosen possi-

bility. There-fore, the procuring activity will specify which of 3.8.9-2. 1
to 3.8.9 2. 3 shall apply.

The most stringent requirement that can be applied is that the air-
craft have the capability of continuing its mission following a thrust loss.
Under paragraph 3.8.9-2. 1 the procuring activity may specify any of three
failure characteristics.

First, it may be required that an aircraft have the capability of pro-

ceeding from a Category C Flight Phase to Category A or B Flight Phases

with Level 2 flying qualities. By definition, this is the minimum level of

flying qualities for accomplishment of the mission Flight Phase. For exam-

ple. imposition of this requirement to a VTOL ground attack aircraft would

demand the capability to suffer a thrust loss during a vertical takeoff

(Category C) and with the remaining thrust available to cruise to its target

(Category B) and make ground attacks (Category A) with at least Level Z
flying qualities.

Secondly. the procuring activity has the option of specifying a less

stringenm requirement which is intended to assure that an aircraft has the
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it may be required that following a thrust loss, the aircraft can safely termi-

nate Category A and complete Category B FLight Phases. This is, in fact,
the definition of Level 3 flying qualities..

When there is no necessity to continue the mission, the procuringactivity may require that the aircraft have the capability to make a safe

landing (3.8.9-2. 2). This requirement might be imposed on a personnel
transport, for example, where the number of passengers aboard makes it
impossible to consider ejection. For an aircraft with little stored energy.
this would require the capability to make an unpowered or partial power
descen: to a landing site (if available) and execute a landing. Rates of
descent under these conditions should be such that ordinarily there will be
no personal injuries. Sometimes, however, the aircraft may be damaged
in the emergency landing. Aircraft with sufficient stored energy, such as
rotary wing vehicles, may use their autorotative capability to execute the
landing.

Finally, when there is no requirement to land the aircraft, as when
the crew complement is such that ejection is feasible, the procuring activity
may specify 3.8.9-Z. 3. No specific Level of handling qualities is required;
however, it must be possible to maintain the aircraft's transient motions
within the operating limits of the particular crew escape or ejection
mechanism provided.
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3-8-10 AUTOROTATION

REQUIREMENT

3-8.10 Autorotation. All aircraft required by the procuring activity to
demonstrate an autorotative capability shall meet the following requirements-

3. 8. 10. 1 Autc rotatiov, entry. The aircraft shall be capable of entry into
autortatio off)allaf speeds from hover to Vcon. Following power

failure a delay of 1 secc ad prior to pilot corrective action is mandatory. and
a delay of Z seconds is desired- During the delay, no dangerous flight con-
ditions or excessive changes in aircraft attitude or altitude shall occur-
Changes in aircraft attitudes shall be considered excessive if they exceed
20 degrees in 2 seconds following complete loss of power with controls fixed-
During the transition from powered flight to autorotative flight, the control
forces shall not exceed the Lev'el Z maximums of table XflI and 20 percent
of the nominal control power must remain for maneuvering-

3.8.-10.2 Atitorotative descent and landing. All aircraft with an autorotative
capability requirement shall' be capable -of descending and landing (power off)
safely. The pitch, roll and yaw dynamic stability requirements of this speci-
fication shall apply in autorotation at any speed. Touchdown speeds and
landing zone environment will be specified by the procuring activity.

DJSCUSSION

Requirements similar to 3.8. 10 are found in MIL-H-8501A and
RTM-37 (References 15 and 47 respectively).

It is recognized that during the entry into a controlled autorotation
following power failure, some altitude will generally be lost. When the
initial altitude of the vehicle is insufficient to permit recovery before
impacting the ground, the aircraft is considered to be flying within the critical
height-velocity regime. The requirements for power failure characteristics
within the critical height-velocity regime are stated in paragraph 3. 1L 10. 3.4
of Reference I.

The specification of a mandatory delay time before pilot control cor-
rections is intended to assure that the rate of divergence of the aircraft
motions following power failure is compatible With the pilot's capability to
detzct and diagnose the failure and make appropriate control corrections.
Obviously. the maximum delay time which can be demonstrated is a function
of the vehicle's configuration and flight regime, the adequacy of natural or
artificial failure warnings and the physiology of the pilot.
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MIL-H-8501A (Reference 15) requires that it be possible to transition
safely to autorotation when the collective pitch control correction has been
delayed for 2 seconds. No minimum time delay is specified for the other
controls (roll, pitch or yaw). Simulated power failure testing of a high
performance helicopter, the AH-IG Huey Cobra, documented in Reference
91. indicate that, for this vehicle, the collective delay times are related
to the degree of cyclic flare used in the recovery. The maximum collective
delay time reported was 2. 2 seconds following a throttle chop at 163 knots
CAJ. However, for this case, the cyclic flare (pitch control) was initiated
at about 0. 6 seconds while a yaw control correction was made a!most
immediately following the power loss. It seems, therefore, unrealistic to
limit the demonstration of time delay to the collective control only, when
much shorter reaction times are required to control the other degrees of
freedom of the vehicle.

A more realistic approach has been taken in RTM-37 (Reference 47)
in which a reaction delay time of 2 seconds for all controls is considered
desirable while 1 second is mandatory for demonstration of comrpliance.
A similar requirement has been adopted for the V/STOL Specification
(Reference 1).

Little or no data base exists to substantiate this requirement since
military helicopters to date have generally been procured ard tested against
IAIL-H-8501A. However, under operational conditions, the transients
associated with power failures may be much more critical than can be effec-
tively simulated by throttle chops as in flight testing. It is considered,
therefore, that a one-second mandatory time delay is -iot unrealistic and may,
under certain circumstances, be too lenient.

MIL-H-850LA restricts transient attitude changes to 10 degrees
within the first 2 seconds while yaw attitude excursions of 20 degrees are
allowed for speeds less than the speed for best climbs. The requirement of
RTM-37 is similar. The V/STOL Specification is less restrictive and allows
attitude changes up to 20 degrees from hover to Vcon-

Touchdown speeds have not been specified since they are directly
related to the use of wheels or skids and wind conditions. In addition, the
procuring activity should specify the landing zone environment (i.e., wind
conditions, level paved surface, carrier deck, sea state, etc). since they
are operational considerations. The handling quality requirement is essen-
tially that the aircraft flying qualities shall never be worse than Level 3 for
autorotative (power-off) landing in the operational environments envisioned
by the procuring activity.
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3.8i11 VIEBRATION CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIREMENT

3. S. 11 Vibration characteristics. Throughout the Operational Flight
Envelope, the aircraft shall be free of objectionable shake, vibration, or
roughness. In addition, throughout the Operational Flight Envelope the air-
craft shall not exhibit mechanical or aeroelastic instabilities (i. e., ground
resonance, flutter, etc.) that degrade the flying qualities.

DISCUSSION

This requirement is intended to draw attention to the adverse effects
of mechanical and aeroelastic vibration on flying qualities. MIL-H-850 IA
(Reference 15) places quantitative limits on vibratory acceleration and dis-
placement both at the cockpit ccntrols and at pilot, crew, passenger and
litter stations. There appears to be little data to substantiate these require-
ments. Considering the great variety of possible VISTOL concepts, it is
felt that a quantitative vibration requirement is not feasible at the present
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4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

REQUIREMENT

4. 1 Detc:rrnation. Quality assurance shall be determined through:

Analysis

Simulation
Ground test
Flight test.

The contract end item specification for each procurement will delineate, for
each requirement of section 3, which of these methods shall be used. In
order to restrict the number of design and test conditions, representative
flight conditions, configurations, external store complements, loadings, etc.,
shall be determined for detailed investigation. The selected design points
must be sufficient to allow extraDolation to the other conditions at which the
requirements apply. The required failure analyses shall be thorough, ex-
cepting only approved Special Failure States (3. 1.6.2. 1).

4.2 Interpretation of qualitative requirements. Requirements which are not
stated in terms of quantitative values of a particular stability or control param-
eter are to be interpreted with due regard to the intent of the Level delinitions
of 1 .5. Final determination of compliance with scch qualitative requirements
will be made by the procuring activity through flight test or other suitable
means.

DISCUSSION

The philosophy underlying the VISTOL Specification is that the re-
quirements should apply under those conditions in which the aircraft operates.
The requirements therefore apply in those flight regimes, with the loadings,
external store combinations, and geometric configurations required by the
aircraft's missions; plus failure considerations. It is recognized, however,
That the number of design or flight test points that can be examined in detail
is generally severely limited by both time and money, so guidance should be
provided to limit the magnitude of the design task or flight test program. I

In MIL-F-8785B (Reference 10), a significant amount of guidance is
provided in choosing the flight conditions which should be tested. This is
amplified by the discussion in the BIUG (Reference 84), page 463.

To establish guidelines it is necessary to know:

0 which factors, such as speed, inertia and aerodynamic
characteristics, influerxce the statics, dynamics and response

0 ;ow the important factors change throughout the flight
envelope.

For conventional aircraft there is a good deal of experience on
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: ' which to base prognostication; also the aerodynamic characteristics vary in
reasonably predictable ways, e. g., nondimensional stability and control
derivatives are constant (except for Macb number variation) as speed and
altitude are changed (there is little or no power effect).

"On this basis, for conventional aircraft it is possible to reason that
for examnple (Reference 84, page 471)-:

will be proportional to V'reF" =Ve

wi-l be proportional to

112,e will be proportional to V,-c'

77/c will be proportional to V/C-" vt-

The effect of load factor on the aerodynamic characteristics
is deduced to be primarily that caused by the incr-eased
angle of attack. This, in turn, is inversely proportional
to the changes which occur with increased speed.

Such assumptions as those outlined above could be quite misleading
if applied to a V/STOL:

0 Speed chauges.
If a V/STOL increases speed it may be necessary to

change configuration (e. g., using tilt angle) - This will
obviously cause significant nondimensional derivative changes.
If the speed is increased at a fixed configuration there will
almost certainly be large power effects which will modify
the nondimensional derivatives.

- Altitude changes.
As altitude is increased at a given speed and fixed

configuration the trends in stability and control character-
istics are likely to be simiar to those for co,=ventional
aircraft.

- Effect of nonz-al load factor.
This is likely to result in the most complex changes

since normal load factor will be produced by combinations
of power change and angle of attack change. Changes in
power can influence all the longitudinal and lateral-
directional stability and control derivatives. Changes in
angle of attack could be complex if, as is likely, they
exceed ranges of linearity. Certainly large perturbations
should be considered in this regard.

As a result of these cornnlications, which mnake it apear that eeneralized
trends will not be predictable ifor all possible V/STOL cor.iig,-rations, it is
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up to the designer Lo choose the representative conditions for flight testing.
He will very likely have to make use of computer simulations to determine
the critical conditions which should be investigated by flight test, and alsoto show that interpolation between flight test points is valid.
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S55. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5. 1 General. Section 5 is not applicable to this specification.
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6. NOTES

DISCUSSION

This section provides definitions of the symbols used in the specifica-
tion and also gives some notes of clarification on various concepts such as
application of Levels.

Because of the large number of definitions, paragraph 6. 2 has been
divided into subsections for clarity. Most of the definitions should be self-
explanatory; but .some of the more complex parameters, such as the roll-
sideslip coupling parameters, are explained more thoroughly in the dis-
cussions of the requirements to which they apply.

For completene-is, Section 6 of Reference I is given below. No
further discussion seems necessary because the notes themselves are
explanatory in nature.

6. 1 Intended use. This specification contains the flying qualities require-
ments for rndlitary piloted V/STOL aircraft operating at speeds up to Vcon
and shall form one of the bases for determination, by the procuring activity,
of aircraft acceptabi-ity. The specification shall serve as design requirements
and as =riteria for use in stability and control calculations, analysis of wind-
tunnel test resuits, fiying qualities simulation tests, and flight testing and
e.azuation. Yo the extent possible, this specification should be met by pro-
viding an inherently good basic airframe. Where that is not feasible, or where
inordinate oenalties would result, a mechanism is provided herein to assure
"that the fligla.- safety, flying qzalities z-nd reliability aspects of dependence on
stability augmentation and other forms of system complication will be con-
sidt-red fully.

6. 2 Definitions. Terms and sjrmbols used throughout this specification are
defined in the foliowing subparagraphs.

6.2. 1 General

5 - Laplace transform va:-iable

I%1'SL - mean rea :evel

Aircraft Nornial - thie -%,.-n*.lature and format of table XIV shall be r-sed
Sza tes in defining ihe Aircraft Normal States (3. 1. &. 1!

service ceiling aliz_;ode at a given airspeed at which the rate of climib
-s 100 ft/rnin at saited wcight and engine tbrust

co.mbat ceii:ng altitude at a giver. airspeeed at which rate of climb is
- "500 ft/min at stated weight and .!n.,ine thrust

cruising ceihn- altitude at a giver airspeed at which rate of climb is
3_^ 7t/fmin at NRT at stated weight
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h"• max: - nmaximum service altitude (defined in 3. 1.8-4)

hoMax - maximum operational altitude (3. 1.7)

h omin - minimum operational altitude (3. 1.7)

c. g. - aircraft center of gravity

hover - to reirain stationary relative to either the air mass
or a point on the ground as specified in the applicable
requirement

6. 2. Z Speeds

refusal speed - the maxixnmu speed to which the aircraft can accelerate
and then stop in the available runway length

TAS - true airspeed

V - airspeed along the flight path

V MX. - short-hand notation for the speeds V , V - for a
max min

V in(X) given configuration, weight, center-of-gravity position,
and external store combination associated with Flight
Phase X

Vd .- speed for maximu -endurance

V rang. - speed for naxium range in zero wind conditions

VMAT - high speed, level flight, maximum augmented thrust

V - maximnm service speed (defined in 3. i. 8. 1)nmax

Vm. - minimum service speed ( defined ii, 3. 1.8. 2)

VOmax - nvaximum cp'rational speed (3. 1.7)

Vorn - minimum operational speed (3. . 7)

V - the speed which establishes the upper limit of applica-
con bility of the requirements of this specification and the

lower limit of applicability of the requirements of
MIL-F-8785B. No more precise definition of Vcon
will be attempted as it is assumed that Vco will be
chosen by the contractor subject to approva-. :y the
procuring activity. Factors to be considered in the
selection of Vcon are discussed in the Background
Information and User's Guide (BIrUG); see 6.7.
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6.2.3 Thrust and power

NRT - normal rated thrust, which is the maximum thrust at
which the engine can be operated continuously

MRT - military rated thrust, which is the maximum thrust at
which the engine can be operated for a specified period

MAT - maxinu-m augmented thrust: maximum thrust, aug-
mented by all means available for the Flight Phase

T/W - the ratio formed by dividing the thrust available by
the aircraft's weight

6. Z. 4 Control parameters

Pitch, Roll, Yaw - the stick or wheel and rudder pedals manipulated in the
Controls cockpit by the pilot to produce pitching moments,

rolling moments and yawing moments, respectively

Thrust Magnitude - the lever which is manipulated in the cockpit by the
Control pilot to produce changes in the magnitude of the thrust

vector

Thrust Angle - the lever or switch manipulated by the pilot to produce
Control changes in the thrust angle, for example, wing-tilt

angle control

Pitch Control component of applied force, exerted by the pilot on the
Force cockpit control, in or parallel to the plane of symmetry,

acting at the center of the stick grip or wheel in a
direction perpendicular to a line between the center of
the stick grip or wheel and the stick or control column
pivot

Roll Control for a stick control, the component of control force
Force exerted by the pilot in i- plare •e-pendicular to the

plane of symmetry, acting at ti-I center of the stick
grip in a direction perpendicular to a line between the
center of the stick grip anu the stick pivot. For a
wheel control, the total moment applied by the pilot
about the wheel axis in the plane of the wheei, dividvd
by the average radius from the wheel pivot to the
pilot's g-ip

Yaw Control difference of push-force components of forces
Force cxerted by the pilot on the rudder pedals, lying in

planes parallel to the plane of symmetry. measured
peroendicular to the pedals at the normal point of
application of the pilot's instep on the respective
rudder pedals
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i Thrust Magnitude component of applied force, exerted by the pilot on
Control Force the cockpit control, in or parallel to the plane of

symmetry acting at the center of the lever grip in
a direction perpendicular to a line betweer the
center of the lever grip and the lever -:oluznn pivot

Control Surface - a surface or device which is positioned by a cockpit
control or by stability augmentation, and which
produces aerodynamic or jet-reaction type forces
in such a manner as to control the forces. moments,
or both, on the aircraft. As used in this specifica-
tion, the pitch control surface, roUl control surface.
and yaw control surface are the control surfaces or
devices which are controlled by the pitch, roll and
yaw controls respectively

Nominal Control - one-half of the total control moment change avail-
Moment able to the pilot using only the pitch, roll or yaw

control at the given flight condition

Control Power the angular or linear acceleration available to the
pilot with full cockpit control displacement from
the given trim condition

6.2. 5 Longitudinal parameters

n - normal loadfactor

n - symmetrical flight limit load factor for a given
LAircraft Normal State, based on structural con-

siderations

n n -- maximum and minimum service ioad factcrsn min (defined in 3. 1.8.5)

n(+). n(-) - for a given altitude, the upper and lower boundaries
of n in the V-n diagrams depicting the Service Flight
Envelope

o rmax' nomin -maximum and nminimnum operational load factors
i ~(3. 1.7)

no(+), no(-) - for a given altitude, the upper and lower boundariesi0 of n in the V-n diagrams depicting the Operational

Flight Envelope (see Figures 6 and 7)

13 /c - the steady-state normal acceleration change per unit
change in angle of attack for an incremental pitch
control deflection at constant speed
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6. 2. 6 Lateral-directional parameters

- roll control displacement
AST - first-order roll mode time constant

R
SR P - yaw control displacem ent

W~nd - undamped natural frequency of the Dutch roll
oscillation; c.)d greater than zero is indicative of
positive weathercock stability (3.3.7. 1)

g'd - damping ratio of the Dutch roll oscillation

Td - damped period of the Dutch roll, Td= 2rf

S- bank angle

0 " 0 - bank angles at the first, second and third peaks,respectively (figui-es 8 and 9)

p -roll rate

______ - a measure of the ratio of the oscillatory component
0 aW of bank angle to the average component of bank

angle following an impulse roll control command
with yaw control free:

___~~0 - O,.5 Zc5
0 a .04V Of - O

(.2: 2 Oz

O> 0.2: OAr !!-S(0,.0r)

4 -sideslip angle at the center of gravity, angle
between undisturbed flow and plane of symmetry.
Positive or right sideslip corresponds to incident
flow approaching from the right side of the plane
of symmetry.

- the maximum change in sideslip following an abrupt

roll control pulse command within time tAp; where
ta@ is the lesser of 6 seconds or one-half the Dutch
roll period, and is measured from a point halfway
"through the duration of the pulse command (figures
8 and 9)
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;i•- •t tiame for the Dutch roll oscillation in the sideslipnp response to reach the nth local maximum for a right
tpulse roll control command, or n nthe se lopal

Sminimum for a left command (figures 8 and 9). The
control shall be moved as abruptly as practical and,
for purposes of this definition, time shall be mea-
sired from a point halfway through the duration of
the pulse.

* - phase angle expressed as a lag for a cosine rep-
resentation of the Dutch roll oscillation in sideslip,
where

S3t=• t + (n- 1)3 6 0 degrees

Td Ml 8

with n as in t above
nIB

0/,d Id - at any instant, the ratio of amplitudes of the bank-
angle and sideslip angle envelopes in the Dutch -
roll mode

Examxples showing measurement oi roll-sideslip coupling parameters are
given in figure 8 for right rolls and figure 9 for left rolls. It should be
noted that since is the phase angle of the Dutch roll component of side-
slip, care must be taken to select a peak far enough downstream that the
position of the peak is not influenced by the roll mode. In practice, peaks
occurring one or two roll mode time constants after the roll control input
will =e relatively undistorted. Care must also be taken v-hen there is
ramping of the sideslip trace, since rampIng will displace the position of a
peak of the trace from the corresponding peak of the Dutch roll coniponent.
In practice, the peaks of the Dutch roll component of sideslip are located by
first drawing a line through the ramping portion of the sideslip trace and
then noting the times at which the vertical distahce between the line and
the sideslip trace is the greatest.'

6.3 Gain scheduling. Changes of mechanical gearings and ftability aug-
- _mentation gains in the flight control system are sometimes accomplished by
scheduling the changes as a function of the settings of thrust lift angle or
devices such as flaps or wing sweep. This practice is generally acceptable.
but gearings and gains nor•rally should not be scheduled as a function of
trim control settings sinte pilots do not always keep aircraft in trim.

6.4 Effects of aeroelasticity. control equipment, and structural dynamics.
Since aeroelasticity, control equipment, and structural dynamics may exert
an important influence on the aircraft flying qualities, such effects should
not be overlooked in calculations or analyses directed toward investigation
of compliance with the requirements of this specification.
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3 6. S Appoi.tin Of Lcveis. Part of the intent of 3. 1. 10 is to ensure that
the probability of encountering significantly degraded flying qualities be-
cause of component or subsystem failures is small. For example, the
probability of encountering very degraded flying qualities (Level 3) must
be less than specified values per flight.

6. 5. 1 Theoretical compliance. To determine theoretical compliance with
the requirements of 3. 1. 10. Z, the following steps must be performed:

a. Identify those Aircraft Failure States which have a significant effect
on flying qu ies (3.1.6.2).

b. Define the longest flight duration to be encountered during operational
missions (3.1.1).

c. Determine the probability of encountering various Aircraft Failure
States, per flight, based on the above flight duration (3. 1. 10. 2).

d. Determine the degree of flying qualities degradation associated with
each Aircraft Failure State in terms of Levels as defined in the specific
requirements.

e. Determine the most critical Aircraft Failure State± tassuming the
failures are present at whichever point in the Flight Envelope being con-
sidered is most critical in a flying qualities sense), and compute the
total probability of encountering Level 2 flying qualities in ibe Operational
Flight Envelope due to equipment failures. Likewise, compute the pro-
bability of encountering Level 3 flying qualities in the Operational Flight
Envelope, etc.

f. Comnpa. t -omputed values above with the requirements in 3.1. 10.2
and 3.1. O. £

If the requirements are not met, the designer must consider alternate
courses such as:

(a) Improve the aircraft flying qualities associated with
the more probable -Failure States, or

(b) Reduce the probability of encountering the more
probable Failure States thxi6-igbheqaipment redesign,
redundancy, etc.

Regardless of the probability of encountering any given Aircraft Failure
States (with the exception of Special Failure States) the flying qualities
shall not degrade below Level 3.

6.5.Z !. evel definitions. To determine the degradation in flying qualities
parameters for a given Aircraft Failure State the following definitions
are provided:
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a. Level I is better- than or equal to the Level I boundary. or number,
given in section 3.

b. Level 2 is worse than Level 1, but no worse than the Level Z boundary.
or numaber.

c. Level 3 is worse than Level 2, but no worse than the Leve_ 3 boundary.
or number.

When a given boundary, or number, is identijed as Level I and Level 2,
this means that flying qualities outside the boundary conditions shown, or
worse t+ha the number given, are at best Level 3 flying qualities . Also,
since Level I and Level 2 requirements are the same, flying qualities must
be within this common boundary, or number, in both the Operational and
"Service Flight Envelopes for Aircraft Normal States (3. 1. 10. 1). Aircraft
Failure States that do not degrade flying qualities beyond this common
boundary are not considered in meeting the reqiirements of 3.1. 10.2.
Aircraft Failure States that represent degradations to Level 3. mast.
however, be included in the computation of the probability of encountering
Level 3 degradations in both the Operational and Service Flight Envelopes.
Again, degradation beyond the Level 3 boundary is not permitted, except
for Sp•-cial Failure St.tes.

"6. 5.3 Computioý assumptions. Assumptions a and b of 3.-1. 10. Z
are somewhat conservative, but they simplify the required computations in
3. 1. 10. Z and provide a set of workable ground rules for theoretical pre-
dictions. The reasons for these assumptions are:

a. ... conmponents and systems are .... operating for a time period per
flight equal te the longest operational mission time..-.' Since -most com-

* • •ponent failure data Aare in terms of failures per flight hour, even though
continuous opeiration may not be typical (e.g., yaw damper on during

* B "supersonic flight o4y). failure probabilities must be predicted on a per
* flight basis using a 'typicaP total flight time. The 'longest operational

mission time' as atypicaLP is a natural result. If acceptance cycles-to-
failure reliability data are available (MIL-STD-756), these data may be-

* used for prediction purposes based on maxinmm cycles per operational
mission, subject to procuring activity approval Also, finite wearout life
components, such as engines at maximum take-o f thrust, may be con-

* "• isidered as exceptions and failure calculations shall be based on maiu
normal operating time per flight in these cases, again subject to procaring
activity approvaL In any event, compliance with the requirements of

S3. 1. 10. 2, as determined in accordance with section 4, is based o. :he pro-
bability of encounter per flight-

b. ..... failure is assumed to be present at whichever point.. - is mcst
critical...." This assumption is in keeping *ith the requirements of
3 3. 1.6. 2 regarding Flight Phases subsequent to the actual failure in ques-
tion. In cases that are unrealistic from the operational standpoint, the
specific Aircraft Failure States might fall in the Aircraft Special Failure
State classification (3. 1.6. 2. 1).
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0 &6 Superseding data. This specification supersedes Military Specification
"AIL-H-SS01A for U. S. Air Force use.

6.7 Related documents. The documeh.ts listed below, while they do not
form a part of this specification. are so closely related to it that their con-
tents should be taken itito account in any application of this specification.

SPECIFICAT!ONS

uMilitary

L.IL-C-5011 Charts; Standard Aircraft Characteristics and Performance,
Piloted Aircraft

"will 571i Strictural Criteria, Piloted Airplanes, Structural Tests,
-- Flight

M%!L-M-7700 Manual, Flight
L G84-,8 General Requirements for Angle of Attack Based S-stems

MIL-S-25015 Sp2r.ning Requirements for Airplanes

STANDARDS

MIL-STD-882 Svyem.n Safety Program for Systems and Associated
Subsystems, and Equipment; Requirements for.

PUBLICATIONS

AFSC Design Handbook, Series 1-0 and 2-0

Background Information and User Guide for a Military Specification for
VSTOL Flying Qualities. AFFDL-TR-70-88 (March 1971)

Custodians: Preparing Activity:

Ar.-,' - Air Force - 1!

Navy -

Air Force - I1 Project No. 1500-0086
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